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COMING ATTRACTIONS
extensive discussion among the magazine's edi-

thumbed the pages of the last one to destruc-

tors and reviewers during aweekend-long conference here in Santa Fe, this list distills our collective feelings on every item of equipment to

tion; retailers and manufacturers are holding
their breath in anticipation; yes, it is once again

spend time in our systems into one, easily
digestible, compendium. "Recommended

time for the magazine's "Recommended Com-

Components" will occupy pride of place in the

ponents" listing to appear. Compiled after

October issue.

LATE NEWS:
RIAA ENDORSES DAT

generations of digital copies to be made from
analog sources. It was expected that the
scheme would be endorsed by The Home

It will have been six months since the last time
it was published; Stereophile readers have

As Stereophile went to press, news broke on the
DAT issue. Following aclosed-doors confer-

Recording Rights Coalition and that the next
step would be to arrange for legislation to

ence in Greece in June, where leaders of the
recording industry met with representatives

ensure that all consumer DAT machines would

from DAT manufacturers, it was announced on

conform to this standard. According to Gary

July 28 that agreement had been reached con-

Shapiro of the EIA's Consumer Electronics

cerning aproposed system that all involved—
the record industry, recorder manufacturers,

Group, "Although we are concerned about asking Congress to mandate aspecific technology,

and consumers—would be happy with. The
EIA and RIAA propose a new type of DAT

we believe this proposal should be supported
as it will.. .
provide the necessary political and

machine that would allow first-generation digital copies to be made from CDs, prerecorded

legal environment to allow sales of DAT recorders to the American consumer." Acynic,

DAT cassettes, and digital broadcasts, but no
more than that. Obviously related strongly to

of course, would point out that this will do
nothing to prevent analog pirating of

Philips' "Solo" proposal—see Stereopbile

copyrighted material, apractice that still exists

passim—the scheme would also allow two

on agrand scale.
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AS WE SEE IT
A MATTER OF

EASUREMEN

TS

ROBERT HARLEY

B

eginning with this issue, Stereopbile
readers will notice that more of the sub-

So why measure?

jective equipment reviews are augmen-

Including a product's measured performance in asubjective review improves the ser-

ted with technical reports describing certain

vice we provide our readers, and increases the

aspects of the component's measured perfor-

fairness to manufacturers who make the prod-

mance. Although test data have lately been
increasingly included in reviews, Stereopbile

ucts. Following are some of the benefits of measuring:

has recently made amajor commitment to
providing readers with relevant measurements
of products under review. We have just finished

1) There may be an unusual design quirk in
acomponent (revealed by measurement) that
makes it unsuitable for use with other equip-

building an audio test laboratory featuring the

ment. For example, arecent measurement of

Audio Precision "System One," asophisticated,
computer-based audio test measurement system.

apower amplifier's high output impedance
indicated that its sound would be very depen-

"Measurements?", Ican hear readers saying.

dent on the load it was driving. The amplifier

"Didn't Stereopbile create the field of subjective
audio reviewing?"
Yes, we did. And we have no intention of

sound with every new pair of speakers. If the

departing from the path forged nearly 30 years
ago by.J. Gordon Holt. The decision to measure some performance criteria in no way
changes our basic philosophy: the way to musical truth is through the ears, not the oscilloscope.
Stereophile, September 1989

would be a"chameleon," having adifferent
reviewer happened to audition the amplifier
with several pairs of speakers the amplifier
meshed with, abuying recommendation might
have been given without warning the potential purchaser of the risk inherent in the product. Recommending acomponent that does
not merit arecommendation is the worst dis-

5

Nr) 27
The music begins and awindow
opens. The boundaries of time and
place fade as aunique musical
experience is recreated in your
home.
Our quest for this ideal has
produced the new Mark Levinson
No. 27 Dual Monaural Power
Amplifier. We believe it is destined
to bring more music lovers closer
to their ideal than ever before.
To learn why, you are invited to
share the experience at your
nearest Mark Levinson dealer.

products are designed. manufactured, and dstribut ,ri
MADRIGAL AU 0
TORIES
—

service Stereopbile can do its readers.
2) Measuring protects manufacturers from
an undeservedly bad review. A review sample
may be defective and not representative of the
product. For example, areview of aCD player
contained criticisms that the player was harsh
and bright on some discs. Subsequent measurements revealed ade-emphasis error that
caused a 1.4dB boost above 10kHz. The deemphasis error was adefect in the review sam-

will be asignificant endeavour, and, when the
process produces results, well worth the time
and energy spent.
It can be argued that "objective" measurements are, in reality, subjective. One must make
asubjective decision as to which "objective"
measurements are important. For example, the
decision to measure and include in every
review an amplifier's THD specification implies
that the reviewer thinks THD is an important

ple, and did not properly reflect the product.

performance criterion. This belief is certainly

Although problems with initial review samples

subjective.

will continue to be reported to Stereopbile
readers, the manufacturer will have achance
to replace the unit with asecond sample and

The bottom line here is that these measurements will not detract from the high-quality
subjective reporting Stereopbile readers have

receive areview that more accurately describes
the sound of the product.

come to expect. There will certainly be no

3) Reviewers (and manufacturers) will be

cluttering every review. Rather, the additional
technical information will be included only if
it has relevance to readers' purchasing deci-

spared the agony of opening areview sample,
only to find it defective. These defective units
will be disqualified early in the review process
and not sent to reviewers for evaluation. Con-

"laundry list" of meaningless measurements

sions, explains asonic phenomenon discovered by the reviewer, or is interesting in its own

sequently, delays in reporting on important

right. Such an approach can only enhance the

new products will be avoided.

review and, in the process, help fulfill our most
important goal: providing readers with the

4) Most important, however, is the opportunity to correlate subjective impressions of a
component with measurable phenomena. This

CRITICS"

information needed before spending those
important audio dollars.

e

801 Speaker Base
by (IRCICI
Sonically superior. Elegantly simple. Raises
speaker 10". Each base holds 50 pounds of
sand. Equipped with Simply Physics Tone
Cones for better damping. Constructed of
Internally braced, high-density fibre
board. Satin black finish.
$395 apair + $15 S&H

"spiRE-rr

Replaces spikes supplied
with the 801 Matrix. 2" high Simply
Physics' Tone Cones with mounting blocks
provide secure, rigid stability as well as
excellent mechanical coupling to base.
Set of 8. $89
Send check or money order to

ARCICI MARIETING COMPANY

2067 Broadway, Suite 45, New York, NY 10023
1t.l (212) 724-6021
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DEALERS INVITED

While the best things in life may be free, the best in car stereo is anything but.
So cost containment had to take aback seat when Sony set out to outperform
every car CD changer available today.
Presenting the CDX-A2001
DiscJockey® car CD changer.
It recreates music so real, so
all-encompassing, it drives
even the most exotic cars to ahigher
level of performance.
The 2001 owes its existence to the world's foremost
experts in digital audio—the Sony engineers who introduced the first car CD changer and invented the Compact
Disc format itself. To create the CDX-A2001, they drew upon ahost of Sony digital
refinements unlike anything previously found in acar CD changer.
For starters, Sony engineers developed an 8x oversampling digital filter with
45-bit processing that reveals music's subtle overtones with superlative accuracy. It
also includes aproprietary noise shaping circuit that reproduces bass fundamentals
with astrength and clarity that leave typical car CD players far behind. And while
1989 SONY CORPORATION OF AMERICA
SONY. DISCJOCKEY. REMOTE COMMANDER AND THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO ARE TRADEMARKS OF SONY

811IIIIIDN'T
NO ELSE AWAY.

1

all other car CD players have one or perhaps two digital-to-analog converters, the
Sony 2001 uses four to extract greater musical detail from every compact disc.
So from the grandeur of afull orchestra to the nuances of asolo guitar, the 2001
will accelerate the beating of your heart.
To take advantage of this incredible digital performance, Sony designed the
RM-X2001 Remote Commanders unit. Its logic-controlled attenuator banishes the
distortion of conventional volume controls. The
preamplifier section also employs aswitching
power supply and copper-capped resistors—

provisions that would be at home on high-end home components.
In fact, the 2001's advanced technology inspires so much confidence, we back it
with an unprecedented three year limited parts and labor warranty. (Please see your
authorized Sony Autosound dealer for details.)
So audition the CDX-A2001 system for yourself and experience the one car CD changer with
everything. Except competition.
THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO"

ONY:

HEARI \G AD
Your ears are acute enough to
hear the ultimate reproduction that
your system is capable of delivering.
But does your system deliver'?
It won't if you overlook one of its
most important components, the
interconnects.
Esoteric Audio Inter-Connects
are designed to maximize the
delivery of source signals. And that
will aid your enjoyment of the best

your system has to offer.
Ask your dealer for more details
about Esoteric Audio interconnect
systems or simply send $2.00 for our
latest color brochure.
Dealer inquiries invited.

ESOTERIC
AUDIO USA
RR 3Box 262
Winder, Georgia 30680

LETTERS
We regret that resources not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice
about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service charge would have to be
assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all are read and noted, only those of general
interest are selected for publication.

Did you get goose bumps?
Editor:
Is it permissible to reopen the great "Acoustical
Standard" debate? Do Ihear groans from the
Editors? Alittle audio nausea? I'm sorry, but I
think the topic is fascinating and important—
real food for thought. I've been chewing on it
for amonth now, and Ican't hold my tongue
any longer. JGH's "last word" editorial in May
was so intellectually undernourished that it left
me hungry for arebuttal. Since JA has been
closed-mouthed on the subject, I'd like to try
to sink my teeth into this meaty subject. (And
I'll try to make my metaphors aural rather than
oral in the future.)
JGH argued that, when judging hi-fi components, only recordings of acoustical music
should be used. "That is, the original cannot
itself be the result of amplification and transduction." His reasoning, if Iremember my college philosophy correctly, took the form of a
syllogism—a few ifs and atherefore. It goes
something like this:
1) Fidelity in sound reproduction means
accuracy.
2) Accuracy means the reproduction sounds
like the original.
3) The original cannot be electronically
manipulated, since accuracy requires the absence of electronic artifacts.
4) Only acoustical instruments are free from
electronic manipulation.
Therefore: acoustically produced music is
the only acceptable reference.
Premise #3 is clearly the cornerstone of the
argument, and clearly it is not very well thought
out. By thinking through the implications, and
thereby dismantling the logical structure, alabyrinth of traps and dead ends is opened up; we
audiophiles (and, yes, professional reviewers,
too) constantly stumble into them without
even realizing it.
Let's start our analysis at the source: the live
musical event. Why should it matter whether
the original was asinging Strad, or astinging

sound, and each can be reproduced with varying degrees of accuracy. One hi-fi (if you can
call it that) example: over the last 20 years I've
played The Allman Brothers Live at the
Fillmore East on many different systems, and
I've heard the timbre of Duane Allman's Les
Paul change noticeably from system to system.
Aren't the harmonic overtones of aviolin and
the complex distortion components of an
individual electric guitar fundamentally similar? Perhaps we should make acorrection to
premise #3: accuracy requires the absence of
added electronic artifacts.
And what of "all-natural" acoustic artifacts?
Seven or eight years ago Ihad the opportunity
to hear atop-rank European orchestra (brain
damage prevents me from recalling the name
of the orchestra, but Ibelieve Maazel was conducting) perform awarhorse overture (Carnival? Bartered Bride? Pardon the brain damage) at Carnegie Hall and then at Avery Fisher
Hall two nights later. The performance at Carnegie was warm, expansive, dynamic, rousing,
but at Lincoln Center it was adifferent story.
Iheard sounds that were not unlike amplifier
clipping and cartridge mistracking. I'm not kidding; it sounded electronically distorted! So
what did that orchestra really sound like? I
heard it twice live, and Ihonestly don't know.
It makes me wonder: if I'd heard that orchestra only at Carnegie, but arecording had been
made at Avery Fisher, then aperfectly accurate
recording would have sounded grossly distorted to my expert, knowledgeable ears. My
point is that we've all been guilty of criticizing
records and audio systems with comments like
"Real violins don't sound like that." This kind
of comment is almost meaningless because real
sound is so variable. Let's rephrase it to give it
some precision: "Real violins, well played and
well recorded in aharmonious acoustic setting,
don't sound like that."
The audiophile's problem is that he doesn't

Strat fuzzed through aMarshall amp? Each can

know what the original violins sounded like
at the recording session. Notice that we've
added anew element to our discussion, an ele-

be experienced live, each has acharacteristic

ment that pretty much throws an electrical

Stereophile, September 1989
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crowbar into the works: recording. Since when

most powerful and most useful metaphor of

are any recordings, acoustical or otherwise,

the 20th century—is the Heisenberg Uncer-

free from electronic manipulations? Didn't JGH

tainty Principle: the measuring instrument

forget about something? Like microphones,

changes what we're trying to measure.
Think about how this relates to audio re-

preamps, and tape recorders? Whether we're
dealing with aviolin at Carnegie liall or an electric guitar at the Fillmore (I feel nostalgia for
both), the recording process itself changes the
sound. God (and JGH, in whose ears we trust)
only knows what microphones do to the
sound. Put simply, microphones don't "hear"
like ears, and the recording chain doesn't process information the same way the brain does.
Let's assume that an accurate, reference-

viewing—and, by extension, to our own amateur listening sessions. We've all read phono cartridge evaluations in which amaster tape (or
copy) is used as areference. "Makes records
sound like master tapes" then becomes the
highest possible praise for aphono component. It should be remembered, however, that
the signal is altered in countless ways by the

caliber recording should capture the sound as

mastering/manufacturing process. Therefore,
acartridge that makes aparticular record sound

experienced by alistener in the best seat in the
house. Unfortunately, astereo microphone in

accurate—though it may be justifiably recom-

that seat will capture nothing like what the
human ear/brain hears. This is why it takes tal-

mended.
Another example to think about: What does

ent and experience to be arecording engineer
(and also why JA is dead wrong in his other
great debate with JGH —surround sound). The
engineer moves the performers around, moves
the microphones around, adds baffles, maybe
afew spot mics, and somehow comes up with
that magical, mythical, "accurate" recording.
How did the engineer make that determination? By listening through headphones or apair
of studio monitors in the control room. With

exactly like the master tape is necessarily in-

it mean when aspeaker passes DO's Lesley Test
(that is, makes arecording of his wife's voice
sound natural)? Depending on whether DO is
using the real (live) voice or arecording as the
reference, it means either that the speakers are
compensating for the inaccuracies (slight, we
assume) in the original recording chain, or that
they sound very much like the monitors DO
used at the original recording session. This test
may be helpful to an experienced reviewer like

different monitors, or even in adifferent room,

DO, but it's not an incontrovertible test for

adifferent mie balance may have been judged

aCCU racy.

more accurate. Or maybe not, because the
engineer probably gave up long ago on abso-

problematic reference because it's so variable,

lute accuracy in favor of plain old good sound.
Do you see the epistemological problem
here? We can never really know what's on the
recording, because we have to monitor it through
electronics and speakers, which necessarily
alter it, unless, of course, they're perfect. How
can we know if they're perfect? Only by knowing what the recording is like without them.
Catch-22.
So far we've been talking only about accuracy in recording; we've yet to deal with a

To recap: live, unamplified music is a
and any recording is aproblematic reference
because we can't truly know what the original
electronic signal sounds like. What we have to
do is devise atest in which it doesn't matter
what the original sounds like. Bench testing
(aka fishing for specs) seems to be such an animal, but if Ithought specifications were an
infallible guide to accuracy I'd be reading Stereo
Review, not Stereopbile. The bench-testing
fools—the "meter maids" who think that if

separate but related issue: the faithfulness to

they can't measure it, it doesn't exist—are simply "normal" scientists practicing under apar-

that recording of our hi-fi components. If we

adigm that doesn't seem to work anymore. In

can't really know how accurate the original

the words of Thomas Kuhn (The Structure of
Scientific Revolutions), they "attempt to force

recording is, can we use that recording to judge
the accuracy of our playback system? The same

nature into the preformed and relatively inflex-

Catch-22 applies. We may as well be discussing how many angels (or subatomic particles,

ible box that the paradigm supplies." Someday

to update the example) can dance on the head
of apin, because we literally can't be sure. The

which correlate highly with subjective evalu-

metaphor here—which happens to be the
12

we will have anew paradigm—and then tests
ation. Someday.
How 'bout abypass test? It seems at first
Stereophile, September 1989

blush to be areasonable thing to do to cables,

aural communications. Truly, Ihave no use for

amps, and preamps, but it doesn't always tell
us what those components sound like when

reviews and explanations Icannot relate to.

plugged into and interacting with avariety of
other components, so the usefulness is some-

It remains to be seen whether Gordon's
departure will sound the death knell of aoncegreat forum.
Paul Staugeland

what limited. We've all experienced two great

Encinitas, CA

audio products that make one very bad marriage
Accuracy—it's like reality—what aconcept!

Nostalgia isn't what it used to be

If we seem to have come to adead end of utter
solipsism, don't despair, because we still have
several good, reliable ways of judging hi-fi systems. For instance put on some music you like
sit back, relax, listen. Did you tap your foot?
Could you hum the tune? Did you get goose
bumps?! That's all you need to know; it's all you
can ever be sure of.

Editor:
Regarding the alleged waning of the quality of
Stereopbile: I'm getting rather tired of reading
the negative comments in the letters section
every month. It surprises me that most readers
do not realize that Stereopbile is arag that has
always been in adynamic state of evolution.

Mark Block

Long-time readers, the ones who should be

Maplewood, NJ

most acutely aware of this, are the ones who
complain most often. Yes, it is true that presently Stereophile is not as romantic and organic
as it was when it was rife with typos and stapled

Common tastes or a
common tongue?
Editor:
As aStereopbile subscriber since 1969, Iread

together. Of course Imiss AHC, and most
recently our supreme master J. Gordon Holt.

J. Gordon Holt with some idea whereof he

Ihave to admit that when Ineed atrue fix of

speaks. The rest of the magazine's writers could

Stereopbfie, Igo back to the older issues. There
are reviews that Ihave read over again 10 times.

certainly do with a(re)read of the "Subjective
Testing" series, wherein Mr. Holt develops an
audio lexicon with which to share his perceptions.
Now, with Gordon's role atrophied to that
of figurehead, tbe greatest contribution to subjective reviewing appears to be lost as Stereopbile becomes another Babel. While JA's stoicism as editor may get copy to print on time,

But come on, guys and gals, the quality of this
mag is still the best around—we need to give
it an open-minded chance. We simply do not
know the new staff very well yet. It is true that
JA is occasionally execrable, and LL pedantic,
but just wait-15 years from now we will be
complaining that the new guys of that era are

Common tastes are not important to bigb-

just not like the old masters—good ol' JA and
LL. It was just that we were comfortable with
the old format and regime.

end audio; a common tongue is absolutely
important.

Come on, brothers, 'fess up, how many of you

The problem for any subjective reviewer is

have wept when everything locked in and the

he most assuredly has dropped the torch!

Consider how personal this hobby is to us.

communicating his or her perceptions to

music was grand and glorious? It is no wonder

others. Personally, Ican't imagine how anyone

that atear came to my eye when Iread that
JGH's wife was knocking on heaven's door. The

could use electronically processed or amplified sounds to judge the effects of areproduction chain or element on these sounds, if only
because it would seem impossible to identify

music, the equipment, and the men and
women of Stereopbile are our companions.
The folks who write in to express their dismay

the "true" sound of the source, apart from elec-

at the magazine's current status are really just

tronic effects. [See above. —JA]

expressing their pain, as if to mourn the loss

These thoughts notwithstanding, you, the
reviewer must tell me, the reader, what you are
hearing in away that allows me to "hear" what

of adear loved one. But Isay to these comrades—be patient, for Iam confident that Stereopbile will "lock in" again.

you have heard. Then, Ican decide whether

Consider also the sleek, new, physical exe-

what you are describing is something Iwould
like to listen to.

cution of the magazine Ibet that areturn to the

To bring all of this full circle, Stereopbile

jure up those old comfortable feelings once

needs to tap its roots for arefresher course in

again. It has been set forth that the problem

Stereophile, September 1989

old stapled, mistake-ridden format would con-
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LISTEN UPA
BLUE STREAK
Use AudioQuest Blue speaker cable
it will make
you think you are hearing your favorite music
for the first time.
AudioQuest Blue uses surface -only conductors.
This technology was previously available in
only our most expensive
cables. A surface-only
conductor has a
single layer
spiral
of strands around a
non-conductive core. Every
strand is always on the surface
and every strand has the same
electrical values. Skin-effect induced
distortion is eliminated, current does not
cross between strands and magnetic
interaction is greatly reduced.
The result is a cable that sounds much
more dynamic, dimensional and focused than
any of the competition's. The mid-range and highs
are sweeter, more extended and less "confused"
sounding, while the bass is tighter and better defined. The
very cost effective design of AudioQuest Blue brings you an
absolutely incredible improvement for very little cost.
So, replace your current cables with AudioQuest cables
and rediscover your entire music collection.
Call today for the AudioQuest dealer near you.

audioquest
Tel: 714/498-2770 or Fax: 714/498-5112

PO. Box 3060, San Clemente, CA 92672 USA

some people have with CDs is that the romance

friends and the dancing and fellowship made

is gone Where are those sumptuous LP jackets,
and the warm feel of vinyl? It is surprising how

you feel more alive than you had in years.

these subtle factors influence our perceptions.
It is like painting aroom olive-drab. One hour

Maybe equipment reviews should recount
more than just whether the "goose bump" test
was passed. What was that emotional response

in such aroom would leave most men suicidal.
And so it is with magazine bindings. Perhaps

to apiece of equipment or musical work?

we need to drive over our new copies of Stereopbile afew times to give them that comfortable feel.

not robots! How many of us are divorced, single and lonely, or are painfully mourning the
loss of aloved one? How many of us are self-

The above alludes to the emotional involvement we have with our hobby. There is clearly

are not? This is why Iwas so taken by JGH's

asymbiosis that exists between man, his music,
and his equipment. We expend considerable

recent trauma: it is the most human thing I've
ever seen in an audio publication. Icertainly

effort in trying to make our systems yield max-

miss him, but understand if he never returns

Ihope my message is clear: we are clearly

actualized, fully content with life? How many

imum musicality, and through this effort, we

to audio professionally. He obviously has alot

develop definite relationships with our systems. The fruition of our efforts leads to an

going on in his life. What about the rest of us?

emotional response much like that of witnessing your child walk for the first time. Isn't that
what it is like when, after those countless hours
of adjusting VTAs and speaker placement, your

Hell, Idon't know anything about any of my
fellow audiophiles. All we hear about is technical garbage and dissatisfaction. Friends certainly do not grow on trees in the adult life. I
sure would like to make afew more, even if it

favorite piece of music fairly brings you to

is through this magazine, and even if Inever

weeping? We love our systems, the product of
so much contemplation. The relationship is

actually hear their voices.

much like what the airmen of WWII experienced

We need to give our hobby atearful injection
of humanity, and Iwill start by declaring that

with their B- 17s. These men developed relationships with their machines because their

Iam lonely, and need some warm stereophonic
fellowship. What say, men?

lives depended on them. And so it is with our

David A. Hartwick
Chambersburg, PA

systems—our musical lives depend on them,
and for many of us, music is adeeply personal
vehicle for emotional catharsis.
Our relationship with our hobby is clearly
a soulful one, and I would like to see it
acknowledged as such. JA does so obliquely
when relating his "free association" listening
jags. When things lock in, the knowledge of
listening to reproduced sound falls away, and
one record naturally leads to another. We need
more of this acknowledgment. Recent flipping

Tb reassure readers who miss the writings of
the venerableJGH (in whose ears we trust), he
is still on the Stereophile payroll and bas not
departed. The recent upheaval in bis personal
life, however, means that at present he is only
able to contribute occasionally But all of us
here at the magazine are sure that in time, his
presence in these pages will once again be a
force to be reckoned with.

through a motorcycle magazine revealed
poetry that these men have produced to
express the supreme joy they derive from the

Many thanks!

freedom their machines give them. So it should

After along period without your fine publica-

be with audio, and even more so. Holy cow,

tion, Iresubscribed last month, and am Iglad

men, music is the ultimate expression of our

Idid! Your features are excellent, you write in
English (gasp!), and you review even reason-

love and sorrow. How can we sanitize it by the
way we execute our audio literature?

Editor:

ably priced stuff. Many thanks.

As aremedy to this Ipropose anew column
for Stereopbile. In every issue we should have
aspace reserved for "Emotional Experience of

Kirby Rowan
Portales, NM

the Month." Perhaps you were alone and
Debussy miraculously purged that black

Accuracy & the human voice

depression from your soul, or you were with

Ihave enjoyed reading the discussions in Ste-
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High Definition® has never
been more down to earth.
Every audiophile, every music lover wants to
hear through the veil of his or her audio
system, straight to the music
The new SP14 and popular SP9 hybrid
preamplifiers put that dream within everyone's
reach, bringing together superlative sonics
and affordability. But without sacrificing
Audio Research's legendary quality of design,
construction and service.
For sonics and control features nearly equal to
the state of the art, choose the SP14—the preamplifier that will take you as far as your system
is ever likely to go. It will bring the best out of
new components. for years to come.
And while more modest in
features and performance.
the SP9 has been delighting

thousands of cost-conscious audiophiles
and music lovers the world over for two
years. It's aproven performer
Both preamplifiers reflect the 20-year Audio
Research tradition of distinguished
engineering. Ultra-critical parts selection and
unstinting handcrafted manufacture assure
honest musical satisfaction today and
reliable performance for years to come.
Like every Audio Research product. the
SP14 and SP9 represent not just
apurchase. but an investment.
Audition either model soon
at your authorized
Audio Research dealer

march

reophile about the definition of accuracy for
music reproduction systems. However, Ihave
not yet seen anyone express the value of a
source reference we all share—the human
voice. One of the main initial attractions for me
to high-end audio was that Icould understand
more of the lyrics with systems of higher
accuracy Adjusting the tone controls doesn't
help on many systems. An excellent example
is atape Ihave of alecture by someone with a
thick accent in ahighly reverberant room. On

In going factory-direct, a manufacturer
doesn't automatically disqualify bis products
from being recommended in our biannual
listing. But without a dealer to provide
demonstration facilities, it does throw agreat
deal of weight on the manufacturer providing
areasonable trial period and being prompt
to return money paid if the customer is then
not satisfied with the product. In the case of
the Wingate 2000A amplifier; we bad received
sufficient letters of complaint about the Win-

my previous system (JVC DD-2 deck, NAD

gate company (see, for example, "Letters" in

1020 preamp, Hafler DH200 amp, KEF 103.2
speakers), Icouldn't understand aword and

the August issue) that we feltjustified in withdrawing any recommendation for its
products.
—JA

thought the recording was terrible. Itried the
tape on my present system (Yamaha K-1020
deck, B&K Pro-5 preamp, Wingate 2000A amp,
and Apogee Duetta II speakers), and now I
understand every word and find it awonderful
recording.
Usually, pop recordings have poor miking
and are over-processed. They need all the help
they can get from an accurate reproduction system. Some people may cringe at the poor
sound quality of these recordings, but Ikeep
returning to the music Ireally enjoy, where I

A final word on the show
Editor:
Congratulations to asuperbly organized and
well-attended show!
Ijust discovered that Iforgot to cast my vote
for best sound at the High-End Spectacular.
Well, let's hope Iam not too late for this, since
Iwould like to add my two cents' worth of
opinion.

relate to the artist's feelings. With these, it is

As stated above, my impressions of the show
were favorable, with two exceptions, namely

important to me to understand the lyrics. Ifind
that with systems which most clearly reveal

the quality of sound and the material selected
for demonstration. It was mostly Rock, Pop,

vocals, the illusion that the singer is in the room

Jazz, etc. Very little orchestral music could be

is most pronounced as well. All of the other
wonderful adjectives used in these pages to
describe the glorious, clear sound apply too!
On another subject, please explain your
policy regarding which products Stereopbile
will review and recommend. Iwas confused
by Vol.12 No.4's "Recommended Components" because the Wingate 2000A was deleted
"due to the manufacturer going factory direct."
Yet in the same issue, aDelaware Acoustics
speaker is reviewed which is only available factory direct. Personally, aproduct which is only
available factory direct does not discourage
me—this is sometimes an asset. Many of the

heard, not to mention enjoyed. Idid not listen
to every exhibit, but nearly so. Ihope Iwill not
hear Round- Up, Timewarp, or Strauss- Fest
until the next High-End Show in the Bay Area,
whenever that will be.
Ibelieve the dealers and exhibitors missed
agreat opportunity. There was so much awful
"music" that at times it felt like my ears were
beginning to bleed. Some spectacular hi-fi was
presented; but very little music could be heard.
Therefore my vote is notfor the best sound in
the show, but for the least offensive.
In my opinion, the nearest thing to music

brands in which Iam interested are not avail-

was presented in the Wilson Audio suite Listenable sound could be heard in the Soundwave,

able in my town anyway, and factory-direct
sellers usually offer liberal trial policies and bet-

Linaeum, Sound Goods, and Celestion suites.

ter pricing than retailers. It would be sad if

San Jose, CA

Rolf Kley

other readers did not hear from you how wonderful aproduct like the Wingate 2000A is
because of distribution policy.
Thanks for producing an informative and
entertaining magazine.

An inconsistent anarchist?
Editor:

Eric Romesburg

Reading the recent Audio Anarchist column (or
should it be Antichrist? to go along with the

Indianapolis, IN

Reviewer from Hell?) in the May issue, Ifound
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Natural ingret_lict its. The components oi
great audio product are like the ingredients
of agreat recipe. With the help of skilled
hands they can become awork of art. Your
nearest Accuphase dealer invites you to a
feast for your ears.
DP-80L CD 71ansport
DC-81L Discrete 20-Bit Digital Processor

X ccu pk ase
Exclusive U.S. Distributor MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
PO. Box 781, Middletown, CT 0645/ ITT TLX 4942158

it odd that, when Mr. Tellig hems and (h)awes

unlike many of your readers, in being one of

his way around the Forté 2preamplifier, he

those people who follow the Grateful Dead

neglects to compare it with, or even mention,

around making tape recordings of their concerts. Presently, Iam trying (with good success,
thank you) to extend the low-frequency

the once similarly priced Counterpoint SA-3.1,
amodel that, while no longer in production,
did once grace Class C of "Recommended
Components." This "exquisitely detailed.. .yet
easy on the ear" unit, to quote Suspender Sam,
purportedly spent at least six months in his sys-

response of my mike system down to around
2—count 'em, two—Hz. What most of us who
pursue this endeavor have found, is that there
is no single "correct" technique for miking a

tem, way, way back in 1988; the review took up
half of his column (Vo1.11 No.5). Currently, this

show; it is not unusual to see ahundred or

item can be had in the used market for around

Grateful Dead concert. If it works like amicrophone, you'll probably find it. For tape decks,

$600. Iwonder how he might address the
question of acomparison.
Please do not take this to be an attack on the
estimable Mr. Tellig. His perceptions and judg-

more different mike systems at any single

some people are using digital, most analog; I
am trying afour-track deck with six microphones this summer. Some can afford state-of-

mems are sound and honest, if abit too palpa-

the-art but most operate on a shoestring

bly present (read fuzzy, warm, tubey). He has

budget. In the end, our tapes are some of the
most sought-after in the recording world.

done more for the fortunes of B&K than any
man living (as the amplifier gets mentioned at
least once every time he writes, his column

There is no such thing as an "inadequate" tool;

might be more aptly titled "Sam and the B&K
ST-140: the Adventure Continues"). Will he get

output from aDAT deck at recent shows. lb see

Ihave even seen boom-boxes plugged into the
the smile on aperson's face when you can play

agold-plated 140 from them one of these days?

back for him/her ashow that he/she couldn't

At the recent Stereopbile show in San Mateo,
Sam made his presence known during the

get aticket to (after traveling 900 miles to get
there) makes the effort worth the while—and

panel discussions. When John Atkinson put a

is what motivates many of us "Tapers."

question to the panel, Sam took the floor first
with replies vociferous, blunt, and to the point,

ment for. Ilike to listen to—and share—the mu-

astrictly un -tube-like presentation!

sic Then again, Icould use abigger amplifier. ..

Let's keep in mind what we use all our equip-

Alan Sillies

Jeffrey Flaws

Menlo Park, CA

Matteson, IL

Keep the ideas flowing
Editor:

Weissmann's Nine?
In further reply to Clark Johnsen's August letter:

Having just read "Letters" in the June issue, I

So far as Ihave been able to determine, it's

am compelled to write you on acouple of
points.

almost certain that Dr. Weissmann did not record all of Beethoven's symphonies. Even if he

First, Ifully intend to renew my subscription
when the time comes. It is delightfully refresh-

did, some, notably the Ninth, are incomplete.

ing that there are some people with opinions

Yonkers, NY

Mortimer H. Frank

to share and the wit to share them in the audio
arena. There is more to the music than just the
state-of-the-art presentation of audible wall-

Neumann & the Golden Age

paper (a term indirectly borrowed from JGH

Iwon't dispute Bill Storrer's characterizing the

when Imet him at the summer CES here in
Chicago). Keep up the good work and keep the

Neumann U-47 as a "peaky" mike, though
compared with its competition, say an RCA 44

ideas flowing; by no means can Ireally afford

or 77, it was amodel of linearity.

Editor:

to keep up with the Joneses, but I'm sure that

Fillet Steve Temmer defend Neumann's qual-

I'm not alone in finding the ideas and motiva-

ity control on the U-47 (for afine history of all

tions in your pages that help me to discern
another nuance in, or occasionally remove

of Neumann 's mikes, see Recording-Engineer/

another veil from, the sound.
Regarding "Purist Miking," Iam probably
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Producer, February 1980, pp.82-93). I'd like
instead to correct misinformation regarding its
use in making (and not making) "Golden Age"
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stereo records of the 1950s and early 1960s.

why, lo and behold, it does. It is even possible

Mr. Storrer gets the Mercury model backwards—stereophonic pickups were added

verse as to think this), Ithink.

to the center pickup; the center pickup wasn't
added to the stereo mikes. Moreover, Mercury

your ears. And if you don't have alot of loot to

never (with very few exceptions) made either

throw at audio junk, you are faced with thç

commercial tapes or stereo LPs from two-track
tapes, even though these were made as experi-

problem of listening to music over less expensive reproducers. After 62 years Ihave found

to think digital beats analog (if you're so perIf you can't think, like me you're stuck with

ments by Bert Whyte of Magnecord in 1952

an inexpensive system that plays music. Ican

and 1953, and by Mercury itself in 1955 and
1956. Mercury instead produced records from

listen comfortably and happily for hours to

three-to-two mixes, as if it needs to be said

fier, the Revolver turntable with Bullet cartridge, and Ariston's Image speakers. The cost

again.
As far as mikes are concerned, Mercury used
the Schoeps 201M alot more often than they
ever used aU-47, certainly after April 1953 in
mono, and aside from returning to atrio of '47s
for three-track stereo in 1955 and 1956, used
a201 flanked by Neumann KM-54s and KM56s until 1959, when Mercury had enough 201s

music with the Creek 4040S2 integrated ampli-

for this setup is $1540 as of this writing. At
slightly less money, the Ariston system, consisting of the Ariston integrated amplifier,
Image speakers, and Q-deck with the Bullet
cartridge (!), costs $1290 and offers remote control of the amp in the bargain. It also is asystem Ican listen to with pleasure However, you

to use in all three stereo positions.
Certainly the '47 was used much more fre-

pays your money, you takes your choice.
F. B. Cannonito, Ph.D.

quently by RCA from 1953 until the mid-1960s,

Irvine, CA

both in mono and in stereo, though here Mr.
Storrer's model breaks down for adifferent reason, since center fill or accent mikes were used
almost without fail from 1954 in two-track stereo, both in conjunction with U-47 left/rights,
and also with M -49s, which RCA also employed as the stereo principal pair. By the late
1950s, RCA was using up to 12 mikes in threechannel setups, including '47s, RCA 10,001s,
Neumann '49s, '54s, '56s, and even an SM -2 .
How you EQ for all these mikes sure beats me. ..
In sum—only amateurs or cheapskates used
just two U-47s for stereo. Professional engineers
then had better ears than Mr. Storrer gives them
credit for.
Michael H. Gray

Diamonds aren't forever?
Editor:
In anticipation of the upcoming June and July
articles by Arnie Balgalvis on high-end movingcoil cartridges, Ibegan reviewing older Stereopbile issues and ran across arather alarming
statement in the December 1987 issue by the
then Audio Cheapskate. Sam Tellig tells us,
while discussing a certain tonearm lifter:
"Expect it to have alife expectancy of about as
long as the typical high-end moving-coil cartridge, which is to say six months to ayear."
First, what is the life expectancy of typical
MC cartridges? Second, is ST referring to stylus

The Absolute Sound

wear, cartridge or coil deterioration, techno-

Alexandria, VA

logical improvement, or something else?
Are we readers to believe that we should sim-

The real culprit
Editor:
The letter from W. A. Storrer in May's Stereophile brought me to my senses. Isaw in aflash
that the real culprit in the hearing chain is the

ply throw away our six-month-old $1000 MC
cartridges, and consider a$2000 yearly "maintenance cost" necessary in order to continue
to hear high-quality vinyl sound? Irealize that
diamonds aren't forever, but six months sounds

In this way it doesn't matter if it is golden or if

like manufacturer overkill to me. Think about
it: how many times are we going to be able to

the source is analog or digital. To hear the

use our Fluxbusters before it's time to throw

music one merely remembers how it sounds

out the old MC and buy anew one?

ear, which Inow claim needs to be decoupled.

in the acoustic setup and one thinks one is

Maybe playing hours would be a more

hearing it perfectly. In fact, the analog vs digital

appropriate way of determining life expectancy.

issue is easily resolved by thinking how music

ST may play his vinyl more frequently than do

sounds. For if you think analog beats digital,

some of us.
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This brings to mind something else that

from the tonearm pivot. But Ihavefound that

seems to be overlooked in most of your cartridge reviews: Does the manufacturer provide
stylus replacements, and at what cost? A $200

use of arecord-cleaning machine—I currently
use the Nitty Gritty Hybrid, though the VPI

to $300 replacement stylus as opposed to purchasing anew $1000 cartridge would certainly

also bas its fans—is also essential to bringing
forth the maximum amount of musicfrom the
grooves.

influence many prospective buyers. Your
reviewers generally indicate when an MC car-

Putting the record straight

tridge has an extremely low output that might
require an outboard headamp, thus alerting

Editor:

readers to the possibility of added cost. I
believe replacement-stylus availability would

Come True," in which JA talked with Tam Hen-

be of equal interest.
And to tell you the truth, Ididn't know
tonearm lifters wore out that quickly either.
Sam, please don't be so rough on your
equipment.

L. Nick Weber
Hacienda Heights, CA

Nia on record cleaners?

Ienjoyed the article in June entitled "A Dream
derson. 'Pam has come along way since his initial contact with the old Crystal Clear Records.
As an update (and to set the record straight),
Crystal Clear Records was co-founded by both
myself and Ed Wodenjak in 1975. Isold my
stock to Ed in 1978 and went on to other interests, including aproduction company and the
starting of Orinda Records (in San Ramon,

Editor:

California), which bought all of the rights to the
masters of Crystal Clear Records after it finally

A high-end stereo store in Rochester, NY told

closed down in 1985 (ie, the tenure of Crystal

me "nix" on record-cleaning machines. They
recommended instead cleaning the needle (stylus/diamond) with 3M's 30tcm, 3mil aluminum

Clear Records was far from Tam's "short life"
description).
Orinda Records, which as you may remem-

oxide micro-abrasive (film backed). Could you
comment on this practice?
Robert Hall

ber was the first record company to release a
commercial Digital Master Disc in the US (Dia-

Buffalo, NY

harm Carroll with the Duke Ellington Orchestra
in A 7kibute to Ethel Waters, nominated for a

First, Ihave no idea why the redoubtable Mr

Grammy for Best Engineered Album), is now

Twas so pessimistic about the expected lifetime of tonearm lifters. Mine (attached to my

targeting the CD and cassette markets.

right shoulder) has given sterling service since
1bought my first audiophile turntable (Tho-

recordings of Arthur Fiedler and the Boston

With additional titles such as the last live

rens TD150 with SME 3009 11 and Shure

Pops, and Virgil Fox, along with such artists as
Morton Gould, Walter Susslcind conducting the

M75E) in 1971. But those about to purchase a
high-priced cartridge should bear in mind

Almeida, Taj Mahal, Charlie Byrd, Charlie Mus-

that tbe stylus will bave a limited lifetimg
though whether it is 500 hours, 1000 hours, or
more depends on wbo you ask. (I assume that
the stylus will wear out before the rubber suspension stiffens up from old age.) But even
being optimistic to get 1500 hours from a
$1500 cartridge implies a running cost of

London Philharmonic, Carlos Montoya, Laurindo
selwhite, and ahost of others, Orinda Records
is still dedicated to producing/releasing quality
recordings.
Thank you for the chance to give you this
update. I've always enjoyed reading StereoMille. Keep up the great work
Michael Robert Phillips

$1 /hour This is why CD was invented: so you
could bave high-quality background music
witbout wearing out your LPs and cartridge.
Regarding the use of abrasives to clean styli,
remember that diamond is barder than aluminum oxide so will scratch rather than be

Orinda Records, San Ramon, CA

Hitting the digital nail on the head
Editor:
Anymore, my reaction to each new issue of Ste-

scratched by the 3M abrasive. Iuse this mate-

rfflphile is how can Ifind something of interest
between the CD-player statistics and the "rec-

rial (availablefrom Linn dealers) to clean my

ord" reviews. Imagine, then, when Isat bolt

stylus, taking care always to wipe along the
axis of (be cantilever, in the direction away

upright upon reading Tam Henderson's comments in June.
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Um hit the digital nail squarely on the head.
The digital recording process is subtractive and

certainly good to try acomponent and "live
with it" in your system before you buy it.

unless you've heard something better, you sim-

Let's consider power amplifiers, for exam-

ply don't know what's missing. Ican't tell you

ple. My selection process (and budget) nar-

how many CD listeners I've paraded through

rowed the amplifiers of interest to the B&K ST140, the Hafler XL-280, and the Adcom GFA-

my living room who've come away much more
appreciative of the finesse and resolution on
my analog playback system.
But what really rang out in the Henderson
interview was his suggestion that people don't

555. From what I've read, Iexpected the ST140 to be the best of the bunch. After "living
with" all of the three amplifiers for some time,
Ifound that the Adcom has the most authority

simple observation is largely responsible for

on the bottom octaves. But Ialso found it the
most irritating to listen to for long periods of

the acceptance by many listeners of digital

time—the highs are too hard and grainy. The

sound. "You don't hear real music, you hear

B&K is more pleasing, but guess what? The
Hailer, to my surprise, was even better than the

listen to real music anymore. Ithink this one

bad PA," is true in every live-music situation
I've been to in the past five years.
Agrotesque case in point: Here in Denver,
we have an abysmal surround-the-stage con-

B&K for high-frequency and midrange definition and smoothness. Voices, brass, and wood-

cert venue called Boettcher Hall. Architects

winds sound more realistic on the Hailer, and
transients have more "snap." After listening to

weaned on the Beach P,)ys and Elvis provided

the Hailer, then to the B&K, the B&K sounds

seating behind the stage where, naturally, you
can't hear anything. So the City Fathers provide

somewhat veiled or "woolly" The Hailer's bass

a"discreet" PA fill to that part of the hall. To the

is alittle too "tubby" but the B&K's bass is alittle too "thin." (The Adcom's bass was "just

unaware listener who frequents this Boettcher
Hall, the experience of symphonic music is a

right," but if Isaid that at this point in my let-

combination of direct sound and electronic

Nobody is perfect, but Ican find the most
listening pleasure with the XL-280 on quality
Classical and Jazz recordings. Iintend to have

back-wall slap from the PA. Is it any surprise,
then, that these same people are rushing out
to buy CDs?
CDs are billed as "perfect sound, forever."
Well, ignorance is, indeed, bliss.
Siegfried P. Duray-Bito
Littleton, CO

Let's have more women reviewers

ter Imight sound like Iwas writing afairy tale!)

modifications performed on these amplifiers
to see if Ican't have avery happy ending to the
story of the three power amplifiers!
Even though you don't have any women
"hardware reviewers" on your staff, you still
do anice job! Keep up the good work on afine
publication.

Editor:

Liza Lucia
Reading, PA

Let's face it. Women are in the minority as audiophiles, but Ibelieve that more women with

Rappahelp

trained ears should be involved in reviewing

Editor:
Reading through my issues of Stereopbile, I

equipment. Why? Women can generally hear
high frequencies better than most men. This
is measurable—and is probably due to differences in the anatomy of the female inner ear.
Many women are very sensitive to high-frequency "grain" and other nasties that some

recently came across aletter from agentleman
with aRappaport PRE- IA preamp in need of
repairs. In his letter, Mr. Brescia noted that he
had difficulty locating afacility willing and able
to service his preamplifier. This is ashame,

men simply do not hear. Maybe that is why

since much Rappaport equipment is sonically

some wives do not care to get involved with

exceptional when functioning properly.
While our company has no relationship

their husbands' "other love."
frequency grain) are readily discernible from

whatsoever to the now defunct AS. Rappaport,
Inc., our design staff is familiar with many of

many CD players that Ihave auditioned. What

Mr. Rappaport's circuits and products. Mr. Rap-

came as asurprise to me was the sonic differences that exist even in agiven class of Stereo-

paport did, in fact, consult us at one time.
If any Stereopbile readers own Rappaport

pbile's Recommended Components! Yes, it is

PRE-1, PRE-1A, PRE-2, or AMP-1 products,

Sonic differences (often attributable to high-
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and are in need of aqualified service facility,
we can be of assistance. We can be contacted
at our laboratory facility at 183-08 Camden
Ave., St. Albans, NY 11412; or by calling us at
(718) 454-5739.

Grant F. Lenahan
Octave Research

A budget "Recommended
Components". ..?
Editor:
As avery recent subscriber, Ihave some mixed
feelings about your publication.
Ihave found the Classical reviews to be very
helpful, in particular the series of articles on
building alibrary.
My only negative comment is more my fault
than that of your magazine. As amid-grade
Military enlisted, Iwould suspect that most of
your readers would pay more in taxes each
month than Itake home. Ihave read the other

them, Igave up. Contrary to Mr. Engholm's
comment, you don't "just pull them off and
reapply." An off-center ring would add stress
to the drive system much the same way an
unbalanced tire affects acar. Anyway, along
came Rick and his Isodrive system, which I
purchased and installed in my Melos CD-T-II.
It was very easy to install, and does the same
thing the rings do, except better. It is precisionmade, and, at ahundred bucks, costs less than
the rings over the long run.
One more note: The stock drive in the Sony
contains avery strong magnet. The Isodrive
system eliminates this possible source of interference.
To close, having dealt with Rick several
times, Ihave found him to be honest and
knowledgeable, and his beautiful Darkstar
turntable will put most CD players to shame.
Ron Jordan

magazines; they offer insipid reviews designed

Lake Jackson, TX

to not annoy the manufacturer. And, alas, they
are also moving up to the high end.
Iam aware that you do publish two "Recommended Components" issues ayear, but it

Dynaco delights
Editor:

would thrill me no end if someone on your

It has only been one year since Imoved from
Stereo Review to Stereopbile. But during that

staff would take pity on me and the other

time, Ihave auditioned much fine equipment

unfortunates, and put together acouple of arti-

from Apogee, Martin-Logan, Audio Research,
Infinity, Bedini, Shahinian Acoustics, Precision

cles on complete system reviews with aceiling
of, say, $2500-3000. This would not only benefit us unfortunates, but could also benefit your
other readers.
lam sure that there must be companies out
there producing great components at good
prices. My challenge to you is, ferret them out.

Audio, Nakamichi, and many, many more companies. Iwas really amazed at how much quality Iwas missing during my Stereo Review
period.
Irecently purchased apair of Dynaco ST-70

Isee advertisements each month for speakers
making great claims at low prices—audition

tube amplifiers from aman in Rockland County,
NY. Since the day Ibought them, the amps have
never stopped amazing me with what they can

them. Iremember a review of some $300
speakers that the reviewer liked, then dismissed

da The high end is very smooth and clear, and
the low end is surprisingly very well extended.

as too cheap. Iwould think that many of your

With the Indonesian musical instruments,
Gamelan, on Dabs, the ambience and imag-

readers have second systems somewhere else
in their households; reviews such as those I
propose would help your more affluent readers
on their secondary systems as well.
Eric H. Green
Grand Prairie, TX

The Isodrive defended

ing was beautiful. Ihave previously owned a
Harman/Kardon Hk385i, an NAD 220PE, and
aCarver M1.0t, but I've never been so pleased
as Iam with the Dynacos.
Iwould like to ask you to review some old
but good equipment from time to time, as I'm
sure that they are well worth the time. And for

Editor:

your readers who are on atight budget like me,

'lb Mr. Glick's and Mr. Enghohn's comments on

but do not want to sacrifice "high-end" sound,

CD rings and their attack on Rick Roberts ("Let-

Iwould recommend trying any upgraded/
modified Dynaco amplifier, anytime.

ters," June), Iwould just say this: think abit and
learn. Itoo have experience with CD rings, and
after 50 times (and bucks) of trying to center
Stereophile, September 1989
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Phi ips superiority is clear, from this graph showing deviation
from ideal linearity (dB) vs. recorded level (dB).
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The heart of the CD960 is the Philips dual 16-bit D/A
converter chip, the TD-1541 select version. So refined it flawlessly
reproduces even the quietest passages with aclarity never before
achieved. This exceptional DIA converter is mated to aPhilips 4X
oversampling digital filter for superior performance. Philips
pioneered 4X oversampling and our experience with digital filtering
is unequalled.

T
HE PHILIPS CD960.
LOSE T
OLERANCE COMPONENTS
F
OR PEOPLE WITH No
T
OLERANCE F
OR I
MPERFECTION.
•

The CD960 compact disc player incorporates only the most uncompromising
components because it has been designed by the world's most uncompromising
audiophiles: Philips engineers. The same engineering experts who invented
compact disc technology
•Broadcast standard "Radialinear" transport. Philips commitment to exacting
specifications is also evident in the CD960's mechanical construction. It features a
high-grade cast alloy chassis. Alinear-design motor was chosen to drive the radial
pivoting arm for fast track access and exceptional resistance to external vibrations.
•Multiple power supplies. To eliminate cross talk, the CD960 incorporates no
less than four separate power supply sections. And the 100-watt main transformer
is partitioned to further shield against magnetic and power line interference.
From the company that created the compact disc, Philips proudly offers the
CD960 for those who won't tolerate anything less than perfection. To audition
the CD960, visit your nearest Philips audio specialist.

WORLD-CLASS TECHNOLOGY. EUROPEAN EXCELLENCE.

PHILIPS

INDUSTRY

WIA: John Atkinson

It is with regret that we learn that Gordon Gow,

President of the McIntosh company, passed
away on June 25 at the age of 68. Joining McIntosh, then in the broadcast consulting business,
in 1946, he took the company in anew direction in 1953 when he modified apatented,
high-quality power amplifier and gave it a
chrome-plated chassis. According to areport
in Inside Mick, Gordon Gow was fiercely loyal
to his dealers and led the company through
good times and lean so successfully that, 35
years of growth later, 1989 would be the best
year McIntosh had ever had, or very nearly so.

URA: Peter W. Mitchell

First, acorrection: A month ago, in reporting

the sale of the pro division of dbx to AKG's
North American office, Inamed the wrong
location. That branch of AKG is in Stamford,
CT and will be handling complete dbx products such as limiters. Meanwhile, rights to raw
dbx circuits, such as the high-resolution AID
converter designed by Bob Adams, have
reverted to the former dbx engineering group.
They have formed a new company called
THAT Corp. in Natick, MA—not to be confused with Taiyo Yuden, the Japanese plastics
company whose cassettes and recordable CDs
carry the "THAT's" brand name.

Allison power protectors
Accidents happen. During aQ&A session at
Stereopbile's Bay Area show, Iwas sitting next
to one of the loudspeakers, with my right ear
only 10" from its tweeter, when JA inadvertently played a16kHz test tone at full power.
My audio career was saved by the B&W 801's
built-in tweeter protector; it cut in so quickly
that neither the tweeter nor my hearing was
permanently damaged. But over the years I
have destroyed close to adozen woofers and
tweeters by playing test signals, by creating a
feedback loop in asystem, and even by playing music too enthusiastically.
Speaker burnouts occur less often now than
formerly, because solid-state protectors have
been developed that block excessive power
without the problems of fuses. (Fuses are useful
in electronic circuits, but when connected in
series with aloudspeaker the resistance of a
fuse element may alter the sound slightly.
Stereophile, September 1989

Worse, since fuses don't pop instantly, it's possible to burn out atweeter or bang awoofer
voice-coil against its magnet before the fuse

tronic reverberation as well as initial delays, the
genuinely valuable benefit is the Madsen effect
produced by the initial delays—recovering the

blows.) Many speaker manufacturers now build
self-resetting protectors into their speakers,

authentic hall ambience hidden in the record-

often to save tweeters, some to protect the
entire speaker.

"peels the ambience off the front wall" and
puts it in the air around the listener, where it
belongs.

Since Allison Acoustics began using protectors in its speakers afew years ago, warrantyservice claims have dropped to afraction of
one percent. Now Allison is making its speaker
protectors available as aseparate product, in
versions color-coded for five different maximum power levels, for use with any brand of
loudspeaker. Price: 140/pair. We'll have to do
abypass test to see whether the protectors have
any incidental sonic effect when installed in
series with aspeaker; but if they are as innocuous as they seem, they could provide dandy

ing. In Joel Cohen's nice phrase, the delay

Don't be misled by the claims of Yamaha and
JVC that their processors replicate the actual
delay patterns of Carnegie Hall, the Frankfurt
opera house, and other concert environments.
It probably is true, up to apoint, but is irrelevant. You can't adequately duplicate the
ambient signature of alarge hall through only
four ambience channels. The simplest proof
of this is to play adry studio recording through
the processor; it rarely produces aconvincing
"you are there" impression. You need some

insurance for your multi-kilobuck investment
in loudspeakers.

complex, real ambience in the recording to get
alifelike result.

Crossing the threshold to
reality with the DSP-3000

sical music, do contain real ambience. If you're

Fortunately, most recordings, at least of clas-

Since this column must be transmitted to Santa

playing arecord of the Amsterdam Concertgebouw Orchestra, the ambience of the Concert-

Fe approximately two months before you and
Ireceive the issue in the mail, Ihaven't seen the

gebouw is in the recording, and the goal of
high fidelity is to create the illusion that you're

August issue, in which Bill Sommerwerck's

there too. It may sound like afun project to fil-

report on Lexicon and Yamaha ambience processors was scheduled to appear. Ihave no idea
whether my comments will duplicate, contradict, or complement what Bill wrote. Anyway, here goes ...
Irecently visited an old friend, Richard, who
has experimented for many years with ambience
processors, using eight speakers mounted on
every wall and ceiling surface. His aim is to
achieve aconsistently lifelike impression of

ter out the original ambience and use the
Yamaha processor to insert the Amsterdam
orchestra into Carnegie Hall; but you can't. If
you could, it would be electronic game-playing,
not hi-fi.
Even the basic goal of recovering the recorded
ambience is difficult to achieve consistently.
It's easy enough to get aspacious effect, but it
is much more difficult to produce an illusion
that is both believable and specific—of being

being in the same acoustic environment as the

in the same acoustic space as the musicians.

musicians. The technical term for this feeling

Many things can destroy the illusion; here's a

of being in athree-dimensional sound field is
"envelopment."
Using atime-delayed feed to speakers on the
side walls, it is relatively easy to achieve apleasing impression of being in aspace larger than
your living room. For background on how this
"Madsen effect" works, see the excellent article
by Bob Katz in Vol 11 No.11, and the followup
letters by Katz and Joel Cohen on pp.39-43 of
the July 1989 issue. My experience with every
ambience processor since the Audio/Pulse One

short list. (Note: These comments relate to
ambience recovery. Some of the rules for Dolby
Surround are different.)
1) Don't mix the ambience into your main
stereo speakers, as in Yamaha's optional fourspeaker mode. Asix-speaker setup (four surround speakers plus the main stereo pair) may
not be more obviously spacious, but it produces asignificantly more lifelike result.
2) Don't put the front "effect" or "proscenium"

(which Ihelped to design) confirms the conclusion that Katz reached: even with proces-

speakers near your main stereo pair. For best
results they usually should be both wider and
higher than the main pair; wall/ceiling corners

sors like the Yamaha units, which offer elec-

often work well.
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Elegant new styling
Balanced 1600 Q XLR )
or unbalanced (50 k0 RCA)
input selection.

dhrls ,on al
Ibreshold
Corporal'«

True dc capability
Refined front-end circuit
decoupling
Increased bias levels
through enhanced optical biasing
and improved heat sink coupling,
Custom manufactured.
extremely high-current output
terminal assemblies (directly
accept WeberWire).
The eseries progresses from
60 Watts/channel STASIS
pure class A. through 1horsepower
monoblock STASIS class A/AB
To see and hear these new
amplifier benchmarks from
Nelson Pass and Rene Besné.
visit your nearest Authorized
Threshold Dealer

For more information write
Threshold Corporation
12919 Earhart Ave Auburn
California 95603, or call
11800) 888 8055

Threshold
presents
the
eseries
SA/3.9e
SA/4e
SA/6e
SA/10e
SA/12e
S/350e
S/450e
S/550e
S/1600e

Threshold

3) The "rear" speakers belong on the side
walls, not the rear. Manufacturers and retailers

years I've heard many ambience processors in
Richard's music room, and Iknew it would be

often make this mistake. In Sony's press con-

agood place to compare two of the newest and
best.

ference on digital signal processing at the June
CES, the ambience speakers were at the back;
they produced avaguely spacious effect, but
it was impossible to judge whether the

But we didn't do much comparing; we
began with the Yamaha, and it didn't sound

ambience processing in the new Sony DSP preamp is any good.

good. There was ambience aplenty, in many
flavors, but none of it sounded real. We spent
hours trying different recordings, fiddling with

4) Diffusion is important. Surround speakers
should not beam their output, laser-like,

the front/back and main/ambient balances,
switching among the Yamaha's numerous hall

directly into your ear canals. If your ambience

programs, and adjusting its many parameters
(hall size, high-frequency reflectivity, decay

speakers are not omnidirectional, experiment
with their location and orientation (for in-

time, et al). Every adjustment altered the

stance, high on the side walls, or aimed upward,
to spray their sound around the room). Extra

soundfield, but at no setting was the ambience
coherent with the image produced by the main

speakers help; my ambience-loving friend

speakers. One oddity was that the ambient field
seemed to be balanced slightly leftward, but

splits the delayed signal among ceiling, side,
and rear speakers to distribute it uniformly
through the seating area in his large music
room.
5) If you hear the surround speakers, they are
too loud. A visitor should be unaware that a

Yamaha's literature specifies that some of its
programs are based on measurements made at
off-center locations in concert halls, so maybe
it should sound that way.
When all else failed, we stopped the music

surround system is operating until you switch

and analyzed the system step by step, selec-

it off, causing the three-dimensional soundfield
to collapse into aflat, lifeless image between
the speakers.

tively shutting off amplifiers in order to check
the feed to each pair of speakers in turn—main,
proscenium, ceiling, side-wall, and finally the

6) Exact matching of the tonal balance of all
speakers is important—even more important

found. This could be intentional: for instance,

rear pair. Some left/right imbalances were

than Ithought. Owners' manuals usually sug-

if the delay patterns to left and right speakers

gest that for best results all six speakers should

are different, the ambience might appear to shift

be identical. But in practice, most manufacturer
and retailer demonstrations, and most home
ambience systems, use inexpensive small
speakers for the ambience channels. A $3000
investment for astereo pair is something that
many of us can contemplate; but spending
$9000 for six such speakers would be fiscal
folly. Dividing the $3000 investment into six
$500 speakers would be astill greater folly, giving ambience priority over all other sonic
qualities.
I've set up many ambience systems with
pleasing results, usually with small surround
speakers, often of adifferent brand than the
main stereo pair. The only important requirement, apparently, was that they have wide dis-

toward the early side when the ambience
speakers are heard alone. Ignoring that possibility, we balanced each pair of speakers subjectively, using pink noise from aDenon test CD.
While doing this, we noticed that the various pairs of speakers also sounded tonally
different. Like most audiophiles, Richard periodically makes changes in his system. During
the last couple of years he has acquired new
subwoofers, changed to adifferent brand of
primary speakers and back again, moved apair
of ambience speakers to abedroom and substituted adifferent pair, and so on. The ambience speakers, amixture of AR and KEF Uni Q models, had minor midrange colorations
that were unimportant by themselves but were

persion and amidrange balance similar to that
of the main speakers So when Ivisited Richard,

different from each other and from the primary
stereo pair.

Iwasn't thinking about speakers. Iwent there
to hear acomparison between the Lexicon CP-

guarantee success, because of room acoustics.

Using the same speakers all around doesn't

Iand Yamaha DSP-3000. Ihad heard each in

Your main stereo speakers probably are located

individual demonstrations, but not with the
same system and program material. Over the

away from boundary surfaces in order to avoid
the interference effects of early reflections. But
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The McIntosh XRT 22
Loudspeaker System delivers
The McIntosh XRT 22 is the purest
expression of the loudspeakers
scientist's endeavors. It is the one
right combination of component

Extra Realism
Extra Depth
Extra Spaciousness
Extra Smoothness

parts that has eluded the diligent
searcher for the loudspeaker bridge
to the dominion of reproduced
musical reality. The high-frequency
radiator column is an illustration of
the right combination. The 23 tweeter
elements can reproduce 300 watts
sine wave input power at 20 kHz, with
the lowest measured intermodulation
distortion. Because each tweeter
mechanism handles asmall quantity
of the total power. extremely low
quantities of distortion are
developed. The total column radiates
the energy in a half cylindrical time
co-ordinated sound field. The low
distortion, transparency of sound.
coherence of sound images.
definition of musical instruments.
and musical balance is simply a
revelation that you must experience.

Handcrafted with pride in the United States
by dedicated. highly trained craftspeople.

For information on the McIntosh XRT 22 SPEAKER
and other McIntosh products write:
McINTOSH LABORATORY INC.
P0 Box 96 EAST SIDE STATION. DEPT. S28
BINGHAMTON. NY 13904-0096

ambience speakers are likely to be stuffed into

demonstrations that you've heard, don't dis-

corners or wall/ceiling junctions, where short

miss the idea as amid-fl gimmick. The failure
may be in the setup, not the process.

reflective paths produce both midrange coloration and amidbass boost.
When we evaluated the DSP- 1two years ago,
Richard used integrated amplifiers for the surround channels; by using their tone controls
to adjust the response of the ambience speakers,
we achieved arealistic impression of envelopment. The DSP-3000 is capable of ahigher
level of performance, and so it may benefit
from even more precise matching. Richard
removed apair of ARs and brought in more
KEFs to make the ambience more consistent
from front to back. Then we used graphic
equalizers, first to flatten the midbass boost

We are just now learning how to do areally
good job of ambience recovery, partly because
good-sounding digital delay circuits were not
available at consumer-level prices until quite
recently. Two-channel stereo arrived 30 years
ago but is still improving as product designs are
refined and as audiophiles learn how to tweak
their systems for best performance. Learning
how to tweak ambience-recovery systems to
produce aconvincingly realistic you-are-there
impression is anew field in which Stereopbile
readers can make amajor contribution.

caused by corner placement, then to achieve
acloser match between the main and surround
speakers in the midrange.
The result was pure magic. The soundfield
became vividly three-dimensional and, for the
first time, integrated seamlessly with the primary stereo image. The ambience was persuasively realistic and appropriately subtle, while
the instruments of the orchestra sounded
warmer and fully rounded. The various programs in the DSP-3000 were not as distinctively different as before, because each now
produced abelievable impression of aconcert
hall. (In effect, the processing was now working with the recorded ambience rather than

USA: Richard Leltnert
From figures published in The Economist of
February 25, 1989, we learned that in August
1988, the last month for which figures were

fighting it.) Why? The answer was implied in

available at that time, the CD outsold the LP
in the US by only 1.6 to 1. This means that, for

last month's column on psychoacoustic illusions: Haas-effect fusion works best when the

384,615 of them bought LPs. Hardly an insigni-

delayed echoes are substantially identical to the
primary sound.
Many audiophiles share JA's disdain for
graphic equalizers. That's asensible position
if you have first-class speakers and listen only
to first-rate recordings. But in this application,
where the equalization affects only the ambience and not the signal path to your main

every million people who bougbt LPs and CDs,
ficant market, you Wagree Butfrom the reconi
companies' standpoint, they can make much
more money selling those 384,615 people aCD
at an inflated $16 tban they can selling an LP
at $10. 1mean, we're talkin' $2,307,690!
The Economist goes on to say that, in
lapan, where CDs outsell LPs by 5.2 to 1, CDs

speakers, the drawbacks of cheap equalizers

cost only 15% more than LPs, while in the US
they cost 50-60% more. Ladies and gentle-

are virtually inaudible and the benefit, as we
found, can be dramatic.

men, the LP is dying from sheer greed.

This story provides an object lesson. Although Richard and Ihave been experimenting

my favorite haunts. Rare Bear is Santa Fe's
largest record store, and, with an inventory

with ambience recovery for nearly 15 years, we
did not immediately recognize why the recovered ambience wasn't integrating with the primary stereo image The products are complex,
their adjustments are numerous, and aflawed
setup can easily degrade the result. If you've
been unimpressed by the surround-sound
Stereophile, September 1989

7b get an insider's view, 1called up one of

of well over 100,000 units, the only one that
believes in "deep catalog"—everything by a
given artist; ownerJim Albright, 30 years in
the business, seems genuinely perplexed when
he doesn't bave aparticular record. Jim bent
my ear aboutjust bow the majors are guaranteeing the LP's rapid demise. ..
31

Richard lehaerb What's the demandfor LPs

from their catalog often take as much as 3-4

at your store?
Jim Albright: I'm still doing a significant

months to come in, it's all pretty discouraging.

special-order LP business, though it's dropped

LP wholesale prices have gone up, while cassette prices have stayed the same, and returns

to less than 15% of total sales. Our used-record
business has dropped to less than 2% of sales,

margins have gone down. Retailers like me are

but I'm being offered thousands of used
records aweek—many times what Iused to be

counts to stores anymore for new or unknown
artists—like 30 or 60 extra days to pay, and/or

offered. Ican only buy afraction of them.
When Iwas at the NARM convention in New

5% off the wholesale price—though such
deals continue for cassette and CD. Capitol

Orleans, everyone agreed it was all over for the

salesmen have simply told me not to buy Cap-

LP, but couldn't agree on just when. Iimagine

itol LPs at all, even though they still make them.

caught in the middle. Nor are there any LP dis-

that some small labels will simply license
deleted product from the majors and release
it on vinyl. Ithink there will be asolid market
for collectable LPs for quite awhile.

UK: Ken Kessler

RL: Could you sell many more LPs fthey were

Bleat though Imight about the overall ugliness

available?

of British hi-fi equipment, Imust hand it to the
UK manufacturers who do wish to escape from
the boxes-with-knobs, boxes-with-grilles hi-fi

JA: It's arapidly declining market, but since I'm
the only one in town still selling any appreciable number of LPs, Iget 90% of the Santa Fe LP
market. So, yes, Icould sell more. But the
majors are slashing so many LP releases now—
my WEA deletion list is as big as their catalog.

conventions. British manufacturers have regularly come up with radical designs just to show
it can be done. What happens is that we learn
what we feared: most hi-fi purchasers are con-

Of the Billboard Top 100, we order 20 in LP.
But older pop catalog seems to have alonger

servative enough either to avoid, therefore kill

life on vinyl—jazz, folk, and blues, which often

or to respond so negatively during marketresearch stages that all is abandoned.

are released only on LP. Aproblem that these
smaller labels have is that the major record-

off, the products if they do reach production,

It will be interesting to see how consumers
respond to the soon-to-be-launched Ment-

store chains have dropped LPs completely,
which is destroying the small, LP-only, in-

more tube electronics, which look like no

dependent labels which have problems now

other. Quad, afirm which has always managed

finding LP pressing plants, most of which have
closed down. And small CD press runs are

to offer fresh styling, has sponsored adesign

quite expensive—not the CD itself, but the

aged, conservative customers allow the com-

jewelbox and the packaging.
RL: How do the majors make it difficult to

pany to depart even further from "normal"
topologies by exploiting the students' ideas?

stock LPs?
JA: They've increased their return charges,
which effectively raises my wholesale price

Are the radical designs which emanate from

competition for some years; will its generally

British colleges forever doomed to studentproject status?

10-15%. They've also decreased my return

The latest batch of mouthwatering photo-

percentage on LPs: this means that Ican only

graphs to land on my desk comes from Pirate
Design Associates, adesign firm hired by B&W

return 10% of the LPs Ibuy from some labels,
though Ican return 10 to 30% of the CDs. So
Ihave to mark up LPs to cover my returns

to produce aradically styled CD player, preamp, and monoblock power amp. Pirate had

losses. For instance, when Ibuy LPs from

already produced apair of saxophone-like

Warners, which actually has some of the better
deals in the industry, they give me areturn

loudspeakers which are going into production.

credit; but if Ireturn more than 16% of the

shops remains to be seen, but it does show just

\Varners LPs Ibuy, the return charge increases.

how serious B&W is about expanding its range

Ilose money. Four or five years ago, there was

beyond loudspeakers.
The 100W (into 8 ohms) monoblocks are

Whether or not the new designs will reach the

areturn guarantee of 100% on everything.
Combined with the fact that they've cut out so

based on B&W's MPA1 mono amplifier, and

many LPs, and the ones they haven't deleted

they exist in aform which defies convention
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Pirate Design Associates' power amplifier design for B&W.
in every respect, not the least being that the

the Sony Discman, it offers controls on a

amplifiers have no "top" or "bottom." The
casework consists of two high-quality GRP
moldings which house the electronic compo-

remote, hardwired unit without any labels, all
controls being recognized by the shapes of the

nents, while the toroidal transformer is held in

styling make this the most market-ready of the
various designs.

around copper base; the bottom-heaviness of
the toroidal may dictate that the amps are displayed copper-side-down. Sprouting from the
GRP moldings are two finned heatsinlcs formed
from matt-black anodized aluminium extrusions. Connections are made through one end
of the GRP structure. The overall look is that
of aChris Achilleos-style spacecraft.
The preamp offers retro -styling not unlike
that of the Croft Micro, with its hooded top
cover and two-tone coloring. Controls include
bass, treble, three variable filters, selectable left
and right stereo channels, and avariety of line-

buttons. Its tiny size and far-from-bizarre

The Pirate prototypes are on active display
at the London Design Museum until midSeptember.' Ionly hope that either Pirate or
B&W are able to report after the event that the
public adored the stuff. If they do, then we
might see anew era of unbridled creativity
when hi-fi designers no longer have to adhere
to the restrictions of a440mm-wide rectangular fascia.
As promised last month, Ican now provide
you with alist of the products, people, and
companies which meet with the approval of

level inputs. Where the preamp departs from

the members of BADA, the UK's most powerful

the norm is in its array of controls on two surfaces, with the filters and tone controls operated via knobs on one end, while source-

specialist hi-fi dealer organization. Because of

selection pressbuttons and the rotary volume
control are arrayed on the side panel formed
by the lid.
The CD player is afree-standing unit which
looks like apagoda on legs. Loosely based on
Stereophile, September 1989

personal problems Iwas unable to attend the
award ceremonies at the BADAclay festivities,
but the miracle of FAX means that Ihave the list

1Readers interested in the Pirate/88M project can contact
Pirate Design Associates at 30-40 Milling Road, London W6
OJB, England. Tel: 01-741 0706, FAX 01-748 6683.
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The Next
Generation
The De-20
Imagine aspeaker system that delivers
transparent imaging, accurate dimensionality in width, height and depth,
combined with harmonic integrity and
dynamic power. o

The Dahlquist DO-10, the original Phased
Array dynamic speaker system, became a
legend in its own time. This seminal design
employed many of the concepts which are s' '
at the leading edge of loudspeaker des
The importance o'
,..-•••
and correct inter-d ,
popularized by thi
The DO-10 has
Three extraor(1 ."
ed with adv,
.
Cover a wider range with greater efficiency
than was possible with the DO -10. The same
attention to diffraction control and time delay
distortion allows the DO -20 to
expanded open
which Dahlqui

vehicle th
into the realm of pure so
achievement lets you su
the captivating reality of b
formances and listening Meant
V011

will

novpr forint

111311:11F1 ILQ UJ IST

601 Old Willets Path. Hauppauge, NY 11788
(516) 234-5757

Pirate Design Associates' loudspeakers.
before me, 16 hours after the event and on the
day before this column's deadline.
While some of the winners were predictable (especially Most Reliable Product Range),
there were some genuine surprises. What'
most important, though, is what the roster reveals not just about the tastes of British hi-fi

suggested that HFR won because BADAs membership includes so many Linn dealers, but
fair's fair.
Favorite HI-Fi journalist: Ken Kessler, followed by Alvin Gold and Andy Giles. Honest,
gang, Ididn't know about this until two hours
ago. Am Ipleased? You bet. Not only am I

dealers in general (the BADA membership is

honored to have been selected by the members

made up of afairly mixed crowd), but what it
says about the British market vis d vis your

of my former profession, I'm also jazzed
because it means Ican push for higher word-

own. Most impressive is the respect held for

rates. My thanks to PR consultant, speaker

native goods ;but certain Japanese manufac-

designer, and former journalist Dave Berriman
for accepting the award in my absence.

turers who featured strongly as runners-up can
also hold their heads high.

Best Manufacturer Advertisement: Linn,

In the order as listed in the press release, the
winners were:

with Kenwood as runner-up. Well- earned, as
Linn has created athematic series showing wit

Favorite HI -Fi Magazine: Hi- Fi Review,

and style, with nary ahi-fi product in view.

with Hi -Fi Cboice and Hi- Fi News & Record
Review as runners-up. One wag has already

dealers voted because of the series adverts or

Stereophile, September 1989

What Idon't know is whether or not the British
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the one which questions Ivor Tiefenbrun's

29 nominations for this one, atough category

sanity.
Best Dealer Advertisement: AT Labs, with

the nominees or candidates. Again, Isuggest

to oversee as not all of the voters know all of

Cornflake Shop, Sound Gallery, and Audio
Excellence as runners-up (award sponsored by

that BADA make this aregional award next year.

Haymarket Publishing). The press release
points out that two of the runners-up are not

Lewin, followed by Ivor Tiefenbrun, Mission's

BADA members, thus demonstrating admirable

Industry Personality of the Year: Michael
Farad Azima, retailer Jerry Lewin, and Peter Belt
(award sponsored by Private Eye-Ft). Michael

lack of bias. AT Labs' ads are, like the company,

Lewin is the hardworking BADA trouble-

ultra- professional.
Favorite Product—Source Component:

shooter and Mr. Fixit, responsible for the
organization's smooth running. It shows that

Linn LP12, followed by Rega Planar 3and Linn

the members are happy with their leader.

Axis. Three turntables, my friends, which tells
you that BADA dealers still have plenty of faith

(award sponsored by Dave Hills of Retail Train-

in analog. It also indicates that the LP12 is still

ing Service). Not being au fait with BADA's

amajor money-spinner.

inner structure, Ican't comment.

Favorite Product—Amplification: Arcam
Alpha, with Mission Cyrus Iand Naim NAIT as
runners-up. Not surprising, as the Arcam amps

BADA Trainee of the Year: Paul Oakman

Most Professional Supplier: Linn, with
a"large majority" over runners-up including
Yamaha, Quad, and Naim. This shows that,

win awards the way Senna wins races.

whatever any observers care to regard as the

Favorite Product—Loudspeaker: Musical
Fidelity MC2, just nudging out the KEF 104/2,
Linn lsobarik, and Quad ESL-63. Idon't know

reasons for Linn's strength in the UK, the

what to make of this one because I'm not certain if the voters selected products which they

I'm told that the BADAday ceremonies attracted over 300 guests and that asplendid time

actually like or if they based their votes on sales.
Iexpected the winner of this category to be
some f99 wonder.

was had by all. Let's hope that the awards
inspire the winners to maintain championship
standards and the non-recipients to work even

Most Reliable Product Range: Quad, fol-

harder (which means that I'm buying abigger

lowed by Yamaha, Arcam, Naim, and Linn

retailers rate the company for something which
really matters: professionalism.

thesaurus).

(award sponsored by Hi -Fi Cboice), As Isaid
last month, acertainty for the company which
truly deserves it.
BADA Chargecard Best Dealer: Audio
Excellence (award sponsored by Lombard Tricity Finance). Idon't know what to make of this
one either, other than to understand that Audio

JAPAN: Robert Harley

Excellence must have the highest percentage
of customers who don't carry cash or check-

Every year, JVC sponsors atour for audio journalists of their Audio Research and Develop-

books.
Best Marketing Back-Up: Linn, followed

attend this year's tours and technical seminars

by Yamaha, Mission, Arcam, and Denon.
Which explains why they also won Best Manufacturer Advertisement.
Best Service Department: Quad, followed

ment laboratories. Iwas fortunate enough to
along with six other audio writers from Europe
and the US. The trip gives journalists asneak
preview of JVC's latest technologies, and an

by Mission and Linn. A lovely choice. Think

explanation of the theories behind them. Each
seminar consisted of atechnical presentation,

about it: If Quad's gear is the most reliable, then

listening session, and aquestion-and-answer

it stands to reason that their service staff must

period with the engineers directly responsible
for each development. We also had achance

have very little work to do. So when they do
have repair work, they're so pleased to have
something to do that they deliver service sec-

to talk informally with the engineers over din-

ond to none. Simple, huh?

eager to talk about music as their technology.

Best Company Representative: Steve
Reed of Cambridge Audio Systems. There were
36

ner. Once outside the laboratory, they were as
There is agreat appreciation of jazz in Japan,
at least among the people with whom Ispoke.
Stereophile, September 1989

The JVC engineers demonstrated awide
range of new products. These included the XP-

with music on the CD. MIDI data can even
recreate the entire performance in the home.

A1010TN Digital Acoustic Processor that recreates the acoustics of various concert halls
around the world. The acoustics of these halls

playing information, not the sound itself, thus
requiring very little data. 3 Other features of

were measured and the information encoded
in ROM chips in the XP-A1010TN, allowing the
listener to select which room he/she wants to
simulate. Look for areview soon.

This is possible because MIDI contains the

CD+G/M allow the listener to display the score
on atelevision monitor, print the score on a
computer printer, and re-orchestrate the performance. In addition, some discs will have cer-

In asurprising demonstration, aJVC engineer
yelled toward the door of acassette deck while

musician can play along while reading the

tain instruments missing so that the listener/

it was recording a5kHz tone. On playback, the

music from aTV screen.

yell was clearly audible as asqueak. Apparently,
tape can be microphonic, transferring acoustic

simultaneously) are fully compatible with non-

energy to amagnetic signal that gets recorded.

graphics/MIDI machines and have no effect on

CDs encoded with graphics or MIDI (or both

JVC's new cassette mechanisms are designed

the sound quality of the CD. In addition, the

to acoustically isolate the tape and transport
from impinging sound.

graphics output from the CD player is independent of television formats: CD graphics can be

JVC XP-DA1000 digital to analog converter with K-2 Interface.
JVC is aleading force behind anew CD var-

displayed on any television system around the

iation called "CD-FG/M" (Compact Disc plus
Graphics and MIDI). When the CD was devel-

world (PAL, SECAM, and NTSC). A major mar-

oped, acertain portion of the data stream called

when the JVC XL-G512 player is introduced.

the "R-W Subcode" was set aside for future
use. 2 JVC, in association with Warner New

At present, CD+G/M capability adds about
$200 to the cost of the player.

Media, is taking advantage of this previously
unused area by encoding graphic images for

Software availability has always been aproblem when launching any new format. CD+G/M,

display on atelevision monitor. These graphics
can include song lyrics, information about the

ware: CD+G/M discs are backward-compatible

artist, and anything else of interest to the
listener.

with the large base of existing players, the format is backed by two software companies (Jvc

In addition to graphic information, the R-W
subcode can store MIDI data. MIDI (Musical

and Warner Communications), and graphics
and MIDI data are relatively inexpensive to
encode.

Instrument Digital Interface) is acommon dig-

keting push for CD-i-G/M is planned this fall

however, should not suffer from lack of soft-

ital language for controlling musical instru-

What really caught my attention, though,

ments, especially keyboards. The MIDI output

was something called the "K-2 Interface," acir-

of the CD player is input to aMIDI-compatible

cuit that goes in the digital signal path of aCD

keyboard, making the instrument play along

player, DAT machine, D/A converter, or any
other digital audio device, improving sound

2The CD format contains eight subcode channels designated
Pthrough W. The "P and Q" subcode channels provide the
player with timing, control, and display information. Track
time, track number, etc. shown on the player display ate read
continuously from the "Q" subcode channel.

Stereophile, September 1989

3The data rate from each sulwode channel is 7350 bits per second. Assuming a74-minute playing time, aCD.C./M disc can
store nearly 25 megabytes of data in the R- W subcode.
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Ohm CLS Drivers
Make Your
Speakers Disappear
From Our $5000 Walsh 5
to Our $600 Sound
Cylinders the Critics
are Impressed.

Stereophile

Vol. II. No. 8

"So the bottom line is quite favorable: the Walsh 5is afull-range
speaker that is quite clean and
images very well." "Soundstaging
is another strength and joy, and
at their best the 5s can set up a
very palpable illusion of the original performing spacer "In its
present incarnation, it is one of
the few dynamic speakers that my
jaded electrostatic taste buds
could live with."—Dick Olsher

Audio

6-88

"The Walsh 5is one of the
cleanest speakers available...I
perceived remarkable depth and
spaciousness to music well
recorded in aconcert hall. This
spaciousness did not result in a
vague mass of sound: image location is sharply defined and
accurately placed ...They are a
masterpiece of the speaker
designer's art:"

Stereo Review

l-88

"The sound of the Ohm Sound
Cylinders was smooth, balanced
and thoroughly enjoyable, well
beyond what anyone would expect
from such asmall, light speaker.
Its dispersion was subjectively
complete, and we were never
aware of the speakers as distinct
sound sources, no matter how
much we moved around the
room...these speakers certainly
offer impressive value for their
price and size."'

New York Times

3-88

the various frequencies
emerge in their natural phase
relationship—more than in conventional designs. To what extent
this accounts for the speakers
fine sound may be debatable, yet
there is no question that the Ohm
Sound Cylinders represent an
excellent bargain, with aclarity
and richness of sound rarely
found in aspeaker of this size and
price."'
Find out about buying, directly
from the factory by calling toll
free 800-221-6984

For Those Who Care
to Listen

quality. It is based on the premise that apoorquality digital signal degrades the analog signal even if the digital code is unchanged. This
radical idea has startling implications. But
before discussing the K-2 Interface's ramifications and how it works, let's look at the prevailing
thought on this topic.

audio: discrete time sampling implicitly preserves the frequency information of an analog
audio signal. This is analogous to aphonograph
record preserving frequency information by
its rotation: if the speed varies, the pitch also
varies. 4
In theory, jitter never reaches the D/A con-

Every textbook on digital audio and every

verter because abuffer isolates the data source

electrical engineer I've discussed the subject
with agree that the analog output of adigital

from the D/A converter. In aCD player, for
example, data enters the buffer at varying rates,

device is immune to degradation of the digital signal provided the recovered ones and

due to imperfections in the rotational servo, but

zeros are the same. Indeed, one of the corner-

addition, re-squaring the wave is easily performed.

stones of digital audio is that sound quality is
independent of the recording and transmission
media. The playback system need only distin-

is clocked out with quartz-crystal accuracy. In

In last month's Industry Update, Idescribed
an experiment in which Iverified that the dig-

guish between binary one or binary zero, elim-

ital code retrieved from aCD is identical with

inating a plethora of variables that could
adversely affect sound quality This implies that

or without the addition of CD damper rings.

a second-generation or even hundredth-

vided by the rings could not be attributed to

generation copy of adigital master tape (with
the same digital code) will sound identical to

anything occurring in the digital domain. My
belief that if the code was identical, the music

Iconcluded that any sonic differences pro-

the first generation. Furthermore, the conven-

would be identical, was so implicit in my argu-

tional wisdom goes, aCD is an exact sonic

ment that Inever explicitly made that statement.

duplicate of the CD master tape, assuming no

When JVC announced that they had identified non-code components (jitter and noise)

uncorrectable errors. This fundamental assumption, however, is in conflict with many
people's real-world experience (see the Doug
Sax interview in the next issue).

in the digital signal as asource of sonic degradation, Iwas skeptical. Before any listening
tests, Iquestioned Mr. Toshiharu Kuwaoka, the
engineer who designed the K-2 Interface:
"How does jitter reach the D/A converter if it

lia16/MAL WAVIFOVA

di

CHAN6ED IV 3'
WAVfroSA

is buffered first? Who cares if the digital signal
has noise? All that matters is that the system can
distinguish aone or amu," Iargued. He replied
that jitter does reach the D/A converte4 causing
conversion timing errors. He also said that
noise on the digital signal gets into the analog
domain through the power supply, mutual

TITTeR

Fig. 1

inductance and capacitance, and through the
D/A converter. Sensing my continued skepticism, they suggested we listen first and ask
questions later.

Degradation of adigital audio signal occurs

The listening demonstration took place in
NC's recording studio. Adigital multitrack was

during storage and/or transmission. The waveform becomes less like aperfect squarewave

We could also listen to the same mix played

played back and mixed on the fly as we listened.

when noise, misshapen pulses, and jitter are

back through aJVC DAS -900 professional

introduced. Jitter is atime-axis variation of the
digital signal, usually caused by mechanical

mastering system used to make CD master

imperfections in atape transport or CD rota-

back from aDAS -900 with the K-2 Interface.

tapes. Athird source was the same mix played

tional drive. It is easy to see in fig.I how jitter,
if allowed to reach the D/A converter, could
affect the analog waveform. Precise timing is
afundamental prerequisite to successful digital
Stereophile, September 1989

4Quantization, the second of the twin pillars of digital audio,
presc ryes the amplitude information of the audio signal. To
continue the phonograph analogy, amplitude is preserved by
the amount of groove modulation.
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It was thus possible to switch between the

louder level without K-2 is the result of distor-

source, the digital processor without K-2, and

tion products in the analog signal.
Incidentally, JVC could not resist comparing
their DAS -900 digital mastering system with

the digital processor with K-2.
Initially, the switching between sources was
too fast, preventing the establishment of arefer-

Sony's PCM-1630, the industry standard CD

ence. At the reviewers' request, however, they

master-tape format. Ihad worked with both

played the entire piece (a jazz vocal) before
switching to the next condition. The difference

systems but had never heard the A/D and D/A

was immediately apparent. The processor with
the K-2 Interface sounded much closer to the
source The soundstage became smaller through
the standard processor, as did instruments
within it, and there was a loss of threedimensionality. Though not as apparent as the

converters of the JVC DAS -900—the processor Iused did not need conversion boards
since it was used exclusively in the digital
domain. The 1630 was no match sonically for
the JVC 900. Through the 1630, music became
veiled with aloss of detail in the high end. It

change in soundstaging, timbres became

also added ameasure of stridency and hardness
to the upper octaves. Unfortunately, some of

harder without K-2.

this sonic signature (on the A/D side) will be

The demonstration was repeated, but this
time we heard tenth-generation tapes made on

imprinted on the vast majority of CDs made
from analog sources.

the DAS -900 with and without K-2 in the dig-

Another listening demonstration involved
playing adisc on JVC's new top-of-the-line XL-

ital signal path during the ten digital-to-digital
transfers. All the sonic differences just

Z1010TN CD player with and without K-2 (K-2

Fig. 2 Conceptual operation of K2 Interface.
described were magnified. Iwas surprised at

is not defeatable in the production version).

the degradation of the tenth-generation tape.
So many CDs are made from multiple-

Again, the most noticeable difference with K-2

generation digital master tapes (not to mention

with agreater sense of space and resolution.
It would be rash to reach any conclusion

analog generations) without athought that they
may be inferior to the original. During this par-

was the soundstage It became wider and deeper

ticular demonstration, Isensed that the level

based on a brief listening session with unfamiliar playback equipment, unfamiliar source

of the version made through K-2 was lower. At

material, and no control over test conditions.

the conclusion, another journalist expressed

It would be even more rash, however, to draw

the same thought. There was general agree-

aconclusion under such circumstances that

ment that the levels were not matched. A lkHz

contradicts afundamental principle of digital

tone played back from each source, however,

audio and one's own ingrained beliefs. Idid,
however, hear an undeniable improvement
with the K-2 Interface. Ihave requested asam-

confirmed that the levels were indeed identical.
Mr. Kuwaolca explained that the.subjectively
Stereophile, September 1989
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"Line protection you can pay a
little for it now,
or you can pay a
lot for it latet"ierervuDia
ADCONI
mel.14.4,11

•
•

R

egardless of how sophisticated your
stereo and video system is, it may
never achieve its full potential if plugged
directly into an AC outlet. Raw and
unprocessed AC power can severely
diminish the clarity of audio signals and
reduce the resolution of your video picture.
Harmful high-voltage spikes and surges
can also damage your valuable equipment.
The ADCOM ACE-515 AC Enhancer
significantly improves the performance
capabilities of your system by filtering and
processing raw AC power, unveiling a
pure, noise-free power source. And, it
protects your components from harmful
line voltage disturbances.

Listen To The Critics
"Electronic equipment (especially digital audio gear)
is vulnerable to both annoying and catastrophic power-line
problems. Your stereo gear should have line spike and
surge protection, with hash filters thrtnvn in too."
—Ken Pohlman, AUDIO, November 1987.

..rhe effective suppression of AC 'RF hash by the
ACE-515 improved clarity and lowered noise in all
three CD players.. ..the significant improvements in
instrumental and vocal harmonic retrieval and hall
ambience are superb... .
it simply appears to allow
musical information to be passed through to the
listener with less veil and electronic 'haze.' "
—Lewis Lipnick, Stereophile, Vol. 11 No. 4, April 1988.
Recommended accessory in Sterrophile, Vol. 12 No. 4,
April 1989.

For amodest investment, the ADCOM
ACE-515 enhances both audio and video
clarity while protecting your equipment.
Once again, ADCOM lives up to its
reputation of offering superior performance
at areasonable cost. For complete
technical data, please visit your Adcom
dealer. You'll discover the ACE-515 is
more than an accessory. It's anecessity.
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pie XL-ZIOIOTN CD player (modified so that
the K-2 Interface is defeatable) so Imay further
evaluate this new technology under ideal conditions. Watch for afull report.
But how does it work?
The K-2 Interface, shown conceptually in
fig.2, consists of two chips placed in the sig-

from this oscillator. The sync signal is sent to
the ltansmitter Block via aphotocoupler, synchronizing the transmitter and receiver blocks.
The digital data stream from the medium is
transmitted via aphotocoupler to the Receiver
Block, with timing controlled by the sync sig-

nal path just before the D/A converter. Its goal

nal. There is no electrical connection between
the Transmitter and Receiver Blocks.

is twofold: to prevent digital waveform distortion and jitter components from entering the

When alogic "one" is present in the digital
code, current flows through the LED at Trans-

analog section, and to prevent jitter from reaching the D/A where it could cause conversion

mission Path A (Point A), biasing the photo-

timing errors. These goals are achieved in
three ways:

inverted just before the LED.) The phototransistor cannot conduct, however, until the

•Separate the transmission and receiving circuits electrically, electrostatically, and electromagnetically by optical coupling and

is closed when the switch timing signal (Point

transistor on. (Note that the digital code is

"Code Detection Switch" is closed. The switch

independent power supplies.

B) is high. This code detection switch is the
resampling portion of the system. When the

•Resample the digital signal at the receiving
side, using avery short duration gate.

switch is closed, current flows through the

•Transmit timing information from the receiv-

only when the digital audio signal is logic
"one." If the switch is open, no current flows

ing side to the transmitting side, controlling
both transmission and resampling.
Unless you are atechno-weenie (you know
who you are: calculator watch, plastic shirtpocket protector, Volvo), skip the next three
paragraphs.

r

.

.,

—

—

through the photo-transistor regardless of the
transmitted digital audio.
Essentially, the switch closes at precise, regular intervals, synchronized with the incoming
data stream. If there is abinary"one" in the dig-
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Fig. 3 K2 Interface block diagram.

Fig. 4 Operating
waveforms.

Fig.3 shows the K-2 Interface in more detail.

bal audio bit stream, the transistor output (Point

When following this diagram, it is essential to
refer to the timing chart in fig.4. Acrystal oscillator on the Receiver Block (lower right of dia-

D) goes low for the duration that the switch is
closed. The resampling performed by the

gram) is async reference for the system. Async

switch is synchronized to the incoming data
stream: the same sync source controls both the

signal and atiming-control signal are generated

switch and the audio bit stream timing. This

Stereophile, September 1989
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Resistance
0.00053 Ohm/ft.
for transmission
and return paths
combined!
Current capacity
100 RMS amperes,
500 pk. amperes

High-current
terminations
Gold plated con
nection hardware
exceeds welding
requirements

WeberWeave
distributes impedance characteristics
to suppress resonance and reduce
phase noise

Balanced-lamina
Pure silver surfacing
on
oxygen-free
Inductance
copper balances .kin
0.024 mH/ft.
effect resistance to
8 ft. lengths exhibit
less than 0.2 dB loss a maintain constant
100 kHz with typical resistance to the
highest frequencies
loudspeaker loads
Capacitance
0.2 nanoFarads/ft.
enable use without
external "damping"

Fig. 1
Transmission characteristics for 15 ft.
of WeberWire-1
source, 8 resistive
load—communicating a100 kHz square
wave. The upper
limit of WeberWire
is just beginning
to be observed as
the extremely high

Teflon* insulation
Maintains a2.1
dielectric constant
from dc to 100 kHz.

,{=4the-next

thifirk

Exclusively
distributed by

1
harmonics of the
overshoot from the
signal generator are
noticeably reduced.
Nevertheless, the
bandwidth of
WeberWire permits
the wave itself to be
reproduced without
tilt or other anomaly.

best record player
TH

III versa dynamics perform

r

not as expensive
a not as e

(215) 251-2512

division o
Threshold
Corporation
12919 Earhart
Avenue,
Auburn,
CA 95603
800 -888 -8055
*Teflon trademark
of DuPont

synchronization is essential since the switch
closes very briefly in the exact center of the
pulse Anew, full-width pulse is recreated from
this narrow "window" by the D-type flip-flop.
In addition, the digital filter and DIA converter
are synchronized by this common clock.

I"»
Fig. 7 Noise on the digital signal path
without K2 Interface.

Fig. 5 Squarewave before being reshaped
by K2 Interface.

Fig. 8 Noise on digital signal path after
treatment with K2 Interface.
vastly superior to the home format. JVC
engineers noticed that the same signal,
recorded on both tape machines, sounded better when played back from the )
,
4"machine,
even though the ones and zeros were the same.
Fig. 6 Squarewave after being reshaped
by K2 Interface.

Furthermore, JVC contends that cables carrying
digital audio signals have different sonic signatures. Interestingly, they also said that vibrating
an optical cable will change the sound.

Since the receiving circuit looks at the
squarewave for avery short duration in the
middle of the pulse, jitter and other non-code

If audible degradation does occur by storing
or transmitting digital audio, there is acompelling reason to believe that it is not caused by

components of the waveform are eliminated.

changes in the digital code. The data stream

The oscilloscope photographs in figs.5 and 6

consists of alternating left- and right-channel

show asquarewave before and after the K-2
Interface. Similarly, noise on the digital signal

cant Bit) first, accompanied by control data.

path before and after K-2 is shown in figs.7
and 8.
The investigation that led to K-2's development was sparked by an interesting phenomenon. The JVC DAS -900 professional digital processor creates adigital audio signal that looks
like avideo signal to avideo tape recorder. This
signal can be recorded on either a%" consumer
VHS machine or aprofessional y," U-Matic
video recorder. A %" U-Matie machine,
designed for professional broadcast video, is
Stereophile, September 1989

16-bit samples transmitted MSB (Most SignifiThe effect of the MSB on the converted analog
signal is huge: the MSB represents half the
65,536 steps available with 16-bit quantization.
On the other hand, the LSB (Least Significant
Bit) represents only one of 65,536 steps.
Change the LSB and you probably won't hear
it. Change the MSB and the level will jump by
half the 98.6dB theoretical dynamic range,
producing aloud click.
Now, if subtle degradation occurs because
of achange in code, we know the MSB could
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'the unbelievable sound...'

Craig Dory and Brian Levine, of Donan Recordings, in the Troy Savings Bank Music
Hall, Troy, NY, where many of their widely acclaimed recordings are made. Craig Dory
uses the Wadia 2000 Decoding Computer on location and in his Mastering Suite. He
also uses the Wadia DigiLink fiber optic transmission system in place of long microphone
runs for maximum sonic integrity. Photo by Stanley Blanchard

"As for the Wadia 2000 D/A Processor, Ican't say enough. Beginning with
an absolutely brilliant decoding algorithm, to the quality of construction,
through to the bottom line, the unbelievable sound, it's just done right!
"Hearing my recordings for the first time
through the Wadia was arevelation —
Iknew all the information (the space,
the room, the low frequency clarity, etc.)
was there all the time, fighting to make it
through the myriad D/As Ihad tried.
Listening to my recordings through the
Wadia is like listening to the input of the
recording chain."
— Craig Dory

511 Second Street
Hudson, WI 54016
715-386-8100
FAX 715-386-8116

not have changed or it would be clearly audible. Since all bits, whether LSB, MSB, or anything in between, are exposed to identical conditions, it is not feasible that only LSBs are
corrupted during transmission or storage. It is
ironic that this argument, used against those
who hear adifference in, say, brands of digital
tape or degradation in digital copies, now supports the fundamental premise on which K-2
is based.
Products with the K-2 Interface will be avail-

USA: Richard Lenart
CD longboxes, those 6" by 12" confections of
plastic, cardboard, and more plastic, are the
source of agreat deal of waste cardboard and
non-biodegradable plastic; they're the most
wasteful packaging material ever designed for
audio program media. Jim Albright, of Santa
Fe's Rare Bear Records, says "I've been in the
business 30 years, and for the first time there's
a serious trash/packaging problem—three

able later this year. In addition to the XL-Z1010TN

fourths of the packaging ends up in my parking lot." Many of his customers just can't wait

CD player, the K-2 Interface is incorporated

to get home to open their little digital delights.

into the XP-DA1000 D/A converter. The XPDA1000 features 8x-oversampling and 20-bit
digital/analog conversion. Twenty-bit conversion is realized by an 18-bit DAC in conjunction
with discrete devices. The direct-coupled analog output is available unbalanced on RCA jacks
or fully balanced XLR connectors. Component
and construction quality appeared to be exceptionally high. Unfortunately, JVC has no
immediate plans to market the XP-DA1000 in
the US. At 450,000 Yen (about 83200 at today's
exchange rate), there may be more of amarket
here than they think.
The implications of K-2 are enormous. If

In these days of dwindling resources and
alarmingly burgeoning pollution, one would
hope that record companies would bow to the
eventually inevitable, cut their own costs, and
decrease the earth's burden, all at the same
time.
Well, in the June 24, 1989 Billboard, along
article (long by Billboard standards, that is)
described the decision of PolyGram Inc.
Canada and WEA Music of Canada Ltd. to stop
shipping CDs in longboxes by 1/1/90. Only US
and Canadian CD manufacturers have ever
used the "disposable" longboxes in the first

there is something intrinsically unmusical

place, which have become the standard in
those countries but are unknown throughout

about digital, as some critics have suggested,
we are in deep trouble. Future music-storage

the rest of the world. PolyGram wallower the
wholesale price of CDs 40 to 50 cents each

media, in formats inconceivable today, will
undoubtedly be digital. The fact that K-2 seems
to work, despite being antithetically opposed
to conventional wisdom, is heartening. Quite

(equivalent to alist-price discount of SI), hoping that retailers will invest the savings in security measures; WEA offers asimilar discount
on front-line and SuperSaver CDs.
There are alternatives to the longbox, as any

apart from the improvement K-2 offers, it
means that, undoubtedly, there are other
sources of distortion in digital audio waiting
to be discovered and corrected. Significantly,

one, in which open, unshrinkwrapped CD

K-2 was developed from critical listening, not

jewel boxes and booklets, minus the CDs, are

visit to Europe, or to our own Santa Fe Sight &
Sound, quickly reveals: The Lift system, for

rigid adherence to established dogma. Indeed,

displayed in racks for study and fondling, while

Mr. Kuwaoka, at the conclusion of his paper

the CDs themselves are kept in filing cabinets

describing K-2, writes "I intend to continue the

behind the counter—you don't get the actual
CD 'til you pay for it. Seems foolproof to me.

studies on the tone quality while paying attention to phenomena concealed byfundamental
theories" (emphasis added).

The majors now charge a5-10% repackaging
fee for returns from US stores that use the Lift
system, but if record companies stop packaging
jewelboxes altogether...
But Billboard quotes Paul Smith, CBS Distribution president, as saying "There's an absolute need for enlarged packaging," because
such packaging provides the largest image area
since the almost total demise of the foot-square
LP jacket, and because its large, awkward shape
discourages shoplifting. It's nice to know we
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DELUXE LINE DRIVE
"Sets a new standard
for Class A sound at an
unreasonably low cost."
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PHONO DRIVE
o
o Class

"Beautifully engineered standalone MC/MM phono stage...
Excellent delineation of detail;
superb soundstaging..."

PRISM CD PLAYER
"Midband excellent. ..
A winner
when if comes to dynamics and the
presentation of soundstage, thinks
JA. Now has 'Isodrive' built-in
damping system."
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Enough said. Now is the time to listen.
Contact Your Mod Squad Dealer or call

(619) 436-7666
THE MOD SQUAD, INC., 542 North Hwy. 101, Leucadia, CA 92024
Key to ratings: Class A, Best attainable sound; Class B, The next best thing; Class C,
High quality, but still affordable; Class D, Significantly lower fidelity, but still recommended; Class K, Keep an eye on this product.
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can always depend on CBS (the "C" stands for

gets its act together and adopts anew standard).

"CopyCode") for the most retrograde politi-

Which means you're stuck with adevice that
no one has yet claimed to be intelligently
designed (for audio purposes): the RCA/Cinch/

cal, economic, and ecological stances in the
biz. The rest of the major North American
labels are waiting to hear from consumers and
retailers. Send those cards and letters!

WEST GERMANY:
Markus Sauer

phono connector, which was born in World
War II when someone wanted to do something
useful with all those small bits of scrap metal
left over from other manufacturing processes.
Cheap and easy to manufacture, that's what the
new connector had to be—contact quality

Let me tell you about plugs.
The best plug is no plug. The best way to

probably wasn't even on the list of design
objectives.

connect the components in your system is to
take agood cable and solder it directly to the

Enter WEST President and Founder Wolfgang
B. Thórner, whose wit competes with James
Bond's martinis for dryness. Thórner came to
high fidelity as an enthusiast, his professional

circuit boards inside your equipment (some
people think this is where the trouble starts,
and that hardwiring is better than aprinted circuit, but that's another story). The problem is,
of course, that it takes along time to make or
cut aconnection. As so often in life, the best

background being in the automobile industry.
Inside cars, everything must conform with
rigid specifications, consistency being the key
to quality The first prerequisite for consistency

way to do something scores zero on the con-

is that you actually know what you do, which

venience scale. An additional problem is the
very limited number of times you can make a

means you must define it. On amechanical

connection this way—the circuit tracks in your
electronics will probably look aright mess after
the fifth time you solder some nice, fat cable
to them.
So, sorry, just say no to the no-plug method.
The second-best plug is areally good plug.
Good means intelligently designed. There's a
number of really good plugs available—
Fischer, Camac, Lemo, BNC come to mind.
They all distinguish themselves by the fact that
probably none of your stuff is equipped with
the relevant sockets. So you phone agood

level, it means specifying which dimensions
you want to have, and how far you will allow
yourself to deviate from this self-set goal.
Applying this mindset to his hobby, Thórner
found one area left far behind by the overall
development standards. He set out, therefore,
to create aparadox: an intelligently designed
phono connector.
WBT was founded in late 1984. The first
thing Thürner did was to measure every plug
and socket he could get his hands on. Believe
it or not, there is actually no standard for
phonos; everyone is free to choose dimensions
as he pleases, and in many cases the dimen-

radio hardware shop and start to order, say, 12
plugs and sockets. You then immediately can-

sions seem less chosen than arrived at by acci-

cel the order when the until-now-delighted
salesperson informs you of the price That kind

dent. WBT found arange of 7.95 to 8.55mm for
the external diameter of the socket, and 3.05

of money was reserved for the next big hardware component. You realize this move is probably atad expensive; to hide your disappoint-

to 3.40mm for the lug's central pin. In engineering terms, these variations are enormous.
To account for these differences, WBT plugs

ment, you start thinking about the implications

have acollet chuck sleeve, while the sockets

of moving to not-universally-used plugs and

have aspring around the tunnel into which the

sockets: whenever you want to try something,
be it acable, apiece of electronics, or just the

with aconventional plug, and the slotted outer

bass equalizer that comes as an option for your
new speakers, it means doing some soldering.
And you can't even use the same plugs and
sockets on different stuff each week, because
there's afairly low number of times you can solder and desolder them. So intelligently de-

plug is inserted. Make and break aconnection
part will suffer from metal fatigue; the tenth
connection will not be as good as the first one.
With aWBT, it will.
I'm not going to give you adetailed description of WBT's products—it makes for pretty

'signed plugs are not really asolution to your

boring reading, 5and you must see them yourself to appreciate just how well they are made.

problem either (at least not until the high end

And now that WEST has stopped using Robocop's
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NEW
I've just designed a
new solid state amplifier.
many ways, it's my best
work and I'd like to tell you
about it
I've given my new
Bob Career
solid state Silver Seven-t
more absolute maximum output current into low
impedance reactive loads (including 0.5 ohms) than
almost any amplifier Iknow of: 50 amperes. In fact,
Dan D'Agostino's BIG Krell is the only one that tops it.
Not only that, I've also given the Silver Seven-t
more output voltage than any other amp except my
own Silver Seven Vacuum Ilibe Amplifier (which beats
it, but only by afew volts). Nobody else's amp that I
know of has more output voltage— and that includes
the new OIL tube amps on the market.
I
can get all this voltage and current because I
have agreat patent, the Magnetic Field Power Supply.
In updated form with lots of energy storage, it easily
producesfive times as much current as any other
power supply of the same manufacturing cost.
Rut Bob, bow does it sound?
Beyond the slicur power required for explosive
transients and rolling thunder, the ability of an ampliPOWERFUL
()mint:Allen1tn Canada by

fier to reproduce the subtle, dimensional shadings of a
delicate soundstage depends on its transfer characteristics (a scientist would say transferfinction). I've given
my new solid state amplifier atransfer function that
comes as close as Ican possibly make it to my Silver
Seven Vacuum Ube Amplifier.
No, they are not eractly the same. But with
production nulls at approximately 40d13, they are very,
very close. So close that if I
close my eyes and drop my
concentration for amoment, the transistor version
can completely fool me into thinking I'm listening to
the vacuum tube Silver Seven.
Like the Silver Seven, the Silver Seven-t is a
mono amp design, so you will need two for stereo;
the pair costs $2,000.00.
Until my next ad, warmest regards,

Bob Carver
P.S. If you'd like to know more about transfer functions,
voltage and current, and the Silver Seven-t, please write
to Carver Corporation, Literature Department, RO. Box
1237, Lyrumood,WA 98046.
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girlfriend as amodel in their ads, you can get

aproviso is made regarding the steel locking

afirst visual impression by looking through

collet, many audiophiles preferring not to have

most audio publications.
Imust admit to a•personal bias here: WBT
makes very much my kind of product. Ihave

permeable materials in their systems ever since
Kenwood discovered magnetic distortion
(something that gave them aconvenient excuse

sampled both the new phonos and the

to use plastic housings for their electronics).
Well, fear no more. Responding to market pres-

bananas; both sound very good and are joys to
work with. They are expensive, yes, but Iactually think you will save some money in the long
run because you don't have to solder them to
your cables; instead, you crimp. Crimping is
apurely mechanical way of making up aconnector. With aspecial pair of pliers, you press
agold-plated copper sleeve onto the uninsulated cable end. The pressure is so high that the
surfaces of the individual strands yield, the

sure, WBT changed the collet to brass, even
though Thümer thought the shielding properties of steel more important. Being aperfectionist, he then went one step further. Applying
gold plating directly onto acopper surface is
impossible; there has to be anickel filler, Nickel
is normally magnetic, but is magnetized at
150°C. Soldering takes place at 300-350°C,

strands then forming one solid piece of metal.

which means that even plugs claimed to be
nonmagnetic will actually be (a bit) magnetic

Solder consists of mostly tin, some lead and,
in the high end, some silver (even so-called sil-

once connected to acable. The solution Theimer
found was to use avery special kind of nickel,

ver solder never has more than an 8-10% silver

nickel Por chemical nickel, which stays amag-

content). Tin and lead are pretty dreadful con-

netic and has the further advantage of being

ductors; being able to replace them with acop-

three times as hard as normal nickel, and of giving avery smooth surface.

per sleeve seems, to me, agood idea. There are
further advantages: normal solder connections

In Stereopbile's readership survey, only one

act as avery low voltage source, athermoelec-

reader listed WBT plugs as part of his system.

tric effect which should be audible in the con-

Having ageneral idea of the volume of business
WBT has done in the States, Ifind that number

text of ahigh-end system, especially in the critical cartridge-to-preamp connection (yes, that's
where you ought to put the new plugs first,
although other interfaces will benefit to an only
slightly lesser degree). A further problem with

very hard to believe. The most likely conclusion has to be that audiophiles have not yet
really understood the importance of connections in their systems. Cables, yes; connectors,
no. Well, Ihave been able to astound several

soldering is that most cable sheathing is made
from PVC. The C stands for "chloride," which

seasoned audiophiles, including areviewer, by

is acidic in nature. While the cable gets sol-

demonstrating the effects of substituting WBT

dered, the sheathing will be heated, too, and

bananas for other good-quality plugs—very
clearly beneficial. And, in comparison with

some chlorine will evaporate. The amount is
probably not large enough to prejudice your
health (unless you make your living this way),
but some will settle down on the surface of the
cable you're trying to solder, further diminishing contact quality through corrosion. (Don't
laugh; the German Federal Post used to experience failures of phones in phone boxes long
before the rated life span was up; the reason
was found to be corrosion from the PVC on the
floor, which gave off some acid in summer.)
WBT phonos are listed in Stereopbile's
Recommended Components as "the best," but
5Don't you hate IrViCW5 which take afull page or more to tell
you how many switches something has, what each of them
does, and where, to the precise millimeter, they are located
on the fascia? Iprefer reviews which give in-depth discussions
of the sound: if that gets me interested, Ican go down to my
dealer and see for myself if the power switch is labeled
"Power" or "On."

Stereophile, September 1989

what one would have had to pay for getting the
same improvements through better electronics,
cheap.
Thürner says that with the bananas, the key
to better contact quality is high contact pressure, because the contact surface is actually
very low (a mechanical analogy might be
drawn with the Linn Troika, which distinguishes itself from the flat-topped Karma
through three little mounds—Linn claims the
actual contact area is larger that way). The most
consistent effect of the WBU is better low-level
resolution and transparency, plus reduced
glare, which might well be explained by the
more intimate contact. As you will have seen,
there is every reason for wrrr to be successful,
and the company is growing rapidly. Ilook forward to new developments from them. S
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Let Aragon save you from Digital Hell.
The D2A will Convert you.
An Interview with Anthony Federici, President of Mondial Designs Ltd.
Q. What is "Digital Hell"?
A There are three forms of Digital Hell. 1) Having to spend thousands of dollars to
get the highest technology CD player. 2) Discovering there has been another
major improvement in digital two months after purchasing a CD player. 3)
Trying to decide what to do, while the recording industry is trying to decide
what to do with DAT.
Q. How does the Aragon D2A save you from all this?
A. First, the least expensive CD player using the same digital converter, oversampling and filtering chips is over S4,000. The D2A is even superior because
of Theta Digital's reclocking circuitry, which reclocks the digital bit stream to
better than one nanosecond accuracy. Second. to protect you from the rapid
advancements in digital, the D2A uses a separate circuit board for the digital
portion and the IC's are inserted with plug in modules. Therefore, no matter
what advancements or changes occur in digital, the D2A can be easily
upgraded to new technology. In other words it's a convertible converter.
Third. the D2A will also convert, with the same quality and accuracy. CD's,
DAT's or the audio portion of satellite transmissions or video discs. CD players
with digital bit stream outputs are available for under $300.
Q. What do you have to pay to get all this?
A At present, you can be saved from digital hell for $995. We are struggling to
maintain the price in the future, but Icannot guarantee it.
Q. Since the D2A has Theta Digital designed circuitry, IC's found
only in over S4,000 CD players and it's only $995 you must have
skimped on the analog portion?
A. Oh ye of little faith. When it comes to Aragon quality, Idon't compromise.
Knowledgeable audio reviewers, from around the world, have deemed
Aragon components the biggest bargain in high end audio.
Q. O.K. prove to me you didn't compromise?
A. O.K. try this litany. The AC power supply is in a separate chassis to eliminate
magnetic radiation and noise. It mates with the main chassis via a swiss made
connector with gold plated contacts. Only fully rectified and filtered D.C. voltage enters the main chassis. 11 separately regulated D.C. power supplies are
employed giving completely separate supplies and dual mono operation to
the DAC's and the analog section. The unique analog section employs no op
amp IC's. It is fully discrete and class A. This analog section actually utilizes
Aragon phono circuit topology. The result is exceptionally musical with wide
dynamic range and very low noise. The sonic integrity of the analog section
is then maintained by encasing the digital circuit board in a zinc chromated
metal shield to prevent RFI radiation. The input and output connectors are
chassis mount gold plated, from Tiffany. The D2A accepts any combination of
three digital bit stream sources, two coaxial inputs and one optical fibre input.
In addition, it has a digital tape output and the absolute phase can be inverted from the listening position via remote switch. The D2A is manufactured
by a U.S. medical and military contractor to one of the most stringent standards in the world. We then take a component which sonically belongs in
the world's finest audio systems and machine a 3/8 inch aluminum faceplate
so that visually and aesthetically it also belongs in the world's finest systems.
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THE AUDIO ANARCHIST
The Audio Anarchist Meets the Martin-Logan Sequel II
and invites you to Russia
Sam Tellig

A

a I, Scene One

"Finished version, Ipromise."
Gayle Sanders was reassuring the

The B&K was not as tight in the bottom (tightassed) as Ilike, but elsewise this $499 amp
excelled with the speakers—enhancing their

press about the $35k Statement at last sum-

sense of spaciousness and depth, and softening

mer's CES.

whatever tendency they may have had to turn

Martin-Logan seems to run through revisions rather rapidly. For instance, no sooner

brittle in the upper midrange.

had Isettled in with the Sequel (which itself

Good piano recordings were particularly
impressive—a real sense of the instrument

had undergone some major changes since first

being in the room. There was alot of "there"

being introduced) thar M/L announced the
Sequel II. Drat! All those listening notes for

there, and the Sequels were particularly good
at revealing the ability of different CD players

naught.

to create aconvincing sense of ambience.
Orchestral recordings were somewhat less
successfully reproduced by the Sequels, I

Not quite. The original Sequels and the new
Sequel Ils have much in common—sound as
well as looks. Main differences are the bass
enclosure and crossover point. On the original Sequel, the bass was ported and the crossover was at 125Hz. On rhe Sequel II, the bass
enclosure is sealed and the crossover to the
electrostatic panel is at 250Hz. The Sequel II

thought. (We're taking about the original
Sequels, not the sequel to the Sequels, which
Ishall call the "Sequel-Sequels.") Tchaikovsky's
Manfred, conducted by Riccardo Chailly, on
London, was tough sledding. The speakers
were dynamically restrained—it seemed like

can be bi-wired.
The speakers are visually striking. You can
see through the Mylar —no fabric sleeve to

only so much sound wanted to come out, and

fuzzy up the sound. The speakers are literally

AW100 amp improved things slightly over the
B&K. With more amplifier muscle, the Sequels

transparent. Finish is topnotch. One of the
pleasures of owning the Sequels is having
friends come over and marvel at them. Ithink

no more.
Changing to the excellent Electrocompaniet

had deeper, tighter bass and more dynamic
punch. But still Ifound there was an enervated

these speakers sell as much on looks as on

quality about them, as if they could use ajolt

sound.
When the Sequels first appeared, Ithought

of Geritol.
Moreover, Idetected abrittleness, if not a

they were asteal at $1995. Martin-Logan may

brightness, in the upper midrange (the treble
seemed amite rolled-off, but that could have

have thought so, too: they've upped the price
of the Sequel II to $2495—a 25% hike, well in

been afunction of so much listening with the

excess of inflation. Shows you what two and

B&K). The sound was so clear, so sharply

ahalf stars from HP can do. Our own Lew Lip-

defined at times, that Iwondered whether this

nick liked the Sequels, too. That's okay, Lew.

was for real. For instance, on cellos, when the

So did I.

bow hit the strings, Isometimes heard almost
acrackle—as Isay, abrittleness—which was

Scene Two

somehow artificial: I've never heard the likes

During the two months or so Ilived with the

of it even close-up at live chamber-music

old Sequels, Irather liked them—especially at

concerts.

first, when Iused the speakers with aB&K ST-

And the bass. Igot asense that the bass was

140 amp. (The Threshold SA/3 and the Sequel

somehow attached to the speaker—not of the
same quality as the midrange/treble, not as

Is seemed to bring out each other's bad points.)
54
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quick, not as clear or as clean.

ESBs?" Iasked.

When Iheard that the Sequel-Sequels were

'The ESBs are staying," said Lars, more firmly

coming, Isold off the old Sequels and eventu-

than usual. "I know you say you think otherwise, but the ESBs are damned good speakers.
At least they don't sound anemic, like these

ally bought apair of Quad ESL-63 US Monitors,
which Iwrote up in Vol.12 No.6.
My timing seems to be off with Martin-Logan.

Martin-Logans."

Igot the old Sequels and they promptly

Our friend Lou joined us for alisten, and he,

announced the Sequel-Sequels. Igot my SequelSequels two days after my new Quads arrived.

too, more or less concurred with our findings:

The speakers were left in my garage, squeezing out my wife's Toyota space. Ineeded to
remove them fast.
A lightbulb went off inside my head:
Lars!

the Sequel-Sequels, at least in Lars's lair, were
aletdown.
"Let's ship 'ern back to Santa Fe," Isaid,
knowing full well what would happen next.
"I'll take them for aweek or two and give

Act II, Scene One

them alisten," volunteered Lou, with almost
Boy Scout enthusiasm.
"We can load 'ern up in Lars's van ...
if he

Lars has avan.

doesn't mind," said I.

Could Icajole Lars into carting the Sequels

"No, Idon't mind. Iwould like to hear them

away and breaking them in while Igot to know
my new Quads?

at Lou's house, to settle things in my own mind.

Ididn't have to try. Lars was over in aflash,
and soon the Sequel Ils were on their way to
the villa of the happy Viking. With great glee,
Ihelped Lars move his ESB speakers out of the
way and we set up the Sequel-Sequels.
Lars has Krell KSA-80s—you know all about
that. The rest of his system consists of aMike

After all, I'm going to write these speakers up
for Sweden."
Inudged Lou. "MI of Scandinavia hangs on
Lars's every word."
"I think Lars's room has alot to do with the
way the speakers sound," said Lou, perceptively.
It was true. Lars's room had been "treated" —

Moffat Deluxe CD player and aMod Squad

wrecked might be abetter word. Lars had

Deluxe Line Drive.
Dead, lifeless, lackluster—take your pick.
Dynamics were lacking. So was the superior

covered two windows behind the speakers
with acoustical panels—I'm sure his wife,
‘Vendy, loves them. He's also installed two ASC
'Me Traps in the front corners, behind the

sense of spaciousness Ihad achieved with the
old Sequels in my listening room. The top end,

speakers. The sound coming from the back of
the speakers—the Sequels are planars up on

too, seemed rolled off, like the sound of amore
conventional speaker when you've blown a
tweeter. Dull.

sucked up by the acoustical panels and the
ibbe Traps.

The sound with the Sequel Ils was not good.

top, don't forget—was apparently being

On the plus side, the bass seemed better
integrated with the electrostatic panel than on
the original Sequels—clearer, cleaner, quicker.
But heck, give it time. Let Lars suffer—the
man described (by his Swedish editors) as a
"super-audiophile" should be willing to live
with acertain amount of hi-fi angst. As Iknow
from viewing Ingmar Bergman films, Swedes
are really into angst.
Time did not improve things. After aweek,
the speakers still sounded as dull, lackluster,
lifeless, and non-dynamic as they did when we
first set them up. As Lars lamented, "Every
recording sounds the same. The sound isn't
very forceful. There's alack of energy. The
speakers do not come to life."
"You mean you don't want to trade in your
Stereophile, September 1989

Act II, Scene Two
Lou's listening room is better than mine. Or
Lars's. Cathedral ceilings, and just the right
amount of "liveness" in the room. No nasty
standing waves.
Lou gets excellent sound from a pair of
modified Acoustat 2+2s driven by apair of
Croft 105Wpc output-transformerless (OIL)
tube amps, probably the only pair in North
America.
The Sequel-Sequels benefited from the
change from Lars's lair to Lou's lounge. But, to
all three of us, dynamics still seemed reined in.
The music lacked power and punch—there
was little sense of excitement. Ithink the quality that was missing is what the Linnies call
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For the Record...
Some years ago Linn found that the Linn Sondek LP12 Turntable was better than
any commercially available test record. This was a serious problem because
Linn's quality control tests ended up measuring the quality of the test record, not
the performance of the turntable! This led Linn into a year-long research project
that resulted in the development of their own cutting lathe. Was it worth the
effort? Well, to quote Adrian Orlowski. "The difference between Linn's cutting
of the Renee record and the original LP -made from the same master -is
amazing.
The Linn cutting is very much cleaner, more vibrant, more
musical and has far less noise..."
If you want the whole story behind Linn's cutting lathe, drop us a note.
send you reprints of some interesting articles.

We'll

By the way, the following LP's (all cut by [inn) are available through any Linn
dealer, or by mail from Audiophile Systems. Ltd.. 8709 Castle Park Drive,
Indianapolis, Indiana 46256. (We'll pay the postage on orders for five or more
records. On orders for less than five albums, please add $2.00 for shipping
LKH-001

A Walk Across the Rooftops -- The Blue Nile

$14.00

A highly developed and musically literate
new wave rock recording
AKH-001

Reaching for the Sky -- Renee
Mainstream rock music

$12.00

AKH-003

Carol Kidd -- Carol Kidd
Jazz vocals

$14.00

AKH-005

All My Tomorrows

$14.00

AKH-006

Nice Work

IR -004

Dove Across the Water -- Ossian

Carol Kidd

-Carol Kidd

$14.00
$12.00

Traditional Scottish folk music
REC-5001

Bartok Concerto #3 & Ravel Concerto in G Major

$18.00

for Piano and Orchestra -- Julius Katchen on Piano
with the London Symphony Orchestra, conducted by
Ivan Kertesz
REC-6002

Beethoven Symphony #5 in C Minor
Concertgebouw Orchestra of Amsterdam
by Erich Kleiber

$20.00
conducted

REC-A101

Brahms Piano Trio #1 in B Major
Stockholm Art Trio

TBS-8001

Nicolaus Bruhn's Complete Organ Works
Hans-Jurgen Schnoor

op.

8

$15.00

$20.00

For additional information on Linn Hi -Fi, and the name of the dealer nearest you, contact:
Audiophile Systems, Ltd.. 8709 Castle Park Dr., Indianapolis, IN 46256
(317) 849-7103
Aldburn Electronics, 127 Portland Street, Toronto, Ontario, canada M5V 2N4
(416) 863-0915

"slam." What's the opposite of slam? Slim? Yes,

Any brittleness in the upper midrange was

that's what the Sequel-Sequels seemed: slim.
I'm talking about ahollowed-out quality to the
sound.

greatly attenuated by the tubes. The bass had
arichness and warmth Idid not remember
hearing either at Lars's lair or at Lou's lounge.
True, the speakers would not play all that

Iput on Neeme Jarvi's recording of the
Shostakovich Symphony 10, on Chandos, second movement, as cruel atest for the SequelSequels as Icould imagine.

loudly before the TM-90ST amplifier started
to clip—and this was just asmall hotel room—
but the overall sound was excellent: good tonal

Neeme and his band of Scots were hot to
trot, but the speakers did not want to open up

balance and transparent, too. It was even better,
Ithought, than the sound of the Martin-Logan

and let it rip. The effect was to rob the music

Statement over in

of its emotional power.

not only the brittleness and hypenietail (which
Iheard with the Statement), but also acertain

Ihad brought over acouple of solid-state
amps, including the PS Audio 100C. Could the
Sequels' squeezed dynamics be traced to the
output-transformerless tube amps, which can't
swing much current into low-impedance loads?

the Krell room. Gone were

cold, sterile quality Ihad objected to.
So what to make of the Sequel Ils?
Given the right amp and the right room,

The PS Audio could push the Sequel-Sequels

these speakers can sound marvelous—open,
airy, detailed, transparent, even somewhat

more—no doubt about that. But still the sound

dynamic, if the room isn't damped down. Per-

seemed restrained, hollowed out and rolled off
on top. When we cranked up the volume, the

haps the Melos tube amp, like the B&K ST-140,
added the requisite amount of richness in
the bass.

sound sort of bunched up and dynamic shadings were diminished, if not altogether eliminated. As Lars had said earlier, "Every recording
tends to sound the same."
Don't go putting the PS 100C on the Sequels—

But amps like the B&K ST-140 and the Melos
seem not to drive the speaker sufficiently
well—not enough power before they poop
out. It may take something like apair of Krell

it's amarriage made in hell. With my Quads,

KMA 160s to drive the Sequels and achieve

too, Ifound the amp hard, dry, brittle. When
people speak disparagingly of typical solid-

strong dynamic performance.

Stu Wein of Music and Sound Imports says
state sound, this is what they're referring to, I he gets excellent music and sound from his
think. An amp like this can really make atube
Sequel Ils, but he has them 6' away from the
believer out of you.
back wall—so he doesn't have Lars's problem.
Back to the Sequel-Sequels.
Not one of us was sufficiently impressed to
want to spend more time with the new Sequels.
Lars was sticking by his ESBs. Lou was holding
on to his modified Acoustat 2+2s. And Iam not
about to call it quits with my Quads.
Isent the Sequel-Sequels to Santa Fe. You can

Stu is also driving them with asuper high- current Electrocompaniet AW250 amp, which has
to help. Ihear, too, that the Audio Research
Classic 60 is also agood match for the Sequel Ils.
The other day, Roy Hall was schlepping
around to stores peddling his new Creek 5050

read JA's report on them in the August issue.

integrated amp. He walked into aMartin-Logan
dealer.

Act HI

to that effect). "Another [expletive deleted] Brit-

At the Chicago CES, Iran into Gayle Sanders

ish integrated! Let's see if we can blow it up!"

in the hallway at the Krell/Martin-Logan room.
"How are you doin' with the Sequels?"
Gayle asked, real friendly-like.

The dealer put the Creek on the Sequel Ils.
Cruelly, he cranked up the Creek, as Roy Hall
cringed—this being the only sample of the

"Ha!" cried the store owner (or something

"Oh, fine, fine," Isaid. What was Igoing to

amp he had: Roy would be up the creek if it

do—tell him Ihad foisted them off on Lars,
Lou, and then John Atkinson?

crapped out, and that would have been acritical, even acrippling or acrushing blow. But

Then Iheard the Sequel Ils in the Melos

the Creek didn't crack, crash, or crumble.
While this was going on, Roy just turned the

room—with George Bischoffs glorious TM90ST tube amplifier. As Ireported last month,
this was some of the best sound of the show—

other creek—I mean cheek.

and from apair of speakers Ihad given up on.

limited. Fine—you wouldn't expect high cur-
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Roy credits the Creek's being current-
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rents in aCreek, would you? That takes ariver.
lbo bad Iwasn't there Idon't know what the
Sequel-Sequels sounded like cruising on the
Creek. Roy crows that the dealer was so crazy
about the Creek he bought three of them to sell
to you.
But with the other small amps Itried—solid-

paste or toilet paper.
Wanna go to Russia, comrade?
As regular readers of my column will have
noticed, I'm somewhat of aRussophile. Not
only have Ivisited the country many times, I've
been thinking about taking you for along time.
The only cheap way to visit Russia is to take a

state or tube—the speakers seemed to suck
tour. But most tours can be tedious because of
away, to drain the power of an amplifier. I your fellow travelers—alumni, unruly teens,
strongly suspect the Sequel Ils are ademon to
tiresome do-gooders of one type or another.
drive—although Ican't say that Ihave heard
This is your chance to go to Russia with the
of the Sequels actually blowing up an amplifier.
The Sequel Ils are capable of lots of detail
and spaciousness. They are also quite capable
Ifound, of being dynamically underwhelming,
brittle in the midrange, and strangely artificial

Anarchist and fellow audiophiles. (Will the Russians let me in if Ipersist in calling myself the
Anarchist? I'll have to change it to Antichrist —
that'll get me in.)
Anyway, we're going. You're going, Ihope.
If you're fast ...
if you're one of the first to sign

sounding. What you may have here, then, is a
speaker whose electrostatic midrange and tre-

up. Only 25 people on the tour. To discourage

ble sound best on tube amps, but whose crossover and bass driver demand the real muscle

you from going, the trip will take place at the
end of March. Which is actually aterrific time

(current) of ahefty solid-state amp.

to go, since no theaters or concert halls are

What you may also have here is aspeaker
which tries to do too much for too little—

closed for the summer and you don't have to
compete with hordes of other tourists for

electrostatic technology, high-tech look, see-

tickets. Weather in Moscow and Leningrad will
be cold (some snow still on the ground) but not

through midrange and treble, enough bass to
please arocker or aTelarc freak. It's an honest,
maybe even something of aheroic effort. But
when you do this—try to please everyone, and
at apopular price—what you can end up with

bone-chilling. Odessa's weather may be pleasant—it's far south, on the Black Sea.
Thursday, March 29, 1990. Evening flight
from JFK on Finnair for Helsinki.

is something which fundamentally misses the

Friday, Marcb 30. Arrive mid-afternoon in

mark: gets this or that aspect of performance

Moscow. Dinner at our hotel and evening at lei-

right, but doesn't quite succeed as awhole.
It's so frustrating. There are things which the

Square and mill around.

Sequel fis do so very well: spaciousness, detail:
the presentation of subtle, sometimes extrane-

sure. Some of us will probably go over to Red
Saturday, Marcb 31. Ihave asked Intourist
to skip the boring city tour of Moscow, which

ous recorded sounds which help convey the
illusion of "live." Live and dead at the same
time—that's acontradiction, Iknow.

over to Red Square, tour the inside of the Krem-

If you're captivated by the spaciousness and

lin, and visit the famed Armory Museum,

detail of the Sequel Ils, consider the Martin-

where you will see such relics of the Russian

Logan CLS Ils: the difference in price isn't that

past as Ivan the Terrible's ivory crown. We'll
also try to squeeze in our visit to the inside of

great. Because the CLS Ils try to accomplish
less—not so much bass—they may actually do
more.
When George Bischoff, of Melos, demonstrated his tube gear using the new Sequel Ils,
he called them "a godsend." Iwould call them

means being stuck inside abus, riding around
in circles in city traffic. Instead, we zip right

the Lenin Mausoleum, where we'll pay our
respects to the preserved remains of the
founder of the Soviet state.
Depending on our hotel, we may decide to

something of amixed blessing.

skip the hotel lunch, and the bus ride back and
forth, and eat instead at Kropotkinskaya 38—a

Want to go to Russia?

extra rubles. But don't worry: lunch here is

Isn't it great to live in acapitalist country?

less than $10. Iespecially recommend the

Imean, here you are worrying about Sequels
vs CLSes, say, while the Russkies worry about
tracking down an adequate supply of toothStereophile, September 1989

privately run restaurant. This will cost you

borscht.
In the afternoon, we're supposed to go either
to the Pushkin Art Museum or the Tetryakov
59

In Britain —home of many audio aristocrats —one name is legendary. So
seminal, in fact, that several dictionaries list "Tannoy" as the synonym for
"sound system."
62 years after its founding, Tannoy remains the loudspeaker of choice for
audio professionals. More recording studios choose Tannoy for their
monitors than all other brands combined. It is no coincidence that 98 of the
100 top-selling albums since 1983 were mastered on Tannoys. In 1988 the
industry recognized Tannoy's accomplishments by making it the first
loudspeaker to receive the prestigious TEC award, created "to honour the
audio industry's greatest achievements."
Honed in the exacting domain of professional sound reproduction,
Tannoy's Series 90 monitors bring the legend home with classic
refinement From two-way bookshelf speakers to Tannoy's famous "single
point source" monitors, the pedigree is pure blue-blood, and the sound is
pure magic.

TANNOY Series 90
An Extension of the Legend

Tammy North America Inc.
300 Gage Avenue Unit 1, Kitchener, Ont. N2M 2C8 Canada
Tel. (519) 745-1158 Fax. (519) 745-2364

Gallery If it's reopened, I'll opt for the Tetrya-

tonight (two evening performances are in-

kov — that's where the icons are: by Andrei
Rublyev and others.

cluded in Leningrad).
Thursday, April 5. Once again, Ihave told
Intourist not to imprison us on abus for the

Theater or musical performance in the evening. I've asked for the Bolshoi—or if that's not
doable, asymphonic performance. Intourist
is impossible to pin down.
Sunday, April 1. Today we visit Zagorsk, 44
miles from Moscow, home of the huge fortified
monastery of Trinity-St. Sergius, founded in
1340. Lunch at Zagorsk and return to Moscow,
where we attend yet another evening performance. Busy day. Note that Sunday's events
might get switched with Saturday's, and the
itinerary within each city could get rearranged.
Monday, April 2. What—no time for shop-

morning—we skip the city tour, because we're
going to see most of the city anyway. Maybe
this morning we'll do Dostoyevsky's apartment
and St. Isaac's Cathedral.
After lunch, we tour the famed Hermitage
Museum. Again, if you want, you can break
away early and do some shopping.
Be back for dinner early and eat fast because
we get an evening performance tonight—
possibly the Kirov or Mali (opera or ballet).
Again, Ican't promise aspecific performance.
Friday, April 6 Travel by bus—not far—to

ping in Moscow? I'm not sure how this is going

Catherine's Palace in the town of Pushkin.

to work out—depends on when we have to get
to the airport. But I'll ask the tour bus to take

After lunch, when we get back, we visit the
Russian Museum, probably paying our own

us to Arbat Street, the newly restored shopping
street, which just happens to be several blocks

money to get in. Or some of us can go shopping. Early dinner again, because we have yet

from the main Melodiya shop on Kalinin
Prospekt. We may have to skip lunch to get to

another evening performance, and if we really

the airport in time for our flight to Odessa.
There's always alot of time to waste at the

luck out we'll get the Leningrad Philharmonic
at Shostakovich Hall.

airport—we can grab sandwiches.

As with Moscow, some of this itinerary could
and probably will get switched. I'm trying to

Arrive in Odessa with balance of the day at
leisure. Odessa is a great city for walking
around.

give you asense of what we are likely do to
each day. As always, you'll be kept informed of
our itinerary in each city. Since we're trying to

71tesday, April 3. City tour of Odessa, in-

squeeze a lot in, something I've described
might get squeezed out.

cluding the famed Potemkin steps and Catacombs, which run for several hundred miles
under Odessa. Lots and lots of walking, but

Saturday, April 7Fly from Leningrad to Helsinki. We may have atour bus at our disposal

then this tour is not recommended for those
with heart conditions. Balance of the day at

either today or tomorrow, and I'll tell them to

leisure—maybe some of us will walk over to
the Melodiya shop on Karl Marx Street or stop

usual dumb city tour of monuments and stuff.

take us someplace funky, rather than just the

at the wonderful ice cream parlor in the heart

I'm going to check out Helsinki myself this fall,
so Imay have some ideas. Evening at leisure.

of Odessa. Evening performance—I hope it's
at the famous Odessa Opera House. That's

US right away, let's not be finished with Finland

what Irequested on your behalf.
Wednesday, April 4. Mop up our remaining
business in Odessa. Maybe we visit the great
Archaeological Museum, paying our own kopeks.
You'll dig it.
Fly to Leningrad and check into our hotel.
Evening at leisure. Ithink tonight some of us
may book tables at arestaurant outside the

Sunday, April 8. Rather than fly back to the
just yet. Smorgasbord brunch this morning.
Afternoon pops concert at Finlandia Hall—
tickets included (see how Ithink of you?). Evening at leisure.
Monday, April 9. Fill yourself up at ahandsome smorgasbord buffet breakfast. Finish eating (he-he) and fly from Helsinki to JFK via Finnair, with aplanned midafternoon arrival.

hotel. I'd particularly like to take you to the

Price is 52495/person, double occupancy.

Literary Cafe. Dutch treat. Or I'll try to scare up
some tickets for the Mali or the Kirov. If Ido,

Single occupancy (subject to availability), add

it will be first-come, first-served: whoever is
hanging around with me. It's possible that

subject to change due to fluctuation in currency rates and price increases." The itinerary,

Intourist will be providing us with tickets

too, is subject to "changes beyond the operator
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$395. Says Finnair: 'All prices—land and air—
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and/or airline's control." Visa handling fee, $30.
What's included: Airfare New York-Helsinki

tour may be full. Fork over your deposit money
now, comrade! Balance must be paid in full by

-Moscow-Odessa-Leningrad-Helsinki-New

February 28. Cancellation penalties apply

York. All hotels and meals, except for some
meals in Helsinki and for restaurant meals we

beginning 45 days prior to departure, escalating
from 20% to 80% at 15-day intervals. Finnair

do on our own in the Soviet Union. Some of

advises trip-cancellation insurance—otherwise, some of your money might vanish into

us may want to buy tickets to other events, too,
on evenings when nothing else is scheduled—
I'll do my best to facilitate this. Please under-

finn air. (Details will be sent to all who sign up.)

stand that this is informal, and not everyone
can be accommodated.

magazine's tour. It's between you, the Anarchist, and Finnair.
Spouses welcome, of course—most of us

Do not contact Stereopbile: this is not the

To reserve space, write Russia Tour, P.O. Box
1198, Ridgefield, CT 06877 Adeposit of $500,

will be bringing spouses along, and I'll do

payable to Finnair, not to me, is required to

everything Ican to make sure that we don't just
talk stereo-stereo-stereo.

secure space. Deadline for deposits is January
29, 1990. But don't wait 'til then, because the

Bon voyage.

remarkable!
Every once in agreat while
aproduct comes along that
offers performance which rises
above the current variety of
clever designs and marketing
hype When this occurs the
new level of performance
achieved can be readily heard
by both the ardent audiophile
and the novice listener.
Paradigm is abreakthrough
loudspeaker that provides a
level of musical truth that
simply must be heard.
Oh yes, the price for such
glorious performance? Well
that's even more remarkable
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music ...above all.
AudioStream Corporation, MPO Box 2410, Niagara Fels, NY 14302
Paradigm Electronics Inc., 4141 VVeston
05. VVeston, ON M9L 299
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B&W Salutes....its
801 Matrix-55 000

802 Matrix-53.600

Authorized Dealerships:
Apogee, Arcam, Ariston. ASC Tube Traps. Audioquest. Boston Acoustics. B&K (#1 N.Y.C. Deaier), MM. California Audio Labs,
Cambridge (#1 E. Coast Dealer), Carver, Celestion SL. Chicago Stands, Classe. conrad-iohnson. Convergent Audio Technology.
Counterpoint i#1 U.S. Dealer), CWD. Duntech. Eminent Technology. Grado. Infinity. Janis, Kimber Kable. Klyne. Luxman.
Magnum Dynalab (#1 E. Coast Dealer), Mod Squad (#1 E. Coast Dealer), MIT. NAD, Nitty-Gritly, Precise. ProAc. PS Audio.
Rogers. Sony ES, Sonographe.Spica (#1 E. Coast Dealer), Stax. Straightwire, Sumiko, Sumo. Target.
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Nyc MATRIX Dealer
Stereo Exchange
'MEGA-STORE

``I was not prepared for what Iheard the first time Iplayed
the (Matrix) 801's. ..We sat silent throughout the entire
performance (something that has never happened before). .."
". .
recovering from the initial shock. ..someone quietly said
'I've got to have those speakers'."
"In my opinion, the B&W 801 Matrix Monitor represents the
pinnacle of current full-range dynamic loudspeaker design."

"But if you are searching for the emotional involvement only
live performance can provide, and are willing to live with
absolute sonic honesty, then the B&W 801 Series 2Matrix
Monitor is, musically, the end of the road."
Lewis Lipnick—Stereophile, Vol. 10, No. 9, December 1987
Come anytime to hear the entire line of B&W Matrix 2
Monitors, or call for an appointment.

STES*0
Eg.‘-eIGE.
Authorized Dealerships:
Threshold—Forte (#1 N.Y.C. Dealer). Tice (#1 U.S. Dealer), Van Den Hul (#1 U.S. Dealer), VPI (#1 U.S. Dealer), Velodyne
(#1 N.Y.C. Dealer). Versa Dynamics (#1 N.Y.C. Dealer), Vendetta. VTL (#1 E. Coast Dealer), Media. Well Tempered
(#1 E. Coast Dealer). etc

New Location: 627 Broadway, The NoHo Building, NYC 10012
Also: 687-A Broadway, NYC 10012
112505.1111
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John Atkinson
sets the stage

T

he moment when Richard Lehnert casually dropped the comment that "You can
hear that the musicians are behind the
speakers," Istarted to think that we had actually

and Ithen to give atalk to the Society's members. The problem was, as Noel and Rodney
were wrapping up their presentation—those
who know me will find this unbelievable, but

achieved what we had been trying to with this

there it was—I had no idea what Ishould talk

project. For, in sharp contrast to the vast majority of commercial records, Ihad wanted

about! But as Hy set about introducing me, an

Stereophile's first recording to capture the

been worrying me for some time that, while

actual sense of being present in the concert hall

the traditional basis of high-fidelity reproduction is "faithfulness" to an original sound, my

where the musicians had been playing.
But I'm getting ahead of myself. Why had a

idea glimmered at the back of my brain. It had

experience as arecording musician had left me
with the indelible impression that even some

high-end hi-fi magazine felt the need to produce aclassical LP when the thrust of real rec-

of the most purist of purist recordings were

ord companies is almost exclusively toward CD
and cassette these days? Why did we think we

sufficiently "processed" to render them useless
for wpssing the "fidelity" of hi-fi components.

had abetter chance than most experienced
professional engineers in making arecord with

Yes, of course you can put on arecord of, say,
asolo violin and say that the component that

audiophile sound quality? Were we guilty of

most makes it sound like areal violin is the best.

hubris in thinking that the many years between
us spent practicing the profession of critic

But, as so well described by reader Mark Block

would qualify us as record producers? Why did

know that that component is, in fact, merely

in this month's "Letters" section, how do you

Davey Johnson trade Lenny Dykstra to the Phil-

the one that best compensates for the color-

lies? (Oops, wrong subject.)

ations of the microphones, mixing desk, tape
recorder, cutting lathe, even of the playback

Ithink the germ of the idea can be traced
back to ameeting of the Westchester County
Audiophile Society one Friday night last
October. Larry Archibald and Iwere visiting Hy
Kachalsky and his merry band of enthusiasts
while en route to Sea Cliff to attend The Absolute Sound's first "Golden Ear Awards" ceremony. The plan for the evening was for Monster Cable's Noel Lee and Rodney Herman first
to present ademonstration of their new Sigma
interconnects and speaker cables, with Larry
66

cartridge? And to go on from there, which real
violin should the recording sound like? Real
acoustic instruments can sound astonishingly
different, as anyone who has heard acomparison between aGerman and aFrench bassoon
will testify.
The point Itried to get across to the Audiophile Society members that rainy October
night, and developed further in last November's "As We See It," was that anaïve reliance
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Bryston's Model 10B Electronic Crossover combines ideal signalhandling with an enormously flexible control function. Simple, direct
front-panel switches allow any crossover curve to be set instantly, and
the signal purity is always maintained.
The Model 10B features independently selectable crossover points for
high-pass and low-pass, in case the speaker installation requires
slightly overlapped, (or slightly staggered), response curves for the
drivers. You can also independently select crossover slope, from 6,
12, or 18dB/Oct., where one driver requires faster cutoff than another
in the same system.
The Bryston 10B Crossover uses NO integrated circuits in the signal
path. All internal buffer and amplification stages are Bryston's
exceedingly linear and superbly quiet discrete op-amp circuitry. This
means the signal is always maintained as "Audiophile Quality", with
stability and freedom from noise and distortion unapproached in
normal equipment.
From the point of view of adaptability, flexibility and signal integrity,
the Bryston 10B Electronic Crossover system is the ideal choice for
the widest range of multi-way speaker installations.
57 Westmore Dr., Rexdale, Ontario, Canada M9V 3Y6
Telephone: (416) 746-1800 Telex: 06-989548Fax: (416) 746-0308
Brystonvennont Ltd., RFDIM Berllin. Montpelier 05602
Telephone: (802)223-6159

on recordings of "acoustic instruments" with-

In addition to supplying the microphones

out absolute knowledge of how those record-

and tape recorder and capturing the sound,

ings had been made and processed does not
allow the listener to make absolute value judgments of component quality. Again as Mr.
Block describes, what if you rate acomponent
highly on the grounds that it makes the recording venue sound like Carnegie Hall when, in
fact, it actually should have sounded like Avery
Fisher Hall?
Idid make the point last November, how-

Kavi would send us cassettes of musicians he
felt might be suitable, and would seek out a
good-sounding hall. Richard Lehnert and I
would choose the musicians and program, and
oversee the musical side of the recording, while
Stereophile, in the form of Publisher Larry
Archibald, would look after all the commercial
aspects.

ever, that there are recordings where all in-

We were off! Within days, we had decided
that the record would consist of works for flute

volved have tried to preserve as accurately as
possible the true sounds of the instruments and

ward and Brooks Smith. Kavi Alexander would

voices in the recording hall. Sheffield Lab's
Doug Sax, for example, has produced an enviable series of such recordings, particularly of
small-scale music, as have David Wilson and
Water Lily Acoustics' Kavichandran Alexander.
That such recordings are few and far between,
however, Ithink you could regard as the genesis of this project, though the idea lay dormant

and piano played by LA musicians Gary Woodcapture their sound with a pair of Tim de
Paravicini-designed figure-eight tube microphones used in apure Blurnlein configuration,
and store it on a tubed Ampex MR70 tape
recorder, using )" Ampex 456 tape running at
15ips. The lacquers would be cut from the
edited master tapes by John Dent at London's

throughout the winter months.
Until it was triggered by two almost simul-

The Exchange studio, using Tim de Paravicinidesigned electronics. For initial release, the LP
would be pressed on heavy vinyl in alimited

taneous events: The first was the revelation that

edition from stampers made directly from the

though US LP sales have fallen catastrophically,

electroplated lacquers rather than in the con-

as confirmed by Richard Lehnert's report in

ventional manner, where stampers are made

this month's "Industry Update" column, this
owes as much to the commercial machinations

from amother produced in an additional stage.

of the major record companies as it does to the
demands of the public. Second was aphone
call from Kavi Alexander, asking if Stereopbile

Aconventional LP would follow, with eventually aCD when we could find an analog/digital mastering process in which we had any
confidence.

would be interested in sponsoring one of his
recordings. (Previous sponsors of Water Lily
Acoustics recordings include Conrad-Johnson,
Apogee Acoustics, AudioQuest, Cardas Audio,
and The Absolute Sound's Fund for Recorded
Music.)
Interested in Kavi's proposal, we invited him
out to Santa Fe to discuss things further. Over
dinner at Nectarine, one of Santa Fe's better
French restaurants, it was decided that Stereophile should go one better than merely sponsoring arecord; it should actually oversee every
step of the recording process and make the
resulting LP available only from the magazine.
In this way, we would have an LP which we
could be certain was as faithful arepresentation
of the original sound as could be managed. We
could break the Catch-22 situation mentioned
above. We could have absolute knowledge of
what the record should sound like and readers
who bought it could therefore use it to make
valid value judgments.
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The Sessions
by John Atkinson

I

twas 6am on the morning ofJune 6, the last
day of the 1989 Summer CES. While every

other CES attendee was doubtless recovering from the previous night's exertions—
Richard Vandersteen, for example, had promoted aboat ride on Lake Michigan for dealers
and press (with music provided by the incomparable Buddy Guy) following the traditional
Stereophile CES party—I was sitting in the
O'Hare shuttle, trying to keep my eyes open.
Despite the best-laid plans of men, mice, Kavi
Alexander, and Larry Archibald, the only days
that musicians, engineer, and the hall were all
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JAN GARBAREK
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songs, arranged by Jan Garborek and Agnes
Buen Garnds
839 293-1/2/4

Photographs: John Atkinson

"But of Kavi and the musicians, there was no sign."
available at the sanie time turned out to overlap
the CES in Chicago. And the hall was in Los
Angeles. Untypically, the American Airlines
flight was on time, and Iarrived at LAX to be
met by Stereophile's Richard Lehnert who was
carrying Stax Lambda Pro headphones and a

phones Ihad ever laid eyes on. Each featured
aconventional capsule/body assembly, apparently cannibalized from aMilab DC96B dualrectangular diaphragm condenser mic, emerging from ahefty aluminum cylinder, and the

bundle of music.

pair were mounted one atop the other, capsules
touching and angled at 90°, with elaborate

We hailed acab. "Where are we going?"
asked Richard. Iknew Ihad got up too early.

shockproofing. A long run of 7-conductor

The address of the recording hall was still on

mic, connecting them to their own dedicated

the desk in my Chicago hotel room. All we
could tell the cab driver was that it was the

Quest interconnect to an EAR 824M tube

Allan Hancock Foundation Auditorium at the
University of California.
"UCLA or USC?" he asked.
We guessed. "USC."
And so, a536 cab ride later, it turned out be.
The Hancock Auditorium is an anonymous.
looking building off the University of Southern
California's main drag, hiding behind what

Cardas cable emerged from the base of each
power supplies, in turn connected with Audiomicrophone preamplifier. Further AudioQuest
interconnect then disappeared out of adoor
at the back of the hall.
Back in the vestibule was amotley collection
of tube electronics and a clunky- looking
Ampex MR70 tape recorder. (A stamp on the
first page of the Ampex's manual proclaimed
that it had been purchased new by Elektra

appeared to be rhododendron trees. Capable

Records in 1969.) But of Kavi and the musi-

of seating around 500, with seats gently sloping

cians, there was no sign.

up to the rear, its stage featured aNew York
Steinway, flanked by aharpsichord and a&e'en-

the right place, RL and Iset up the monitoring

dorfer fitted with acomputerized reproducing

Unperturbed, at least sure that we had found

mechanism. Dominating the scene in front of

arrangements. Kavi was using Stax SRX headphones, Iwas listening through Stax Lambda

the first row of seats, however, was an aluminum tower, similar to those used to support

Pros (both powered from the Lambda Professional power supply), while RL was using Senn-

lighting rigs, wrapped in foam rubber and supporting two of the strangest-looking micro-

heiser HD420SLs. All the headphones were fed
from the Ampex MR70's monitor output so that
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occupies no more floor space than aconventional speaker placed on astand;
yet its bass performance extends through the bottom octaves with the ease and
authority for which the transmission-line is renowned. Similarly, the treble
employs the same metal dome tweeter technology as in the professional
TDL Reference Standard transmission-line speaker. Providing an aural illusion
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we could listen to the off-tape signal. In addi-

the instruments and the hall's reverberant field

tion, we set up aSony WM -D3 Professional

favored the piano slightly. All agreed, however,

Walkman, purchased the previous day at Mills
Recording Systems in Chicago as my TC-D5

that the combination of Tim de Paravicini's
tube microphones/preamp combo and the
tube Ampex recorder was remarkably true to

had conveniently died, to make acassette record of all of the takes for RL and me to listen to

the instruments' tonal qualities. And despite

at our leisure. (We didn't want to play back the
master tapes any more than we had to.)

the lack of any kind of noise reduction, the
background was extremely quiet, what hiss

Kavi returned from lunch at 1pm with the

there was being due to the mies themselves
rather than to the tape.

musicians, flutist Gary Woodward and pianist
Brooks Smith, and one of Gary's flute students,
Heather Lockwood, to turn the pages for
Brooks. Introductions over, Gary turned to me
with alook of concern on his face What would
be my policy over takes? Would Ibe content
with movements taken as awhole, or did Iprefer to proceed in apiecemeal manner, fourmeasure segment by four-measure segment?
At my answer, "Long takes!," smiles broke out.
Apparently Gary, at least, had had similar
experiences to my own at the hands of heavyhanded producers: piecing together alarge
number of short takes to make awhole may
result in anote-perfect rendition of the music,
but it emasculates any sense of performance.
We worked out the logistics: lacking any
kind of talkback arrangement, Gary would
announce— "slate" —each take. They would
only stop at acatastrophic musical breakdown

We settled on reducing the piano's output by
supporting the lid on the small stick rather than
the usual long one, and added alittle more
ambience by moving the microphones back by
6". Crossed, coincident figure-eight microphones, with their rear-facing response lobes,
are amazingly sensitive to small differences in
position: 12" further back captured far too
much hall compared with the sound heard live.
Another take indicated that the piano sound
was now slightly boxy, something confirmed
by listening to Brooks play live, so Richard and
Imoved the Steinway 9" or so further away
from the rear wall of the stage, which proved
to be sufficient.
Another take revealed that the sound off tape
was now, well, delicious. It had captured both
the sounds of the instruments accurately but
also the sense that those instruments were in

or if some outside event intervened. The Stein-

that particular hall, with their spatial relation-

way had been tuned and the tape machine

ships intact. Ismiled. We were in for an easy

aligned before our arrival; Kavi had already

two days' recording. Kavi was not looking so
happy, however. "I'll play it again. Listen for a

recorded test tones on the first reel of tape —
12kHz, 6kHz, IkHz, 400Hz, 100Hz, and
40Hz—so that the eventual cutting engineer

ticking in the left channel." He did. Idid. I
heard afaint ticking with aperiod of about

would have areference for response and balance; we could start for real, therefore. We

down from the peak level. One of mies had

would begin with the first movement of the

gone bad. With that long aperiod, it could have

Reinecke sonata and carry on till the end.
Gary and Brooks played the first movement,

been anything—the capsule or, with the high
impedances floating around inside the mie a

the microphones about 5' above the flute and
about 10' back, then came back to listen to the

capacitor, even atube. (The mic uses asingle
6DJ8 dual triode with its two halves cascoded;

playback. (This was from the archive cassette,

this voltage amp then drives an output trans-

Kavi insisting that open-reel tape needs to be
left alone for at least 24 hours before being

former the size of my fist.) Hoping that it was
the tube, we dispatched Kavi's assistant Chris

respooled for playback on the grounds that this
reduces print-through.)

Donnelly to the nearest Audio Research dealer,
Optimal Enchantment, to buy areplacement
pair of low-noise 6DJ8s. But what to do in the

Hnumn. There were anumber of small prob-

0.25s, quite audible despite being some 60dB

lems. Gary felt that he should change to his

meantime?

platinum flute rather than the silver one he had
started with. The piano, while producing agor-

microphones, of course, so that on the resul-

geous tone, was tending to dominate the musi-

Record the Reinecke with adifferent pair of

cal partnership with its sheer power. In addi-

tant record, we could demonstrate how using
different mies with adifferent technique would

tion, the balance between the direct sound of

change both the sound and the soundstage.
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Kavi Alexander adjusts the tube- mic capsules to be crossed at exactly 90°.
Resourceful, us New Mexicans! Ravi, of course,

What could we do? We only had the hall for

carries backups of everything (except 6DJ8s!),
so he proceeded to set up apair of Milab LC25

two days and could not afford to waste any of

cardioid transformerless microphones in a
quasi -ORTF arrangement, the capsules separated by afew inches and angled by 90° or sa
Gary and Brooks kindly played the Reinecke

that precious time. Time for atake.
"I believe we're up to Take 7," announced
Gary. Richard and I, brows suitably furrowed,
followed the score, prepared to mark any
wrong note or extraneous noise, while Ikept

fue movement afew more times while ICavi got

the overall log, noting where each take started

ahandle on the sound of the new mics—this

and stopped, where each take had problems
(if any), which ones the musicians liked, what

time it was the included angle between the
mics that most affected the balance between
soundstage solidity and the correct ratio
between direct and reflected sounds. With the
angle opened out to the recommended 115°,

takes were on what reel of tape, and marking
suitable edit points in the score if one were
needed. Take 7turned out to be good enough
to use, although an incomplete ending neces-

the souncistage developed ahole in the middle,
hence the smaller angle chosen. Overall, the
sound was good, but aslight degree of treble
prominence overlaid the instruments' tonalities compared with Tim's tube mics. In addition, the LC25's cardioid pattern added an
immediacy to the sonic picture that, while
quite appealing, was definitely adeparture
from ultimate accuracy. It also slightly accentuated extraneous noises made by the musicians—flute key clatter, piano pedal noise,
music rustles, creaks from the stage—and the
left-hand registers of the piano lost some of the
growl that they had in reality.
74

The replacement Milab cardioids.
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shot on the USC campus—and the day ended
with anumber of takes of the Griffes Poem.
This was more for backup, however, as Iwas
hoping that the tube mies, resplendent with
$100 worth of new 6DJ8s, would be functional
the next day.
Fresh from Chicago, Larry Archibald joined
us at breakfast the next morning, as did adespondent Kavi. "We fitted the new tubes, but
the mie now doesn't work at all." It turned out
that, suspecting acapacitor in the noisy mie,
Chris Donnelly had also replaced that before
he had to head back to Santa Barbara. All we
could do was to dismantle the mie to see what
had happened. First, however, we set down to
finish the Griffes with the Milab carclioids. Best
we get that under our belts before attempting
any major resetting up. And the hum had gone
for good. The Griffes safely captured, Isat
down among apile of microphone pieces,
comparing the circuit board of the "repaired"
microphone with that of the functional one,
while Richard Lehnert sat down with Gary to
get some background both on his career and

Richard Lehnert, "brows suitably
furrowed," listens to atake.

on his feelings about the Stereopbile sessions.

sitated further retakes. Take II was excellent,

densely populated pcb, Chris had inadvertently

"Aha!" In replacing the capacitor on the tiny,

apart from some extraneous noises in the first

bridged two traces with aminuscule whisker

half, so acomposite of the two appeared to be

of solder. No problem fixing that. Ireassem-

asuitable recipe for the version that would

bled the mies and Kavi set them back up in

appear on the record. The musicians were

their shock mounts. We listened over the head-

happy with this, so on we went, to the work's
second movement.

phones. The ticking was still there, but with a

"There's ahum." said Kavi. He was right,
there was ahum, quite audible in the headphones. Igroaned. It was now 4pm and we
were still embroiled in the second movement
of the Reinecke. But where was the hum coming from? Iwent out in the hall—it was an
acoustic hum! "It's the airconditioning com-

difference. The period was shorter and was
noticeably speeding up. All Icould think of was
that it was due to moisture in the capsule and
that as the water evaporated, the tick would get
faster and faster until it vanished.
Which is what happened. The rest of the second day's recording would be with the better,
more natural tube mies. We started the after-

pressor," said Gary. "We'll have to wait for it to

noon, Gary playing the silver fiute, with three

go off." We also found that the college clock
very audibly struck the hours and half hours.
Thus we proceeded until 7pm, squeezing in

Schumann Romances which would be added
to the CD release. (To have included these
pieces on the LP would have led to 35+ minute

takes between the clock chimes and the

sides, which all of us felt to be unwise.) These

periods when the compressor decided to sing.

are lyrical, relatively uncomplicated pieces, and

(Sited on the roof of the next building, it was

went effortlessly, two Romances being good

amazingly audible in the hall and couldn't be

enough to be used complete, without editing,

turned off.) The three remaining movements
of the Reinecke were caught on tape with only

eliminate some truck noise.

and the third only requiring aminor edit to

minor difficulty —"There's abig noise out-

A short break, then it was time to try the

side?" asked Gary at one point, which turned
out to be film technicians hosing down the hall

Griffes again, this time with the tube mies. The
sound was so true to the real thing, it hurt. Four

exterior for arainy-day sequence in afilm being

o'clock saw Poem safely in the bag, but it was
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"It was time to try the Griffes again"; Gary Woodward rehearses Poem.
glaringly obvious that there was no way we

acomplete set of tools, and asignal generator.)

were going to capture the Prokofiev sonata—a
big work, with some 24 minutes of music—

For the morning's sessions, Gabriel Arregui
would be turning the pages for Brooks, but per-

on tape in the time remaining. Ahasty confer-

haps even more importantly, would be playing

ence revealed that the following Monday was

one bass piano note where Prokofiev had writ-

the only time that all of us could reassemble

ten achord that otherwise couldn't be played

and get the hall, so we called it aday.
The following week, Larry and Igot the early
Delta flight from Albuquerque to LAX and

without being spread, something that Brooks
found distasteful.
Gary and Brooks warmed up. So did the hum.

arrived at USC just before 9am. (To my surprise,
it was actually cheaper to hire acar for aday

And the clock. And now there was anew sound
in the headphones, avery quiet rumble which

than to take acab each way—such evidence of

hadn't been there the previous week. The clock

street-smarts demonstrates why LA is apub-

and the hum we knew we could cope with, but

lisher and I'm just an editor.) The piano had

the rumble we would have to live with. (It

been tuned, Kavi had set up the tube mks' and

turned out to be due to an ornamental fountain

electronics, this time with Cardas cable used
throughout the signal path, but Chris Donnelly

two blocks away.) Then we found out that the
air-traffic controllers had rerouted incoming

hadn't been able to come along to align the tape
machine. Luckily, the Ampex manual is well-

LAX traffic over USC. This kind of thing must
drive professional engineers crazy.

written—even ahi-fl writer can follow it—and
as the musicians were arriving, we had optimized the bias and alignment and were record-

ment of the Prokofiev and hoping that we
would be lucky and that the clock, compressor

ing anew series of test tones. (Ever distrustful
of sophisticated technology, Ialways travel to

hum, and airplane noises would only interrupt
when Gary and Brooks were not playing.

such events with asoldering iron, amultimeter,

And that was pretty much how it went, the
first movement following the third, then the

1The microphones Kavi used for this recording were prototypes, but, called "The Mic" by Tim de Paravicini, are now
commercially available in a handsome gold- and blackanodized body. Stereopbtle has since bought apair, with an
EAR 824M tube mic preamp, for use in future recording
projects. For more information on any of Tim de Paravicini's
professional recording products—which include a tube
equalizer and atube limiter/compressor similar to the classic Fairchild—contact Esoteric Audio Research Ltd.. Unit 11,
Stukeley Meadows Industrial Fse2r.- Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, UK.
011-44-480-453791.
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So off we went, starting with the third move-

second, and then the fourth, with Gary and
Brooks taking long rests between each. (Having
spent literally days as asession musician in the
early '70s waiting for the featured artists to get
their act together, Ihave to congratulate Gary
and Brooks for the consistency with which
they repeated their performances, both in
79
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tempi and feeling.) By 8pm, the Prokofiev was
in the can, though it turned out to be Heather
who ended up playing that crucial bass note.
We celebrated the fact by lifting the lid of the
piano and letting Brooks thrill us with the
opening of Tchaikovsky's first piano concerto.
Amighty sound: agood piano, agood hall,
and agood player. Could we persuade Brooks
one day to record solo for the magazine?
Unfortunately not. But he did show interest
in recording another of my passions, the three
Brahms violin sonatas, ewe could find asimpatico soloist. Stay tuned.

The Editing
by John Atkinson

B

ack in Santa Fe, we realized that we had
Ph hours of unedited tapes to listen to.
Some movements were going to be easy:

pair of Doug's legendary horn monitors had
been installed, we were actually going to monitor the tapes using small Tannoy dual-concentric speakers, driven by two of Doug's
brother Sherwood's mono tube amplifiers. For
editing, Doug had provided two solid-state
Ampex
ATR machines, Hugh Davies's favorite for editing. Some of Doug's thick black coffee brought me to asemblance of life; Hugh
arrived prompt at 9.30am, assembled his collection of single-edged razorblades, red and
white leader, and splicing tape; and we were off.
In keeping with the documentary nature of
the project, the running order of the LP was to
be similar to that of an actual concert. The
Griffes Poem, recorded with the tube figureeight mics, would open Side One, followed by
the Reinecke Sonata, which was made with the
Milab cardioids. Side Two, which would be on
aseparate reel of tape, would feature the major
work of the recital, the Prokofiev sonata, again

there was an obvious best take where every-

recorded with the tube figure-eights. The
procedure was the same for all movements. I
showed Hugh where Ifelt the edit points

thing had clicked musically. But for others, the

between different takes should be; he would

fourth movement of the Prokofiev, for example, which is both episodic and very long, there
were 55 separate takes (including false starts)
to sort out and judge. Our session notes would

look at the score and listen and perhaps suggest apoint slightly different; then he would
rock'n'roll the tape across the Ampex's replay

only serve as astarting point. Imade adub of

heads to determine the exact point where the
flute or piano note started, and cut the tape

the cassettes for Richard and we spent the next

diagonally at the point. That reel would then

two weeks absorbing as much as possible of

be put to one side while he found the cor-

the character of the performances and making
detailed notes about each take. Larry, in the

responding point in the take to be joined to the
first. The two cut tape ends were then joined

meantime, had booked aday at The Mastering
Lab and was recommended an editor, Hugh

together and we would listen through the
splice to see how well the edit worked.

Davies, by Lincoln Mayorga. Hugh was once

Not to my surprise, since Iquickly noted

with Capitol but is now afreelance, working,

what ameticulously accurate worker Hugh

for example, with Harmonia Mundi USA's
Robina Young.
Again Igot up at 5am to take the early Delta

was, nearly all the edits were unnoticeable the
first time, only avery few having to be reworked.

flight to LAX—since getting involved in this

In keeping with my discussion with Gary at the
start of the sessions, Ihad tried to make use of

project, Ihave forgotten what it's like to have

as long passages as passible when working out

alie-in. Icouldn't even sleep on the plane, as
Iwanted to go over my editing schemes for the

only alimited number of edits necessary, to

four works and listen to the appropriate takes

eliminate passages with an occasional wrong

one last time. Arriving at the Mastering Lab, I

note or with aparticularly disturbing extraneous noise. Ihad quite deliberately decided that

was met by Kavi, who had driven down from
Santa Barbara with the 17 reels of "tape, and

the editing scheme, meaning that there were

Iwould leave in the sounds of the musicians

by Doug Sax, who ushered us into anew addition to his studio. He has acquired the adjacent

themselves. If a piano pedal occasionally
creaked and the flute keys clattered in fast pas-

studios from The Producer's Workshop—the
studios where The Wall was mixed, for lovers

sages, well, that's what the listener would have
heard if he or she had been present. These are

of trivia—to use as an editing suite. Though a

human beings, not robots. Nevertheless, even
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with the minimal editing deemed necessary,
it was 2.30pm by the time Hugh had assembled

soundstage from our LP

the Prokofiev for Side Two of the album.

number of systems as of the time of writing, I
am happy that this is arecording that will sound

No time for lunch. Hugh and Ipressed on
with assembling Side One. With mainly longer
takes in the Reinecke and Griffes —something

But having listened to the cassette copy on a

better —ie, more natural, more realistic, more
true to the original event—as the playback sys-

that visitors to The Mastering Lab commented

tem gets better. And that's what high-end repro-

on was Gary's and Brooks's ability to perform

duction should be all about, in my opinion.

long passages without mistakes, while keeping the sense of musical flow—this was finished by 5pm, leaving just enough time before
Ihad to leave for the airport to assemble the
Schumann Romances and then to listen to the
both sides of the album all the way through.
Iwasn't going to get my plane. Heard in context on the edited master tape, there were still
one or two rough spots that had not shown up
on the cassette copies that Richard and Ihad
listened to, and additional edits were necessary.
Hugh provided sterling service, however, and
by 8pm all that was left was to make asafety
DAT copy of the edited masters, this on astan-

The Music
by Denis Stevens
CHARLES TOMLINSON GRIFFES:
Poem (1918)

W

hen he wrote this wonderfully colorful
Poem for flute and orchestra, here per-

dard Sony DTC- 1000ES, and analog cassette

formed in aversion with piano made by
Georges Barrère, Griffes was director of music

copies for the musicians and ourselves.

at the Hackley School in Tarrytown, New York.

Tapes under my arm, Igot to LAX at 10:30pm
to find that America West had alate flight to Las
Vegas, from where Icould get an Albuquerque
connection arriving at 4 in the morning.
Sounded good to me. And so did the cassette
copy of the master tapes that Ilistened to while
sitting in McCarran Airport's departure
lounge—surely the busiest in the world at 2am.

In acomparatively short creative span of a
dozen or so years, following aperiod of intensive study in Berlin, he had produced many
works in the German romantic style, in his own
particular vein of impressionism, and in a
highly personalized quasi-oriental idiom. One
would hardly think of him—after hearing the
Poem—as apupil of Humperdinck, but his

All that now remained was for the lacquers
to be cut and the LPs pressed. Ihope they reflect

technical grounding was solid and faultless.

the sound of the tapes, for Ido feel that Ravi cap-

ature, and theater, were to play amajor part in
changing his outlook. Stokowski gave the first

tured the essence of the sound of that flute and
that piano in USC's Hancock Auditorium. The

Later influences, including Japanese art, liter-

performances of orchestral works written in

flute is small and fragile, the piano warm with

1918 and 1919, and on November 16, 1919,

that harmonic richness characteristic of agood
Steinway. The contrast between the two brings

Walter Damrosch and the New York Symphony
Orchestra introduced the Poem, with Barrère

out the music's essential conflict between soloist

as soloist.

and accompaniment, something that is always

"For three hundred years flutists tried to play

destroyed, in my opinion, by commercial recordings that focus on the solo instrument. (If

in tune. Then they gave up and invented vibrato,"

the title page says "Flute Sonata' then surely the
flute must be predominant, seems to be the
thinking of many producers.) The stereo image
seemed true to what alistener in about the third
row back would hear, with the flute some five
feet in front of the belly of the piano. Some
listeners, of course, used to the upfront, direct

quipped Barrère to one of his last pupils. The
eminent French-born virtuoso, founder of the
New York Flute Club in 1920, was nothing if
not atonal colorist, and his own fat vibrato was
(to quote his own words) simply amethod of
"setting the air around the player into vibration." The Poem, which reflects like amotionless and many-hued pool of water virtually

presentation typical of a"real" record, may find

everything within the capabilities of the flute,

this sound too reverberant; some will want alit-

shows us its purity of tone, its range, and its

tle more presence; some may want a"bigger"

extraordinary aptitude for what can best be
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described as speech-patterns. Like asong without words, this poem without rhyme neverthe-

plc The water-sprite Kühlebom comes to warn

less tells astory that will match to perfection

Undine, but is rebuked by Huldbrand, who
thereupon marries Bertalda. Undine, under-

whatever floats uppermost in the listener's
thoughts. It is amasterpiece of suggestion, flex-

standably annoyed, reappears and kills him
with akiss.

ibility, and unrivaled technical wizardry.

Because there is no apparent story-line connection with the sonata, listeners can easily in-

CARL REINECKE:
Sonata in E, Op.167 (*Undine") (1885)
Theophrastus Bombastus von Hohenheim, a
disputatious and iconoclastic student of chem-

vent their own interpretation. Aqueous arpeggios dominate the sonata's expressive piano

istry and alchemy otherwise known as Para-

part, while the flute is given up to impassioned
and all-pervading themes of an equally fluid
nature. This is awork of ingenuity, charm, and

celsus, who lived from 1490 to 1541, admitted

distinctive character, the basic thought of whose

Undine as one of his elemental spirits, awater-

music will not pass unremarked. The move-

sprite created without asoul, but able to acquire one by marrying amortal and bearing

ments are: Allegro; Intermezzo (Allegretto
vivace); Andante tranquillo; Finale (Allegro

him achild. Thus having inherited all the pains
and penalties of humanity, she vanished from
view until the early years of the nineteenth cen-

molto agitato cd appassionato, quasi presto).
SERGEI PROKOFIEV:

tury, when Friedrich Baron de la Motte Fouqué

Sonata in D, Op.94 (1943)

decided to refurbish the ancient tale in 1811 and
transform it into what became averitable symbol of German Romanticism.
E.T.A. Hoffman wrote an opera on the sub-

Engaged for the most part in massive and
meaningful works in the midst of war, though
happily far from its immediate effects, Pnalcofiev
began to sketch his Sonata for Flute and Piano

ject in 1816, but the score was edited by Pfitz-

almost as adistraction, "perhaps inappropriate

ner only in 1906, and it has never become a

at the moment, but pleasant," as he told his
friend Miaskovsky. Nevertheless, it was the
result of acommission from the Committee on

favorite even in Germany. There was another
opera by Lortzing (April 21, 1845) and aRussian
attempt by Alexis Lvov (September 20, 1848),

Artistic Affairs, which the composer had sought

but since that time very little of note until the

out in the belief that the flute was insufficiently

play Ondine by Jean Giraudoux. Ravel's piano

represented in musical literature. That was

piece, based on apoem by Aloysius Bertrand,
takes us back to the nymph of Paracelsus, so it

largely true, but the original inspiration derived
from two earlier periods.

was really Reinecke, afine pianist, conductor,

The first of these was his practical experience

administrator, and aprolific composer to boot,
who took up the watery tale once more in a

of conducting at the Moscow Conservatoire,
when, having got little out of Rimsky-Korsa-

Schumannesque sonata composed about 1885.
He was well-fitted for such atask, since his fairy

kov's excellent class in orchestration, he en-

tales for female voices and piano had proved
considerably popular with young people. He

nin. There he came to know and love the classical repertory of Mozart and Haydn, noting in

rolled in the student orchestra under Tcherep-

was an accomplished musician of many talents,

particular the staccato phrases for flute and bas-

and shortly after producing his four-movement
flute sonata he arranged it for clarinet or vio-

Symphony. The second inspiration came to

lin. In this recording, some cues for these
instruments in the G-major section of the Inter-

him when he was living in Paris, and he always
remembered the "heavenly sound" of the vir-

mezzo are played by Gary Woodward on an
alto flute.

tuoso flutist Georges Barrère, already an internationally known artist.

According to Fouqué's story, Undine is

Prokofiev began his sonata in Alma-Ata,
where he was working with Eisenstein on Ivan
the Terrible in 1942. He completed it the fol-

adopted by apoor fisherman and his wife, and,
falling in love with aknight named Huldbrand,
she accepts his proposal and upon marriage
acquires asoul. Alas, his roving eye lights upon
Bertalda, thought to be the daughter of aduke,
but in fact the long-lost child of the fisher couStereophile, September 1989

soon which he introduced into his Classical

lowing year at Perm, where the greater part of
his time was taken up by the piano score of the
ballet Cinderella. It was premiered in Moscow
on December 7, 1943 by Nicolai Kharkovsky
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The instruments and performers as seen from aposition directly beneath the microphones.
and Sviatoslav Richter, and hailed as awork of

flute is rarely silent, the piano never, and the

great charm and significance Oistralch and other
violinists (notably Szigeti, who edited the flute

entire impression is one of sheer exuberance
and impetuosity.

part for violin) took an interest in its success.
The four movements, rich in lyrical and
humorous melodies, show the flute as awonderfully flexible and expressive instrument. But
Prokofiev the pianist, brilliant and resourceful, is never out of the picture, so that the sonata
forms atrue partnership in style and content.
The first movement (Moderato, 4/4) exploits
and expounds themes of adirect, clear, and
sunny nature, interspersed with bright and
breezy passages of an open-air character. In the
Scherzo (Presto, 3/4), jaunty cross-rhythms

The Musicians
by Richard Lehnert

6

city Woodward, first astudent at USC,
wbere be got bis Master's Degree in the

flute bas now been teachingflute there
forfive years. During abreak in the record-

maintain alively staccato theme and dialoguing
upward-soaring runs, with aslightly quicker

ing sessions, Gary and Isat down while JA

interlude in the guise of arustic song. The

one of tbe tube micropbones and talked about

was carrying out some urgent repair work on

Andante (2/4) spins afine melody not without

bow long be had been gigging professionally

unusual turns, the middle section calling for

Gary Woodward: My first professional job
here in Los Angeles was in 1976, in aBroadway

complex coordination between the two instruments. The finale (Allegro con brio, 4/4) returns
to Prokofiev's most extravert and playful mood,

show called Baker's Wife. Idid the American

with aprofusion of ornament for the flute and
typical percussive effects for the piano. The

got me started. Now Ido quite abit of cham-

Stereophile, September 1989

Ballet Theater that year as well. That kind of
ber music work, and play in the Glendale Sym87
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phony. And Iplay in various theater orchestras —

RL: Part of what you hear in studio playbacks

Music Center Opera, different ballet companies

is probably the fact that astudio isn't areal

that come through town, and Broadway shows.

hall, and anything that will make it sound like
a real ball bas to be added. ..

I've been working this past year on Les Misérables, at the Schubert Theater; that's been quite
an extended project!
Richard Lehnert: Have you done other recordings?

GW: Exactly. But there are acouple of studios
in town that sound very, very good as halls, the
studios at 20th Century Fox and MGM especially.
RL: Film-studio soundstages?

GW: This is my first solo recording. I'm really

GW: Huge, wooden rooms. They sound very

excited about it. I've done quite abit of studio
work, but, of course, that's adifferent thing.

good. But even then, sometimes the engineers
will hang up amicrophone, and the recorded

This has been my busiest year, which has been

sound is disappointing. But what we're doing

exciting. What's kept me the most busy in the
studios this year is the ABC maxiseries-30

here today is just amazing—it's almost too
honest!

hours of televisionl— War and Remembrance.

RL: That was one of the problems with early

It took the better part of ayear to score that —

digital recordings—no one knew bow to do it

65 people in the orchestra, which is ararity

at the beginning. Everyone was used to rela-

these days. There was awhole bank of electronics there as well. Ihad some nice bass flute

can't do that with digital recordings because

solos, so it was fun.

tively close microphone placement, and you

RL: Have you noticed any differences between

you get all sorts of things you wouldn't want
to bear: players breathing pages turning con-

what we're doing today and yesterday and
other sessions you've done?

ductors bumming along chairs creaking
everything Ibu have to learn to pull back abit.

GW: I'm really struck by the clarity of Kavi's

What strikes me, listening through the head-

tube microphones. I've never heard anything
as realistic as that, and I've played all the major

phones, is bow much richer the tube mikes are;
Ihear that primarily with the piano sound.

studios in Los Angeles, which have the very,

It's such afull, large sound, without over-

very finest equipment! Usually, you go in to
hear aplayback and you think, well, that's

powering the flute.
GW: Right. And the thing that Istrive to get in

close. That gets most of what I'm trying to do
with aparticular solo or passage. And some-

my playing is arichness and fullness of the flute

times you go in and you're shocked with the
sound that they think is right, what they think

all you get is the top end of the flute.

aflute sounds like—this buzzy, bright, edgy

GW: Oh, yeah. It's very nice to have that come
through.

sound. To my ear, it sounds nothing like aflute.
RL: And yet that's the sound of choice for
many commercial recorders.
GW: Iwonder why. Because that's the direction that flutes themselves are going as well.
The sound of the actual instrument, the modem flute, has avery bright tone. They've made
so-called improvements to the embouchure
and lip plate that do help some of the flute's
inherent problems in the lower registers: difficulties in playing full, and in articulation. But

tone. So often that is lost in the recording, and
RL: Can you bear that here?

RL: How about comparisons with the solidstate mies we've bad to use?
GW: The solid-state mies are still some of the
best I've heard. They capture much of what I'm
trying to do, but I'm still sorry we've had these
problems; the tube mies were really exciting.
RL: Well, John is resoldering one of them right
now. Is that an altoflute you're playing today?
GW: Yes, in the middle part of the Reinecke, he
asks that it be played that way, on violin or clar-

the tradeoff is this sound that, to my eg is more
like atrombone than aflute.

sure why.

inet. It's not in the flute part at all. I'm not

RL: And they're consistently designing instru-

RL: I've beard that your principal flute is

ments that will play louder

made ofplatinum, of which there are veryfew.

GW: There's that, too. There is some question,

GW: Right. I'll be using that flute on some of

though, as to whether these flutes that sound
loud up close will project. It seems to me that

this recording, Ihope. It's made by Verne
Powell, and, from information I've been able

the sound stays loud very close and doesn't

to gather, Powell himself made only seven of

really project to the back of the hall.

them. This one was made originally for John

Stereophile, September 1989
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Gary Woodward: "The sound and the character of each of these flutes is very, very different."
Wummer, the principal flutist of the New York
Philharmonic at the time. He played it in the

abaroque flute. They went to metal flutes because the orchestra just got too big for the light

Philharmonic, and also, Ibelieve, in the NBC
Symphony. In my mind, Powell epitomized

sound of the wooden flute.

flute makers—he was uncompromising in his

included the Prokofiev sonata. How did you
decide on the music for these sessions?

craftsmanship. Ithink they're the finest instruments that have been made.
RL: Why would you use aplatinum flute in-

RL: You

given recitals here at USC which

GW: Well, these are pieces I've struggled with,

stead of asilver, wooden, or goldflute?

gone to battle with, and loved practically my
whole musical life. The first time Iattempted

GW: The sound and character of each of these
flutes is very, very different. The platinum has

spent the last 15 years honing it and trying to

the Prokofiev Iwas still in high school, and I've

avery solid core to the sound that Ireally like.

find new levels of understanding. It's that kind

Within that core there is also avast flexibility—

of piece. Flutists are very fortunate to have the

amyriad of colors that can be found, interesting colors that you don't find in asilver flute,
or even agold flute. Gold flutes are so popu-

monumental work. Ichose the Reinecke "Un-

Prokofiev Sonata in our repertoire. It's such a

lar these days; Rampal, of course, has played

dine" Sonata because it's one of the flute's few
examples of full-blown Romantic music It's odd

on his gold Haynes for so long, as has Galway.

that there's ahuge gap in our repertoire in the

RL: Have you played amodern wooden flute
at all?

little except for some contest pieces and solois-

GW: Yes. When you say amodern wooden
flute—most of the examples I've seen date
from the early part of the century. But they do
have modern Boehm key systems. I've played
afew, and an old Haynes wooden flute, and an
old Rudall-Carte. They have awonderful sound.

Romantic period. There's no Brahms, just very
tic, flashy pieces like that. Romantic composers
were into clarinet and viola, and the flute at that
time was still not the flute that we have today.
Problems of intonation and of playing in extreme dynamics were not yet solved. They may

Iused wooden flute on one of the shows that

have shied away because of those limitations.
RL: Iwas amazed at the musical richness and

Iplayed. The wooden flute sounds more like

seriousness of the Reinecke, which I'd never

arecorder. It's just alighter sound, more like

beard. Has it been recorded before?

Stereophile, September 1989
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GW: Yes, by Rampal and Aitken. It's astandard
piece in our repertoire.
RL: After the purely technical work ofjust get-

enjoy most about playing in that group is being
exposed to more modern pieces and newer

ting the notes andfingerings right is oven what
do you by to accomplish in performing apiece

composers. We have two or three composers
in our group; they're quite innovative, and it's
very enjoyable to work with them. I've done

of music?

very little with the most recent solo literature.

GW: Itry to come to some understanding of
what the composer was trying to express in a

with just my work—teaching, playing in the

particular passage, and also to see what my feelings about that passage might be, then try to
blend them together, and come up with something that would be Prokofiev/Woodward,
Reinecke/Woodward, etc.
RL: Is there alot of transcribing in the flute
repertoire?
GW: More and more, especially in the Romantic
era—we're borrowing violin music more and
more My former teacher and professor of flute

For one thing, it's alack of time; I'm very busy
studios and theater orchestras.

8

rooks Smith bas taught piano at USC,
after along career as an accompanist

for violinist jascha Heifetz and others,

including Ruggiero Ricci, with whom he recorded an album of Paganini works and
encores for Water Lily Acoustics and Conrad-

here, Roger Stevens, has really been culling the

Johnson in May 1988. Ispoke with him on the

violin literature and has found all kinds of com-

phone amonth after the sessions and asked
him bow long be bad been playing.. .

positions by Mendelssohn, Strauss, and such
composers that he's been able to work into the
flute repertoire.

Brooks Smith: Ibegan when Iwas four, in
Texas, and went straight to Juilliard after high

RL: How do you play adouble-stop?

school. Istudied there with Josef and Rosina

GW: You either ignore it or you play an arpeggio!

Lhevinne, to whom Iam very grateful—they

RL: Are you in aposition to commission com-

were great teachers.
Richard Lehnert: But you don't have a Teras

positions? Do you know of composers writing
more contemporary things forflute?

accent.

GW: It's just exploded in the last few years. The

BS: Ilost my Texas accent as soon as Icould,

popularity of the flute is awesome, of course,
with Rampal and Galway—our number-one
ambassadors. And there are just reams of new
material; it's almost overwhelming.

because they made such fun of me in New
York. And Iplayed my first professional engagement there as well, while at Juilliard.
RL: And you were jascha Heifetz's accom-

RL: In other interviews we've dong cellist Ofra

panist as well.

Harnoy and recorder-player Michala Petri

BS: Yes, for about 20 years, starting in '52; Iwas
his exclusive pianist for along time. We played

bave said that most of the music written for
them isjust dreck. Do you find that true of the
new flute compositions?

all over the world, but he had to stop because
of problems with his bow arm.

GW: It will take some time to have perspective

RL: What was it like to work with Heifetz?

on alot of this music. It is really difficult to say,

BS: Wonderful, but he was very demanding.

at first glance, what of this modern music is

He was avery good pianist, which surprised

good and what will survive the test of time.

me, and was very critical of my playing, as he

RL: Iguess it's even barder for aplayer to
know that; like so much Baroque musiy much
of the music for small groups of instruments
isfantasticfor the player but is not necessarily

was of his own—as he was of everyone's.
RL: Is the music you play the same sort of
music you enjoy listening to?
BS: Yes. Ienjoy the classics, particularly from

intended to be listened to by anyone.

the Romantic era.

GW: Right. Iplay in achamber music group
called "Xtet." "X" can equal any number, from
asolo instrument to all 12 members of the

RL: What do you think of the music we recordedfor this record?
BS: Iloved it, particularly the Reinecke. I'd

group. The main thrust of Xtet is newer pieces,
at least 20th-century pieces, and we also try to

where Itaught for 16 years. That and the Proko-

perform the best of the chamber-music literature of all periods. But one of the things I

RL: How do you see your role as an accom-
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never heard of it beforel began to teach at USC,
fiev are quite wonderful pieces of music.
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Brooks Smith

'My job is...to express what the composer was trying to say."

panist, which some consider athankless job?

necessarily good for apublic performance. The

BS: rye never had anything against helping

hall at USC that we used for these sessions was

others put on agood performance, nor have
Iever felt slighted in playing the role of an

good to record in, but in my opinion is too
"live" for actual performances. The only time

accompanist.

Iever recorded live with Heifetz was at the

RL: But surely you've been in situations

Dorothy Chandler Pavilion, alarge hall which
seats about 3000. Though the recording was

where you've had to play music you don't at
all like. ..?
BS: Yes, that's true. But as an accompanist, it's
part of your job to make it all sound good.

live, Ithink that was the best sound I've ever
recorded. The hall reflected what we actually

RL: In preparing apiece of music once you've

heard during the concert.
RL: How do the recordings that we're making

gotten past the stage where you have to put all

today sound to you?

ofyour energy intojust getting the notes right,

BS: Very good. Good balance, and it sounds

what are you trying to achieve?

like Gary and Iwere listening to each other,

BS: Ithink every piece of music has adefinite

which is very good. And the sound of the flute

message; my job is to get that message across,

was captured accurately—not an easy thing

to express what the composer was trying to say.

to do.

Itry to get the idea across with my own feel-

RL: Have you noticed any differences between

ings and the expression Iput into it.

these sessions and others you've played in?

RL: )bu used USC's Steinway at the recording

BS: Most of the other recordings were in stu-

sessions rather than the University's 115sen-

dios, and Ilike much better the sound we got

dorfer Does that decision represent your taste
in pianos?

from the hall, even if it wasn't ideal.
RL: Iknow that John asked you ifyou would

BS: Iprefer Steinways. Ithink they're the top

like to record asolo album, and you declined.
Why was that?

of the heap. I've played on agood many130sendorfers, but prefer the Steinway.

BS: It's been avery long time since Iplayed

RL: In what sort of ball do you like to play?

solo; my forté is very much playing with others.
RL: I'll vouch for that!

BS: What sounds good on arecording is not
94
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The Recording
Engineer
by John Atkinson

I

first met Kavichandran (the name means
"Poet of the Moon") Alexander at aCES

in the early '80s, when 1wandered into
the Beveridge room. Probably the hairiest

man Ihad ever seen eyeballed my name badge
—1 was then editor of the UK's Hi- Fi News &
Record Review —and pressed a cassette of
Indian classical music into my band, insisting (batíI listen to it. )bu know how things are
it was several weeks before Igot round to playing that cassette but when fdid, it turned out
to be astunningly natural recording The next
CES, therefore, Ilooked out for this wildlooking Tamil, from Ceylon (not Sri Lanka,
Kavi insists) and took the time to get better
acquainted. Since then Ihave continued to be
impressed by the sound of Karl's commercial
recordings, released on his own Water Lily
Acoustics label, 2 so when he phoned to ask if
we would be interested in working on a recording project, !jumped at the opportunity
Talking to Kavi on the phone some weeks

"Poet of the Moon" Kavi Alexander.

right balance, however, if you are recording in
achurch or somewhere with along reverberation time. But if you have time to fool around,
or if you know the location from having made
recordings there before, then it's not as timeconsuming.
John Atkinson: Inoticed on our sessions that
moving the microphones forward or back
even 6 inches made a big difference to the
amount of reverberation captured.

after the tapes had been edited, Iasked him
why he had always been an adherent of the

KA: What Inormally do is to listen to the live
sound on aladder—a little higher up generally

Blumlein microphone technique, where two

gives abetter sound, depending on the music—

figure-eight-pattern mics are used vertically
coincident in space and angled at 90°:
Kay! Alexander: Ihave experimented with
MS and ORTF techniques, but my favorite is

to find the approximate place where the mics
should be placed. Ihave this gut feeling that
Blumlein knew what he was doing, and Ireally
dont think you can improve on what he did.

Blumlein and second the ORTF. The reason I

It's avery reassuring feeling.

like Blumlein is that you get the best propor-

JA: You're not an advocate of spaced omnis,
therefore.

tions, the sizes of the instruments within the
stereo image are the most realistic. The other
thing is that the sense of space is more realis-

KA: No, absolutely not, I've heard pianos that
are 30' wide. There is aschool that says that you

tic and more believable with Blumlein. It is dif-

have to use omnis because they are first-order

ficult with this Blumlein technique to get the

microphones, have better bass, and are less colored, but Idon't agree. I've even used B&K
measuring microphones, which are supposed

2Water Lily's own recordings are distributed in the US by May
Audio Marketing, P.O. Box 1048, Champlain, NY 12919. Tél:
(518)298-5454. Nbu can reach Water Lily Acoustics at PO. Box
91488, Santa Barbara, CA 93190. Tél: (805)968-8188. lb obtain
the recordings sponsored by Conrad-Johnson, Apogee Acoustics, AudioQuest, and Cardas Audio, contact the appropriate
company.
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to be the flattest, and the results were not in any
way comparable with what you can get with
awell-placed Blumlein pair. Idid once try what
is basically aJürg Jecklin technique, where you
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The Magic of Music
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space two omnis by 7or 8", the inter-aural distance, with abaffle in between. That, Iguess,
is probably the only acceptable spaced-omni
technique, but even that Idon't think is comparable with Blumlein for replay over loudspeakers rather than headphones.
JA: Did miking the flute and piano present
any particular problems for the Stereophile
sessions?
KA: No, because Iwas able to spend time in the
hall before the sessions with my ladder. Iwas
able to determine roughly the location that
would give us adecent sound, and from there
it was aquestion of adjusting the mica by afew
inches.
JA: Tell me about your tube microphones.
KA: The microphone is acustom design by Tim
de Paravicini. It uses aMilab dual-rectangular
capsule, and we have found that that capsule
is very special. The reason Milab made it rectangular was that all normal capsules, being circular like atambourine, will have aresonant

"The microphone is acustom design"

peak that is very often in the midrange. Milab

that would be typical of some high-end audio

found that by making arectangular capsule,

company today: they used gold connectors,
they selected the capacitors, in fact all passive

you broke up that resonance and moved it
higher up in frequency where it was less dangerous. It was moved out of the critical midband area. So that capsule is in aclass by itself.

components, on the basis of sound quality as
well as long-term reliability They used the very
best components that money could buy at that

Iwas able to get the capsules from the factory

time. The cast frame on to which the transport

in Sweden, then Tim just built the microphones around them. It's aunique circuit, it

is mounted is probably one of the heaviest
made. The transport itself is unique. It uses a

doesn't just follow traditional tube microphone
circuitry, and the other thing that is very special
is the mic's output transformer.

on any other machine. The MR70 uses avery
heavy flywheel with avery good scrape-flutter

silicone-damped reel idler that does not exist

JA: It's (be size of my fist.

filter, and there are even air grooves cut on the

KA: The frequency response of the mic is

guides that the tape runs over. People who have
worked on old Ampexes —there is an old man

down to 5Hz and on the top it goes to 35kHz,
so we have to use that massive stand and try to
isolate the mies from footfalls and stuff like that.
You know we had problems with that fountain!

up north who has helped me alot with this
machine—he tells me that the MR70 has the

But Ithink the real strength of that microphone

lowest wow & flutter of any machine Ampex
ever made.

is its neutrality. If you compare it with the clas-

JA: Even less than more modern recorders?

sic tube mics, like the AKG or Neumann, they
are definitely far more colored, they romanticize the music, and the two frequency extremes

iar with, is aservo-tracking system; it's always
chasing its own tail.

are less good, the bass is softer, more rolled off,
and the highs are bright and brittle.

KA: Oh yes. The ATR100, which you are famil-

JA: Perhaps the fact that the MR70 is an all-

JA: What about (be Ampex MR70? I'd never
seen one of those before our sessions.

tube machine is less important than thefact
that it is mechanically so well-made.
KA: Ithink it's acombination of both, because

KA: The MR70 is an unusual machine in that,
first of all, it was the last tube machine that

the circuitry is also very special. Ampex did
some clever tricks in coupling the heads to the

Ampex ever made, but second, it was never

electronics. They experimented with triodes,

marketed. They put three years of solid R&D

nuvistors, and transistors, and chose to use

into the project in the mid '60s, selecting parts

nuvistors for two reasons. First, the nuvistor
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Digital]. It was ahalf-inch four-track, so Ihad
Tim build me custom two-track heads for it.
JA: Inoticed that on some of your album
sleeves, you refer to this machine as the -jack
Mullin Special."
KA: When Imade my first album on the MR70,
which was the José Neto album of Brazilian
guitar music, the machine went dead during
one of the sessions. The people who usually
keep the machine maintained weren't available—I had to get the machine running again
The Ampex MR70 electronics.
had the best overload characteristic compared
with triodes and transistors of that vintage, and
second, it had along life and was rugged. The
machine as it stands, the one that we used, has
14dB of headroom over OVU. There's head-

as the musicians were waiting, and Iremembered that Jack Mullin, who is areal hero of
audio, lived nearby. Icalled him at home, he
was very gracious, it was about 8o'clock, he
was having dinner, but he was there in about
15 minutes, and after four hours on his knees,
he found the problem and fixed it. The umbil-

room to burn; it's pretty much impossible to

ical bias cord that connects the transport to the

overload that machine The only limiting factor
as it came from the factory were the input trans-

electronics had broken. So as he had saved my

formers, which were made by Beyer in Germany. They were plug-in modules, however,
so you could replace them with anything you

life, Ithought Iwould dedicate the machine
to him.
JA: You first used the MR70 and Tim's mics

wanted. Before Igot Tim's mic preamp, Ihad

and preamp for the Arturo Delmoni album
sponsored by Apogee Acoustics. What other

transformers from Tim, but since Igot the preamp [which has output transformers], Iam run-

projects does Water Lily Acoustics have going
at the moment?

ning the MR70 inputs unbalanced, without

KA: The Arturo album, and an album of
guitarists Strunz and Farah that Irecorded for

transformers.
JA: If this machine was so special, why were
only afew sold?
KA: It wasn't even sold, really. What happened
was that they spent so much money on the pro-

AudioQuest, were both done last December.
Since then, we have two recordings that were
funded by George Cardas, one of Ali Akbar

gram that when the machine was ready to be
released—I think it was in 1965—the two-

Khan and another one of Hamra El Din, an oud
player from Sudan. He is one of the great
masters of the instrument; he came to the US

track quarter-inch was priced at $6000, which
was an enormous sum of money at that time.

for Vanguard and later on for Nonesuch. Our

But Scully had just released their first solid-state
machine, which was going to sell for $2000, so
Ampex figured that everyone was going to run
after the new technology which was far less
money. They scrapped it, therefore. Only 80

Ithink in 1964 and made abunch of records
gospel record was funded by The Absolute
Sound, and all three will be coming out at the
same time, plus Volume Two of the L. Subramaniam album. Volume One is already out.
The title will be Electric Modes. I'm now edit-

MR7Os were ever made. That's it. Most of them
stayed here in California.
JA: It appears that yours was originally owned
by Elektra Records.
KA: Well, Iactually have two machines: aquarter-inch which Ibought from Arnie Nudell—
the manual is actually from that machine, and
Ihave avery special love for that one because
Iused to love Elektra records. Ihave afantasy
that some of my favorite records were actually
mastered on that machine, but Idoubt it. The
half-inch Ibought from Neil Sinclair [of Theta
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The Ampex MR70 transport
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ing a recording of traditional Irish music
funded by AudioQuest.
JA: You use The Exchange studio in London
to cut your records, as we will be doingfor this
one. Why is that?
KA: Personally, Ibelieve they are the best in
terms of getting what is on the master tape on
to the lacquer. As you know, Ihave the greatest
respect for Tim de Paravicini as adesigner, and
he has done incredible things with that cutting
system. It's not just the tube amps driving the
cutter head, but, as Iunderstand it, he has actually modeled the electromechanical misbehavior of the head and taken measures to correct that. The other thing is that, in terms of
dynamics, he has 600W of tube power aside;
Ithink it's very important to have that sort of

How
to
Order
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his is all being written before any of us
have heard the test pressings; such is the

lead time required by amonthly maga-

zine schedule We are confident, however, that

the sound we heard from the master tape will
have been accurately transferred to vinyl,
which leaves the question, therefore, of how
you, the reader, can obtain acopy of our LP, to

power if you want to cut a"hot" tape. As soon

be titled Poem: Wbrksfor Flute and Piano. The

as the stylus hits the acetate, you've already

order form below explains how: we all hope
you enjoy listening to the album as much as all

dulled the sound somewhat, and the stage
down to vinyl has its own built-in self-limiting
quality that's inherent to PVC. That's part of the

of us did making it.
And if you are wondering how we will be

reality; you can't get around it. So you need to

able to publish areview of Stereopbile's own

find acutting system that gets as much as pos-

record in the magazine, we will be asking you,
our readers, to write areview, the best written

sible on to the lacquer. My goal is to get one of
his machines so that through the entire chain,
from microphone to cutting stylus, the signal
will travel only through Tim's electronics.

and most insightful (but not necessarily the
most complimentary) to be published in a
future issue. Watch this space for details s
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS
PRODIGY AUDIO LABORATORIES
MONOBLOCK 150 TUBE AMPLIFIER
Dick Olsher

Prodigy 150 monoblock power amplifier
Type: all vacuum-tube design, capacitively coupled, output-transformerless with a seriesconnected, push-pull output stage. Power output: 150W RMS into 8ohms (21.8dBW). Frequency
response: flat from 4Hz to 50kHz, -4dB at 150kHz. Slew rate: 35V/its. Dimensions: 12" H by
17.5" W by 19.5" D. Weight: 90 pounds. Samples tested: S/Ns 121, 122. Price: $7000/pr. Approximate number of dealers: 8. Manufacturer: Prodigy Audio Laboratories, 4345 Lindberg, Addison, TX 75001. Tel: (214) 980-2628.
1first ran into Prodigy Audio at the 1989 Winter

an old wine in anew boule. The circuitry of the

CES. There were these two enormous chassis,

Mono 150 is almost identical to that of the H-3a

finished in black, just sitting there and staring

OTL produced commercially by Julius Futter-

at me; quite intimidating, actually, like apair of
Darth 'der puppies. Acautious peek through
the top of the cage disclosed aforest of vacuum

man during the '60s. Because the patent rights
held by New York Audio Labs expired in 1980,
the Futterman OTL technology is now in the

tubes. My pulse quickened even more when

public domain and may be used freely for com-

the proprietor of Prodigy Audio, acertain Max
Treptow, explained that these monoblocks

mercial purposes by anyone so inclined. Except for Roger Modjeski's SA-4 design for

were in fact capacitively coupled, output-

Counterpoint, the Prodigy Audio Mono 150 is,
to my knowledge, the only other US attempt

transformerless (OTL) designs. Visions of Futterman OTLs raced through my mind. Could
this be a high-tech design that technically
challenges and sonically outperforms the Fut-

to build on Futterman's legacy. As such, Iconsider the Mono 150 to be an important addition

termans of old?

applauded by all audiophiles. If you've ever
heard an old Futterman driving asynergistic

Well, it turned out to be basically acase of
Stereophile, September 1989

to the high-end market, one that should be
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load, I'll bet its magical qualities are forever

tance of the primary winding, and high-fre-

etched in your sonic memory. Thank you,

quency losses were caused by leakage induc-

Prodigy, for continuing the OTL saga.
Prodigy Audio was formed in 1988 with the

tance and winding capacitance. Resonances
were also produced at certain frequencies. The

objective of building and marketing astate-of-

nonlinear phase shifts accompanying the fre-

the-art high-power amp. Design criteria

quency distortion limited considerably the

included use of the best and most musical components, as near solid-state reliability as pos-

applied without instability. And to add insult

amount of negative feedback that could be

sible, and abottom line of the best possible

to injury, the transformer was the most costly,

sound. I'm going to give you abrief descrip-

heavy, and bulky component in an amplifier.

tion of the Mono 150's circuit topology, which
will probably make more sense after you fin-

of research activity into the design of output-

ish reading the following historical perspective

transformerless (OTL) amplifiers. The primary

Not surprisingly, the early '50s saw aflurry

The input tube is a6EJ7 which provides volt-

motivation was cost reduction, but not far

age amplification and acts as abuffer for the

behind was the possibility (quite suspect by

6FS5 phase splitter. The 6FS5 drives atotal of

today's design practices) of being able to apply

six series-connected 6LF6s arranged in apush-

ever-increasing amounts of negative feedback

pull configuration. The output is taken from
the centerline of the cathode/plate connection

to reduce steady-state distortion levels. In other

and capacitively coupled to the load. Overall

that would measure extremely well. Fortunately,

negative feedback is taken from the output
capacitor board and connected to the cathode

the search for apractical OTL tube amp has a

of the 6EJ7. Screen regulation is accomplished
with 6LU8s.

words, the goal was to achieve alow-cost amp

happy ending that has alot to do with Julius
Futterman.
The earliest OTL designs were very ineffi-

As mentioned earlier, so far this is arecasting of the Futterman H-3a. But there are significant differences. The massive power trans-

cient, generally requiring aspecial loudspeaker

formers are custom-wound to Prodigy's speci-

best output stage for driving astandard speaker

fications, and the power supply incorporates

load of 16 ohms was aseries-connected push-

ahefty reservoir of 400 joules. Finally, Prodigy

pull circuit whereby amoderate internal impedance could be developed along with significant

went to agreat deal of trouble to solve the stability problems that plagued the raw circuit.

with ahigh-impedance voice-coil on the order
of 600 ohms. By 1954 it became clear that the

output power. The major difficulty in using

Through the use of computer-aided design and

such acircuit was the problem of providing

RF-suppression techniques, they claim to have
arrived at avery stable amplifier.

equal drive voltage to the two sides of the pushpull output stage. This, along with the problem
of stability, was elegantly solved by Julius Fut-

A bit of history

terman. Fig.I shows the basics of his design as

Output transformers have traditionally been

published in October 1956, in the Journal of

used in tube amplifiers for impedance matching of the high-impedance tube plate circuit

the Audio Engineering Society.
The input is directly coupled to the control

to the low-impedance loudspeaker load, and
for isolation of the load from DC currents in the

grid of VI, apentode operating as ahigh-gain
voltage amplifier. The plate of VI is directly

amplifier circuit. The transformer, of course,

coupled to the phase-splitter tube (V2). The

gives rise to the so-called rated output imped-

load and cathode resistors of the phase split-

ance (or impedances, in the case of multiple
output taps) of the amplifier. The rated impedance is typically much higher than the amp's
internal impedance and represents the load
impedance into which the amp will deliver
power for agiven level of distortion.
Practical transformers were (and still are) far

IllaXiMUM

from ideal, typically producing significant linear and nonlinear distortions of the signal. Bass
response was severely limited by the induc-
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Fig. 1 Basic schematic of Futterman OTL
power amplifier
Stereophile, September 1989

ter tube are of equal magnitude so that the voltage developed across them is equal in ampli-

side of the load, 100% negative feedback is
generated, and the amp operates at unity gain.

tude but 180° out of phase. The signal voltage

Futterman had designed amps with up to 60dB
of feedback without any apparent evidence of

generated across the plate load resistor of the
phase-splitter tube is applied between the grid
and plate of the upper output tube (V3). Similarly, the 180°-out-of-phase signal voltage from
the cathode resistor of the phase splitter is
applied to the grid-plate of the lower output
tube (V4).

instability, at least with 16-ohm voice-coils.
In 1960 Futterman extended the OTL design
to incorporate abeam pentode output stage.
Amuch higher plate-circuit efficiency can be
realized with beam pentodes compared with

Futterman's stroke of genius was to return

triodes, and as aresult much higher output
power levels can be achieved. Additionally,

the cathode load resistor of the phase splitter

when tetrodes or pentodes are used to feed

to ground through the load, thus assuring symmetrical drive of both top and bottom output

low-impedance loads, screen-grid voltage can

tubes. Previously, the cathode resistor had been
returned to ground directly, which meant that
while the upper tube was being driven

which further increases the efficiency of the
plate circuit. However, the voltage between the

between grid and plate, the lower tube would
be driven between grid and cathode. Note that
the effective voltage applied between grid and
cathode of power tubes V3 and V4 is equal to

be considerably higher than the anode voltage,

screen grid and the cathode of each output
tube must remain fairly constant to maintain
undistorted output over a wide frequency
range, and this is not easy to achieve in apushpull series connection. This is especially true

the grid-plate signal voltage minus the signal

for the upper tubes of the push-pull circuit,

voltage appearing across the load. Thus the

which have both the load and the lower tubes

output stage is being driven in cathode follower
fashion with unity gain. Normally this would

in their cathode circuit. The simple expedient

require avery large input voltage to the phasesplitter tube. But because the load is also in the

of connecting the screens of the upper tubes
to alow-impedance voltage source will fail.
Yes, source voltage drop will be minimal as the

input circuit of the phase splitter, the signal

screen current increases under signal drive, but

voltage appearing across the load is in series,
and has the correct polarity, to add to the

with the output, it would effectively short-

phase-splitter input voltage so that the voltage
drive from VI is reduced. Almost all of the voltage gain of this amplifier is generated in the
input stage.
In practice, both V3 and V4 are each made
of up to seven series-connected or totem-poled
triodes biased for class-B operation. This
means that as the signal swings from positive

because the voltage source would be in parallel
circuit the load. Futterman's solution was to
provide vacuum-tube regulation for the screen
circuits.
By now it was also apparent that as the tubes
in the output stage aged, DC current would
start to flow through the load. This is bad because it uncenters the speaker voice-coil from
its optimum position in the gap, and leads to

to negative, one side of the push-pull circuit

nonlinear distortions in the loudspeaker. The

is cut off. With an output transformer, class-B

fix adopted by Futterman was to capacitively
couple the output stage to the load. This

biasing typically introduces quite abit of crossover distortion in the form of transient ringing.
On the other hand, with OTL designs the

eliminates the possibility of DC offset currents

effects of class-B biasing can be quite benign.

the load. However, there's asignificant price
to pay for this peace of mind. A very large

The load is connected between ground and
the junction between the cathode of V3 and
the plate of V4. Because of the balanced nature
of the output stage, no DC current flows through

or any tube-generated DC pulses from reaching

coupling capacitor is required to keep the bass
rolloff acceptably low. In practice, this means

the load. Negative feedback is injected into the

placing an electrolytic cap in the signal path.
This can be problematic: experience has shown

cathode circuit of VI through the potentiom-

that such caps do color the signal.

eter in shunt with the load. When the arm of
the potentiometer is at ground, there would be

resident guru, JGH, evaluated the Futterman

no overall negative feedback and the full gain
of the amp is realized. With the arm at the high
Stereophile, September 1989

It so happens that our intrepid founder and
H-3a back in 1967 (Vol.2 No.4): "With the KLH
Nine, our initial reaction to the H-32 was that
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it was far and away the best thing we'd ever

6LF6s. Therefore, it would be prudent to exer-

driven that speaker with. Highs were very crisp

cise extreme caution when seating the tubes

without being hard or brittle, and the overall

so as to not touch the metal clip inside. Should

sound was highly transparent and effortless."

you get electrocuted in the process, forget

However, with prolonged listening, JGH became

about suing Prodigy Audio. The Manual clearly

aware of "a certain heaviness in the midbass

states that they will not be held liable for your

range" that had the effect of obscuring infor-

death.

mation in the deep bass. He was quite puzzled

Because the tubes are operated at something

about the H-3a's performance in this area: the

like athird of their rating, they should last for

amp measured well, yet subjectively its low-

many years under normal use conditions. The

end performance was less satisfying to the ear

6LF6s must be replaced in matched trios,

than that of some other amplifiers that did not

obtainable directly from Prodigy Audio. Idon't

measure as well. In his "Manufacturer's Com-

have afigure for what anew tube complement

ment," Futterman pointed out that Stereopbile's

might cost, but Isuspect that it would run sev-

subjective impressions in the bass range may

eral hundred dollars—one of the hidden costs

well have been due to the size of the H-3a's

of any tube amp. At least in this case the average

coupling capacitors, and that he was experi-

cost, when prorated per year of use, should be

menting with much larger coupling caps than

pretty reasonable. The biasing must be adjusted

the 800µF coupling caps used in the test sam-

every two years or so, and when replacing

ple; that was the only part of the H-3a's circuit
that could affect the low-end response. Aclue
that that indeed may have been the case can be

tubes. Apparently Prodigy Audio is producing

gleaned from JGH's addendum. We find out
that the frequency response of the review sample was flat to only 25Hz—not nearly enough
extension to properly resolve the bass octaves.
The Mono 150's bass frequency extension, by
the way, is 4Hz.

a"How To" video which will illustrate the
procedure in about 10 minutes. Iassume that
the video will be included free of charge as part
of the documentation for the amp. Idid not
verify the biasing upon receipt, so Idon't know
how difficult the procedure is. When in doubt,
have the dealer do this for you.
The amp is warranted for only one years'
parts and labor, while tubes are covered for 90

The Preliminaries

days. Aone-year commitment to the consumer

The Mono 150s are too bulky to comfortably

for this costly aproduct is hardly adequate, in

fit on astandard audio cabinet shelf. They
ended up on the floor close to the speakers,
which would appear to be the most natural

my opinion. Ishould think that aminimum of
five years is more in keeping with industry
standards.

habitat for these amps. As abonus, such place-

Any speaker load between 4-16 ohms is sup-

ment provides the amps with plenty of venti-

posedly suitable for use with the Mono 150. Of

lation. Tiptoes are provided to thread into the

course, more power will be dissipated through

four corners of the amp, thus providing addi-

ahigher-impedance load. To test that claim I

tional clearance between the bottom of the

auditioned the Prodigy amps with the Celes-

chassis and the floor. Be forewarned that the
150s do take up quite abit of floor space. The

Acoustat Spectra 22s. The Threshold FET-10

Instruction Manual describes such practical
concerns as clearance from plants that might

tion SL600s, the Quad US Monitors, and the
preamp was used throughout. Speaker cable
was TARA Labs Phase Ill, and interconnects

drip water, or animals that might become inti-

from Cardas (Hexlink) and Kimber (KCAG)

mately attached.
lb access the tubes it was necessary to remove

were used at various points in the front end.

the top cage by loosening aseries of Allen-head

The sound: Christmas inJuly

screws (an Allen-head wrench was not

Well, it was actually the middle ofJune when

provided). The tubes were packed separately,
so it is the buyer's task to insert all of the tubes

the relays to click in, then watched that

in their respective locations. The Manual points
out that if the unit was inadvertently operated

What asight! The reddish glow of that multi-

before the tubes were inserted, there will be
about 320V DC present in the plate caps of the

tubeophile's heart. Even though Prodigy
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Iturned the power switches to On, waited for
Christmas tree of vacuum tubes come to life.
tude

of

plates

certainly

warmed

this
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recommends a25-45 minute warmup before
listening (optimum warmup being 1.5-2 hours!),

Flute, London OSA -1397) were beautifully
reproduced.

Icouldn't resist afirst listen after about 10 minutes.

By now you must be wondering about the
quality of the low end. To be absolutely sure,

With the Lesley Test (master tapes of my wife
Lesley's singing voice) as program material, the Celestion SL600s took on astonishing
clarity and transparency coupled with an
almost palpable presentation of image outlines.
The mids were conspicuously and luxuriantly
lush, averitable tropical paradise of velvety
musical textures. The upper mids were, how-

Iwanted to take my sweet time before addressing that subject. Ican tell you that the quality
of the bass was tight, but not as tight as Dolly
Parton's T-shirt. Bass lines were decently
delineated, but lacked the precise definition
afforded by even merely good solid-state amps.
Bass impact and punch were respectable for a

ever, slightly tame—lacking bite and luster. Les-

tube amp, and in fact the Mono 150s were

ley's upper registers simply lacked sufficient
sparkle and brilliance. The nature of the ex-

orders of magnitude better in these respects
than my old Futterman H-3a. But please under-

treme treble was closed-in as it should be, since
this is an artifact of the SL600s. In addition, the

stand that the Mono 150 lacks solid-state cur-

treble was somewhat hashy and atad zippy.
Fortunately, the treble smoothed out consider-

be recommended as abass amp. Its bass per-

rent drive and definition, and certainly cannot
formance is quite good, however, by vacuum-

ably after about an hour or so of warmup. But
to be perfectly honest, Iremained slightly dissatisfied with the character of the upper octaves.

tube standards, and as such 1am perfectly willing to accept it.

The subdued upper mids continued in force,

some head-to-head combat with the Cochran
Delta Mode amps. My current pair of Cochrans

partly afunction of the SL600s' tonal balance

Next on the agenda for the Mono 150 was

tending in that direction, but I'm sure that

represents the fourth such pair in my posses-

some of the blame lies with the Mono 150s.
Moving on with aprogram of selected CDs,

sion, the previous amps all having broken

the Mono 150s continued to reveal not only
low-level nuances but also consistently excelled in reproducing spatial information.
Soundstage dimensions and hall reverb were
reproduced convincingly and with aremarkable vividness and solidity. For example, the

down. To their credit, this pair—labeled as
"DO-proof" by Don Cochran—is still functioning in good health, but Ishould point out
that the input stage has been modified from the
original review pair.
It was soon obvious that the Cochran Delta
Mode provides alighter balance with aless

caliber with which the soundstage is fleshed

weighty lower midrange. The upper mids are

out on Gothic Voices (with Emma Kirkby,
Hyperion CDA-66039) is simply superb, better

more alive. But its depiction of spatial outlines

than I've experienced with any other amp. My

is inferior to that of the Prodigy amps, being
somewhat 2-D by comparison. The Mono 150

only quibble here is that the soundstage per-

was smoother and more suave through the

spective appeared to be pushed forward several

middle octaves, and more dynamic as well.

feet. Brass was, in general, abit dull. However,
treble transients were quick and detailed.
Analog program material provided addi-

These sorts of differences between the two
amps remained as Iswitched speaker loads to
the Acoustat Spectra 22.

tional evidence that the Mono 150 is one hell
of an amp. The lower mids were robust, authori-

through the lower mids was relatively lighter,

Again, the tonal balance of the Cochran

tative in afashion similar to that of the ARC

its upper registers much more alive, with lots

M300s and the VTL 300s. Massed voices (eg,
Laudate!, Proprius 7800) were nicely resolved,
but with the added benefit of 3-D solidity—

of brass bite. If anything, the upper mids were
too bright, with aflavor that smacked of tube
glare The overall effect through the upper mids

something commonly lacking in solid-state
amplification. The emphatic and at times fren-

may be due to speaker/amp interaction, but it
was certainly unpleasant at times. The Mono

zied chorus lines of Walton's Belshazzar's Feast

150 was much more convincing in its ability to
flesh out instrumental outlines within the sound-

(EMI SAN-324) were handled with complete
poise; only ahandful of amps has ever done as

stage. Finally, on the Lesley Test, the timbre of

well. The vocal sweetness and cohesiveness of
Pilar Lorenp,ar as Princess Pamina (The Magic

the Cochrans, while the Mono 150 was not as
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Lesley's voice was startingly realistic through
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correct—primarily because of its tamer charac-

ble distortion disappearing. This is strong

ter through the upper mids and lower treble.
This range is reproduced with honey-like

evidence that the problem is feedback-related:

smoothness through the Prodigy, but it is abit
too soft and lacking in brilliance to be totally

resistive, the treble distortion diminished. An

accurate. In conclusion, the Prodigy, although

is that the Mono 150 is load-sensitive and will

not as accurate as the Cochran to my ears,

require careful matching.

as the impedance the amp saw was made more
important caveat that emerges from all of this

nevertheless won my heart with its magical
imaging and absolutely convincing midrange

Summary

textures and beefier balance.

To my mind, the Prodigy Mono 150s provide

A prolonged session with the Prodigy driv-

awelcome extension of the capabilities of its

ing the Spectra 22s convinced me that the

predecessor, the Futterman H-3a. For starters,

Acoustats were amore synergistic load than the

bass extension, pitch definition, and impact are

SL600s. First, the highs were slightly improved.

all greatly improved—the Mono 150 is aFut-

For example, Cleo Laines high Con the "Ridin'
High" cut (Cleo Laine Live at Carnegie Hall,

terman H-3a on steroids. Soundstage trans-

RCA LPL1-50150) was reproduced very cleanly.

information are also far cries from the originals,

Second, the upper mids were better balanced

the H-3a being clearly outclassed in these

parency, clarity, and resolution of low-level

with the rest of the mids, althoughlstill felt that

respects. The mids are velvety smooth with-

aslight imbalance remained. As far as imaging

out obscuring inner detail. The lower mids are

is concerned, the Mono 150s continued to
Impress. I've lived with the Weavers' Reunion

gutsy in the traditicin of the ARC M300—the

at Carnegie Hall-1963 album (Vanguard

Prodigy is capable of projecting a big,
intimidating sound with satisfying authority.

VSD-2150) for years. But I've never enjoyed it

The upper mids are slightly soft and laid-back,

as much as Ihave with the Prodigy. One of the
virtues of the recording is avery natural sound-

which makes it imperative to mate the Mono

stage perspective. The Prodigys provided what

bright side. Some of the Martin-Logan ESLs

has to be the definitive two-channel portrayal
of the hall: soundstage depth and width, and

come to mind, especially the CLS. The treble
is quick and detailed, and can be airy and deli-

focus of individual voices, were superb. The
overall effect was almost holographic in its con-

cate with the right load.

viction. All that, together with outstanding
transparency and resolution of low-level detail;

150 with speaker loads that err slightly on the

The Mono 150's timbral accuracy is obviously slightly impaired by the character of the

for example, the audience participation was

upper mids and lower treble. But in the context of high-powered tube amps, the Prodigy

quite obvious on "Goodnight, Irene."

gets high marks for accuracy. However, if you

Having sailed right through the Acoustats,

value neutrality, you should know that the VTL

Iwas expecting pretty much the same when
Iswitched to the Quad US Monitors, but that

if you decide to buy the Prodigys it will be on

300 is more accurate tonally. But Isuspect that

was not to be. The problem had to do with the

the basis of their superb mids and, of course,

reproduction of the upper octaves. High-fre-

their imaging.

quency stress became quite pronounced on

The magical imaging qualities of the Futter-

peak SPLs in the mid 80s, in the form of araw

man clearly come through. Let me put it this

edginess that crept into treble transients.

way: I've never lived with amps that elucidated

Because the impedance of the Quads falls from
7ohms at IkHz to astill reasonable 4ohms at

asoundstage with greater conviction. All of the

10kHz, the HE distortion did not seem caused

raveled and fleshed out before you with a

by output-stage overload. It occurred to me

remarkable degree of palpability It's as though

that amps such as the Mono 150s, which use
heavy doses of negative feedback, might be

space of the performance. This aspect of its

susceptible to highly reactive loads which can
upset the stability of the overall feedback loop.

told that space is the final frontier—the Prodigys

To test this hypothesis, Iinserted 3-ohm resistors in series with the amp and load. The treble improved markedly, with much of the tre-
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facets of the recording space are readily un-

you've been beamed right into the original
reproduction is clearly the state of the art. I'm
have boldly gone where no amps have gone
before!
Let me leave you with an important caveat:
Stereophile, September 1989

be sure to verify the compatibility of the
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Prodigys with your speakers, as these amps are

4.11118

load-sensitive Insist on this before you take the
plunge.
As of now, these are the amps I'd take with
me to that fabled desert island.
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Postscript: Measurements
Measurements taken of the Prodigy revealed
asharply rising high-frequency response when
driving acapacitive load. The trace in fig.2
shows that the Prodigy intrinsically has a
slightly rolled-off high end—about 0.7dB

,,see

rEme.
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Fig. 2 Prodigy sample #2 frequency
response at 1W into 8ohms
Mall» WI11».‘»' t »Ft a, we 11[111»,

II At Of II: »Jot
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down at 20kHz—when driving apurely resistive load. But when a2.2µF capacitor is added
in parallel with the load resistor, to mimic the
kind of capacitive load that some speakers actually present to amplifiers, the response develops
apeak above 20kHz, as can be seen in fig.3.
The response starts rising at 3kHz, reaching a
peak of nearly 2.5dB between 20kHz and
30kHz. This probably correlates with Dick's
observations of high-frequency hash heard

I

:-Lose ff
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Fig. 3 Prodigy frequency response at 1W
into 8ohms in parallel with 2.2µF
(the square nature of the peak is
intrinsic)

when the amplifier was driving the Quads. The
Prodigy's output impedance was aslightly high

the sound of the Prodigy will be to some extent

0.47 ohms, which reinforces Dick's feeling that

is used.

dependent on the loudspeaker with which it
—Robert Harley

S

THE WADIA DIGITAL 1000
DECODING COMPUTER
Martin Colloms

Wadia 1000 decoding computer
Standalone D/A converter unit. Price: S4950. Approximate number of dealers: 40. Manufacturer:
Wadia Digital Corp., 511 Second St., Hudson, WI 54016. Tel: (715) 386-8100.
Rather amouthful, the name of this digital
decoder is derived from that of the designer,
Robert Wadia Moses. The "computer" part of
the title relates to the custom digital filter func-

sampling rate is increased to 64x in the '2000,
with the additional optical and digital input
switching and the main power supplies each
contained in separate additional enclosures.

tion generated by aset of 32-bit microproces-

The WD1000 is asingle-box decoder with

sors: for simplicity's sake, Ishall abbreviate the

asingle BNC digital input which can accept

name to "WD1000." A more expensive version,

32kHz satellite, 44.1kHz CD, 48kHz R-DAT, and

called the '2000, sells for $6995, and carries

other similar digital audio sources. Switching
between sampling frequencies is automatic,

some additional features and details. The reStereophile, September 1989
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and indicated on the front panel. Audio output

standard! Circuitry is present above and below

is fixed, while absolute-phase invert is pro-

acentral horizontal platform, the underside

vided by afront-panel button. It is asubstantial,

devoted to the power supplies, the topside

heavy unit built to full rack size, with afine fin-

to the main decoder sections. A total of six

ish and good build quality.

printed-circuit boards are used, linked by com-

In addition to its high resampling rate, which

mercial-grade plug-in strip connectors. Inter-

allows for the merest degree of vestigial low-

estingly, the two Swedish power-supply

pass filtering, other special features include the

toroids, generously rated at 63VA, are each

proprietary programmable digital filter, built

bolted in beneath the D/A convertor cards,

using discrete digital signal processing (DSP)

with some shielding provided by the alloy

integrated circuits, and specially built EPROMS

interpanel. This cannot be 100% unless afer-

(Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memories).
This is my first view of custom audiophile

romagnetic shield is also employed.

digital-audio technology The filters can, in fact,

input is adetachable IEC card, integrally fused;

be designed on aPC, burnt on EPROMS, and
installed as required in the decoder. This tech-

symmetrical balanced C-L-C filter design. The

nique is expensive in terms of processor hard-

power-supply arrangements are comprehen-

ware, but liberates the designer from the need

sive, with full segregation shown between the

Working through the supplies, the AC mains
the supply line is filtered by aCorcom unit, a

to use mass-production LSI filters whose tech-

various operating sections, plus discrete pre-

nical and sonic parameters have been deter-

regulation and a decent reservoir capacity
achieved with seven main reservoir capacitors.

mined elsewhere, perhaps with the wrong priorities in mind.
To use the WD1000, digital audio sources are

On the processing board, fixed-voltage chip
regulators are liberally distributed, these 7915/

required, namely appropriate CD players with

7815 CT and other similar types. Icounted a

awired digital output. Ihave found sonic differences to be apparent between transports feeding the same decoder despite the previously

total of 17, though Icould have missed one or
two. Ceramic multilayer and tantalum capacitors are used extensively for regulator and local

claimed incorruptibility of digital-audio data

decoupling, both for digital and audio sections.

codes. Best results were obtained with Philips-

On my test sample, the digital input is via a

technology transports, including the Marantz

single BNC terminal (optical is optional), and

CD12 two-box machine, and the French Micro-

data recognition and extraction are accom-

mega design.

plished by the well-established Sony CX 23053
LSI. Until an input signal is detected, aseparate

Build and technology

oscillator scans the 30-50kHz bandwidth; on

Fabricated from heavy-gauge machined alumi-

detection, the input signal is then synchronized

num-alloy plates, the case has 3mm-thick
covers with no provision for ventilation. Perimfront panel is an extravagant 15mm thick.

to the sample clock via aphase-locked loop,
and this signal appears together with the digital
audio data on the 125 bus output from the CX
23053.

Wadia could not be accused of compromising
on the case, which is to "mil"-grade battleship

normally feed aone-chip oversampled digi-

eter casework is in 6mm material, while the

In aconventional decoder, this data would

Wadia 1000 interior views: from beneath (left) and above
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tal filter, then on to the DACs, but in the case

present the best 16-bit data to the DACs.

of the Wadia, this is where the custom technol-

Parallel-to-serial conversion is performed to

ogy takes over.

interface the processors to the DACs.

The processor technology is 16-bit, 16xoversampled, digitally filtered, with the converters selected Burr-Brown PCM56 serial
input devices, run without deglitchers but with
OPA606 ICS used for I
/V conversion and

The DSP section is built on amodule basis,
and the Frenchcurve software is contained on
programmed chips which may be changed or
upgraded at any time. The filter operates at a
high level of 192 taps/channel, and virtually

buffering. Filtering and de-emphasis are both
entirely passive, and are relay-controlled. The
output lines pass through large ferrite toroids
to reduce RF interference in the output. With

any conceivable filter characteristic may be
executed with the appropriate software, includ-

pre-set control of the low-level resolution and

and JIR filters may also be used.

ing CSpline, digital de-emphasis, convolution,
deconvolution, and correlation. Certain FIR

alow DC offset, the WD1000 is direct-coupled

The Frenchcurve is worthy of some detailed

to its output terminals, these gold-plated
Tiffanys.

attention: the abandonment of asteep rolloff
above 20kHz is bound to result in poorer ultra-

Custom digital filtering is the raison d'être

sonic filtering and apoorer measured perfor-

of this model, which employs two, 36-bit wide,

mance. A brickwall or "taut" filter has excellent frequency-response specifications but

AT&T DSP16 high-speed DSP chips per channel. These processors are programmed by a

generates some ringing on test- and music-

unique code to generate acustom filter charac-

signal impulses due to its attempt to "template-

teristic optimized by the Wadia designer to

interpolate resample" in the frequency domain.

achieve the best compromise between sound
quality and filter technical performance.
The designer condemns conventional brick-

Frenchcurve seeks to join the resample "dots"

wall filtering, though Ifeel some of his criticism

or information points with abest-fit interpolation in the time domain. Instead of linear dotto-dot interpolation, the Frenchcurve algor-

is directed at the early analog 11th- and 13th-

ithm generates, in real computing time, unique

order CD filters, not the modern high-order
(+200th) linear-phase filters popular now.

best-fit interpolation curves, which for each
new dot acquired spans atotal of 13 dots.

The Wadia digital filter algorithm is designed
to "minimize curve matching error in the time

The algorithm is quoted as a 12th-order
polynomial of the form:

domain to reduce intertransient ripple and har-

Ax ,2 +Bxn +Cxl°
Lx2+M x+ N
Thus the curve fit is asmooth envelope, con-

monic envelope distortion." Asuitable decode
algorithm is appropriately implemented in
Wadia's "Frenchcurve" set of combination
interpolation theorems for music reproduction.
Oversampling, or, more correctly, the resampiing of the original 16-bit xl digital audio
code, is conventionally performed in the fre-

sidered to be acloser construct of the original
music waveform prior to sampling. The consequences of poor filtering above 20kHz will
not be too serious with modem high-linearity,
wide-band analog electronics, but some older
equipment may suffer on such adiet. More
experience needs to be gained in interfacing

quency domain. It is claimed by Wadia that
time-domain curve-matching provides superior

such units as the Wadia.

accuracy with asymmetric music waveforms,
resulting in improved transient definition, bet-

filtering is required, and the signal path is short
and direct, following the integrated circuit

ter intertransient silence, and amore solid lowfrequency range. The "Frenchcurve" code is
resampled at a 16x rate and processed at

over and above any contribution made by the
Frenchcurve filtering.

With 16x resampling, very little analog post-

buffer. This should help clarity and dynamics

36MHz on a36-bit-wide number path, the
computations running at 36MIPS (million

Wadia sound

instructions per second) per channel. CD

For the bulk of these tests, the Wadia 1000 was

replay does demand quite powerful processors;

installed as part of asystem comprising the

an IBM AT PC runs at just 3MIPS.

Apogee Duetta Signatures, aKrell KSP-7B pre-

The 36-bit filtered code employs the pre-

amp, and abi-amped pair of KSA80s. Custom

ferred techniques of dither and rounding to

silver cable was used throughout. References
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included my customized Cambridge Audio

midrange. Compared with established stan-

CD1, the Sony DAS -R1, and the Marantz CD12,

dards, the treble was exemplary, imbued with

their performances locked into my continuing

pinpoint focus, detail, and definition. The bass

primary reference, awell-aligned Accuphase

was also exceptional by digital replay standards,

DP8O/DC81. For secondary listening, aPink

sounding tight, powerful, and very tuneful.

Triangle PIP II preamp and ARC Classic 30

As Iadjusted to these qualities, Icould stand

power amplifier were employed, with Celes-

back and take amore critical attitude. Com-

tion SL700 and Spendor SP2-2 loudspeakers.

pared with my model of perfection, some of

Swapping the preamps for apassive volume

whose facets have been illuminated by ele-

control was less rewarding, for reasons out-

ments of existing technology, the Wadia 1000

lined later.
Notwithstanding some inevitable variabil-

showed ahint of mid-"glare" and treble brightness, plus atouch of "chromium plating" —

ity of results with different arrangements and

the sound being just ashade brighter and

systems, from the start it was clear that the

shinier than necessary. In this respect it

WD1000 was indeed astate-of-the-art digital

sounded more "digital" than analog, and re-

decoder.
Ihave not yet heard either the new Krell or

quired some acclimatization on my part.
Asympathetically balanced listening system,

the Theta digital units, and thus cannot compare their performances with that of the 'dia.

WD1000 very well. Skillfully set up, such asys-

However, on the basis of the Wadia's showing,

tem showed that abreakthrough has been

free from glare or hardness, partnered the

this comparison will surely be worth making.

made in digital replay, one which at last shows

My own researches over a30-month period

digital to be aworthy alternative to high-class

indicate that, even with existing recordings,

vinyl. The results for the two media were not

much better digital replay is within reach. It has

the same, but definitely had their own merits.

been frustrating to see so many commercial

Moreover, this comparability was obtained

designs fall so far short of the absolute. If my
own open-ended scoring system is used for

despite the present inferior state of most digital

perfection scored at 25 (this attained by awell-

recordings, very few mastered on anything but
aSony 1610 or 1630, with their brickwallfiltered, linear, 16-bit encoding. Unquestion-

installed Goldmund Reference turntable sys-

ably the WD1000 sounded better on the better-

tem), then the CD-player industry average

encoded recordings, and considerable scope

score, for all prices, is adisappointingly low 9.
"Audiophile" players average ascore of 13,

for improvement remains on the recording
side. Nevertheless, the Wadia 1000 and its rivals

the odd exception reaching 14. Two years ago,

sounded very good even on established mate-

the Accuphase 80/81 two-box player reached

rial, which counts for alot in my book.

comparison with anotional present state of

athen-amazing 16. Now we have the VVadia

Older recordings came up as new: for exam-

1000, and when it is installed as part of acompatible system, it can score 20. Make no mis-

ple, Rickie Lee Jones's Rickie Leejones, or the
better Chesky reissues. Rock-jazz was startling

take, this represents amajor improvement, on

in its impact and dynamic power: Miles Davis's

ascale comparable to an upgrade from ILSASO to

7141u or Flim and the BB's. 'dia replay gave

KSA80 or ARC D70 to Classic 30, D115 to aD125.

the feeling that amore direct link had been

Aunit scoring at the 20 level is immediately
identifiable, so startling is the improvement

established with arecording master, aconsiderable veiling of detail and atypical softening of

over present norms. First impressions are
worth recording: for me, foremost among

transient definition appearing to be stripped
away. What had sounded like an analog tape

these was astriking level of clarity and trans-

copy now sounded more like the original.

parency, akin to hearing aWilson WATT for the

Stereo soundstages were wide and deep,

first time. Such clarity provided an abundance

with clarity well maintained to the back of the

of information about the individual musicians

soundstage, while stereo focus was exception-

and the total performance, about the acoustic

ally good, maintained right into the perspec-

of the hall in which they were playing, and also

tive layering of good recordings. In some

agood idea of where the performers were

respects the effect was almost holographic.

located.
Such high clarity was not confined to the
112

On rock material the decoder established a
convincing bass line, with driving rhythms and
Stereophile, September 1989

fast, clean articulation. The Duetta Signatures
excelled at resolving such nuances. This bass

at 22kHz and 24kHz are only suppressed by

performance was the finest Ihave yet experi-

harmonic is only 34dB down. Yet another signal is evident at 52kHz, here at -43dB. Further

10dB. In addition, the 88Hz-sampling second

enced from acommercial digital replay.
Working from absolutes, the Wadia character

evidence of poor ultrasonic filtering is given

tended to the clinical and very slightly "mech-

by the 0-100kHz spectrogram (fig.3) where,

anical." Another critic might, however, reach

1114013 UST 111•111 IICIWIL

an opposing conclusion, describing this as neu-

cliebit

trality and alack of false bloom or richness.
Several digital sources were tried, including

pt 8111

R-DAT masters, and players as transports; eg,
domestic CD players such as aPhilips-Mag-

s.

navox at the $200 level, amidpriced Sony, and

MN/

Maranta CD85 (roughly equivalent to aPhilips
CD880).
Sound-quality differences between the
transports were evident, with the Philips Maranta providing the best results for both clar-

•

21111*-

Fig. 1A

ity and rhythm. Interestingly, the Sony transport showed good treble clarity but was more
subdued in terms of dynamics and rhythm.

jig
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Wadia 1000 frequency response
(0.5 dB/div)
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Different digital coupling cables affected the

.II

s

sound in more subtle ways, while asymmetri-

I..

Ie

cal buffer, built for me by Peter Wittersand, sig-

2.1111—
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nificantly improved the sound using the Philips

3III

-3.11

-I.111

-4.11

and Maranta models. In my north London loca-

4.111

-5.11

tion, the Wadia suffered from occasional RF

4.111

-SAN

breakthrough from portable telephones, radio
cabs, and CB, resulting in momentary audio
muting. Muting and de-emphasis time cons-

-

Fig. 1B

tants were rather slow, and the odd note was

ii1

---ii

--

ii

21i 4811

Wadia 1000 frequency response
(1dB/div)

sometimes missed at the start of aselected
track. These matters need attention in view of
the Wadia's high price.
Lab Report
Apossible cause of the mildly variable performance of the WD1000 with different systems
was its high level of spurious output beyond
20kHz. For example, with a 100pF /1M-ohm
loading, the output contained 20mV p-p of
20MHz content, not ahappy input for some
pre- or power amplifiers. Moreover, despite a
premature response rolloff at the edge of the
audio band, -3.11dB by 20kHz(figs.1A & B), the

Fig. 2 Wadia 1000 spuriae up to 100 kHz
(19/20 kHz at OdB)
0.0010

fem.(' -31 093
-70D*19

warca .111

STATuta 000113
001119

level of spuriae just above 20kHz was considerable. Agood illustration is given by the highfrequency intermodulation spectrum for
19/20kHz 1:1 full modulation (fig.2). On this
wide-range, logarithmic frequency scale, the
IkHz difference tone appears on the first dotted
vertical division at an average of -93dB—a
very good result—but the beat products of
19/20kHz with the 44.1kHz prime sample rate
Stereophile, September 1989
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Fig. 3 Wadia 1000 ultrasonic spuriae,
1kHz tone at -70dB
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even at alow, -70dB signal modulation level,
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the 52kHz spurious signal remained at only
52.5dB below peak level.
Channel balance was excellent—to within
±0.02dB—while very good levels of channel
separation were also established, of typically

SO11
"

.

.

VIZ

115dB midband, and still 108dB at 20kHz.
Negligible phase difference was present between channels, and the output was absolutephase correct, unless deliberately inverted via
the front-panel switch. The impulse response
(fig.4) can be seen to be Gaussian in character,
with the reduced ripple level partly aresult of
tapered upper-treble response toward the
sample-rate bandwidth of 22kHz allied to the
Frenchcurve interpolation of sample points.
The maximum output level was 2.54V, 2dB
above the 2V standard, sourced from alow

Xi1; .
;
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Fig. 4 Wadia 1000 impulse response (4ms
window)
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220-ohm impedance.
A leading question concerns dynamic range
and linearity; here the Wadia did not fully live
up to its hi-tech promise. Very good to -80dB,
below this level an "S" curve developed in the
transfer function, ashade mismatched between
channels. (Fig. 5A shows the left channel's deviation from linearity using the dithered fade on
the CBS test disc; fig.5B that of the right.) At
-90dB input the output was typically 5dB too

128 ise

Fig. 5A

down to -85dB, the results then rated just satisfactory at lower levels. A 100dB effective
dynamic range was established by the noise
and distortion for a-70dB tone (A factory pre-

nu
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Wadia 1000 left channel linearity
3
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Fig. 5B

set allows for accurate -90dB calibration.)
Low-level sinewave data could not be pre-

tse

-MAI

sively less as the level approached 110dB. The
noise floor presented abarrier to further mea-

use

MIR 11111111. 1811 11011 CIS-11:1
1818

low, the linearity error then becoming progres-

surement. Good linearity is therefore available

sus
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Wadia 1000 right channel linearity

watt.
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sented for this review since the ultrasonic spuriae were greater than the measured levels for
representation, and no adequate filtering was
available. At -70dB on dithered tones the harmonic products were respectably low for the
left channel, but were poorer on the right (the
spectrum for the left channel shown in fig.6).
The spectrum for a-90dB tone was rather
ordinary—the WD1000 was barely working
here—the second harmonic registering just
8dB down on the fundamental (fig.7). Some
hum components were also present, probably

;111lti*

'14,

15.455 0:

Stop,

la MP 02

Fig. 6 Wadia 1000 distortion spectrum,
dithered 1kHz tone at -70dB
Fig.8 shows the analysis for the -90dB tone

due to the unusual practice of locating the two

extended in the DC to lkHz range, and reveals
50Hz (UK mains) supply-related components

supply-transformer toroids directly under the
DACs. (In the WD2000, these are moved into

practice, but unusual in ahigh-performance

another box!)

decoder.

114

in the region of 108dB down—little enough in
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excuse for the 20MHz content in the audio signal;
better internal screening is essential to control
this. In these respects, the Wadia performed
rather less well than acheaper complete player.
The spurious output may also be implicated in
the noted variation of sound quality in different
systems. An experienced dealer should be able
to help advise on such matters.
The digital input circuit also needs to show
better immunity to local RF interference In this

Fig. 7 Wadia 1000 distortion spectrum,
dithered 1kHz tone at -90dB

respect, the optically coupled version (an available option) should prove to be an improvement.

'41; PAUSED

aeno

Conclusions
Despite some interfacing problems involving
spurious responses and, in my location, spurious muting due to RF breakthrough, the
WD1000 proved its point. Digital audio replay
811 , •
-5485

.42

STOP,

I III
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Fig 8 Wadia 1000 power supply spuriee
1kHz tone at -90dB
At full level, the harmonic distortion measured at -87dB or 0.0045%, alittle poorer than
the -96dB, 0.005%, possible from true 16-bit
resolution. However, agood performance was
achieved at high frequencies, with aparticu-

is at long last beginning to approach the standard set long ago by the best vinyl replay. In this
Iinclude listener involvement, rhythm, pace,
transparency, depth, and, not least, anatural,
dynamic quality. At last the listener is to be
offered achance to enjoy the known benefits
of the digital cake—wide dynamic range, zero
wow, no noise, etc.—and enjoy eating it, too!
The WD1000's design contains many con-

larly good result seen at the -10dB modulation

tradictions. Built to an impressive level of

19/20kHz mixed tone (IM products at -91 and
-94dB for left and right channel, respectively).

extravagant structural solidity, its mains trans-

De-emphasis was very accurate up to 10IcHz,
while the -0.78dB error at 16k Hz was due to

the sensitive DAC sectors. The emphasis is on
short signal paths and good sound, yet the

the encroaching treble rolloff.

power-supply lines are routed in acircuitous

formers are nevertheless popped in right under

The worst-case S/N ratio was 88dB no.

fashion from board to board. Ordinary cabling

emphasis, unweighted. Otherwise the S/N ratio

is used inside, the boards (including those for

results were typically 100dB or so, which was

audio) linked by industrial-grade IDCs (insu-

most satisfactory.

lation displacement solderless connectors).

Summarizing the test results, the Wadia 1000
had some strong points but also some notable
weaknesses. The transfer function was very
good down to 85dB, below which slope curvature was present. Adjustment was possible,
and our sample had clearly suffered drift since

There is also evidence of an odd mix of military, industrial, and domestic thinking.
Iwould like to see lowered levels of spurious °input, better internal screening, higher
DAC stability at the 15th and 16th bits, and better immunity to RF interference.

manufacture afew months before. Much play

The de-emphasis and mute relay time con-

has been made of the advanced filtering em-

stants also deserve attention. The idea is sound,

ployed in this design, and there can be no dis-

however, and the results would appear to prove

pute regarding the high sound quality, but sig-

the case for Robert Moses. This is agreat-

nificant quantities of high-frequency spuriae

sounding digital decoder, and Wadia is to be

were present above 20kHz, including com-

commended for bringing it to the market. With
more units like this, the audiophile digital arena

plex alias beats. High peak signal levels in the
15-20kHz region resulted in high spuriae levels

is beginning to look more and more interest-

(8-10dB down) from 20 to 25kHz—too close

ing; who said that all digital components must
sound the same!?!

and too high in level for comfort. There was no
Stereophile, September 1989
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FOUR BRITISH INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS:
ARCAM ALPHA 2, AUDIOLAB 8000A,
CREEK 4140 S2, NAIM NAIT 2
Robert Harley
Arcam Alpha 2integrated amplifier. Features: Headphone output, tone controls. Inputs: one tape
monitor, MM or high-output MC phono input, and three line level inputs (low-output MC input
with MCA module). Specifications: Power output: 30Wpc into 8ohms (20Hz-20kHz) at 0.5%
THD (14.8dBW). Frequency response: +0.5dB 30Hz-20kHz, -3dB at 20Hz (phono); +0.5dB
30Hz-20kHz, -1dB at 20Hz (line). Dimensions: 17" (432mm) W by 14" (356mm) D by 21
b" (64mm)
H. Price: $349. Approximate number of dealers: 35. Manufacturer: A&R Cambridge Limited, Pembroke Avenue, Denny Industrial Centre, Waterbeach, Cambridge CB5 9PB, England. US distributor: Audio Influx Corporation, PO. Box 381, Highland Lakes, NJ 07422-381. Tel: (201) 764-8956
Audiolab 8000A integrated amplifier. Features: Headphone output, tone controls, tone defeat
switch, record out selector, preamp out/power amp in jacks, speaker on/off switch. Inputs: two
tape monitors, MM and MC phono inputs, and two line-level inputs. Specifications: Power output:
50Wpc into 8ohms (20Hz-20kHz) at +0.5% THD (17dBW). Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz
+0.5dB (phono and line inputs), 20Hz-20kHz +0.3dB (power amp in). Phono input sensitivity
and impedance: 2.0mV, 47k ohms, 85pF (MM); 110µV, 100 ohms, 3300pF (MC). S/N ratio. (lFIF
A-w/d relative to OdBW) 76dB (MM phono), 74dB (MC phono), 78dB (tuner, CD, and tape inputs).
Dimensions: 17 1/
2"(445mm) W by 14" (356mm) D by 31
/
3"(79mm) H. Weight: 7.6kg (net), 8.5kg
(shipping). Price: $695. Approximate number of dealers: 25. Manufacturer: Cambridge Systems
Technology Ltd., 26 Roman Way Industrial Estate, Godmanchester, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire
PE18 8LN, England. US distributor: Artech Electronics Ltd., PO. Box 1165, Champlain, NY 12919.
Tel: (514) 631-6448.
Creek CAS 4140 S2 integrated amplifier. Features: Headphone output, mono switch, mute switch.
Inputs: one tape monitor, MM or MC phono input, two line-level inputs. Specifications: Power
output: 40Wpc into 8ohms (20Hz-20kHz) (16dBW). Frequency response: not given. S/N ratio:
(IHF CCIR weighted) 79dB (phono, CD, and AUX inputs). Phono input sensitivity: 100V (MC),
2.5mV (MM). Dimensions: 16 1/
2"(420mm) W by 71
/
2"(185mm) D by 21 3
4 "(60mm) H. Weight:
/
11 lbs (5kg). Price: $550. Approximate number of dealers: 80. Manufacturer: Creek Audio Systems,
2Bellview Road, Friern Barnet, London N11 3ES, England. US distributor: Music Hall, 108 Station
Road, Great Neck, NY 11023. Tel: (516) 487-3663.
Naim NAIT 2integrated amplifier. Features: mute switch, tape monitor switch. Inputs: one tape
monitor, one MM phono input, two line-level inputs. Specifications: power output, frequency
response, distortion, S/N ratio not given. Phono sensitivity: 2.5mV. Dimensions: 81
/
43" (206mm)
W by 11 3
/"(2E36mm) D by 3" (76mm) H. Price: $795. Approximate number of dealers: 25. Manufac4
turer: Naim Audio Ltd., Southampton Road, Salisbury SP1 2LN, England. US: Naim Audio, 174.8
North Sedgwick, Chicago, IL 60614. Tel: (312) 944-0217.
Before writing another word of this review of

troversy in the magazine's "Letters" section.

four British products, Ihave aconfession to

All kidding aside, the British do make excel-

make: Iwas born in England. Although Ileft

lent hi-fi equipment. Although not known for

Britain at the tender age of 18 months and am

acost-no-object approach to consumer audio

an American for all intents and purposes, I

gear, they consistently produce more musical

wanted to expose this fact lest some reader

components than their mass-market counter-

with inside knowledge bring it to Stereophile

parts. In addition, Britain has made significant

readers' attention, crying "British equipment

contributions to recording technology, afact

bias!" By getting it out up-front, Ihave prac-

not widely known outside the professional

ticed apolitical maneuver called "damage con-

audio community. The three most highly

tainment," thus avoiding a protracted con-

regarcied recording consoles in the world (Neve,
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Solid State Logic, Trident) all come from

amplifiers are included later.

England. The British also make microphones,

Construction and component quality ranged

digital processors, and avariety of other studio equipment. Much early work in broadcasting and acoustics was done by the BBC.

from poor to quite good. It may be unfair to
judge a$350 (Arcam Alpha 2) product next to

It's obvious that the British spend more time

an $800 product (Naim NAIT 2), but keeping
their respective prices in mind, Iwill anyway.

on the audio arts than the culinary arts. Igrew

Removing the tops from these four units re-

up eating "bubble 'n squeak" (a kaleidoscope

veals that the Arc-am Alpha 2is dearly the budget

of leftovers mixed up and fried together),

amplifier of the group. The front panel is plastic,

"bangers 'n mash" (sausages stuck in amound
of mashed potatoes'), and "chip buttys" (a
sandwich of fried potato slices). I'll stick with

carbon resistors (instead of the more expensive
metal-film) are prevalent, and the knobs have a
decidedly budget feel. Howeveç metal-film resis-

their audio equipment, thanks.

tors are used in critical areas induding the phono

With the exception of the Audiolab 8000A,
these integrated amplifiers are representative

equalization circuitry. In an audiophile product
that must meet aprice point, Imuch prefer that

of the British hi-fi industry's output. All are rela-

the designers scrimp on the cabinet and not the

tively low-power, small in size, simple in design,

sound. , Iwould rather have seen Arcam elimi-

and with few features. There is less demand for

nate the Alpha's tone controls and put the money

high power in England, perhaps due to their

elsewhere in the unit.

generally smaller listening rooms. Iworked in

The Alpha 2uses the ubiquitous Signetics 5532

aBritish hi-fi store briefly about 11 years ago
and got afeel for the market there. High power

dual op-amp (four of them) for gain and phono
equalization. RCA jacks provide signal input con-

is definitely not apriority.

nections, recessed banana jacks for speaker out-

Of the four, only the Audiolab could be
described as full-featured. Its two tape moni-

puts. In fact, three of the four amplifiers used
these recessed jacks. These connectors make it

tors, MM and MC inputs, tone controls, preampout/power-amp in jacks, and record-out selector
are in sharp contrast with the Nairn NAIT 2, the

difficult to use most high-grade speaker cables.

simplest of the group. The NAIT 2has avolume

cause they are budget amplifiers.

1don't know if these speaker terminations are
used because they are British amplifiers or be-

control, selector, mute, and tape monitor

The Creek 4140, an eight-year-old design that

switches, and not much else, not even aheadphone output. It is also distinguished by its

has been continually refined and updated, is an

small, boxlike proportions. Also following the
minimalist approach is the Creek 4140. The
Creek features only arow of input-selection
switches, volume and balance controls, and a
power switch. With tone controls, ahead-

attractive unit with aslim profile and black woodgrain top. It appears much simpler than the
Arcam Alpha 2, perhaps due to the Creek's lack
of tone controls. Construction quality appeared
quite good, with ametal chassis and front

phone output, and an extra input for video

panel, large heatsink, and agood feel to the
detented volume control. The Creek's heatsink

sound, the Arcam Alpha falls in between the

was much larger than the Alpha 2's, despite the

feature-laden Audiolab 8000A and the stark

modest power difference (40Wpc vs 30Wpc),
though the Alpha 2 does use its aluminum

Naim NAIT 2. Incidentally, Naim gives few
specifications for its products, keeping with
their stated philosophy that measurements of

chassis as aheatsink. Inside, the majority of
resistors are carbon composition and, like the

audio components are meaningless in choosing among them.

Alpha, 5532 op-amps are used. Speaker connections are recessed banana jacks.

Speaking of measurements, Stereophile's audio
test laboratory was just coming on-line during
this review Some relevant measurements of these

Representing the minimalist faction of this
group of amplifiers is the Nairn NAIT 2. It is very
different from the other three, with the fewest features, lowest power output, most unusual styling,

IFrying the sausages and pouring the resultant melted grease
(complete with bits of charred sausage) from the frying pan
over the mashed potatoes is an interesting regional variant,
while allowing the grease to congeal, then spreading it on bread
(white, of cource) results in the British blue-collar worker's
favorite snack: breacrn'dripping. Who says the British don't
know aa much as the French about cooking?
— JA
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2At an audio-designer panel discussion during the Stereophile
High End Hi• Fi Show in San Francisco recently, Jeff Rowland
stated that he could make his amplifier, &Was: expensive by
putting the same circuitry in acheap Nix. However, his remark
yeas made in passing: Idon't think he actually performed the
calculations ahead of time. The idea is intriguing, though.

II"

Arcam Alpha 2integrated amplifier
and, at $795, the highest price "hvo large knobs

heatsink is bolted to the aluminum chassis,

consume the majority of the 3" by 8%8"front

increasing its effectiveness.

panel: One is a volume control, the other

In abreak from British amplifier tradition

selects between phono, tuner, aux, and tape.

and the audiophile credo, the Audiolab 8000A

The only other protuberances on the NAIT 2's

represents the opposite end of the spectrum.

front panel are apower switch, balance con-

The 8000A is packed with features one would

trol, and athird control that provides muting

expect to find on amass-market product, not

and tape monitoring operation. The NAIT 2

one that competes in the audiophile arena.
Inside, the 8000A is very well-constructed. The

uses DIN jacks for all signal inputs except
phono, which uses gold-plated RCA jacks. For

metal chassis and front panel are well made,

someone who will "fit and forget" this amplifier, the DIN jacks may be a minor incon-

giving the unit asolid feel. Like the NAIT 2, no
op-amps are used. However, the 8000A's cir-

venience. Ifound these connectors to be aliability. Ishould add that the NAIT 2shuttled

cuitry seemed more complex than the other
amplifiers'. The circuit board is packed with

between my test bench and listening system,

lots of transistors, resistors (metal-film), and
capacitors. In addition, the transformer, power-

where it was removed and replaced several
times during the listening comparisons. Perhaps this unusual situation exacerbated my dislike for DIN connectors. I'm no fan of RCA
jacks, but they are convenient, universal, and
permit the user to select from awide range of
interconnect cables. Incidentally, for $12 Naim

supply filter caps, and output transistor heatsinks are huge in comparison with the other
amplifiers, even though the 8000A's power rating is only 10Wpc more than the Creek and
20Wpc more than the Arcam Alpha 2. Adesign
philosophy behind the Audiolab is that an

will convert the NAIT 2to apreamp-only unit,
allowing future power-amp upgrades. (Though

amplifier should be able to deliver high cur-

it can then be used with Naim's own NAP 90
or NAP 140 stereo amplifiers, Naim does not

to low values. The 8000A provides external
banana jacks that will accept awide range of

recommend that it be used with the NAP 250

cables. The rear panel has aswitch that selects

and points out that it cannot be used as apre-

either moving-magnet or moving-coil phono
input. Preamp-out and power amp-in RCA

amp with their NAP 135 monoblocks.)

rent, even where aspeaker's impedance drops

The NAIT 2also diffas from the preceding two

jacks are provided should the owner wish to

amplifiers on the inside. Discrete transistors

use only the preamp or power amp sections of

instead of op-amps are used exclusively. Component quality is very high, with almost no car-

the unit.

bon resistors and very few capacitors. The cir-

The Sound

cuitry is densely packed into the small,

The evaluation system consisted of Vortex

double-sided PCB. Although not large, the

Screen speakers, aMarantz CD-94 CD player,
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Naim NAIT 2integrated amplifier
and an AR turntable with aLinn K9 cartridge
(MM) and Ortofon MC 2000 (MC). Monster
Interlink II interconnect cable was used, except
with the NAIT 2, where its DIN inputs forced
me to use aDIN-to-RCA adapter. Incidentally,
Ididn't know the price of any of the review
amplifiers until after the listening sessions.
After leaving all four amplifiers turned on for

Is it fair to criticize aS350 integrated amplifier after conditioning my ears to exotic tube
equipment? Did Idislike the Alpha 2because
Ilistened to it first? Would all these units under
review sound like this? Ifelt genuine concern
that these products should be presented in
their proper perspective. For this reason, I
moved on to the other amplifiers and then

afew days, Ilistened to the Arcam Alpha 2
through its phono stage. Its most noticeable

came back several times to each one to confirm

sonic characteristic was aforward, dry treble

listened to a30Wpc Sansui integrated amplifier

presentation. Cymbals had an in-your-face

for comparison (more on this later).

or refute what Ihad heard. At the end, Ialso

character with an element of high-frequency

The next amplifier on deck was the Creek

hash that obscured detail. Treble was hard and

4140. Also starting with LP, it was immediately

edgy, giving certain instruments a metal-

obvious that these amplifiers would not all

lic sound. On the LP Crystal Silence (ECM

sound like the Alpha 2. The Creek, although still

1024), abeautifully recorded album of acoustic
piano and vibes duets by Chick Corea and Gary

detail and did not have as dry and forward atre-

alittle bright and edgy, had much more HF

Burton, the vibes had an unnatural edge on

ble presentation. The high end leaned slightly

transients. Perhaps by comparison, the mid-

toward the detailed and clinical, but not annoy-

range sounded recessed, with no palpability.
Vocals were veiled, rendering alifeless quality.

ingly so. Bass reproduction was extended and
controlled, with agreater sense of weight.

In addition, the vocal did not appear in the

Low-end dynamics and punch, while not in

middle of the speakers, rather appearing to

the same league as some of the larger separate

have no apparent location in the soundstage.

power amps, was credible and satisfying. The

Further listening reinforced this impression of
aweak center image. Mid and upper bass were

texture of the bass was especially pleasing, with
around, liquid sensation. The Bill Evans album

well-defined, although the extreme bottom

Quintessence was used extensively during the

had aslightly wooden character. Further listen-

listening sessions. In particular, Ray Brown's

ing through the line inputs from the Marantz

acoustic bass on Kenny Burrell's "Bass Face"

CD-94 confirmed these impressions, although
many of the annoying traits described were

is very revealing of low-end articulation and

somewhat mitigated without the phono section in the signal path.

through the Creek the most pleasant of the four
amplifiers.

detail. Ifound acoustic bass reproduction

Creek 4140 S2 integrated amplifier
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The soundstage, however, offered the most

transparent. Instruments floated in space, with

improvement. The center image firmed up, and

center images presented solidly between the

with it the presence of voice. Instruments had

speakers. The amplifier's most striking charac-

amore definable spatial location, both horizon-

teristic was the depth of the soundstage. Instru-

tally and front-to-rear. There was asense of air

ments were separated by a feeling of "air."

and openness that was quite surprising, giving

Through the NAIT 2, the speakers tended to

the soundstage asee-through quality. Overall,

disappear into the music. During the listening

Ifound the Creek quite musical and enjoyable.

sessions, Ihad been playing the Reference

While it didn't offer the transparency and three-

Recordings LP Eileen Farrell Sings Harold

dimensionality of more expensive separates,

Arlen (RR-30). Like other Keith Johnson record-

Iwas surprised at the performance considering

ings, this record has alarge amount of spatial

its modest $550 price.

detail, allowing the listener to hear exact place-

Next came the Audiolab 8000A. Again starting with the phono section, Iplayed avariety

ments of instruments within the room.

of records. Ifound the 8000A's sound to be

recording were preserved. The NAIT 2pro-

doser to the Creek than the Alpha 2.1teble presentation was not quite as smooth as the Creek,

of the review amplifiers, especially with this

but Ididn't find it offensive. There was a

recording.

Through the NAIT 2, all the spatial cues of this
vided the most detailed ambience presentation

slightly drier, more etched character in the

In addition to the best soundstage of the

upper octaves, although not to the same degree

group, the NAIT 2also had the smoothest tonal

as with the Alpha. Saxophone, with one of the
most complex harmonic structures of any

character. There was no trace of edge or harshness. Instead, timbres tended to be soft, warm,
and liquid, very much like tube amplifiers.

instrument, tends to uncover upper-midrange
stridency. The Audiolab, while having afairly
smooth tonal character, did exhibit some edge
on sax. Laterally, the soundstage was excellent,
with the ability to float images between the

There was aslight loss of detail in the high end,
but Itended to prefer this presentation. When
listening to the NAIT 2, Iforgot about reviewing and sat back and enjoyed the music. All

speakers. However, the Audiolab didn't have

adjectives aside, how musically involving a

the front-to- rear depth Ifound in the Creek.

product is ultimately says the most about it.

Instruments tended to be bunched together at

On the down side, the NAIT 2won't play

the front of the soundstage. The one area

very loud. At moderate to high listening levels,

where the Audiolab excelled was bass impact,

Ifelt it was underpowered. It didn't have the

slam, punch, whatever you want to call it. Play-

weight and authority in the bass of the Arcam,

ing the James Newton Howard and Friends
CD (Sheffield 23) through each amplifier really

Creek, or Audiolab. Playing thejames Newton
Howard and Friends disc through the NAIT

brought this quality home. This was not sur-

2revealed its lack of low-end punch. In other

prising in light of the 8000A's high power out-

respects, the bass was slightly mushy, without

put and high current capability demonstrated
by its increased output when driving a4ohm

the tautness and control exhibited by the Creek
and Audiolab. On most music, at moderate

load (see "Measurements," below). Bass was

listening levels, this did not detract from the

tight, deep, and well-defined, but lacked the

musical experience. Overall, the excellent sound-

liquidity of the Creek.

staging and warm tonal balance made the Nairn

Although 1enjoyed listening to the Audiolab,
its drier treble, reduced LF focus, and shallower

NAIT 2the most musically satisfying amplifier
of the group.

soundstage made music less pleasant than
through the Creek.
On to the Naim NAIT 2. Imust admit that I
approached the NAIT 2with aslight prejudice.

Measurements
Measuring these amplifiers provided some
interesting data. The smooth treble perfor-

Its unusual styling, DIN connectors, relatively

mance of the NAIT 2that Iliked actually ap-

high price, and poor performance on the bench

pears to be due to euphonic coloration. Look-

did not endear me to it. That was before I

ing at the NAIT 2's frequency response (fig.1),

listened to it. Seconds into the first record, I

arolled-off high end is apparent. In fact, the

knew this amplifier was different. The sound-

response was down nearly 2dB at 20kHz.

stage was huge, open, three-dimensional, and
120

Not surprisingly, the NAIT 2had the lowest
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power output of the group. A IkHz sinewave
clipped at 21W when driving an 8ohm load
(13.2dBW), and at 33.5W into 4 ohms
(12.3dBW). The NAIT 2's RIAA equalization
error plot (fig.2) showed a slightly rising
response above about 2kHz. This characteristic
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should somewhat mitigate the line section's
high-frequency loss when playing LPs. Interestingly, the HF rolloff will be most apparent
when playing CDs. The net effect of arising
high end in the phono section and afalling HF
response in the line section will be to soften the
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sound of CDs without affecting the phono
input as much. Was this aconscious design
decision?
By contrast, the Audiolab 8000A was apow-
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RIAA de-emphasis error (fig.3) showed aroll-

Fig. 2 Naim NAIT 2RIAA error (dotted
trace is right channel)

off in the extreme bass, down 4dB at 20Hz.

er

This curve is typical of European amplifiers that

1
4 •••••

follow the IEC recommended high-pass rolloff.
The Creek's RIAA error (fig.4) was minimal,
with alittle more than half adB attenuation
at 20Hz. By not following the IEC curve,
Creek chose to make the 4140's phono performance more like American amplifiers. Maximum power output was 42.7W into 8ohms
(16.3dBW) and 66.7W when driving a4ohm
load (15.2 dBW).
The Arcam Alpha 2's frequency response
(fig. 5) revealed arolloff at the frequency extremes. The measured HF rolloff did not corre-
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error (dotted trace is right channel)
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late with my impression of abright treble performance Power output was alittle better than specified, clipping at 40.3W into 8ohms and 61W
into 4ohms (16c1BW and 14.9dBW, respectively).
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Conclusions
In general, Ifound all the amplifiers listenable

-2.

111

Fig. 4 Creek 4140 RIM error.

with the exception of the Arcam Alpha 2. After

AIM IMAM lote Olittarà t.Melt.
FAQ*

listening to aSansui integrated amplifier Ihad
lying around, however, going back to the Alpha

k.osoe

2was arelief. While not in the same class as the
other three amplifiers, Isuspect that the Alpha
2, at $350, sounds better than most massmarket mid-fi products. Istrongly advise however, spending the extra $200 for the Creek.
In terms of soundstaging and tonal balance,
the Naim NAIT 2was the clear winner. Despite
the low power, lack of punch, and somewhat
ill-defined bass, it is the amplifier Iwould choose
Stereophile, September 1989
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Fig. 5 Arcam Alpha line input frequency
response at 1W into 8ohms. Left
channel. Right channel was
identical
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for overall musical satisfaction if price were no

promises are too great, the Creek 4140 is the

consideration. These compromises may be too

best choice. It was constantly musical, and, at

much for some listeners, however. In addition,
the soft high end may not suit everyone's taste
or speakers. Furthermore, with the NAIT 2's
$795 price, one may be inclined to investigate
alow-cost preamp/power amp combination
such as an Adcom GFA-535 ($299) with one of

$550, is the bargain of this group of amplifiers.
The $200 difference between the Creek and
the Alpha 2is $200 well spent. Except for highlevel rock through the line stage, where the
Audiolab 8000A excelled, the Creek had the
most pleasing bass presentation.

the under-5400 preamps reviewed in Vol.11

Rock fans and those who want lots of power

No.12. If your budget can stretch alittle, the PS

and features may choose the Audiolab 8000A.

Audio 4.6 ($659) with the small Adcom, at $960

Ifelt the Creek was more listenable than the
Audiolab in the long term, however. Besides,

for the pair, are worth auditioning.
If you, or someone you are advising, is on
avery strict budget or feels the NAIT 2's com-

you could buy nearly 20 records with the price
difference—a much better investment. S

KENWOOD KT-3300D FM TUNER
Don Scott

Kenwood KT-3300 FM tuner
FM stereo tuner with digitally synthesized tuning. Useable sensitivity: 1.8pV/10.8dBf mono,
10pV/25.2dBf stereo. 50dB stereo quieting sensitivity: 20pV/3.5dBf with noise reduction, 20dB
stereo separation, 36pV/36.3dBf without noise reduction. Capture ratio: 1.8pV. Selectivity, Narrow
Position: 80dB alternate channel, 7dB adjacent channel. S/N ratio at 65dBf: 85dB mono, 78dB
stereo. Stereo THD: 0.10%. Stereo separation: 50dB. SCA rejection: 70dB. AM suppression ratio:
65dB. 19 and 38kHz products: 60dB. Power consumption: 25W. Dimensions: 17 5/
1
6" W by 13 1
/
4"
D by 37/16?" H. Weight: 11.7 lbs. Price: $570. Approximate number of dealers: 70. Manufacturer:
Kenwood Electronics, 2201 E. Dominguez, Long Beach, CA 90810. Tel: (213) 639-9000.
Eight to fifteen years ago, the Kenwood 600-

is well shielded, and all circuit boards and wir-

T, Sansui TU -9090 and TX-1, and the McIntosh

ing are first-class. Consequently, the tuner

MR-78 & MR-80 were my tuners of choice for

should have along useful life. The instruction

the most difficult reception areas requiring

manual is adequate, although translated and

25-50dB adjacent-channel selectivity and

spelled poorly ("Install the outdoor antenna

other excellent parameters. Since then, none

and receive the signal enoughly.").

of these companies has built ahighly selective

Kenwood's "best" has several features which

tuner. However, Ithought it would be interest-

aid low-noise reception (variable blend and

ing to see how good are the current "best"

seven-level signal meter), has some that are

tuners of each of these manufacturers. This

questionable glitter (record calibrate and fre-

review focuses on Kenwood's top-of-the-line

quency lock on-off—sounds better off), and,

tuner. Ihope that similar products from Sansui and McIntosh will follow.

veniences (no direct 88.1-107.9MHz tuning,

The KT-3300D is alarge, rugged tuner with

and manual tuning is aslow chore in 50kHz

despite its complexity, lacks some con-

indications of well-thought-out engineering:

increments). Pluses include dual IF-band-

the large, shielded power transformer is heat-

width, RF distant/local, an accurate bar-type

sunk to the chassis, the five-section front end

modulation meter, and programming of three
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different stations for unattended recording
(requires an external timer). Besides controls
for the above, the left front panel contains vari-

thing different in each channel, but the usual
result is that spatial relationships are lost. Addi-

able output level and memory presets for 16

tionally, the KT-3300's variable high-blend is
areal plus. The high-frequency blend hinge-

stations (A/B x 2). On the right are abright

point occurs just below most noise (approx-

white 4-5-digit frequency display, a large
analog-feel tuning knob, and A/B antenna
switching. Function indicators are illuminated
white or red. The rear panel has 75-ohm connectors for two antennas, variable and fixed

imately 7kHz), and yields good subjective stereo imaging and low noise for signals as low as
15µV/28.7dBf. The high-blend is also useful
for taming noise on cable FM or cleaning up the
high-frequency grundge often typical of FM

audio, and oscilloscope jacks for multipath analytics.

air, regardless of signal strength. Ihave no fault

RF Performance

will give over 3V maximum, are cleaner than

Alook at the measured specifications indicates
that this tuner is about as good as you can get,

and will drive most amplifiers directly.

with tonal balance, dynamics, or distortion. In
fact, for the purists, the variable audio outputs

except in selectivity figures. Although bandwidth selection is provided, actual bandwidth
is Very Wide and Wide, not really Narrow (7dB),
as the selector indicates. Of the +100 stations
receivable in my test location near Hartford,
CT, only 35 could be received without adja-

the fixed outputs in most impedance matches,
While Iam pleased with the unvarnished
audio from this tuner, its RF limitations negate
ablanket recommendation. The JVC FX-1100BK
(now FX-1010TN, $470, Vol.12 No.4) is stiff
competition in terms of audio quality, much
more selective (20dB vs 7dB), and includes

cent-channel splatter—not avery good record.

moderately good AM. The JVC has slightly bet-

Of the 35, 33 sounded cleanest in Narrow
mode. But for the very few stations for which
Wide extracted lowest distortion, there is

ter stereo separation (50dB vs 52dB), but lacks
the precise imaging of the Kenwood; nor does

justification for its inclusion. Local does add

consider for superior audio are the new Mag-

it have variable audio outputs. Other tuners to

cleanness to stations over 10,000e, and is

num/Dynalab FT-11 ($449, under review), the

beneficial in preventing overload distortions.

latest-production H/K Citation 23 ($650, Vol.10
No.3), and the Onix BWDI ($885, ol.10 No.8).

Sound Quality
The 3300D has only 80% of the best stereo

Conclusion

heard to date, top honors going to a12-yearold Kenwood KT-8300 used as areference.
Still, the 3300D is quite spacious, being one of

sharpen review accuracy, and Iwaited alittle
too long to complete this review; I'm told that

I've been doing a lot of listening lately to

the few tuners that images well. Mono sum sig-

Kenwood is to drop the KT-3300D. But all is

nals are always dead-centered, while simultane-

not lost: as ofJune 6, 1989, there were approx-

ously presenting true left and right material.
This is not an easy electronic task; the L-R in

imately 800 units available from dealers' stocks.
Basically, if you need atuner with top-dog

atuner's detection circuit usually has alonger

sound without high adjacent-channel selec-

audio path and results in phase-angle delay in

tivity, the KT-3300D fills that niche and may

relation to the Lie signal. There may be some-

now be available at bargain prices.

ADCOM GTP-400 TUNER/
PREAMPLIFIER
Gary A. Galo
Solid-state AM/FM tuner/preamplifier. Preamp specifications: THD:
0.009% (high level);
≤0.08% (phono). IMD (SMPTE): ≤0.005% (high level); 5.0.008% (phono). Frequency response:
10Hz-100kHz ±0.5db (high level); 20Hz-20kHz ±0.1dB and 20Hz-50kHz ±0.5dB (phono).
Stereophile, September 1989
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Adcom GPT-400 tuner/preamplifier
Weighted S/N Ratio: ≤95dB (high level); ≤80dB (phono). Output level: 2V (nominal); ≥10V (maximum). Output impedance: 100 ohms.
Tuner specifications (measurements by Don A. Scott in parentheses): IHF Sensitivity: 1.9µV
(2µV/11.2dBf mono, 8µV/23.3dBf stereo). Quieting Sensitivity (50dB): 2.5µV mono; 38.5µV stereo
(25µV/33.2dBf stereo). Capture Ratio: 1.7dB (1BdB). Alternate Channel Selectivity: ≥75dB (75dB).
S/N Ratio: ≥75dB stereo (75dB mono, 70dB stereo at 65dBf). Separation at 1kHz: 50dB (40dB,
15dB at 6kHz with blend). Frequency response: 30Hz-15kHz ±0.5dB. (Stereo THD at 1kHz: 0.4%
at Tape Iout, 03% at Tape II out, 0.5% at Main out, tone out, v/c at 60%. AM sensitivity: 325µV/m
at 560kHz and 990kHz, 300µV/m at 660kHz, 2750./ at 1500kHz.)
Power consumption: 20W. Weight: 15 lbs. Dimensions: 17" by 31/
4"by 12 3
4 ". Sample tested:
/
S.N. 905103015. Price: $350. Approximate number of dealers: 300. Manufacturer: Adcom, 11
Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816. Tel: (201) 390-1130.
The GTP-400 is Adcom's latest entry in the

rarely seem to get things right the first time,

tuner/preamp class of components. The tuner/

leaving the buyer with great feelings of uncer-

preamp is not anew concept, by any means.

tainty when their recently purchased model is

The first such product was the Radio Crafts-

discontinued. Iknow Iwill anger some readers
by this statement, but why must these

man, designed by Dick Sequerra and Ed Miller
and marketed around 1952. By the mid-'50s
the first receiver was introduced by Harman/Kardon and the tuner/preamp concept

manufacturers change their entire product line
every six to twelve months? The shoe is on

fell into the background. The only manufacturer which, over the past three decades, has

different philosophy, believing that a wellengineered product should be viable for years

shown aconsistent interest in the tuner/pre-

to come. This philosophy is not unusual among

their foot, folks. Adcom has embarked on a

amp has been McIntosh, but evaluation of their

manufacturers

products has been virtually impossible due to

equipment, but it is very rare among those who

their reluctance to submit samples for review.

make affordable products.

of premium-priced

audio

Recent offerings by several manufacturers,

Designing areceiver necessitates many com-

including NAD, Rotel, Hitachi, Dimensia, and

promises, most related to the fact that there's

ADS, appear to be giving the tuner/preamp

only so much that can be engineered into asin-

concept anew lease on life. By far the most

gle chassis. The greatest compromise involves

aggressive promoter of this concept is Adcom,

the power supplies. A preamplifier simply can't

who, with the help of their multi-talented prod-

perform optimally, no matter how elegant the

uct-development director C. Victor Campos,

design, if it is sharing its power supply with the

has made a most convincing case for this

power amplifier. Designing separate power

approach to product design. The Adcom
tuner/preamps break new ground for those

supplies for each section of the receiver would
make the unit so heavy, bulky, and costly that

seeking musically convincing sound at areasonable price.

ing such products.

there would no longer be any point in market-

Traditionally acost-conscious music lover

The tuner/preamp concept offers some of

had few choices when it came to system topol-

the convenience of integrated components

ogy, so most were faced with the purchase of

(you need only two pieces of equipment,

areceiver from one of the well-known mass -

instead of three) while sacrificing little in the

market Japanese firms. Few such products are

way of performance. Since the tuner and

ever finished designs; these manufacturers

preamplifier are both low-level devices, they
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can share the same power supply with little

a sensible cost-cutting measure, allowing

compromise in performance if tbe power sup-

Adcom to spend the extra money on the performance of the preamp rather than add frills
to asignal source which, in terms of fidelity, is

ply is properly designed. Some of the cost savings which make receivers so popular can still
be enjoyed due to the shared power supply and
chassis.
The GTP-400 was acollaborative design
effort between Victor Campos and Walter Jung.

barely one notch above the telephone. Another
two-position pushbutton enables the FM interstation mute, which is the normal position for
this switch. When depressed, the high-blend

The tuner is based on a previous Adcom

feature is enabled, reducing high-frequency

design, with aredesigned RF section, improved

noise on weaker FM stereo broadcasts. This fea-

IFs, and the addition of ceramic filters. The

ture also reduces the separation at high fre-

tuner changes were engineered by Victor

quencies, but maintains separation in the crit-

Campos, who also developed the initial ana-

ical midrange.

log circuitry Walt Jung's contributions were the
power-supply regulator circuits as well as
enhancements to the analog circuitry in the
final stages of design. Walt is well known for
his many articles on analog circuit design

The GTP-400's preamplifier provides balance, bass, and treble controls, along with a
loudness contour and mono switch, the latter
also defeating FM stereo reception. I've never

which have appeared in Tbe Audio Amateur

had much use for loudness contours, but the
design of the GTP-400's is far more sensible

and Audio. The product is, therefore, com-

than most. Based on the studies of Robinson

pletely American in design, although the actual
manufacturing is done in Taiwan.
While afull-featured preamplifier, the GTP-

and Dadson of Harvard University [wbo
repeated and updated the original work by
Fletcher and Munson—Ed.], the GTP-400's

400 is not loaded with bells and whistles that

loudness contour provides aboost between

contribute nothing toward performance. The

20Hz and 100Hz, the amount of boost varying

Japanese "pinball machine" approach to front-

with actual volume-control setting. The curve

panel design is refreshingly missing here, but

provided by Adcom shows that the contour cir-

the unit is also free of the "military surplus"

cuit is still in effect at a2:00 o'clock volume set-

look which characterizes, say, many Hafler

ting, so users should be sure to defeat it at normal listening levels.

products. The normal panel color is black (my
preference), but awhite front panel is available

The tone controls do not provide drastic

as an option, as with all Adcom products.

alterations, leaving the midrange nearly com-

Although the front-panel appearance and lay-

pletely free of their effects. Although aseparate

out emphasize functionality, the unit's soft con-

"tone defeat" switch is not provided, careful
attention to circuit details has insured that the

tours and smooth lines make it extremely
attractive.
The FM tuner contains eight easily programmable presets, which should be more than
enough for the most devoted FM listeners. I
can't find half that number of stations worth

tone controls have no effect on frequency
response when centered at the 12:00 o'clock
detented position.
The GTP -400's selector switch and tapemonitoring arrangement are among the best

my attention where Ilive. The tuner also offers

I've seen at any price. Dispensing with the usual

ascan feature which allows you to scan for the

tape-monitor buttons, Adcom provides two

next usable station in either direction. Manual

identical selector switches, one of which

tuning buttons allow you to zero in on pre-

selects the listening source and the other the

cisely the frequency you desire, including the

source to be recorded. Two complete tape-

even decimal number between FCC-allocated

monitor loops are included. Adcom's arrange-

frequencies; ie, you can set the tuner to

ment allows you to record one source while

96.2MHz. An extremely attractive bright blue
digital readout is provided, along with arow
of five red LEDs which form the signal-strength

listening to another, but this is not the greatest
benefit of their design. Have you ever had your
three-head reel-to-reel or cassette recorder in

meter.

the "source" position (or any cassette deck in

Apushbutton is used for switching from FM
to AM; the eight presets can also be used for

the "record" mode) while accidentally switch-

selecting AM stations. This is, in my opinion,

to the tape monitor switch) to the tape posi-
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ing your preamp's selector switch (as opposed
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against the use of IC op-amps in high-quality
audio circuits. In my opinion this prejudice is
completely unfounded. Just as with vacuum
tubes or discrete transistors, there are both
good and bad circuit topologies. Ihave used
IC op-amps in my own audio equipment for
many years and believe that, with proper
design and implementation, they can perform
as well as other devices. One common misconception surrounding op-amps concerns the
power-supply operating voltages. IC op-amps
normally run on dual polarity supplies with the
tion? The result can be apotentially dangerous
feedback loop. Adcom's arrangement prevents
any such mishaps. Special muting circuits are
incorporated in both of the tape-output cir-

positive and negative rails each operating at 15
to 18V DC. Since many discrete circuits contain power supplies operating at considerably
higher voltages, it is often assumed that the
lower operating voltages of op-amps limit their

cuits, preventing feedback should you accidentally decide to listen to atape deck set up for

dynamic range. This is simply untrue.

recording. Adcom should be applauded for this
design concept, as it will probably save many

An op-amp circuit, such as in the GTP-400,
operating on ±18V will allow apeak-to-peak

power amplifiers and loudspeakers (fuses, at
the very least) from accidental destruction.

voltage swing of almost 36V at the output of

A look inside the GTP-400, aided by a

the device. The maximum RMS signal output
voltage will be over 12V. Bearing in mind that

schematic diagram provided by Mr. Campos,

most power amplifiers are well into clipping

revealed an extremely well-constructed unit.
Nearly all of the circuitry is contained on one

with a2.5V input, you can see just how ridic-

very large rectangular circuit board (see photo).
Parts quality is unusually fine for aproduct in
this price range. Integrated-circuit operational

ulous this argument is. The most important single factors in determining the dynamic range
of an amplification circuit are the output

amplifiers are used in both the phono preamp

impedance of the circuit itself and the output
impedance of the power supplies. Adcom has

and high-level sections of the GTP-400. These

gone to great lengths to insure that both of

are proprietary ICs hand-selected by Adcom

these requirements have been met. As long as
the preamp has adequate output voltage (10V

and bearing their own part numbers. Aunique
circuit configuration operates the output stages
of the op-amps in true class-A mode, hence
each stage of amplification is aclass-A circuit.
Metal-film resistors of 1% tolerance are used
in all of the amplification circuits. The output
of the phono preamp is coupled via ahighquality polypropylene capacitor terminated
into aload resistance forming afirst-order infra-

is plenty), the actual values of the supply voltages are irrelevant.
Adcom uses proprietary three-terminal IC
regulators combined with low- ESR (equivalent
series resistance) capacitors to achieve apowersupply output impedance of 1milliohm. Asingle pair of IC regulators operates most of the
circuitry, but low-ESR caps bypass the supply

sonic filter. In my opinion, an infrasonic filter

lines at points extremely close to the actual

is essential for LP playback, reducing distortion

amplification circuits. The GTP-400 phono

in every successive stage of the reproduction

preamp, for example, has apair of low-ESR,

chain. The high-level stage is direct-coupled,

47010 capacitors right next to the op-amps.

having extremely low DC offset. Virtually every

Compare these to most products in this price

power amplifier has an input coupling capac-

range and you'll find that they are ten times the
values most other manufacturers use, along
with having lower ESR than typical capacitors

itor anyway, so adding another to the preamp's
output is redundant and will normally degrade
the sound quality. The output impedance is
alow 100 ohms, far more impressive than the
2-3k ohm output impedances found in most
comparably priced equipment.
Iknow there is still considerable prejudice
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from OEM sources. In addition, high-quality,
low-value film capacitors are paralleled with
the electrolytics to improve high-frequency stability.
One outstanding design feature of the GTPStereophile, September 1989

400 is the use of active buffers on the tape out-

wrap connections. This is avery minor quib-

puts. This is an extremely important part of the

ble, and Ihope Ihaven't made too much of it. ,

design, since the loads presented by tape

The GTP-400 is agenerally solid, conservative design which should provide trouble-free
performance for years to come. The heatsinks

recorders connected to the preamp can have
adetrimental effect on the sound, particularly
if they are switched off. When an unpowered
tape recorder is connected across the signal
path, the load presented by the unbiased baseemitter junction of the tape deck's input amplifier is akin to placing adiode across the signal

of the three IC voltage regulators run quite hot,
but are not out of safety limits. I've left the unit
on continuously for over amonth (more on
this below) with no signs of trouble from the

path. The resultant distortion will seriously

regulators. All circuit boards have their trace
patterns duplicated on the component sides

degrade the performance of the preamp.

of the boards. In addition, all components are

Most manufacturers, including many who

also labeled with both labeling and traces in

make very expensive preamps, stick alk resis-

green on awhite background. In the event that

tor in series with the tape outputs and call it a

your unit should require service after the war-

buffer. The Hafler DH-110 is but one example.

ranty period (1 year, parts and labor), the ser-

This is an unsatisfactory solution to the prob-

vice technician's job should be considerably

lem, and Adcom's use of active tape buffers sets
them apart from the competition. The buffers

easier due to the clearly marked circuit boards.

used in the GTP-400 are simple discrete single-

A free interconnect cable is included which,
surprisingly, bears no resemblance to the cheap

ended FET circuits, but they are sonically

interconnects normally given away. It is really

superior to any tape recorder likely to be con-

quite decent, although all of my evaluations

nected to them.

were based on using the GTP-400 with my

One concern Ialways have regarding re-

own cables. The manual is short but concise,

ceivers is the possibility of crosstalk from the

and very clear. No one should have any difficulties connecting and operating this unit.

tuner section when other sources are being
used. Adcom has eliminated this possibility by
switching off the power to the audio circuits

The sound

in the tuner when other inputs are in use. The

At $350, the sound of the GTP-400 can only

volume, balance, treble, and bass controls in

be described as remarkable. The most immedi-

the GTP-400 are Alps potentiometers, certainly

ately noticeable characteristic of the GTP-400

not the $32 Alps pots you can buy from Old

is its incredibly low noise level. The line-level

Colony Sound Lab, but acut above what I

inputs are absolutely dead silent, and noise

would normally expect in aproduct in this

from the phono preamp can only be heard

price range.

with the volume advanced to full rotation.

There is only one aspect of the GTP-400's
construction which Iquestion: the method by
which the power transformer is connected to

for the noise tests and not for listening, the
phono preamp produced only afaintly audi-

the main circuit board. The transformer leads
are wire-wrapped to five posts which are, in

pletely free of hum, although my Grado Signa-

turn, soldered to the circuit boards (one pair
of transformer windings supplies power to

Even at this level, which Iobviously used only

ble pink-noise hiss. The phono section is comture 10MR does pick up afaint hum from my
power amplifiers' transformers.

the front-panel display). Iquestioned Victor

Switching the amps off removed the offend-

Campos about this and he said that in measur-

ing hum field from the Grado and left the
Adcom's phono preamp in astate of complete

ing the power-supply output impedance, he
found it to be lower with the wire-wrap connections than with soldered connections. I'm

silence, except for the hiss, which Icould hear
only with my ear practically glued to the mid-

not sure how this can be, since the wire-wrap
posts are soldered to the board anyway. It
would make sense to me to eliminate the intermediate wire-wrap connection and solder the
transformer leads directly to the board. Solder
connections

should also maintain

their

integrity over alonger period of time than wireStereophile, September 1989

1To my shame. Ionce worked for an aerospace company that
made missiles. However, when Ileft the company to work for
apollution-monitoring laboratory, Idid so with the ingrained
knowledge that awire-wrapped connection (effectively acold
weld), correctly performed, is mechanically and electrically
superior to asolder joint. So when you are hit by asurfaceto-air missile, you can be sure that its unfortunate reliability
was due to wire-wrapped rather than to soldered joints connecting its single-minded brain to its internal workings.—JA
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range drivers of my loudspeakers. Ishould

More specific comments are in order, so I'll

point out that my power amplifiers (my system

begin with the phono inputs. The phono listen-

is tri -amplified) all have large capacitor banks

ing evaluations were conducted with my Sig-

and will run for aminute or so after the power

nature 10MR mounted in Grado's Signature
Tonearm. The turntable is abelt-driven design

is shut down. Thus Iwas able to verify the
hum-free performance of the phono preamp

built by me, based on the AR drive system,

without interference from the hum normally

using George Mertill's acrylic subchassis, spin-

picked up by the Grado. Bear in mind that

dle, bearing, and high-torque motor. The turn-

these noise tests were conducted with the vol-

table base and electronic speed control are my
own design. 2 34

ume wide open. This would be superb noise
performance for aproduct in any price range.
In addition to the outstanding noise performance of its circuitry, the controls are very
quiet in their operation. A faint clicking can be

The phono preamp does an excellent job of
dealing with difficult program sources.
Sheffield's direct-to-disc of Wagner's Ride of
the Valkyries with Leinsdorf and the LA Phil-

heard from the selector switch at full volume,
but at normal levels it too is silent.

recording, made so in part by their use of

After listening to the GTP-400 for afew days,

AKG's 1" condenser microphone capsules. On

Ibecame convinced that the sound improved
slightly after afew hours' warm up. Since then

most inexpensive solid-state equipment this
recording will sound gritty and harsh in the

Ihave left the unit on all the time, which is my

high frequencies. The GTP- 400 had no prob-

normal practice for much of my own equipment. My CD player, reference preamp, and

lems handling the rather severe HF energy con-

harmonic (LAB-7) is an extremely bright

tent of this recording. The string sound, amost
difficult aspect of this recording, is sweet and

electronic crossover are always left on, and I
give my power amplifiers atwo-hour warmup

euphonic. Through the GTP-400, the Ride

before any serious listening. The sound of the
Adcom preamp is excellent right out of the

does not sound as bright as on my own preamp, but it is highly musical.

box, but Ido find aslight improvement in detail

The phono preamp allows vocalists to
emerge with arealistic warmth. One of my

and transparency when the unit has warmed
up. Many products exhibit dramatic changes
as they warm up; the GTP-400 does nothing

favorite tests among my vinyl discs are my preDMM German Teldec pressings of Solû's Ring.

of the kind. It was designed to perform well

The vocal naturalness of these recordings is

from acold start, and it certainly does that. The
improvements after warmup simply make an

convincingly revealed by the GTP-400. As with
the strings on the Sheffield disc, Birgit Nilsson's

already fine product even better.

characteristic edge is not quite as prominent

No one would expect a$350 preamp, with

as I'm used to.

or without tuner, to be perfect, and the GTP-

The phono preamp produces agood stereo

400 isn't. What is surprising is that this prod-

image, free of the wandering associated with

uct doesn't commit any sins against music. In

so many inexpensive products with poorly
regulated power supplies. The soundstage is

fact, it is one of the most musical-sounding
preamplifiers I've heard. Any errors it commits
are those of omission. This is as it should be in
an affordable product, but this goal is often
elusive.
The GTP-400 is avery warm, sweet-sound-

not particularly deep on the phono section, but
neither is it two-dimensional. It is certainly
capable of revealing soundstage differences
between various recordings. As an example,

ing product, free of the "transistor sound"

Charles Dutoit's recording of Respighi's Pines
of Rome on London (410 145- 1) sounds quite

which plagues so many preamps in its price

spacious on this preamp, with woodwind solos

range. String sound is silky and natural, and

maintaining some distance relative to the

vocal soloists are reproduced with characteris-

strings. Robert Shaw's Telarc LP of Stravinksy's

tic warmth. The overall tonal character of the
Adcom is abit more laid-back than my reference preamp, particularly in the high frequen-

2Gab, Gary A. "AR System Drives New lbnuable," 7be Audio
Amateur, March 1985.

cies. If you have any prejudices against IC

3Galo, Gary A. •
*An Electronic Speed Control." The Audio
Amateur, _January 1986.

op-amps, you'll have to put them aside when
listening to the GTP-400.
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4Galo, Gary A. The Belt Driven ihrntahle lic, •littl." The
Audio Amateur,
March 1988.
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Firebird (DG-10039) by contrast sounds rather
two-dimensional and up-front. Interestingly,

excellent imaging, and a realistic sense of
depth. It will easily reveal engineering differ-

prior to extensive modifications to my CD

ences on your discs. Two-dimensional recordings, like many recent Telarcs (André Previn's
boring performance of Prokofiev's Alexander

player, the LP of Firebird sounded far more
spacious than the CD. Now the situation is
exactly the opposite, and the CD has become
areference disc for imaging and depth. The
GTP-400 is capable of revealing these dif-

Nevsky, CD-80143), will be revealed for what
they are.
areally three-dimensional recording, such as many of the superb London CDs

ferences.
It is the high-level section of the GTP-400

of the Montreal Symphony, and the soundstage
opens up most convincingly. Respighi's Pines

which really shows off this product, and given

of Rome (410 145-2), in asuperb performance
by Charles Dutoit and the Montreal forces,

the growing preference for CDs among record
buyers, this is as it should be if cost is afactor.
The most impressive aspect of the high-level

sounds beautifully spacious on the GTP-400,

section's performance is its ability to reveal,

tance. Inner detail on this disc is also surpris-

with remarkable accuracy, the differences

ingly fine. This recording also qualifies as a
"problem disc" on many systems. The high-

found in CD players and discs. Unlike many
comparably priced products, the Adcom does
not mask the differences in associated equip-

with winds and brass maintaining proper dis-

frequency energy content at the beginning of
Pines is areal challenge for CD players and

ment. This is also true of the phono preamp,

preamps. Although the Adcom sounded more

but the high-level section excels in this regard.

laid-back in the highs than my reference preamp, the sound was never less than musical and
pleasant.

My reference CD player is ahighly modified
Magnavox CDB-650 based on the "Pooge 4"
designs by Walt Jung and Hampton Childress. 5

An excellent example of how smooth and

The analog circuitry has been refined even further, and I've built aseparate low-impedance

sweet the high frequencies are on the GTP-400

power supply for the analog circuitry, with
additional separate regulation for the D/A converter. The GTP-400 proved itself capable of

can be heard in the "Queen Mob" Scherzo from
Berlioz's Romeo andJuliet (London 417 302 2). This superb Dutoit/Montreal disc is remarkable for its superb string sound, perhaps the

revealing the improvements in imaging, depth,

best I've heard on aCD. As played by the GTP-

dynamics, high-frequency smoothness, and

400, not atrace of harshness or stridency can

detail caused by the various modifications I've
done to these players. The sonic changes made
by adding isolation feet and adisc damper to
an unmodified player were also beautifully revealed on afriend's GTP-400 (different from
my review sample). Various levels of circuit
modifications on that system's CDB-650 also
produced impressive results when played on
the Adcom.
The point here is that the GTP-400 is accurate enough to allow you to appreciate improvements, even subtle ones, made elsewhere
in your system. Everything does not sound the
same when played through the GTP-400. This

be detected. Dynamics are very good indeed
on the GTP-400, undoubtedly helped by the
power-supply design. Telarc's (in)famous bass
drum on the Shaw/Atlanta recording of
Stravinsky's Firebird is reproduced with
impressive impact, although subjectively the
extreme low end does not offer quite the
weight of my own preamp.
Although inner detail on the GTP-400 is not
the equal of my reference preamp, it is still very
good. What separates this product from others
in this price range is its lack of veiling or muddiness. Even though you may not hear every

is afar cry from the usual mass-market Japanese

subtle detail in apiece with complex scoring,
you are never left with the feeling that it sounds

receivers, many of which have sonic problems

muddy or congested, or that asilk screen has

that will mask improvements made elsewhere.

been hung between you and the music If any-

Used with my reference CD player, my
review sample performed beautifully. The

as opposed to the more analytical detailing of

GTP-400 is capable of a wide soundstage,

much higher-priced preamps.

5Jung, Walt and Hampton Childress. "Poogc.4: Philips/
Magnavox CD Player Mods:* Parts 1& 2, Ibe Audio Amateur,
January and February 1988.

could easily be advertised as apreamp with a

thing, the GTP-400 takes on an added richess,

The cost of the GTP-400 is so low that it
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free tuner thrown in. The FM tuner's perfor129

mance is really much better than that, however.
Although not the ultimate in selectivity, its sensitivity compares favorably with more expensive tuners. The FM tuner, like the preamp, is
highly musical. Stereo performance is remarkably noise-free, and the tuner is accurate
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enough to reveal the differences in signal quality between various FM stations. One problematical FM station which Ireceive on cable performed better than expected on the GTP-400,
providing alow-noise stereo signal most nights
(the cable FM reception is rather variable where
Ilive). Iencountered only one problem with
the tuner. 1f! walk across my carpeted floor and
give the GTP-400's chassis astatic discharge,
the display will blank. Pressing any of the
presets or tuning buttons restores the display.

Fig. 1 Adcom GTP-400 line-section
frequency response, tone and
balance controls flat (detents)
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This problem can be eliminated entirely by
grounding the chassis to the power outlet
ground terminal. Now that the weather is
warmer and the humidity is up, Ihave no such
problem.
The AM tuner is the weakest part of the GTP400. Using the loop antenna provided with the
unit, Ihad to fiddle quite abit with the antenna
position to eliminate electrical noise on AM
reception. Even with the electrical interference
eliminated, local stations exhibited some noise,
but the medium is partly to blame. Ireally can't

gi
Fig. 2 Adcom GTP-400 line section
frequency response (wide band)
response with the tone controls set to their flat,
detented, positions can be seen in fig.1, which
has a0.2dB/division vertical scale. It is effec-

understand why anyone would want to listen

tively flat, though the residual error differs

to AM radio on ahigh-fidelity system. Wide-

slightly from channel to channel. The wide-

bandwidth equipment does not flatter this hor-

band response, shown in fig.2, which has a

rible medium, and Ihope the day will come

0.5dB/division scaling, was 0.5dB down at

when audio consumers will not demand an AM

50kHz. On the low end, response dropped to

band on their tuner. Adcom obviously chose

1dB down at 3Hz.

to put the least amount of money into the AM

The phono preamp was tested by monitor-

section, and Iagree completely with their deci-

ing the tape outputs. Clipping occurred at an

sion. The AM tuner can't decode AM stereo sig-

output level of 7.6V RMS at IkHz and 10V RMS

nals. Thank you.

at 10kHz. The input at 10kHz was driven to a
level of 520mV before clipping occurred. RIAA

Measurements

equalization was extremely accurate. The mea-

The high-level section was measured applying

sured errors were -0.1dB at 10kHz and +0.1dB
at 100Hz. The infrasonic filter's effect could be

signal to the CD input and monitoring the main
output. The high-level section of the GTP-400

seen, with 30Hz at OdB, 20Hz at -0.5dB, and

clipped at an output level of 10.5V RMS, both

9Hz at -3.0dB. The frequency response of the

at IkHz and 10kHz. Imeasured the slew rate at

phono preamp extends beyond 50kHz, being

8.5V/ps using a10kHz squarewave. Even at an

OdB at 20kHz and +0.5dB at 50kHz.

input level of 10V peak-peak, there was no sign
of slew-rate limiting. Total harmonic distortion

Conclusions

was below my test equipment residual level of

The GTP-400 is apreamp Icould live with for

0.012%, both at IkHz and 10kHz. Viewing the

along time. I'm not telling you that it is the

distortion products on an oscilloscope revealed

equal of a$6000 preamp; it isn't. More expen-

only asecond-harmonic product plus noise at

sive products (not all of them, however) may

both frequencies. Audio-band frequency

reveal greater inner detail, awider and deeper
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soundstage, amore "alive" character in the high

the latter. The Hafler sounds rather "transis-

frequencies, and greater impact, particularly

tory" in the high frequencies, less dynamic, and

in the bass region. But the performance offered

reproduces anarrower, shallower soundstage.

is simply superb for anything close to this price,

The DH-110 used to be comparably priced, at

and is always at the service of the music. The

least in kit form, before Hafier's new owner-

GTP-400 allows you to enter the realm of high-

ship raised it to $500. The GTP-400 sets anew

end audio without spending a. high-end

standard in the cost vs performance category,

fortune.

and you'll have to spend close to $1000 for a

Comparing the Adcom with aHafier DH-110
(used in my office system) did not compliment

separate preamp and tuner in order to move to
ahigher level of performance.

YAMAHA DSP-3000
AMBIENCE SYNTHESIS SYSTEM
Bill Sommerwerck

Yamaha DSP-3000 surround-sound processor
Digital room-simulation and ambience-synthesis system. 34 hall models (plus non-logic Dolby
MP decoding); remote control of power, input selection, balance, and all operating modes; onscreen parameter settings with TV monitor; four mono bass/midrange outputs for left, right, front,
and rear; 20 user-programmable memories. Hall Models: Concert Hall (10), Opera House (2),
Cathedral, Church, Chamber, Jazz Club (4), Rock Concert (2), Disco (2), Pavilion, Stadium (2),
Presence (2), Surround (2), Movie Theater (4). Maximum analog input level 2.5V RMS. Analog
input impedance: 47k ohms. Digital sensitivity: 0.5V p-p. Digital input impedance: 75 ohms. Tape
maximum output voltage (analog or digital input): 2.5V RMS. Output impedance: 1k ohm. A/D
Converter: 16-bit linear quantization, 48kHz sampling rate, independent Land R conversion.
D/A Converter: pseudo-18-bit quantization (main), 16-bit linear quantization (effect); sampling
frequencies 32kHz, 44.1kHz, 48kHz (automatically selected). THD at 1kHz, main out (analog
in, 2.5V out): 0.002% THD at 1kHz, main out (digital in, OdB out): 0.003%. THD at 1kHz, effect
out (analog in, 2.5V out): 0.005%. THD at 1kHz, effect out (digital in, OdB out): 0.005%. Frequency
Response (Analog In to Main): 10Hz-100kHz, +0, -3dB. Frequency Response (Analog In to Effect):
20Hz-20kHz, +0.5, -3dB. Frequency Response (Digital In to Main/Effect): 20Hz-20kHz, +0.5dB.
S/N Ratio Analog Input (input shorted, reference 25V): 110dB Main, 94dB Effect. S/N Ratio Digital
Input: 110dB Main, 105dB Effect. Supplied accessories: two pairs of high-grade cables, remote
control, and two AA cells. Price: $1899. Approximate number of dealers: 500. Manufacturer:
Yamaha Electronics Corp., 6660 Orangethorpe Avenue, Buena Park, CA 90620. Tel: (714)
522-9105.
The DSP-3000 is a follow-up to Yamaha's

hall models to raise the total from 19 to 34. In

wildly successful DSP-1, the first ambience

addition, the Presence mode is now program-

synthesizer that attempted to simulate the

mable. You can select up to 16 delays for each

sound of actual rooms. In the '3000, Yamaha

input channel and position each delayed sig-

has removed the "sound effector" modes

nal anywhere in ahorizontal plane around the

(which were aimed at the amateur recordist and

listener. The amplitude, polarity, and delay time

small-studio owner), replacing them with more

of each signal are independently adjustable. A
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limited range of low-pass filtering is also
available.
Outside of the wider range of hall types
(which even includes two different movie

plates, afeature gaining popularity among Japanese designers (note the Denon 3300 and
5500). Solid, Jackson. Don't drop this baby on
your foot.

theaters!), there is no operational difference

The DSP-3000 has two analog inputs and

between the DSP-1 and the DSP-3000. If
you've used the DSP-1, you can use the DSP-

one digital (coaxial, not fiberoptic). There

3000 without having to read the manual (ini-

seems little point to this direct-digital input,
unless you only listen to CDs, or want to use

tially, at least). Select the desired room model,

the Yamaha's pseudo-18-bit conversion for the

then run through its parameter list, modifying

front channels. (The effects channels are 16bit.) If nothing else, the direct input eliminates

the parameters to suit your taste or aspecific
recording. Favorite hall models can be stored
in one of 20 user memories; these are backed
up with both abig capacitor and alithium cell.
(Talk about "belt and suspenders"!)
There is no room here to discuss the DSP3000's operating modes in detail. If you haven't

any chance of over- or under-driving the DIA
converters, at least with CD and DAT recordings. It adds almost nothing to the price tag.
The DSP-1 was almost useless without its
remote control; alost or broken remote limited
you to the last program you called up. The DSP-

read the review of the DSP- 1, which covers
them fairly well, now might be agood time to

3000 has aProgram switch on the front panel

do so. It's in Vol.10 No.4.
Back already? The DSP-3000 answers several user complaints about the DSP-1, most of

user-programmed memories. A Master Volume

which centered on its rather crabbed LCD. The
DSP-3000's LCD is about 50% larger, and has
amore legible font. It's not so much that you
can read it from further away, but that now you
can actually read it!
Yamaha also added avideo output. Simply
connect the DSP-3000 between your most-

that cycles through all 20 factory-preset and
rounds out the set of "must-have" front-panel
controls that will keep you going when your
neighbor's pit bull swallows the remote (By the
way, the DSP-3000's volume is adjusted with
motor-driven pots, anice feature.)
The DSP- l's rear inputs had no level control.
(The front-panel inputs, which are automatically mixed with the rear ones, did.) The input
level on ambience systems using PCM is not

commonly used video source and your monitor. Pressing Utility on the remote superim-

critical, since abit of clipping or alittle added

poses the appropriate setup screen over what-

The DSP-3000 also lacks alevel control, but
not wanting to take any chances, Yamaha has

ever you're currently viewing. (Note that this
is acomposite video signal, not an RF signal;
your TV must have adirect video input.) The
item to be controlled is marked with an arrow;
pressing the Up and Down buttons moves the

noise won't be noticed.

included a"bit monitor" in the on-screen displays. It shows the peak level of the signal in
terms of the highest bit-conversion level. In my
system, with the DSP-3000 driven directly

arrow accordingly. (This explains the presence

from my preamp, the bit monitor rarely went

of Up and Down buttons on the DSP-3000,
rather than the single Parameter button on the
DSP-1.)

above its 13-bit base level; Ihad to turn the vol-

The instruction book is far superior to the
DSP-1's. Yamaha's manuals have undergone asignificant upgrading; they are now written in colloquial English (or something very close), and

ume far above normal listening levels to get it
into the 15-bit range. There was never any audible noise from the surround channels, so it was
nice to know Ihad at least two bits' worth of
headroom.
Just about everything on the DSP-3000 is

include material that used to be omitted. For

controlled electronically, rather than mechan-

example, the DSP-3000 manual clearly explains
the effect and use of each parameter setting, a

ically, including the power. Interestingly, the
DSP "remembers" whether it was on or off

topic the DSP-1 manual glossed over.

when unplugged, and remains on or off when

The styling has been upgraded, too. The sub-

plugged in again! This feature makes it conven-

tly curved contours and the tilted front panel

ient to power the DSP-3000 from aswitched

(I wish more manufacturers would do this, but

outlet on another piece of equipment (your
preamp, for example).

it's expensive) are strikingly handsome The top
and sides are covered with thick aluminum
132

This electronic power switching had some
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problems. My DSP-3000 (an early-production
sample that had made the rounds of reviewers)
seemed to work properly when Igot it, but a
question arose later 25 to whether it had asubtle problem. It went in for acheckup. There

to tell you about amajor oversight in my review
of the DSP-1. Imissed something really important about its operation. Every otber reviewer
missed it, so Idon't feel totally guilty. There are
many aspects of the DSP-1's and -3000's

was nothing wrong, but the unit came back
DOA, despite having passed the bench tests at
Yamaha. It simply would not turn on, either

behavior that have not been clearly explained
in any of the articles written about them, partly
because Yamaha has been remiss in supplying

from the front panel or the remote.
Any device that can be turned on remotely

technical data.

must have aconstantly live power circuit for

It seems that the DSP-1 and the DSP-3000
have two methods for modeling aroom. The

the remote-control receiver. Isuspected some-

first method is the obvious one: the processor

thing wrong with this circuit's transformer,

generates the required initial delays, then recirculates them to create areverberant "tail" for

since an ohmmeter reading revealed an "open"
power line. Curt Sidles,' head of Yamaha service, agreed that this was likely and felt it would
be agood idea to remove the board for an
examination.

the sound. The second method is just to generate only tbe early delays (those occurring in the
first 100ms or so).
The first sort of model sounds exactly as you

To no one's surprise, the board was cracked

would expect it to. Initial sounds (especially

in half, separating the transformer from the

transients) are followed by lower-level sounds

power line. Ioffered to repair the board myself

from other directions which gradually decay
to nothing; the rate of decay is inversely

(which surprised Yamaha; the ability to handle simple tools and asoldering iron must be
rare among reviewers), and aday later the DSP3000 was back in action.
I'm explaining this problem in detail because
there is aslight chance the same thing might
happen to your DSP-3000. The replacement

proportional to the reverberation time. The
sound of the second sort of model is not so
obvious; I'll discuss it later in the review. What
puzzles me is why anyone would want to model
aconcert hall using only early reflections.
A hint appears in Sound Field Creation, a

PC board was warped at exactly the same place
the original board broke, which suggests that

beautiful paperback that Yamaha sent me

many (if not all) of these boards are warped.

ational theory of the DSP-1, and shows how

Therefore, Idid not fully tighten the screws

the soundfield measurements were made. If
you have the DSP-1 or -3000, you should get

which hold it in place, fearing the stress would
eventually "do in" the new board. It appears

recently. (This book explains much of the oper-

that vibration from repeated shipping had

it.) On page 20 we read:
"In an ordinary concert hall, the most im-

cracked the board at its weak point.

portant reflections are those within 100ms

There's no reason to worry about what is

from the direct sound. The acoustic properties

only a potential problem. However, if you
move the DSP-3000 any distance, pack it care-

of the hall are represented almost entirely in the
response patterns [te, the directions of the

fully (always agood idea). If you own or buy

reflections] from the direct sound to 100ms and

the DSP-3000, you might ask your dealer to

do not change much after this range. On the

loosen the screws holding this board. It only
takes afew minutes, but make an appointment,
okay?

other hand, in churches, reflections are rela-

There are none so deaf as those
who will not hear

tions beyond the 100ms range.

Yours truly included.
Before going into the review proper, Ihave

tively small in this range, gaining energy with
time. Also, alocalized distribution is transformed to an even distribution over all direc"These differences create the 'hall sound,'
'church sound,' or the like which are, even in
the same category, subtly different according
to the acoustic characters of the sites."

ICurt Sidles is one of the nicest, friendliest people Ihave met
in an industry brimming with nice, friendly people. If lever
laid down my money for aYamaha product, Iwould feel very
comfortable knowing that the service buck stops with Mr.
Sidles.
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What Yamaha appears to be saying is that the
character of ahall is determined only by the initial reflections (those within the first 0.1 second); the reverberant decay doesn't count! This
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is obviously absurd, since agood concert hall
has adecay time of one to two seconds, even

come from the sides and rear, where it is less
likely to muddy the direct sound. Second, you

with an audience Most commercial recordings

would normally select areverb time sborter

are closely miked to prevent the hall reverb

than the reverb time of the recording, to com-

from becoming excessive (since two-channel

pensate for the way the processor "reverberates

recordings cannot correctly reproduce it), but

the reverb." (I emphasized this point in my

their sound still shows aclear reverberant "tail,"
however short.

review of the DSP-1.) Third, the Chamber,
Church, and Cathedral models include rever-

There is an obvious contradiction in claim-

beration. Why is reverberation such agood
thing for them, but bad for the Hall modes?

ing that the later reflections in achurch or
recital hall do count. The ear's fusion period
(the time during which reflections cannot be
distinguished as discrete sounds) is only about
30ms. The reverb time of even asmall recital
hall is 10 times this amount, so one would

There are times when you might want only
the initial delays. (In my review of the Lexicon
CP-I in ol.12 Nol, Icommented that its Small
Ambience mode was of great use with overly

expect the hall's reverberation to be audible—

reverberant chamber-music recordings.) Isee
no reason why the DSP-1 or -3000 couldn't

and it is. Indeed, the whole concept of rever-

offer achoice between full reverberation and

beration time is based on the fact that reverber-

initial delays only. I'll have more to say about

ation is audible and is both acoustically and

this when discussing the sound quality.

aesthetically significant. Yamaha's (apparent)

Idon't know why Ididn't catch this distinc-

claim that anatural-sounding hall model needs
only the initial reflections, and no reverberation, is incomprehensible.

tion. Ido know that Iconsistently used the
Chamber mode for its adjustable reverb time.

It is interesting to compare this sort of model
with Lexicon's reverberation models in the CP1. The latter have no initial delays; the reverberation builds up and decays without any dis-

Ifound that setting the correct time (as well as
the hall size) was the most important factor in
getting the synthesized sound to mesh with the
natural.
Another seeming quirk of the DSP-1 was its

crete reflections! Lexicon says they observed
this effect when measuring concert halls. Their

use of front rather than side speakers. It is well

observation is probably correct, and Iwill have

component in creating asense of space, yet
Yamaha seemed to be creating front reflections.
One reason for using front speakers, espe-

more to say about it at some future date. If you
remember your college physics, you may want
to work through this seeming paradox yourself. Just think about the difference between
ray tracing and wave optics.

known that lateral sound is the most important

cially mounting them on the wall, is obvious.
Japanese homes and apartments are cramped;
there is no room for side speakers. Sound Field

Sound Field Creation has amore detailed
description of the acoustic-surround programs
on p.58:

for reverberant sounds to the speakers them-

"HALL programs reproduce only early reflec-

selves, the DSP- 1and -3000 pan the sounds

Creation finally revealed the full reason for
front speakers: Rather than limiting the sources

tions, which are the essential element of con-

between the speakers so that they can come (in

cert hall sound. In these programs, classical

theory) from any direction around the listener.

music accompanied by reverberations already
in the master recording can be reproduced

This booklet shows how acombination of
delay and amplitude differences was used to
position sounds to the side. This didn't seem

with full clarity. If you want to add more reverberation, adjust the CHAMBER reverb level."
Now we have it. Yamaha is afraid that the full
reverberation will muddy the sound. Or, more
precisely, that any reverb added to the reverb
already in the recording can only make things
worse.

correct to me, and Idoubted whether it would
work. 3To test Yamaha's claims, Iwent to Pattern A of the Presence mode, and shut off all
but one of the delays. Ithen varied the DIR
(direction) parameter (there are 36 directions
at 10° intervals).

Idon't buy thi.s. 2First, much of the reverberation (as opposed to early reflections) should
2Ido.
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3It also has some serious technical errors: the author confuses
the live and dead ends in LEDE rooms, and incorrectly states
that aleft-side or right-side image can be created by feeding
equal- amplitude signals to speakers at the listener's side.
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Much to my surprise, it did work! Side im-

for the front channels. (The rear channels use

ages were slightly phasey and did not take a

16-bit linear conversion.) If CD is your primary

razor-sharp position, but they were at least as
good as those I've gotten from Ambisonic play-

program source, it is tempting to run your
player's bitstream through the DSP-3000; the

back. When Iheld down the INC (increment)

master volume control will then adjust every-

button to change the direction continuously,

thing.

the signal moved smoothly around_the room.

Icompared the "sound" of the DSP-3000

Yamaha's speaker layout does what is claimed

with that of my Denon DCD-3300, which has

for it. Oddly, this means that you don't have to

direct digital outputs. (The Denon used to

position the front ambience speakers in line

appear in Class B in Stereophile's "Recom-

with your main speakers. You could place your

mended Components.") The DSP-3000 came

four ambience speakers in arectangle, and sit

off second-best. Its soundstage was neither as

in the middle of that; the reverberant sounds

deep nor as wide as the DCD-3300's, ambient

would still appear to come from the correct

details were not so clearly revealed, and the

directions, even if the main loudspeakers were

overall sound had aslightly forward and "con-

outside this rectangle. (Note that there is no

fused" quality. The DSP-3000's converter is not

acoustic difference between changing the dis-

bad-sounding, but neither is it state-of-the-art.

tance of the main speakers from the front end

Iwould rank it in Class D.

of the rectangle and altering the initial delay of
the signals that appear at the front ambience

The sound of soundfields

speakers.) It's perfectly okay to put the front

Classical listeners will most often select one of

ambience speakers to the sides; just be sure you

the Concert Hall settings. There are 10 of these,

sit about halfway between the front and rear

arranged in five groups of two. (If you want a

ambience speakers.

sound that mimics aChamber, Church, Cathe-

Sound quality

dral, or Opera house, there are separate settings
for these. See the list in the specifications.)

After setting up the DSP-3000 and making

The Concert Hall modes are modeled after

rough balance adjustments, Isettled down for

specific concert halls whose physical proper-

alistening session. One of the first things I

ties and sound characters are described in the

noticed was abright, slightly steely quality to

comprehensive instruction manual. No names

the sound. The effect is to make even the direct

appear on the remote control, though one can

sounds from the front speaker somewhat brit-

guess afew of the halls by reading the descrip-

tle, even though they were not passing through

tions, and Sound Field Creation shows photos

the DSP-3000. This quality did not diminish
even when Iset the bandwidth of the ambience

and gives the names of some of the others.

channels to less than 5kHz.
Yamaha told me they had had similar com-

Apparently the managers of these halls do not
want the halls' names affixed to Yamaha's (or
anyone else's) product, for fear that any dis-

plaints from other users. In every case where
the dealer had visited the owner, the problem

might be transferred to the hall itself.

was caused by overdriving the DAC in the DSP3000. They suggested that !check the bit mon-

sound accurately described in the owner's

itor, but as Idescribed earlier, Iwas well within
the acceptable range.
As Iwrite this, Iam not sure whether or not

pleasure with the sound of the simulation
There is no question that each has adistinct
manual. For example, Hall B is described as
having a"powerful" sound, and you can instantly hear the strong reflections from the rear.

Ireally hear any added brightness. It may be

Whether you like the sound of these halls is a

caused by digital artifacts in the delay channels

different matter.

(unlikely, since the DSP-1 did not seem to have

All ten Hall modes are limited to early reflections only, with no reverberation. By them-

this problem), or it may just be my imagination
(more likely). Don't let my inability to make up

selves, early reflections create asense of space—

my mind on this point prejudice your audi-

but it is abland, featureless space. It seems to

tioning.

exist without physical causality, as if the reflec-

Before discussing the sound quality of the

tions appear "out of nowhere," needing neither

DSP-3000's soundfield, [should say afew words
about the pseudo-18-bit D/A converters used

walls nor other reflecting surfaces. The sonic
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effect is like staring at agrey, featureless wall.
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You can see it's there, but it's not very interesting or involving.
To this listener, the ambience created by

voice did not come off well; the effect was that
of amechanical-sounding reflection behind

early reflections holds all the fascination of

the listener. These effects do not prove that
delay-only ambience is "wrong"; they simply

watching paint dry. The comparable Ambience

indicate that there are some types of program

modes on the Lexicon CP-I are every bit as

material for which it is inappropriate, especially

boring, perhaps even more so. On both units,

when the material is "dry."

this delay-only ambience seems to "clog" the

Iought to digress momentarily to acknowl-

acoustic space around the listener; there is no
sense of depth to the ambience itself. To carry

edge the fact that Ihave not spent much time

the "grey wall" analogy further, ambience with
reverberation sounds like "layered clouds" of

(Like the Concert Hall models, they are early-

space, rather than a featureless expanse of

than satisfying on acoustic music that already

on the Presence models in the Yamaha units.
delay only.) Although Ifind such modes less

cloudy sky. (The English language is imperfect;

contains reverberation, they can be highly

my description somewhat exaggerates these

effective on studio-recorded pop or rock mate-

differences.)

rial that has little or no ambience. The term

Out of curiosity, Ilistened to the four ambience
channels by themselves. My opinion was unchanged: the modes with reverberation were
more lively and colorful, and projected more
of asense that walls surrounded the listener
(though not quite as well as the Lexicon's
Reverb modes did).

"presence" is apt; the sound takes on an immediacy, weight, and liveness that it lacks without the delay. Full reverberation sometimes
sounds "too-too" with such material.
Thinking that my own prejudices might be
affecting my opinions—I've owned almost
every ambience system since the original

Yamaha was kind enough to give me acopy
of their DSP-001 CD, which contains awide
variety of instrumental sounds (both acoustic

Audio/Pulse Model One—I decided to call in

and electronic) and voices (speaking and singing, male and female), all recorded anechoi-

programmers and ahi-fi semi-nut with abroad
taste in music. He is not easily influenced by

cally. Such arecording is amore critical test of
aroom simulator, because the recording does

ambience system (but is interested). (If you 're

a relatively unprejudiced outsider. Richard
Knoph is one of Microsoft's applications

others' opinions, and he has never owned an

not contain reverberation that could "fill in the
gaps" of asimulator deficiency Of course, this

interested, his home system includes Mark

disadvantage to the simulator is an advantage
to the reviewer: the simulator must stand or fall
on its own merits.

Unlike many audiophile systems, it actually
sounds good.)

Ilistened to almost all the DSP-001's tracks

with both the Lexicon and Yamaha systems,

(skipping over most of the electronic sounds)
with both the Yamaha and Lexicon, using the

beration modes of each. With both products,

early-delay and reverberation modes of each
unit. Both devices were exceptionally good at

Levinson electronics and B&W Matrix 801s.

Iplayed several orchestral recordings for him
using both the early-reflections and full-reverRichard preferred full reverberation. "It sounds
more like areal hall."

creating a"dense" ambient field, virtually free

Case closed? Maybe, but Richard is only one

of metallic coloration. Still, Imuch preferred
reverberation to delays-only. Reverberation

reader; there are 40,000+ others. How will they

sounds more like aroom, which is the whole
point of aroom simulator! The Lexicon did a

react? Isuspect their opinions will be close to
Richard's and mine, but there's no way to
predict.

better job of suggesting the presence of both
side and rear walls; one tends to hear only the
rear walls with the Yamaha.

should or shouldn't like. On the other hand,

The early-delay-only programs on both

hall sounds like If the DSP-3000 can generate

units worked fairly well with sources such as

both early reflections and reverberation for
recital halls and cathedrals, then it should be

Idon't believe in telling readers what they
Ido have apretty clear idea of what aconcert

piano or the singing voice that are sufficiently
legato to fill in the gaps between the discrete

able to do the same for ordinary concert halls

delays. Brief transients (such as astaccato series

of in-between size. Why these modes are not

of notes from a trumpet) and the speaking

programmed for full reverberation—or, more
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precisely, why the Chamber, Church, and

that sounds rather more like arecital hall than

Cathedral settings do include reverberation—is

the Lexicon's Small Hall mode. If most of your

amystery.
It's interesting to note that the JVC XP-A1000
(review to appear shortly) gives you achoice.
You always get the early delays and you can

musical diet is chamber music or organ recitals, you might reasonably prefer the Yamaha.

control the amount of reverberation added to
suit the source material. Yamaha's "any color

deficiencies of the Lexicon CP-I and the
Yamaha DSP-3000. It offers awide range of

as long as it's black" approach is disappointing, since the DSP-3000 has more concert-hall

room simulations and includes reverberation
in addition to the early reflections; the degree

models than any other room simulator.
The following lists, which summarize the

to which the reverberant "tail" of the recording

advantages of the Lexicon CP-I and Yamaha

looks like an excellent way to match the syn-

DSP-3000, may make things abit clearer:
Lexicon CP-1: 1) Easier to operate; fewer set-

XP-A10 is potentially the most versatile of these

The dark horse in this product race is the JVC
XP-A1000. The JVC promises to address all the

can be extended is adjustable. On paper, this
thesized ambience to that in the recording. The

tings and adjustments than the Yamaha; 2)
Choice of ambience models: you can have

products. It is also the least expensive.

early reflections or full reverberation with any

If the Lexicon and Yamaha units were the

of the three hall sizes; 3) Synthesized ambience

only room simulators available, Iwould lean
toward the Lexicon. It has significantly fewer

can be used effectively even in two-speaker
playback; 4) A wide range of additional fea-

room models than the Yamaha, but they are
slightly more realistic (in my opinion). It also

tures, such as "holographic" playback and Pro-

costs less and has arange of digital signal-

Logic Dolby MP decoding, not available on any

processing features that may be useful to some

other digital processor.

listeners. On the other hand, if Yamaha added

Yamaha DSP-3000: 1) More flexible; more
room models and more adjustments within

the weight would almost certainly swing

each; 2) Church and Cathedral models simu-

strongly toward the DSP-3000.

late avast space that is not available on the Lex-

There is areason not to rush, however. Room
simulation is in its infancy There are no objec-

icon; 3) Presence mode is programmable with

full reverberation to the Concert Hall models,

up to 16 separate delays from each channel, at

tive standards for accurate hall simulation,* nor

any direction around the listener; 4) All operating modes can be selected and adjusted with

can we predict the level of technology that will
be available in the next five years. The only safe

an on-screen display (if your TV has direct

prediction is that all these products will be

video inputs).

technically obsolete within two or three years.
Digital room simulation is not apanacea for

Conclusions
The Yamaha DSP-1 was amajor step forward in

abad system. If you aren't happy with the way
your system sounds, whip it into shape before

consumer ambience-synthesis systems. The

adding an ambience device. If you decide to

best previous unit was the Audio/Pulse 1600,
which paled in comparison, land the other re-

purchase one before Imake my "final" recommendations (final, that is, until some new prod-

viewers who raved about the DSP-1 and warm-

uct comes along), be sure your dealer has a

ly recommended it were correct in doing so.

liberal return policy. You cannot master any of

There are now four such products on the
market, each of which takes asomewhat differ-

these products in one evening; you need at

ent tack in simulating aroom. It is no longer
possible to state that one is categorically the
best. For example the Lexicon CP-1 offers only
three room sizes, but compensates by giving
amuch more believable simulation of aregular
concert hall than does the Yamaha DSP-3000.
On the other hand, the Yamaha has adeliciously reverberant Cathedral setting which the
Lexicon's Large Hall model cannot begin to
match. The Yamaha also has aChamber setting
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least a week to learn their operation and
familiarize yourself with the variety of effects
available. If you decide that the product is not
to your taste, you want to be able to get your
money back.
4None of these manufacturers have offered any proof that their
products can subjectively recreate a"real" acoustical environment. Yamaha's claim that the DSP- 3000 has "no room for
improvement" is apiece of crow that I'm sure will eventually
have to he eaten. Iasked David Greisinger tone of Lexicon's
chief designers) if the CP. Ihad "no room for improvement,"
and he laughed.
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MARK LEVINSON NO.20.5
POWER AMPLIFIER
John Atkinson

Mark Levinson No. 20.5 power amplifier
Monaural power amplifier. Specified output: 100W into 8ohms (20dBW); 200W into 4ohms
(20dBW 1); 400W into 2ohms (20dBW), all continuous sinewave power, 20Hz-20kHz, with less
than 0.3% THD (FTC). Measured frequency response: 3.5Hz-99kHz, -3dB at 1W output. Measured output impedance: 0.015 ohms at 1kHz. Input impedance: 50k ohms in parallel with 1.5nF.
Sensitivity (EIA): 141mV for 1W output into 8ohms. Voltage gain: 26dB. Power consumption: typically 500W. Dimensions: 17.5" (444.5mm) W x8.4" (212.3mm) H x22.1" (560.2mm) D. Weight:
65 lbs. Shipping weight: 90 lbs (40.9kg). Price: 611,500/pair. Approximate number of dealers:
54. Manufacturer: Madrigal Audio Laboratories Inc., P.O. Box 781. Middletown, CT 06457. Tel:
(203) 346-0896.
Some things are down to timing. When Madrigal's Mike Wesley visited Santa Fe just before
Christmas 1988 with this revised version of the
Mark Levinson No.20 power amplifier that I

at that time it seemed appropriate, therefore,
that the pair of No.20.5s should spend some
time in Larry Archibald's system, particularly
as he had been using the No.20 with the NŒ26

had reviewed back in Vol.11 No.5, Iwas in the

preamplifier for the review of Thiel loud-

middle of listening sessions for anumber of

speakers that appeared in the January 1989

loudspeaker reviews. Idid not wish to insert
aradically different power amplifier into my

issue of the magazine.

system halfway through those tests. Although

ary. Ihad finished my reviews of inexpensive
loudspeakers and introducing asignificant variable in the form of new power amplifiers

Idid plan to write areview of the amplifiers,
1Applying a-3dB correction for the halving of load impedance from the initial 8ohm reference. Ifeel that this gives a
more easily understandable notion of the manner in which
apower amplifier's output voltage drops with increased current
than not to apply any sort of correction. In other words, as
2 perfect amplifier will give the same number of dBW when
the -3dB correction is applied every time the load impedance
halves, the departure of areal- world amplifier from this paradigm is easily grasped.
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Well, time passed; it was the end of Febru-

would not be aproblem. "Uh- huh," was LA's
reaction. "I'm going to need the Levinsons for
the review of the Mirage M-1 loudspeaker in
the June issue." That was OK, Ihad anumber
of projects that Iwas about to embark upon in
which it would be agood idea to keep the
Stereophile, September 1989

amplification chain constant. Iwould listen to
the Levinsons at alater date.
Time passed; it was the beginning of June.
Iasked Larry if Icould come round and get the
20.5s. "Uh-huh. I'm going to use them to drive
the Quad US Monitors." Now this is very
untypical Archibald behavior. There must have
been something about the Levinsons that was
proving addictive.
There was. It was their sound—or rather,
their lack of any particular sound. Whatever
loudspeaker Larry tried with them, though still
imposing its own signature on the sound, the
20.5s seemed capable of producing asound
that always remained true to the needs of the
music. In fact, during alistening session at
Larry's that featured the humongous—and
horrifyingly poor —Altec BIAS 500s, Ijoshed
that even the poorest pair of speakers we could
lay our hands on would still sound at least
acceptable when driven by the Levinsons.

The new AP-4 board distinguishes the No. 20.5
from the No. 20.

Accordingly, we set up apair of single-unit
squawk boxes that had accompanied a"ver-

bers. Its rather reticent balance was more to

tical boombox" that Larry had bought for his

my taste than the more upfront presentation
of the later No.23. Design-wise, however, the

daughter Rachel. (Yes, he does love her, but she
had wanted something identical to the systems
that her friends owned—"Not hi-fi separates,
please, Dad" was the instruction. Larry almost
complied: he felt that replacing the truly appall-

20 could be best regarded as an evolutionary
development of previous Mark Levinson products. For example, the manner in which tran-

ing supplied speakers with the surprisingly

sistors on its AP-3 input and driver printed circuit board were thermally coupled would have

musical Boston Acoustics A40s would still con-

been familiar to any owner of an ML-7A pream-

form to the letter of Rachel's requirements.) We
set the squawkers up and connected them to

plifier. As aresult of the development of the
Mark Levinson No.26 preamplifier and No.23

the Levinsons.

power amplifier, however, the Madrigal design
team has worked on better methods of ensur-

Well, they were still dreadful: rather than a
continuous frequency response, the sound
consisted of aseries of isolated resonant peaks
with nothing in between. Yet ...
they weren't

ing good thermal tracking (as well as increasing
the circuit's basic linearity by, among other

as unlistenable as we'd expected. You could

sistors). Back-engineering similar improvements to the Na20 design has resulted in anew
input and driver card, the AP-4, which is a

even hear flashes of music.
Despite Larry's protestations Iremoved the

things, making use of cascoded bipolar tran-

Levinsons from his listening room and set them
up with the Martin-Logan Sequel Ils. Before

distinguishes the No.20.5 from alate-produc-

going into the details of my listening impressions, it would probably be agood idea to

tion No.20. (This card also carries an improved
controlled overload circuit that shapes the

briefly discuss how the 20.5 differs from the
original No.20.

waveform at the clipping point so that its content of high harmonics is minimized.)

Design & development

Owners of No.20s can, therefore, have their
amplifiers upgraded to No.20.5 status by having

The No.20, the first new Mark Levinson prod-

plug-in replacement for the AP-3 and solely

uct from the company since being taken over

their Mark Levinson dealer change the card
approximately for the price difference between

by Madrigal, was introduced in early 1986 and,
considering its $10,000+/pair price tag, has sold

plifiers with low serial numbers will require

in what Iunderstand to be relatively high num-

additional parts and labor to modify the six
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the two amplifiers—S1000/pair —though am-
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output-stage modules. (All the cards are connected to the mother board via gas-tight, Milspec, Varicon edge connectors.)
Afull description of the No 20's circuitry and

Source components consisted of a 1975 vintage Revox A77 to play my own and others'
15ips master tapes, aLinn Sondek/Ekos/Troilca

construction was included in my review in

setup sitting on aSound Organisation table to
play LPs, and CAL Tempest SE and Barclay Bor-

Vol.11 Na5; as the No.20.5 only differs in detail,
Idon't see that Ineed recapitulate that descrip-

deaux CD players. Line-level sources fed the
No.26 via lm lengths of AudioQuest LiveWire

tion other than to touch on the main points.

Lapis interconnect fitted with Madrigal's

The power supply consists of separate 600VA

phono-Camac adaptors.
First, anote on warm-up. In common with

toroidal transformer/35A rectifier bridge/
24,004F filter combinations for each unregulated voltage rail, positive and negative, with—

nearly all other high-end products—I say

unusual in a power amplifier—series-pass

"nearly all" just to protect myself against the
fact that if Ihad said "all," someone, some-

bipolar power transistors then used to regulate

where, would be bound to contradict me—

the rails to the bipolar output devices, which

the No.20.5 takes awhile to sound its best.

are run in class-A. As should be mandatory

Listening to the Kavi Alexander/Apogee recording of Arturo Delmoni playing solo violin

with an amplifier at this price level and with
this level of stored energy, full protection is
provided, and the No.20.5 is said to be burst-

music (Water Lily WLA-WS-07), the violin has

proof.
The 20.5 has two sets of inputs: inverting
and non-inverting via Camacs, and abalanced
input via aNeutrik XLR socket, offering three

when the amplifiers are first turned on, with

rather too much of arosiny edge to its sound
the image thrust forward alittle at the listener.
After 30 minutes or so, the violin both acquires
amore natural tonal color and moves back in

modes of operation. If the amp is required to

the souncistage to aposition just behind the

be used unbalanced, ashorting Camac plug

speakers. Perhaps 90% of the improvement in

(supplied) is inserted into the socket not used
to connect the other "half' of the balanced

sound quality occurs in the first 30 minutes, so
thankfully, the No.20.5 is not an amplifier that

input to ground. The output is via gold-plated

you should leave on all the tirne. Not only does
it consume around IkW per pair, it does heat

Fischer sockets, continuously rated at 50A,
which provide agas-tight connection.

up the listening room. During an unbroken
spell of very hot weather around the end of

The sound
The listening sessions broke up into two broad

June, with outside temperatures in the mid to
high 90s, the review pair actually put out

periods, broken by avacation (during which

enough heat in the height of the day that they

you won't be surprised to learn that the No.20.5s
found their way back to Larry's listening room).

turned themselves off. I'm sure that this is arare
occurrence, but it does reinforce the idea that

The first was with the No 20.5s driving the

the No.20.5 owner should not restrict air flow

Martin-Logan Sequel Ils, with the Conrad-

around the amps by, say, placing them on a

Johnson Premier Seven preamplifier. 15' lengths
of Monster M1000 joined the C-J to the Levin-

thick-pile carpet. The review pair were sited
on MDF Mission Isoplats, with the corners

sons, which were positioned next to the
speakers and connected with single runs of

sinks would have plenty of space below them.

Madrigal CPC speaker cable. Obviously with
this configuration, the 20.5s were being driven
in unbalanced fashion. The second set-up consisted of the full Mark Levinson lineup, with a

drilled to take spikes, so that the amplifier heatYou may have read last month my report on
how the No.20.5s made all the difference
between the Martin-Logan Sequel Il producing

No.25 phono preamplifier, powered by its own

rather athreadbare sound and one that, while
still alittle undernourished in the lower mid-

PLS-226 supply, connected to the No.26
preamplifier with unbalanced Madrigal HPC

warmed up, the review pair also drove the

range, became musically acceptable. Once

interconnect. The No.26 drove the 20.5s in

Celestions with an authority which Ihad not

balanced mode via 15' lengths of Madrigal HPC

heard before. Putting on the Adagietto of the

fitted with XLRs. Loudspeakers with this set-up

recent Bernstein/VP° Mahler 5(DG 423 608-2),

were both Sequel Ils and my regular references,

it was hard to believe that the full-bodied

the Celestion SL700s.

sound was emanating from such minuscule
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enclosures. The double-bass notes on which

added fuzz that overlays the sound to an extent

the slow string tune and harp arpeggios pivot 2

dependent on absolute level. As the music plays

were rich enough, even on the Celestions, that

softly, all is well. But as things either get louder
or more complicated, individual instrumental

the music's essential tension—those who only
regard this movement as apiece of syrupy

or vocal voices start to lose that individuality,

Romanticism are misinformed—communicates intact. And on the Sequels driven by the
No.20.5s, it would be hard to imagine how a

the whole starting to blend, much as they do
on all but the very best CD players. Ioften find
that this character reveals itself mainly over

subwoofer could add anything more.
Irecently stated in the magazine that Ihad

longer-term listening and then, more in the
way Ichoose what to play. If my listening diet

yet to hear acommercial CD of Elgar's Dream

starts to mainly feature chamber works, for
example, then this is astrong pointer that something is not right in the amplification chain.
With an amplifier like the No.20.5, however,

of Gerontius oratorio that approached the
sound that Ihad captured on aRevox running
at 15ips using the Calrec Soundfield microphone. Well, no sooner had that statement
been engraved in print for all time than I
bought acopy of the new Chandos recording

that diet swings strongly over to red-blooded
orchestral works, from Strauss, Sibelius, and

with the LSO conducted by Richard Hickox

Elgar, where the complex scoring is decoded
that essential bit more clearly. Slapping the RCA

(CHAN 8641 &2). Maybe this was one of the

budget CD re-release of the 1962 Reiner per-

first Chandos recordings to be mixed with the

formance of Strauss's Also Spracb Zarathustra (RCA "Papillon" 6722-2-RG) on to the 1L-m-

new Sony DAE-3000 digital mixer, said to have
much less of an editorial effect on the music
than the older DAE-1100 that they used. (I
almost used to feel that their "Worlds ahead for

pest, though organ pedal and double-basses
provide the weight of the low-C purr before
sunrise, it is the harmonics of acontrabassoon

clarity" slogan was only half right and that it

note that provide the higher-frequency outline.

should have added "if you can stand an associated brightness.") While not apurist record-

With either SL700s or Sequels driven by the
Mark Levinsons, this is perfectly apparent, and

ing—I note a central pair of microphones

when the timps belt out their tonic-dominant

flanked by wide-spaced left and right outrigger
mics as well as what appear to be spot mies for

proclamation, not one element of the background pedal is disturbed—just as it is in real-

the vocal soloists on aliner photo—this CD
definitely captures the sense of "being there,"

ity. Comparing this classic performance with
that of Gerard Schwarz (excerpted on The Sym-

which is something Iparticularly value but is
so often lacking from mainstream recordings.

phonic Soundstage, Delos D/CD 3502), the

And with the No.20.5 both allowing awealth

differences in the sound quality of the microphones used in 1962 and 1987 are quite appar-

of small detail to be heard without being

ent. 5Yet again, the contrabassoon can be heard

unduly spotlit—the way, for example, that
Elgar interleaves the two separate SATB choirs
in this work—and forcing an authoritative midbass balance from the diminutive Celestions,
the music communicates both more forthrightly yet more subtly than when reproduced
over "big" high-end speaker systems (within
the dynamic limitations of the SL700, however).
It is this ability to convince the listener that
there is apparently limitless power in reserve,

to "point" the texture of the pedal C, and the
timps neither interfere with this bass background nor are interfered with by it. This is the
sign of an amplifier with iron control over the
loudspeaker it drives.
Despite intensive listening, Iam forced to
admit that, apart from its ability to extract a
powerful bass performance from just about any
speaker and this musically honest presentation
of fine recorded detail, Iwas unable to detect
any degree of "character" in the midrange and

coupled with awealth of detail that is presented
in a musically natural fashion, that most
impresses me about the No.20.5. With lesser,
if still worthy, amplification, there is alevel of
2 Inote that, despite the vast improvement in DG's recent
orchestral sound, their engineers were unable to resist the
temptation to magnify the size of the harp
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3That agood engineer was at the wheel of each Zaratbustra recording is shown up by the Leontyne Price Four Last
Songs from 1973, included on the RCA CD. Her voice is unnaturally spodit, large, and forced, significantly subtracting from
any feeling of musical involvement. (Elisabeth Schwarzkopf.
on EMI CDC 747276 2, from 1966, is the version to get of these
most moving of all Richard Strauss's works, in my humble
opinion.)
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treble. The Na 20.5 seems truly to be a"non-

performance, without any particular weakness.

amplifier," in that what you hear is entirely the

And both its battleship construction and the

business of the recording, the playback system,

company's enviable record for reliability are

and the preamplifier.

important factors when choosing apair of

Perhaps careful comparisons with compet-

power amplifiers that cost as much as asmall

ing products would show up its signature. Isaid

car. But when the Madrigal design team get

at the beginning of the review that some things

round to the next revision, "Just alittle more

are amatter of timing. Particular comparisons
Ihad wanted to perform were to see how the

space around the soundstage, please," would
be my request.

No.20.5 compared with both the VTL 300W
monoblock, which is perhaps the finest-

Measurements

sounding tube amplifier Ihave heard, and

According to the specifications in the heading,

either the Krell ¡(SA-200 or apair of ¡(MA- 160s,
which are two of its closest solid-state peers.

the No.20.5 appears to be a"perfect" amplifier in that its output power almost exactly dou-

Unfortunately, the VTLs still grace J. Gordon

bles when the load impedance is halved from

Holt's listening room, where they seem embed-

8to 4ohms, and again when it drops from 4to
2ohms. On the test bench, the measured con-

ded in concrete. As Krell seems no longer to
want to work with magazines by submitting

tinuous maximum output power into 8ohms

review samples of their products, we bought

(actually 8.1 ohms) for a1% distortion figure

a¡(SA-200 at retail. Or rather, we are still in the

was 139.3W (21.4dBW). Into 4ohms, it raised
258.5W (21.1dBW), and into 2ohms, 410.5W

process of buying one at retail: having paid for
it, Krell appears to be so back -ordered that
actual delivery, which Ihad hoped would

(20.1dBW), which is not far removed from the
specification. (That these figures are alittle

occur in June, in time for this review to include

higher than implied by the specification may

the specific comparison, had still not occurred
by the end of July. As Isaid, it's amatter of

be due to the wave-shaping taking place as the
amplifier approaches clipping, which might

timing.
The only similarly priced (I use the term

allow slightly higher power to be reached for
anominal 1% THD figure-) Certainly this is one

loosely) power amplifier with the potential of
offering competitive sound quality available

powerful amplifier, with its almost perfect

in Santa Fe at the time of writing was the
$7000/pair Prodigy 150 OTL tube amplifier,

"voltage source" nature indicated by the very
small drop in the dl3W figure each time the load
impedance halves. Distortion levels were also

reviewed by Dick Olsher in this issue. Accordingly, Iset up both pairs of amplifiers with the

low, THD and noise measuring around 0.005%
across the band at a 1W output level with

Celestion SL700s and listened hard to what

Stereophile's new Audio Precision test setup.

they had to offer.

The voltage gain was almost exactly to spec at
25.9dB, 100mV in giving 1.944V out.

There is no doubt that the tube amplifier is
an excellent performer, particularly in the

For those who are wondering if the subjec-

reproduction of recorded space and ambience,

tive bass strength noted was afunction of a

as noted by DO. Compared with the 20.5, how-

high output impedance, this was very low
across the band compared with the Prodigy

ever, the Prodigy's tonal balance was definitely
on the lightweight side, low frequencies sound-

and other tube amplifiers, ranging from 0.012

ing alittle rolled off and the treble rather wispy,

ohms at 20Hz to 0.015 ohms at lkHz and 0.05

coupled with adegree of that added "fuzz" or

ohms at 20kHz (measured at an output level of

congestion at high levels. On the plus side, the
degree of spaciousness to the sound presented

gave no clues to the amplifier's tonal balance,

by the Prodigy was only just rivaled by the

this being ostensibly flat in the audio band,

Levinson. Using—horrors—the cassette copy
of the edited master tape of Stereophile's first
record (see full report in this issue), the sound

50e1V). The measured frequency response also

with alower limit of -1dB at 7Hz and -3dB at
3.5Hz. Interestingly, though the No.20.5 subjectively had aheavier bass than the Prodigy

of the hall via the tube amplifiers was just that

OTL design, the latter actually had greater LF

bit more true to what Iremember it was like
when listening to the musicians live. Overall,

extension (both, of course, were ostensibly flat

however, the No.20.5 presents amore balanced

top of the waveform shown in fig.1, which
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to 20Hz). This can be seen in the slope of the
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can be seen in fig.3. The response was just
0.2dB down at 20kHz.

Conclusion
In view of the non-availability to me of the
Krell and VTL power amplifiers at the time of
writing, this review should perhaps be considered more aprogress report than adefinitive
statement. However, there is no doubt in my
mind that the Mark Levinson No.20.5 is the
best amplifier overall Ihave yet heard in my system. Any sonic signature was conspicuous by
its absence, apart from the paradoxical fact that
Fig. 1 No. 20.5 20Hz squarewave into SL 700

loudspeakers sounded both more like themselves and had less degrading effects on the
music. Similarly, the No.20.5 allows orchestral
instruments to retain more of their own individuality when the scoring grows complex,
something that Iam beginning to demand from
amplification.
Enthusiastically recommended, the No.20.5
is atrue reference power amplifier—for the
rich. It wouldn't be too much to say that it enables any loudspeaker it drives to give of its
best ...which, of course, is the fundamental
specification for any power amplifier.

Fig. 2 Prodigy OTL 20Hz squarewave into
SL700
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manufacturers have all been raving about
the new Kimber Silver cables. We can
arrange for your home audition. Call us for
your nearest dealer.
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Fig. 3 No. 20.5 frequency response into 8
ohms
shows a20Hz squarewave measured at the terminals of the Celestion SL700 loudspeakers
when driven by the Levinson. Compare that
with fig.2, which shows the waveform when
the speaker was driven by the Prodigy. (Both
were measured at a100mV input level.) Ican
only assume that the quality of the 20.5's subjective bass response has more to do with the
incredible stiffness of its power supply.
Above the audio band, the 20.5's response
stretched to -3dB at ahair under 100kHz, as
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Conductor
Christopher
Hogwood
talks with
Barbara
Jahn

The Ancient Academy
& the Young Idea

A

lthough recognized in England mainly
for his work with bis own periodinstrument orchestra, the Academy of
Ancient Music (which celebrated its 15th anniversary in 1987), Cbristopber Hogwood's

activities in the States are more varied. Not

Philharmonic in the Hollywood Bowl was my
first experience of amodern orchestra. As a
result of that, other orchestras—the National
Symphony, Boston, Cleveland, San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Chicago, and St. Louis—asked if
Iwould come and work with them on Baroque

only bas be appeared as guest conductor with
some of America's major orchestras, but be

and Classical music, and we bargained our way

has recently accepted two official posts. !asked
him how this came about. ..

modern to make abalance of languages; that

Christopher Hogwood: Ernest Fleischmann

to aprogram that was partly this and partly
grew and grew until out of it came these two
regular jobs. ..
Barbara Jahn: Artistic Director of Boston's

rang up and asked if Icould do aseries of con-

172-year-old Handel and Haydn Society, and

certs in the Hollywood Bowl because Karl
Richter had just died. They wanted somebody

Director of Music of the St. Paul Chamber
Orchestra.

who could play the harpsichord and was happy

CH: Yes. When Itook over the Handel/Haydn

doing Bach and Handel. So Iwent, and the LA

it was asmall professional chorus with modem-
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instrument orchestra playing alot of early
music. We've now turned it into aprofessional
chorus with period instruments. It mostly gave
just concerts, but now we've started recording
for London/Decca —one record ayear. The
first is to be Haydn arias with Arleen Auger. I

But the biggest
stumbling block is
the Union's prohibitive
rules over
recording.

shall also record one record ayear with St.
Paul's—one of the best modern chamber

Ido think that kind of thing, rather than an

orchestras—and there, Ifeel, as Iam working
with amodem orchestra, areasonable amount

anthology of pretty pieces that aren't seen in
any kind of context, is what's needed.

of modern music should be programmed;

EtJ: }bu 've recently recorded the original ver-

that's what it's built for. On the other hand, it

sions of the Dvorák Serenades, B.52 & 7Z with

can play all periods; Ican do aBrandenburg
followed by Dumbarton Oaks, which is ause-

not only reintroduced asubstantial number

ful pairing.

of bars that were left out of the revised version

the LPO (London 417 452-2), and there you've

Bi: In aBrandenburg with an orchestra using

of the string serenade, but you've also asked

modern instruments, do you insist on amore

the orchestra to play in amore "historically

musically aware style or do you accept their
20th-century conditioning?

aware"fashion. Will there be some Elgar in

CH: They don't accept it themselves. Most seri-

CH: It would be very nice. People have this

ous orchestras now know that they should be

strange idea that modern orchestral style is

using another vocabulary. They ask you to
come and work with them in order to find how

have to listen to Elgar's recordings to hear how

close they can get to this. My first recording
with St. Paul's will be Stravinsky's Dumbarton

different they were. It's fun to point out to cellists in the Elgar concerto exactly what he

this style?

right for everything since Brahms, but you only

Oaks and Pulcinella. Ithought we might also

wrote, to get them not to overlook his clearly

put on some of the little bits and pieces, the
Pergolesi originals, that Stravinsky arranged for

annotated markings. Many people just go

Pulcinella, to make it aslightly didactic record.

strange thing is, people think that it's old-

BJ: So what you, and other autbenticists in

fashioned, but it's actually historical evidence.
Brahms's string playing style is not so far from

particular; are attempting to do is to educate

roughshod over many of the nuances. The

the public Imust admit, I've always thought

ours, but perhaps we should still insist that

of you as something of a teacher, especially

orchestras start using that language when they

when Iconsider your long-running radio program "The Young Idea."

play Brahms [laughs].

CH: Ithink if you are going to deal in museum

historically aware performance begin?

activities—that is, in music not written this

CH: Ithink it went in two stages. First Iwas'

Bi: So bow and when did your interest in

year—then you are going to have to relate it to

interested in playing Handel, Bach, and

the time it came from, to its different society,

Scarlatti on aharpsichord rather than apiano—

and that requires education. It also requires

that seemed right. Then, while Iwas at Cam-

careful programming, to give people the best

bridge University, England, studying under

insight into what was intended. Ithink the

Thurston Dart, other things became obvious.

instruments are part of this. A lot of my programming is slightly didactic. We were doing

That you could either play on a recently

aprogram last summer in Australia that was primarily put together for the bicentennial; it was
of music from 1788. So we played Mozart
alongside two of Haydn's Paris Symphonies,

invented, modern harpsichord, or you could
look for an historical harpsichord. In Cambridge you had both sorts available. At first I
was very firmly wedded to the modern one,
and then, gradually, because of Mary Potts—

and the attraction of that sort of scheme is that

who taught harpsichord playing from 18th-

it makes people think what else Mozart was

century source material on an 18th-century

hearing when he was writing the "Jupiter," and

harpsichord—it all slipped into place so much

conversely what Haydn wrote after he heard

more easily that Iflipped over to the authentic-

"Jupiter." So, there is alittle indoctrination

instrument side.

there, but it's never meant to be heavyweight.
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Then Idid alot of medieval music with
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Your records will sound better
and last longer.
Audio Advisor's New "Record Doctor" vacuum
cleans records... spotless! Only $169.95
You don't have to spend $300 or more to clean your
records right—liquid application and vacuum suck-up
New Record Doctor" exclusively from Audio Advisor
cleans records right for only $169.95

Get serious
Serious audiophiles ALWAYS vacuum-clean their records—for less surface noise and fewer ticks and pops.
Sound is clearer, cleaner,.. the music more natural. Your
amplifier doesn't have to amplify noise ,

Longer record life
Records LAST LONGER because your stylus no longer
pushes particles of dust into soft vinyl grooves. You pro-

The Record Doctor

tect irreplaceable, priceless LPs for years to come. The
"Record Doctor" pays for itselfl

rather rotate the records myself anywayl" (Expensive
machines have an extra motor to rotate records Rotate
them yourself and save')

Sucks up debris
Record Doctor's powerful vacuum sucks up fluid, safely
removing dirt, dust, grease and fingerprints. Debris is
sucked up. NOT picked up from one part of the record and
left on another.
"I can't believe how good my records sound

Record

Doctor gets rid of the grunge that was getting between me
and the music," says D.P.G ,Brooklyn, NY.
"You are right Record Doctor does the job just as well

You get the complete package vacuum machine, professional applicator brush, and cleaning fluid—all for only
$169 95 (220v version $189 95) plus $8 95 shipping 8
handling in US. Satisfaction guaranteed no other machine near this price cleans records better

Charge It! Amex /Discover /MC/ Visa

as an expensive machine: writes D.K. from LA. "And I'd

1-800-669-4434

New AR ES-1 'Table
Better than 'tables twice the price!
The best arm—it's adjustable!
Audio Advisor recommends the ES-1 with the new
PT-5 from Audioquest—a straight, medium-mass
arm with excellent internal wiring that matches well
with 'most any cartridge and is easy to adjust

Exclusive armboard option
Audio Advisor offers an optional metal armboard,
predrilled for your arm and custom-installed when
you buy the table The armboard couples the arm
rigidly to the suspension for dearer highs and tighter
bass The improvement is phenomenal
ES-1 with PT-5 arm $649.95 plus $14 95 shipping in the US

Add $34.95 for metal armboard

option ES-1 turntable alone, without arm. $419.95
Satisfaction guaranteed
Charge h! Amex /Discover /MC/ Visa

1-800-669-4434
Best-sounding low price turntable?
Stereophde lists the ES-1 in "Recommended Components". Vol
11. No 10, October 1988: "This is one low-cost turntable we can
heartily recommend" England's his Fi News called the ES-1 a
"masterpiece" with a "wealth of low-level detail" and "superb
imaging "No other low price turntable is more highly rated ,

audio
° 2_ a isounc
225 Oakes SW •Grand Rapids, MI 49503
616-451-3868 •FAX 616-451-0709

David Munrow in which you had to play instruments different from the normal orchestral
ones, and out of that, and the period with
Neville Marriner's Academy of St. Martin, it
dawned on us that we could put together some
of the people who played historical instruments to make an orchestral rather than a
chamber-music sound. So that's where the
idea of an orchestra came from, and that's
where Decca stepped in to give it some purpose. Iorganized it all and fixed it all, and got
the people and music together for the first few
years, and the provocation was really Peter
Wadland from Decca saying, "Why not try a
recording of unknown repertoire? wed like to
have something esoteric"-1 think that was the

People have this
strange idea that
modern orchestral
style is right for
everything since
Brahms.
our greatest artists playing Baroque and Classical music in gushing Romantic style?
CH: There is often agreat deal of musicality in
it; one can learn basic musical things rather
than historical things. But there is agreat feeling
that both technique and instrument are fighting

word. So we said, "What about Ame Over-

the music. A lot of music, like the average
Vivaldi concerto, wasn't built and can't stand

tures?" — never recorded, wonderful English
music written somewhere between high

up to over-inflation. It's like asmall picture that
is very focused in its original form; if you blow

Baroque and Rococo styles; Ame is aneglected

it up and make it grandiose, the bits grow out
of all proportion—you can't take it in, there is

composer who's worth promoting, so that was
the first thing we did, 15 years ago.
BJ: You speak ofplaying Bach and Scarlatti

too much space being covered and you can't
see the structure any more.

on the barpsicbord, the correct instrument,

EU: There are alot more 'period instrument"

but we bave other great scholars—I'm think-

orchestras springing up— tbe Orchestra of the
Age of Enlightenment, for arample which calls

ing particularly of Alfred Brendel—wbo go
into great detail, study the scores and writings

itself "London's unique period-instrument

of composers, write articles on them, but who

brc.bestra." That must be rather galling to you.
CH: No, not really, though Iagree that the

still play Mozart and Beethoven, after all their
scholarly research, on a modern concert
grand. Why do you think they choose to do
this?
CH: To some extent this is the language they
are brought up with, and the language their

ltade's Description Act could get them [laughs].
What they mean is they are unique as the first
orchestra that has actually been put together
by the players. They wanted an alternative to
the owner-directed orchestras. When the

audiences know—and it is, as you say, their
choice. Iwould listen to Brendel any day, I

Academy started Ipaid for it, Iorganized it, I

think he plays wonderfully. The only thing you
can say is that it is not the sound that Beethoven

what Iwanted. It never was so dogmatic of
course; Ilike avery democratic type of orches-

heard. Inever think it is very useful debating
whether Beethoven or Mozart would have

reckon they would like to select their own per-

liked it; they clearly liked what they did hear
enough to write their music. But Iam finding

conducted it, therefore it basically had to do

tra. But now that there are enough players, they
sonnel. But they also now have the headaches
of raising money, organizing concerts, getting

more and more pianists are moving, not away
from the Steinway grand, but taking on the

arecording contract, and choosing their own

Mozart piano as well. Paul Crossley is just talk-

wide range of conductors is avery good idea,
because at one time the English Concert was

ing about doing some 19th-century music on
a19th-century instrument, Malcolm Frager is
as well, and Keith Jarrett, whom I've done
Mozart Concertos with on amodern piano in
America, now wants to do them on aMozart
piano. They feel it's an extra thing that's now
available to them, and won't deter the modern
equivalent.
BJ: How do you feel wben you bear some of
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soloists and conductors. But their choice of a

always Trevor Pinnock, the Baroque Soloists
was always John Eliot Gardiner, and the
Academy was practically always me, although
we've tried to broaden abit by using Simon
Preston and Sigiswald Kuijken. But 1think it's
good that that sort of reason has become the
main ethos of this orchestra.
AJ: Are you pleased the others bave sprung up,
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Shawn Audio Comm, Richter Scale Series 117\

The New Richter Scale, Series III
More Features Give You More Bass Control
When we introduced the world's first half-octave bass
equalizer with warble-tone analyzer, laboratory-grade
measurement microphone and built-in electronic
crossover. it shook up the audiophile world. Finally,
speaker performance and room anomalies below 250Hz
could be effectively analyzed using warble tone, ahigh
resolution dB meter and a4-micron diaphragm back electret measurement microphone on aconvenient 20'
cord.
Well, now there is even more performance. The new
Richter Scale Series Ill has six half-octave ED bands (at

Plug-in modules allow easy adjustment from 20Hz on up.
Specs are astonishing, 0.005% THD and —120dB S/N.
You get a built-in 18dB/octave subsonic filter, nimble
reduction circuit, amplifier bndging and mono ham output
And our famous measurement microphone and warble tone
generator. And gold plated jacks no less All built in the
USA and backed with a guts> 5sear warrant> for $349
Write us for complete infortnation, Technical Paper 102
on Linkwiti-Riles, and the location of your mare«
dealer.

Auc»Control,.

223, 31.5, 45, 63, 9) and 125Hz). Its extremely sharp
24dB/octave programmable electronic crossover employs
Linkwitz-Riley alignment, a hitherto esotenc and incredibly
expensive design which provides flat amplitude response
with zero phase differences (lolling error).

22313 70th Ave. W.
Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043
Phone (206) 775-8461
In Canada call Evolution Audio 416-847-8888

We've written our own

with aspecial. limited-edition FM tuner that is even more musical
and more selective than the FT-101. (a performer that has
already established it sown reputation for rf and sonic excellence).
For more information, call us at 1-800-448-8490
MAGNUM

dynolab
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or are they rivals?

far as Ican see, stand up there and say "play this

CH: Ithink public demand exceeds supply,

differently because Iam Mozart and yesterday
you were playing Haydn." Ithink he was

because you have to plan so far ahead to get the
players. No, Ithink there is abigger and bigger
appetite for it. With people like Roger Norrington pushing more and more into the 19th century, bringing in more ideas, it is also using
more people, with the healthy result that now
you hear three orchestras give very different
interpretations on period instruments of the
same work; there was an impression in the

accepting the going vocabulary that these ordinary musicians would use for all the music put
in front of them. They played Dittersdorf and
Vanhal in just the same way What Mozart asked
them to do would be different from another
composer, particularly in opera where the
drama would be different in one situation from
another. But Idon't think there was this isola-

public's mind that if you were really going to

tion of Mozart's style and so-and-so's Mozart

be authentic to the last degree, all the perfor-

style—Mr. Brendel's Mozart style, Mr. Kempfe's.
Ithink these things grew up later, when agreat

mances would sound the same. They'd forgotten there was alarge space for human decision.
Bi: But you've spoken alot about the conductor imposing an inflated personality onto this
music
CH: Yes. The part that worries me is applying
the bigger idea of aheavyweight, individual
interpretation before adate when an individual
conductor took that sort of role. It's as unfair
in aHaydn or Mozart Symphony as it still is in
the language of chamber music; it's an assembly of people with acoherent style, playing the

range of people followed their own preferences. Ifeel it is putting quite acurtain between
the composer and the public to impose
another very strong musical personality who
will shape the music and then pass it on. It's like
atwice-digested meal.

RI: As aresult of the symphony cycles you have
undertaken, the Academy of Ancient Music
bas become acore ofplayers that divides into
Baroque and Classical ensembles. But it didn't
start out that way. ..

decisions made by the composer. There should
not be additions to the expression and interpre-

CH: That's right. We weren't doing Classical

tation, the heavily marked parts, that come

an orchestra to do primarily mid-18th-century

with the modern, maestro approach, where
everyone is aminion doing as he's told. Ithink

Baroque music; the split happened when we
were doing the Mozart Symphonies. There

that seems to be going against what the music
ever asked for, and, to acertain extent, Ithink

attached to the Baroque and didn't really want

that applies to the Beethoven Symphonies

to re-equip when it dawned on them that they

too. They still belong to the period when

would have to do so for Classical music. It

music to begin with. The thought was to set up

were quite a lot of players who were very

Beethoven beat time and showed expressively

hadn't been clear what the actual difference

what the music was doing. He didn't get out his
pencil and change all the bowings in the vio-

would be until we got to doing it, and then of
course there were quite alot of people, like the
clarinets, who were anxious not to stop with

lin parts, and he didn't put nice little glitches
here, didn't re-orchestrate the clarinets; you
know, all the clever, cosmetic work that goes

Mozart but to go on where they actually had

into aperson making aperformance sound like

something to play. So that really polarized the
two groups. But the pool has gotten even big-

his performance. Ithink that is definitely a

ger since we've been doing Beethoven, and it

vocabulary of interpretation for the soloist —
it's what makes solo playing different from

ing their living out of playing period instru-

chamber playing, and what makes that differ-

ments, but able to do Baroque and Classical,

ent from the grand-maestro type of orchestral
playing.

ble orchestra across the two. Some people have

means that the number of people actually mak-

is so large that we now tend to have afairly sta-

BJ: Isn't that purely because as acomposer

preferences—some of the cellists would rather

conducting bis own music be wouldn't need
to do these things to realize his own sound?

play gamba than cello in Beethoven and

mance out of the prevailing style; he would put

Brahms —so Itry to use those who feel most
at home with the repertoire.
Bi: Before you started on the Beethoven Sym-

the music up and encourage his players to go
fast or slow, and get it right, but he didn't, as

feel right on the instruments. Why was that?

CH: Well, Mozart wanted to get agood perfor-
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phonies you were worried that they wouldn't
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CH: Beethoven clearly writes beyond what the
instruments can do comfortably. He makes you
feel jolly uncomfortable. The difficulty is to
know whether you're feeling uncomfortable

Beethoven clearly
writes beyond what
the instruments can
do comfortably.

in the way he intended, or because you've got
it wrong. That's why we did quite alot of the

CH: Ithink you have to be careful what you

Haydn London Symphonies more or less
chronologically. We also played quite abit of

program in these places—there wouldn't be

Schubert, which acted as asort of control. It's
empirical in away, but the general impression
is that Mozart wrote gratefully for an instru-

any point in deliberately playing very intimate
music in alarge space. Iwould choose asymphony with trumpets and drums for avery
large hall.

ment. So did Haydn and Schubert. Beethoven
stretched the instruments almost beyond what

By: What about the problems of asolo instru-

they were then supposed to be doing. So, if you

piano in the Beethoven Concerti that you bave
just recorded with Steven Lubin (London 421
408-2)?

encase the operation in Haydn before and
Schubert after, you have agood idea of when

ment set against the orchestra, like theforte-

you are on the right track.

CH: Well, that's aproblem in small halls as well.

BJ: You 're now about halfway through the

BJ: How do you get around that?

Beethoven Symphony cycle, you've completed

CH: Play very softly [laughs]. You tone down

the Mozart cycle and now, 1believe, you are
going to record all tbe Haydn Sympbonies?

the tuttis and sometimes you play solo players
against the soloist, you reduce some passages

CH: Yes, that's anew Decca idea. We were
wondering whether to go further forward into

to chamber music. Malcolm BiLson likes doing

the 19th century but that is being well looked

instrument hasn't even been found for the
Mozart Piano Concertos yet. That's why I

after now. So, as the Mozart Symphonies had
such agood effect and the players could really
dig into the idea of Mozart for four or five years,
we thought Haydn over ten years would give
alot of solidarity. It gives you time to find

that. But it remains aproblem—and the right

haven't recorded any. Mozart used a pedal
piano, which he traveled with; abigger instrument with apedal keyboard like the organ's. It

players with aspecial feeling for Haydn, time

stood raised up, and this probably helped it to
sound abit stronger than it normally would.

to search out the right musicologists, all the
things you couldn't do without the weight of

can't play without apedal board as the notes

afairly big project behind you. And it does us
good to mesh in all those didactic and musico-

seen anyone use areasonable pedal piano.

logical bits.
BJ: You bave alove of opera too. Will you be
doing any more?
CH: Yes, I've done alot of Mozart and Handel
over the last ten years, and the plans at the
moment are to take Handel's Orlando on tour

Even in the D-minor Concerto, which you
go beyond the spread of the hands, Ihaven't
BJ: When 1spoke to Micbala Petri last year,
you badjust asked ber to give aperformance
with the original-instruments groupfrom Lincoln Center She was unsure that she would be
able to adapt ber style in playing on aperiod

around America next year, and then record it.

instrument. Have you come up against this
sort offear often?

Then we are starting aMozart scheme between

CH: No, because most of the instrumentalists

Ludwigshafen and England. First of all Ser-

Iwork with are already consciously in amode

aglio, then Clemenza di Tito, Magic Flute, and
some of the earlier operas, which will also be

that they consider suitable to period performance. Ihave worked with Michala in New

recorded. I'd like there to be more Handel
projects after Orlando—there is awonderful

York, with modem-instrument orchestras; she
had abeautiful style, played well in tune, and

amount of music waiting in the Handel operas,

Ispent most of the rehearsal persuading the

and they are neglected despite the fact that they

strings to play with a little less vibrato, to

are much more practical to stage and produce

respond to her sort of phrasing and performance. Isaid then that if she could find a
Baroque-pitched instrument that would suit

than oratorios, as they don't need achorus.
BJ: How do you cope with balancing periodinstrument performance in some of the buge
opera bouses and balls that you play in?
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her, she would have available to her an
immense range of historically minded players.
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But she didn't feel able to adjust.
BJ: You made your North American debut
with the Academy of Ancient Music in 1984.
What is your general impression of the earlymusic scene in America?
CH: It seems to be well off the ground. There's
agood festival in Boston, and I've been working with authentic groups for five or six years.

There are afew
cranks who say that
period instruments
are always out of tune.

antagonism between the two?

But the biggest stumbling block is the Union's
prohibitive rules over recording. None of the

CH: No, because I've always gone out of my

American groups can make astart with the

historical evidence, take notice of that if you

way to say there is no right or wrong. There is

backing of the recording companies because

like, but there's no moral obligation. The period

the cost of making arecord is four or five times
what it is here [in Britain]. It worries the players

style is in addition to the established sym-

to look in the catalog and see that, of the
authentic performances of Bach, 95% are

other. There are afew cranks who say that
period instruments are always out of tune, or

made outside America. So you have to get alot
of subsidy to make good the difference, which

sound thin, or precious, or horrid, and that
they prefer their Beethoven done by Bruno

is what we're doing in Boston, but they can

Walter. Isay, "Fine, you haven't lost that, but

phonic style, but it is clear that one affects the

only afford to do that sort of thing once ayear.

this is another possibility." Audiences will vote

In Europe they could make four records, have

with their feet. Icertainly think we haven't

amuch greater share of the market, more com-

done any damage, but there was one German

mitted players, better repertoire, and more con-

article that said after our Mozart Symphonies

certs as aresult of the recordings. So that is

that we were destroying Mozart, that he would

something that should be overhauled.

have loved his music played by abig symphony
orchestra, and we were wrong—we were the

BJ: In your work with authentic and modern
orchestras, have you come up against any

iconoclasts!

LMA Distributing Proudly Represents

The Ultimate Wish List...
• LM Acoustics Departing from provincial design
methods, the LM Acoustics Pisa Type 4 is an enigma in artistry and science.
Limited availability beginning in September at S2990 per pair.
• Dynavector Phono Cartridges From S195 to 51295, they're the best MC's
available today. Take advantage of our limited time offer to trade in or upgrade
your cartridge toward aDynavector.
• Muse Electronics Quite simply -making "High End" electronics affordable.
Unbelievable fit and finish_ JUST USTEN TO IT.
• Brasfield CD Players Employing the latest in Analog and Digital technology,
these players represent complete products both sonically and visually.
The Silver at 5995. The Gold at S2095.
• Powered Technology Products Super high technology products designed
to capture the imagination. Initially the PCMS (Powered Compact Monitor System)
will be available in October. Shortly thereafter anew interconnect "system" that
promises to change the face of everything we know about interconnect cables!
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Low Price Audio Accessories
Fluxbuster FB-1

RECORD DOCTOR
Vacuum-powered
record-cleaning
machine
110/100v
220/240v

(Bi Ruxbustw

Reg 39 95

.
_14995
220(2401, .... 209.95

Your records
will sound better and last longer'

ZTE.1
19 95
Signature 8m1 .1ACZ,
TLZ, XTZ
Call
8m, stylus
89 95
MCZ stylus 135 00

ACI Electronic
Stylus Cleaner

best eludid.

••169 95
189 95

GRADO
Cartridges

STYLUS CLEANER

Demagnellte your
MC cartndge tor

LAST
Record Care
01
02
03
/4

Power Cleaner 11 95
Preservative
14 95
Reg Cleaner
795
Stylus Cleaner

795
05 Stylast
16 95

SALE

Monster Sound Rings
IMPROVE
CO SOUND!

19 95

Magnavox CD Players
C013262 Player w/remote
COB582 w/new chip
CDB586 Changer/new clup

2Rings
5Rems
50 Rings

14 95
24 95
49 95

AO CD FEET

RECORD BRUSHES
AO or NG
VPI Brush for 16 5or 17

995
19 95

Energy-absorbing sorbothane
cD Feet (4)

19 95

Large Feet (4)

34 95

0,
Cartridge
Abgnment Gauge
24 95
á Counterteet

Styles
Force
Gouge

11/T Tip Toe without
wood screw
650
1172 Tip Toe ri/ wocell

POWER STRIPS

NOW IN 220V!

Wei
895
C-10 For Oracle Delphi.
lead Balloon. ARCICI
Oued Stand Sander Steen stands
895

HEAD
SHELLS

RECORD
MATS
AO Sorbothene
79 95
Sola Mal
129 95
Sumiko Acrylic
84 95

Samain 11S-12
29 95
A0-18
(LEST AVAILABLE
39 95

Torurnal Tm-781-1
SuperCleaner

16 oz
16 oz
32 oz
1gal
2gal

SuperS(ze

Nat, GrIlty "Aret' Reconl Cluner
6oz
14 95 16 oz
HAN Grill,
/
Plagier 12'
'6 oz
'gal"

11 95
39 95

Clean up your power!

Trupplits "ISOBAR" Lino Finira
ISOBAR-4-220 4outlet 220:240v
ISOBAR-6 6()dei 3stage httering
ISOBAR-8 8outlet 4-stage httering

1495
1295
16 95
24 95
'49 95
24 95

The Beatles
79 95
89 95
99 95

Tripette Power Raplatir':
LC-1200-220 4outlet 2stage 1200 wan
output 120v •'219 95 220v
"249 95
LC 1800 6millet 3stage for audio and edeo
1800 watt output
"299 00

Reduces
vibrations,
improves sound!

39

95

AR TURNTABLE
AR ES-1 turntable .
AR ES-1 with AO PT-5 arm
AR ES-1turntable 220 volt'
AR metal arrnboard
for LW. 913-300.
MUT
'34 95

LPs,CDs

Minimum Ortler 200v or
con please
Chesty NEW Jazz CDs:
JD1 Johnny Frigo ....
100) 14 98
JD2 Clark Terry
(cd) 14 98
JD3 Phil Woods
(cd) 14 98
JD28 Caram. Rio Alter Daia
(Ip) 14 98
JD29 [honte. Nonstop to Braid
(Ip) 14 98
Relerence Recordings LPs or CDs
RR-25 Nopma Plays Liszt
.(cdAp) 15 98
RR-26 Redheads. Jan
.... (cdAp) 15 98
RR-27 Fuller Plays Rameau ... (cdAp) 15 98
RR-28 M limon Sings Kern
(cdAp) 15 98
RR-29 Chicago Pro MusIca
(cdAp) 15 98
RR-30 Turre:' S.ngs Aden
.. (cd/ip) 15 98
MOBILE FIDELITY LPs

Protection and better sound

VPI BRICK

RECORD CLEANING
SOLUTIONS

••149.95
"199.95
— 27905

(los) 17 95 each
Sgt Pepper's. Please Pluie Me. For Sale.
Hard Days Night. Help. Revolver. Let 11 Be
Frank Sinatre Collection ......... (16 Ips) 299 95
Roi iing Stones Collection ---------(It 'ps) 299 95
Miles Dans Some Day My Prince .... (Ip) 17 95
Sheffield: Kodo Drums
(cd) 14 99
Moscow Sessions set
(Ip/cd)
Sheffield Track Record
(Ip/cd)
Wilson Audio Center Stage
(Ip/cd)
Grace Cathedral Choir .....
(1p/cd)
Beethoven/Enescu Sonates
(Ip/cd)
SWonderful Jazz
..
(M(cd)
Debussy & Brahms Sonatas
(Ip/cd)
Winds of War and Peace
(Ip/cd)
Proprios
CantateDomono
(cdAp)
Jan al Pawnshop
(IPs) 34 95 (cd)
Three-Blind-Mice Jan
(cd)
Antiphone Blues Jazz
(cd)
Opus 3
Test LPs 16 95 CDs
Eut Wind Jazz CDs
LA Four Going Home
(cd)
Pavane Pour Line
(cd)
Hank Jones Hanky Panky
(cd)
hamada Mun* Recordings:
HMC379 G Paniagua
Op)
HMC1050 La Folia Spagna
(Ip)
HMC7010 Mandel Water Music
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Reassessing
Furttviingler's
Beethoven
Mortimer H. Frank

r
--

eq
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies I, 3-9; Overtures: Coriolan, Egmont, Leonore 3; rehearsal of Leonore 3
Wilhelm Furtwangler, BP° (1, 3, 5, 6, '. 8. Coriolan);
VPO (4, Egmont, Leonore 3); Philhamionia Orchestra
(9): Stockholm Concert Society (Rehearsal); Elisabeth
Schwarzkopf, soprano; Elsa Cavelti :contralto; Ernst
Hâflinger, tenor; Otto Edelman, baritone; Lucerne Festival Choir (9)
Rodolphe 32522.24 (3 mono CDs only). ADD. TT:
6:22:30

these releases range from mediocre to appalling. This new Rodolphe set of eight Beethoven
Symphonies, however, adds dimension to Wilhelm Furtwängler, one of the most controversial and commanding conductors of our
century.
That this set easily outclasses the shoddiness
of many previous live-Furtwângler produc-

ith the European copyright laws

tions is suggested by the endorsement it has
received in an accompanying note from the

applying to presentations and broad-

conductor's widow, in which she damns the

casts of concerts being far less restric-

"clandestine copies" of her husband's concerts

tive than in the US, aspate of live performances on CD has been reaching this country

that "rendered impossible any appreciation of
the artistic interpretation." Let it be said im-

from the other side of the Atlantic. In many
instances, the musical and sonic quality of

come close to today's technical standards, they
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mediately that if none of these recordings
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remain, in general, remarkably fine when judged
against the standards of their time (1944-54).
Timbres are reasonably true, presence often
astonishing, with tape hiss and distortion usually minimal.
And there is another technical accomplishment here that requires comment: compress-

Furtwangler at the beginning of the Beethoven
Ninth?" "I walk around my stool six times and
then play."
It is also often claimed that Furtwangler
was ametaphysical musician who read deep
philosophical meaning into the works he
directed. This supposedly set him apart from

ing more than six hours of music on three CDs.

lbscanini, who, many believed, was concerned

This feat involves no great innovation; indeed,
it is so easily accomplished, one wonders why

with music only as music. Yet listening to the

it was never applied to LPs as well. Specifically,
it involves encoding separate signals in the left
and right channels, doubling, in effect, the
playing time of each disc.'

rehearsal excerpt included here reveals that
Furtwangler—very much like Toscanini —was
all business and aconsummate professional in
working with an orchestra, talking minimally

Technology aside, the main interest here is

and concerning himself with rhythmic precision and other purely musical matters. Furt-

Furtwängler. During his career, which ended
with his death in November, 1954 at the age of

wângler's tempos, to be sure, have almost
always been thought to be notoriously slow,

68, the German conductor's Beethoven was
often compared to Arturo Toscanini's, not
so much as aresult of similarities in their approaches to the composer as because of the
apparent number of differences that separated

the ostensible antithesis of Toscanini's notorious speed. Such generalizations, if sometimes
accurate, often fail to hold up. Indeed, some of
Furtwângler's tempos for Beethoven, both in

their respective interpretive styles. Each had

his familiar studio recordings and in these live
performances, are faster than Toscanini's. The

his followers who passionately condemned the

essential point is that both of these extraordi-

"sins" of the other side The absurdity of such

nary conductors had styles that were too

myopic either-but-not-both viewpoints is
reflected in Toscanini's admiration for Furt-

sophisticated and complex to be simplistically
inscribed on the head of apin. And both, like

wângler's musicianship, an admiration that

many other distinguished musicians, became
more interesting, animated, and improvisa-

prompted the Italian in 1936 to recommend
Furtwângler to be his successor as Director of

tional performers with an audience behind

the New York Philharmonic, an appointment

them, as this Rodolphe set cogently illustrates

that Furtwângler turned down.

for Furtwângler.

Perhaps the differences between the two
were not so great as is sometimes thought.
Granted, Toscanini demanded precision and
would not tolerate the imperfect ensemble that
Furtwângler sometimes let pass. In part this
imprecision sprang from the German conductor's almost ludicrously vague beat. An often

These performances reveal two key facets
about Furtwangler: First, he never clung to a
single interpretive viewpoint. He constantly
revised his conception of how awork should
be played. Second, for all of the greater freedom and improvisational character of his live

two double bassists in the Berlin Philharmonic:

performances, his seeming spontaneity may
not have been as spur-of-the-moment as one
might think. Rhythmic adjustments that appear

"How do you know when to come in with

improvisational in one Furtwangler perfor-

repeated story involves this exchange between

mance are repeated in another, sometimes in
1Obviously, this technique can be used only with monaural
sources and requires some adjustment in playback. For someone like me, whose pre-amp permits sending either the left or
right channel to both speakers, the adjustment can be made
by simply turning aknob. Those without this convenience will
have to use aY connection that will enable sending either left
or right channel of the CI) player to both left and right inputs
of the amplification stage. Admittedly, this is abit awkward,
but insignificantly so in the light of being able to reduce by half
what the cost of these performances would otherwise be. My
only reservation, and it is avery minor one, is that in acouple of instances, when the music was especially soft, seepage
from the mute channel was barely discernible, akin, in effect,
to the kind of crosstalk one used to get with early quarter-track
open-reel tape machines But this seepage was never sufficiently extreme to interfere with listening pleasure.
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identical fashion, other times to greater extreme. The freedom that stamps Furtwângler's
Beethoven did not grow so much from whim
or impulse as from carefully thought-through
decisions. Beyond such generalizations, the
best approach to these live performances is to
consider each on its own. (Except where
noted, no exposition repeats are observed.)
Sympbony /: Drawn from what Ibelieve was
Furtwângler's last concert (September 19,
1954), this performance, from the imprecise
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kerplonk of its opening chords and its gener-

score. An exposition repeat is observed in the

ally expansive tempos, echoes the conductor's

finale.

1952 studio effort. This is not areading for the
collector seeking abubbly, high-spirited view.

Symphony 5: Put simply, this is one of the

Yet Furtwangler's conception is hard to dismiss,

most compelling, emotionally kinetic accounts
of this warhorse that Ihave ever heard. Cer-

especially in its unorthodox first movement,
where, from the harmonically ambiguous

tainly it is the finest statement of the score from
Furtwangler that Iknow, one that easily sur-

opening to the emergence of the first major

passes his three studio efforts (1926, 1937, and
1954), as well as his highly praised BP0 live

theme, the conductor suggests what the Germans call Wkrden, the act of becoming. In this
regard, he reminds us that this first Beethoven
symphony is far closer to his last than we sometimes think. Still, given its very broad pacing,
his performance is for those with specialized
interests or tastes. An exposition repeat is
observed in the finale.

performance of May 27, 1947 released by DG,
with which this performance with the same
orchestrafrom but two days earlier should not
be confused. In addition to its vastly superior
sound, this May 25 account features firmer
rhythmic control and amore impassioned yet
better disciplined finale. This is avery free read-

Symphony 3: Of all the live Furtwängler

ing, marked by many changes of tempo, impo-

accounts of the "Eroica" to circulate, the tautest
is a 1944 VP0 performance once available

sitions of Luftpausen, and an occasional imprecision in the ensemble that may bother those

(pitched ahalf-tone sharp) on aibmabout LP.

concerned with technical perfection. And in

This Berlin effort ofJune 20, 1950 features the

theory at least, it is not how one expects awork

same tempo modifications found in Furtwânglees familiar studio effort of 1952, but with

of such quintessential Classicism to be played.

even more marked contrasts. For many, the
approach may seem too eccentric, but the

tended and separated from the main body of
the movement, yet this distension, almost
miraculously, is made to sound natural. The

weight of the orchestra, the pull of the bass line
that italicizes harmonic motion, and the sheer
conviction of the conception, often carry the

The famous opening motif, for example, is dis-

expansion of the tempo at the close of the sec-

day. Those who prefer the tauter, leaner style

ond movement has atouching tenderness few
other conductors match, and at many key

of such eminences as lbscanini, Szell, and Karajan (in his most recent DG effort) will not find

points Furtwängler clarifies the music's harmonic pull as no one else has. The commit-

this reading to their taste. Others, however, may

ment, passion, and triumphant power of this

be fascinated. Technically the BP° of 1950 still
seems something of awar-torn ensemble, the
horns, especially, being poopy. Furtwânglees

performance are riveting, and anyone who
doubts Furtwângler's greatness may well
change his mind after hearing it. This perfor-

1952 studio effort with the VPO—well- recorded and much more precisely executed—

mance is also available on asingle CD from

remains abetter introduction to his way with

color and enervates force. A first-movement

this score. The finale of this live performance,

exposition repeat is observed.

unfortunately, is split over two discs.
Symphony 4: Here is aperformance (from

Symphony 6: This performance, from the
same concert as that of Symphony 5, differs lit-

September 4, 1953) in which reverberant and

tle from Furtwângler's familiar studio effort of
1952, save for some more radical gear shifts,
most of them in the finale. This is not the

distant sound works against amore judiciously
paced account of this score than Funwângler's
only studio effort (1951). The outer movements
have abit more swing and élan, and there is a

Fonit-Cetra, but with inferior sound that veils

grandly architectural "Pastorale" of Toscanini,
and Furtwangler, unlike the Italian conductor,

playfulness one does not often encounter from
the conductor. But significant bassoon passages in the outer movements are blurred, and

equates Beethoven's joy at arriving in the coun-

the distant timpani in the second movement
weaken the effect of Beethoven's miraculous

account deeply affecting. Again, the perfor-

try more with repose than with exuberance.
Those of similar persuasion may find this live
mance sounds better here than in an earlier

enharmonic recapitulation. Nevertheless, this

Fonit-Cetra edition. The essential third-move-

performance makes clear that Furtwängler was

ment repeat is observed.

not necessarily astodgy interpreter of this
Stereophile, September 1989

Symphony 7: Drawn from aconcert of April
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14, 1953, this performance was issued about

close. But two key differences set this later

two yeas ago by DG in sound that offers a

effort well above its Bayreuth predecessor:

slightly sweeter, more natural string tone, but
suffers (albeit not seriously) from electronically

superior sound and the superior execution of
the Philharmonia orchestra, at the time, per-

imposed reverberation that blurs some detail.

haps, as fine an ensemble as any in the world.

The clearer focus of the Rodolphe release
throws Furtwângler's rhythmic pointing of the

As aresult of the better sound, Furtwâng,ler's

first movement's dactylic backbone into
sharper relief. And it is such pointing that,
despite aslower tempo, gives this performance

care in voicing and in clarifying contrasted
orchestral choirs are far more apparent. Note,
for instance, the opening of the second movement, where, in measure six, brass are well-

greater energy than Furrwângler's slightly faster

defined rather than, as in the Bayreuth version,

studio effort of 1950. The second movement

diffused. Note, too, the vastly superior horn
playing in the third movement. Istill feel that
the conductor's tempo for the opening move-

comes perilously close to being adirge, yet
retains its alla breve character; the third, its
slow trio notwithstanding, crackles with ani-

ment is far too broad to sustain tension, but

mation, and the finale is asurging bacchanale
that remains unbridled without racing out of

those who disagree should find this performance especially compelling. Of greater

control, the crucial pedal-point in the coda
well-defined. In sum, asomewhat idiosyn-

importance, of all the Furtwângler 9s to have
circulated, this one—despite afew instances

cratic reading, but powerfully animated.

of imprecise chording and Otto Edelman's intonation problems in his opening recitative—

Symphony 8: Derived from the same concert
as 7, this performance was coupled with 7on

remains the best played and thus the one that

one DG CD. As with 7, the DG sound is sweeter
but ever-so-slightly veiled in phony reverberation. And the Rodolphe release confirms

best conveys Furtwângler's intentions. Imight
add, though, that the conductor led another

something suggested in the earlier DG edition,
specifically that either an error in the ensemble
or arepeat at the end of the first movement's

performance of 9with the same forces on the
previous day, the finale of which is preserved
in even better sound on aRelief CD. It would

exposition has been excised from the master

be interesting to have that performance in its
entirety.

tape. This is one of three Beethoven symphonies for which Furtwängler left no studio

reproduced, are amixed bag interpretively.

recording (the others are 2and 9, the former
surviving in only one Furtwängler performance, issued by EMI). Like the conductor's
Stockholm account of 8(also issued by EMI),
this one, if much better sonically, remains
rather quirky. A few awkward Luftpausen are

The three overtures, none especially wellEgmont (September 4, 1953) is abit lacking in
shape, but boasts some very pointed voicing
and athrilling coda, traits that set it well above
alive 1947 Furtwâng,ler account released by
DG. Coriolan (June 2, 1949), though faster by
afull minute than astudio recording made by

imposed in the first movement, and the second

Furtwângler two years earlier, is less forceful,

movement is stiff and humorless. But Furtwingler does convey the music's grandeur, one

an effect that may be rooted in the poor sound
of this live version. Leonore No.3 (May 2, 1944)

might say the bigness of what is often miscon-

is awild affair, far faster and more freewheel-

strued as a"little" symphony. Doubtless not
for everyone, this reading may attract those

ing than anything one is likely to hear today, the
coda sounding as if it were driven by rocket

who collect Beethoven performances and welcome a slightly unconventional but aptly

ity seeps through the frenzied pacing.

brusque account.
Symphony 9: Those familiar with Furtwânglees official recording of this score, the 1952
live Bayreuth performance first issued here by

engines. The Vienna echo blurs whatever clarTaken as awhole, this set may not be for
everyone. Clearly it is not for those who want
the best sound. But it provides an illuminating
walk into history. In an age when we are hear-

RCA and then by Angel/EMI in anumber of edi-

ing agrowing number of faceless Beethoven

tions, will find this one, from August 22, 1954,

performances, those offered here serve as a

remarkably similar in the exceptional breadth
of its first and third movements and the superbly paced finale, marred only by a frenetic

reminder of the personality and intensity that
stamped the work of Wilhelm Furtwângler.
Would that his like existed today.
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An ORCHESTRA
in your LIVING ROOM?
If this is supposed to be the age of communication, why aren't people communicating? If
we can bounce aTV show off asatellite into the
Soviet Union, or send an architectural plan
along with the designer's signature from New
York to London in 30 seconds by facsimile,
why the hell haven't we been able to explain
to the Great Unwashed what high-end audio
is all about?

ANECHOIC ORCHESTRAL MUSIC RECORDING
Music and Test Signals for Evaluation of Room Acoustics
Mashahiko Enkoji, Osaka Philharmonic Orchestra
Denon CI) PG-6006 (CD only). Katsuhiro Tsubonou,
Yoshiharu Kawaguchi, dirs.; Norio Okada, Katsuhiro
Miura, engs. DDD. TT 58,42

The thing that triggered this rhetorical question was arecent newspaper column in which
the writer, asupposedly knowledgeable classical music critic, peremptorily dismissed highend audio with the flippant observation that,
while audiophiles might think it nice to have

fact, an orchestra in your living room might
sound like? Ponder no more; now you can
hear it with your own ears, from this unique
Denon CD.
The recording was made in anormally reverberant concert hall —Minoo Civic Hall, in
Osaka, Japan, to be precise. But the orchestra
was entirely surrounded by an acoustically
absorptive enclosure, like aheavy closed-top
stockade, specially constructed for this project,
which absorbed most of the direct sounds of
the instruments and suppressed any leftovers
that might return from the hall to the mikes.
Because the recording was intended to illustrate other things too, like the sound of different mike techniques including multimiking, all
the selections were recorded on a32-track Mitsubishi digital deck so that every version of the
same musical selection would be of the same
performance.
So, what does an anechoic orchestra sound
like? To most Stereopbile readers, it will sound
like nothing they have ever heard before, and
I'm willing to bet they'll hate it. The instruments
sound raw, thin, and as cold as acadaver's cuddle

J. Gordon Holt reviews amost unusual recording
an orchestra in their living room, be certainly
wouldn't! He would probably be surprised to
learn that high-end audiophiles agree with
him. High fidelity in two channels is not and
never has been endeavoring to bring the orchestra into the living room; it is trying to transport the listener into the concert hall.
There's adifference The fact that the average
living room isn't big enough for afull symphony orchestra would immediately preclude
any pretense of realism, and an orchestral fortissimo within the confines of your own four
walls would probably peak out at close to an
ear-shattering 110dB! No, what high-end stereo
is trying to do is to open up the end of the
listening room so that it becomes, in effect, a
very large window on the concert hall. While
the space behind the listener is his listening
room, the space before him is the performing
space where the recording was made.
But have you ever paused to ponder what, in

Stereophile, September 1989

To those who play professionally in asymphony orchestra, this will evoke memories of
playing in one of those infamous halls which
soak up everything, returning no sound to the
players.,But those of us who've been around
long enough to remember the first electrical
recordings will be most familiar with these
anechoic cuts, because—except for the stereo,
the very wide frequency and dynamic ranges,
and the absence of hiss and crackles—early
electricals are almost exactly what these sound
like.
The musical fare on this CD ranges from
Mozart through Beethoven to Bruckner and
Debussy, and each selection is first presented
anechoically, then with electronically synthesized reverb simulating three well-known performing (and recording) halls of various sizes
and characters: the neutral but lively Musik1London's Royal Festival Hall is one such.
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vereinsaal in Vienna, the warmish but tidysounding Amsterdam Concertgebouw, and
Boston's succulently lush Symphony Hall.
The producers of this disc recognize, and
explain in the booklet notes, something that
few record listeners have probably even thought
about: The earlier the (instrumental) music, the
drier the acoustic it needs. This is probably just
because agood composer scores for the hall
as much as for instrumental sonorities, and the
later the music, the larger the orchestras and
hence the bigger the performing spaces. (The
exception was early choral music, which was
usually performed in vast stone cathedrals with
a3-minute reverb time.) Only with Stravinsky
did symphonic music once again start to benefit from adrier, rawer sound than was appropriate for the big, romantic symphonies and
tone poems of Tchaikovsky, Rachmaninov, and
Dick Strauss.
Unfortunately, none of the halls represented
here is that different in size from the others so
as to give areal demonstration of inappropriate
acoustics. Their reverberation times are not
widely different, and Symphony Hall actually
has asomewhat shorter RT-60 2than the other
two, even though it doesn't sound that way.
They all sound magnificent, as befits three halls
with such reputations, but there is no question
that the later, more romantic music sounds better in the larger halls. Icould not judge the success of the Vienna hall's simulation, because
Ihave heard few recordings made therein, but
Ihave been listening to the recorded sounds
of the Amsterdam and Boston halls since Iwas
ateenager, and their simulations sound spookily like them. (Even in pre-stereo mono, each
of these halls had its unique, unmistakable
sound.)
What was surprising was how much these
synthesized simulations sounded like the original halls. What was amazing was that the simulations were not done by recording and analyzing the actual soundfield in those halls, but by
measuring the dimensions and absorption
coefficients of the interior surfaces of those
halls and plugging the data into acomputer
program. Essentially, they were done from
what could have been an acoustical engineer's
specifications for three hypothetical halls, the
only difference being that, in this case, the halls
actually exist. And if that doesn't have some profound implications, Idon't know what would!
Programmatically, this is dull listening fare.
Aside from some educational value, one can be
forgiven for wondering what purpose arecord-

ing like this could possibly serve. 3Denon suggests that the anechoic recordings, presumably
when reproduced by fallible audio equipment,
would be useful for evaluating the suitability
of auditoria as orchestral venues. And there are
additional test signals—frequency sweeps,
combination tones, pink noise, noise bursts—
that might provide some further enlightenment
to an acoustician. But asection on mike technique, while highly informative for those who
have never done serious recording, strikes me
as being of questionable relevance to the program as awhole. And ademonstration of how
much easier it is to follow amusical score in the
absence of reverb seems like nothing more
than apromotional pitch for Denon's anechoic
recording service, perhaps for the benefit of
music schools. Certainly, it could hardly be
considered training for concert-hall listening.
At 32 pages in English, the jacket notes are
copious but embarrassingly inept. The Japlish
is formidable and the English is riddled with
misspellings and fractured syntax, but worse
is the poor organization and the informational
inaccuracies. For example: 1) illustrations and
tables, all at the back of the booklet, aren't
arranged in the order of the references to them;
2) the so-called A/B mike setup, which is supposed to use two widely spaced omnidirectional microphones, is described as a"singlepoint" technique. It isn't. 3) The ORTF setup,
which is supposed to use an angled pair of
cardioid mikes spaced about 6" apart, is also
described as "single-point." It isn't either. This
sort of thing is inexcusable.
How, Icontinue to wonder, can the Japanese,
whose home-electronics design, manufacturing, and marketing skills are legend, be so
blithely unconcerned about the impression
conveyed to consumers by their documentation that they can't even be bothered having
an American high-school kid proofread the
stuff before it's printed? Maybe they've seen all
those articles about how illiterate Americans
are, and assume no one will notice how illiterate their instruction manuals are. Idid. Iam confident others will too.
For the audiophile and the recording engineer, Denon's Anecboic Orchestral Music Recording is interesting and informative, but
hardly entertaining. For the symphonic-record
producer, it may facilitate (and could certainly
reduce the cost of) the discovery of new recording locations—something that is becoming increasingly critical as cities grow noisier
and grand old concert halls and opera houses

2RT-60 is the number of scconcis required for reverberation
to decay to 60dB below the loudness of the sound that caused
it.

As a source of test material for evaluating ambience synthesizers (such as the Yamaha DSP-3000 reviewed by BS in this
issue), this CD would appear to be both invaluable and unique.
—JA
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are being trashed to make room for more yuppie boutiques. But to me, the most important
point made by this recording is that it is now
possible for acomputer program to predict
what aproposed performing hall will sound
like before they've even bought the real estate.
If something like this had been around in the
'60s, the sorry saga of Avery Fisher Hall might
never have happened.
The second lesson to be learned from this
recording—the one with "profound implications" —is that the acoustics of an orchestra
hall may no longer be of great importance. It
could be made to be completely anechoic, and
the sound of any hall could be plugged in later
(in"post-production"), as desired. The orchestra members would hate not being able to hear
the hall talking back to them, but what do they
matter? They just manufacture the raw materials that virtuoso producers sculpt into the
glorious sound of music.
This disc, by the way, is billed as one of
Denon's "Pure Gold Collection" CDs. Like
Mobile Fidelity's Ultradiscs, this has agold
reflective layer rather than the usual aluminum
one. But Icontinue to doubt that it's worth the
extra cost ($49.95 for one disc). The CD system incorporates powerful error correction,
which virtually ensures signal integrity except
in the unlikely event of acomplete surface

breakdown. (Early video laserdiscs often succumbed to what became known as laser rot,
which Pioneer subsequently attributed to
impurities in the glue used to attach the two
disc sides together. But CDs are single-sided
and use no glue, and while there are rumored
cases of CD rot, Ihave never heard of aconfirmed case. 4) Several people who have actually made direct bit-by-bit comparisons of a
CD playback and the original digital tape have
told me that uncorrectable errors from the CD
(requiring interpolation) are rare. Perhaps, 30
years from now, there will be more pristine
gold CDs than aluminum ones, but since all
music recordings will be on credit-card-sized
solid-state chips 20 years from now anyway,
who will care?
Available from Denon America, 222 New
Road, Parsippany, NJ 07054, for $49.95 plus
$3 shipping and handling; add state tax where
applicable Check, M/Ct Visa, MC Amex. Quantity discounts available. It can also be obtainedfrom DB Systems, Main Street, Rindge
Ctr, NH 03461. Tel: (603)899-5121 for creditcard orders.

4Some years ago, David Ranada, of the late, lamented High
Fidelity magazine, submitted to Sony Corporation aCD which
looked and behaved as if it had succumbed to laser rot, and
requested an explanation. No explanation was ever proffered.
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VTL Stereo 50 50

Tube Amp for Under $1,000!
from Vacuum Tube Logic and Audio Advisor
David Manley has become one of the
legends of hi-fi. While working as arecording engineer, he couldn't find agoodsounding amplifier. So he built his own.
Then he figured other people might want
good-sounding amplifiers, too. So he
founded Vacuum Tube Logic.
The low-price tube amp challenge.
"Congratulations, David. Our customers love the sound of your tube amps. But
some can't spend thousands on an amp.
Can you help?" we asked David Manley.
"I have just the amp for you," replied
Manley. "Everyone will love the sound,
yet it will cost under $1,000. No amp
near this price will compare."
Class "A" sound.
When we first heard the Stereo 50/50
we were startled by the smooth, grainfree sound. Manley explained, "The 50/
50 runs Class `A' for half
its output. This gives
the amp a smooth, effortless sound." Rated at
45 watts per channel, the
50/50 sounds more like
90 per channel. "Tube
watts sound more dynamic than transistor
watts," Manley advised
us. "The Stereo 50/50
is powerful enough to
drive most 4, 6, or 8
ohm speakers."

Two amps are better than one.
For more power and the remarkable
openness of mono amps, Manley makes
the VTL 80 Watt Mono Block amplifiers. The transparency is breathtaking. The
midrange is smooth, treble clear and superbly articulated. Bass is tight and dynamic. Imaging is solid, holographic, and
three-dimensional.
We credit Manley's genius for the
sound. Manley himself thinks the Russian tubes are at least partly responsible.
"The Russian KT-66 is one of my favorite tubes," says Manley. "It's transparent
and tonally accurate, yet tough as atank."
One listen and you'll agree. Conservatively rated at 80 watts per channel, the
80 Watt Monos sound like 150!
The VTL Stereo 50/50 and the VTL
80 Watt Monos are built to the rugged
military-grade specs of all VTL components.
Heavy gauge
chassis. Cardas internal
wiring and Cardas RCA
input jacks. High quality five-way speaker
connection posts. Russian KT-66 output
tubes. The VTL Stereo
50/50 $999.95 plus
$19.95 ship in US. The
VTL 80 Watt Mono
Blocks $1995.00 apair
plus $39.95 ship in US.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

VTL Maximal Pream

High-end Tube Preamp for $69995
from the Miracle Workers at VTL!

Introducing the
VTL Maximal Tube Preamp,
only from Audio Advisor.
Until now, if you wanted the smooth,
open, airy, DYNAMIC sound of atubed
preamp, you would have had to lay out
BIG BUCKS. No longer! The VTL Maximal is a true high-end tube preamp for
only $699.95. You'll love the clear, crystalline highs, warm—yet neutral—
midrange, and tight, dynamic bass.

Your Maximal will come with an adjustable phono gain stage which accepts
moving coils of .8mv and higher—straight
in, with no step-up. And wait till you hear
what the line stage does with CDs. It's
the next best thing to atubed CD player.
The maximal features three line inputs
plus the phono stage, mute switch, and
heavy-gauge steel chassis—built like a
gun (Manley's words), as are all VTL
products. Add $9.95 shipping in U.S. Not
sold in stores.

Tube CD
Player—
Only $995°°
If you follow CD player reviev s
in Stereophile, TAS, and elsewhere,
you know that many reviewers tout
tubed CD players for their smooth
sound, true timbres, and natural
soundstaging. The new VTL CDB582
combines the latest Philips technology
(16-bit twin DACs, 4X oversampling)
with a new tubed circuit by David Manley. The result is MAGIC!
"The 582, made by Philips, gets data off
the disc more accurately than any other
machine we tested," says Manley. "To
improve performance, we install my special tubed digital-to-analog output stage."
The VTL CD582 starts with the Magnavox CD582. All convenience features are
retained. 20 track memory. 3-speed music

search. Shuffle play. I
9-function wireless
remote. Don't look for the VTL CD582 in
stores—we're buying all they can make.
Phenomenal value at $995.00. Add $9.95
shipping in US. Satisfaction guaranteed
on all above VTL products.
Charge It! Amex /Discover/MU /Visa

1-800-942-0220
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advisor, inc.

225 Oakes SW •Grand Rapids. MI 49503
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Classical
CHOPIN: 31 Mazurkas
Andre) Wasowski, piano
Firmadar 91071-2 (2 CDs only). Bob Auger, eng. & prod.
DDD.
2:27:07

According to the brochure accompanying this
2-CD set, Warsaw-bom Andrzej Wasowski has
for some time been established as ateacher in
Washington, DC; he studied with names one
for the most part associates with musicians of
past decades: Friedrich Wührer, Marguerite
Long, and Alfredo Case112, as well as Arturo
Beneditti Michelangeli. He appears to have
been involved in at least one other recording,
chamber works of Schumann on apre-1955
Polydor LP. The present album, asubstantial
one, was made in London in 1980. Included are
the usual "complete" Mazurkas that have often
been recorded by others, but which generally
omit approximately ten pieces, some juvenilia,
some alternate versions of the better-known
published dances. Overall, though Ifound very
much to admire here, Imust admit to having
slightly mixed feelings about the performances.
On the one hand, there is no denying the
pianist's musical understanding and affection
for these exquisite miniatures, his warm-toned
approach, and the well-captured intimacy of
his conceptions. Yet, listening to the mazurkas
as one preferably should not—an entire CD at
atime—one becomes aware of some lack of
rhythmic sharpness, of asameness of tempo,
climaxes not always observed, tensions that fail
to build, and atonal sameness particularly
noticeable in the treatment of treble melodies.
But, yet again, there are those mazurkas, such
as Op.63 No.!, which are really exhilarating,
just as there are some minor-key pieces (for
example, Op.50 No.3 and Op.59 No.3) which
are wonderfully soulful in these performances.
170
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The touchstone for the recorded mazurkas
for me for along time has been these same
51 recorded in the late 1930s by Artur Rubinstein. To that one must absolutely add
dozen recorded early that same decade by
Ignaz Friedman (available in ablack-disc reissue on Opal), and of course one should not
overlook the various selections, especially
those made for RCA, by Horowitz. The sound
on the present CDs is very friendly to the ear,
pleasant, alittle mid-rangy but perfectly acceptable; because of some less than ideal
balances in the voicing, plus acouple of not
quite smooth technical passages, Isuspect that
not that much editing has been done in the
final mix. Overall, though, there was much to
enjoy in this release of music for which there
is an almost infinite number of paths to performance.
—Igor Klpnis
GABRIEL! & MONTEVERDI: Antiphonal Brass
Music
Canadian Brass; Principal Brass, NYPO, BSO; Kazuyoshi
Akiyama, conductor
CBS MK44931 (
CD only). Hank Altman, Bud Graham,
engs.; Irwin LUZ, James Mallinson, prods. DDD. TT
71:05
MUSIC OF GABRIEL!, ISAAC, BANCHIERI, DIAZ
Empire Brass and Friends
Team CD-80204 (CD only). Jack Renner, mg.; Robert
Woods, prod. DDD. TT:61:10

Just over 20 years ago, CBS Records produced
alegendary recording of antiphonal music by
Gabrieli with principals and key players from
the Chicago Symphony, Cleveland, and Philadelphia Orchestras. In this "battle of the bands"
there were no losers, only winners. Although
the CSO arguably had (then as now) the most
lionized brass section in the profession, each
ensemble contained more than its share of
great players and celebrated teachers. The most
successful members of the generation of younger players and students who grew up with this
record as astaple of their collections have taken
Stereophile, September 1989

their own places in the music profession, and
although it's not surprising that this recording
would inspire replication, it is alittle startling
to have not one, but two very similar attempts
released within weeks of each other.
There are some interesting differences, as
well as similarities, between the various approaches. The 1968 recording featured only
the music of Gabrieli, in the rather unimaginative transcriptions by Robert King, as played
from high school onward throughout the '50s
to this day. The transcriptions, by Arthur Frackenpohl and John Serry, used by the Canadians
are far more sophisticated and challenging, as
are the uncredited transcriptions used by the
Empire.
Whereas the older recording featured members of three orchestral brass sections equally,
these are marketed as showcases for the two
leading brass quintets in the world today. CBS
and the Canadians have assembled aclass act
by combining their forces with members of the
NYPO and the BSO. Each of these two ensembles is assisted by "ringers" (actually principal
players) from the Metropolitan Opera, the New
York Chamber Symphony, and the Bavarian
Opera Orchestra.
As if that weren't enough, the Canadians
have drawn former NYPO principal trumpeter
William Vacchiano out of retirement, featuring him in Gabrieli's Canzon V, arranged by
Frackenpohl for seven trumpets. As it happens,
all of the trumpet players on the recording are
former pupils of Mr. Vacchiano; such recognition is as professionally graceful as it is deeply
touching.
All that said, Iregret to report that, aside from
afew impressive moments, this is adull 71
minutes. Recorded in RCA's Studio A in New
York, what should emerge as the splendid resonance of great brass playing is smothered in
asuffocating early decay. (I've never heard a
recording produced by James Mallinson that
hasn't had astrong case of the doldrums.)
Conductor Kazuyoshi Akiyama is generally regarded as hardly more than adull journeyman,
and, except for atruly beautiful episode of piccolo trumpet playing by Ronald Romm in Ave
maris stella, the Monteverdi Vesper transcriptions don't work. The 13 Gabrieli Canzoni that
comprise the central portion of the recording,
despite the fine arrangements, seem to go on
for days. Everyone is very careful. No one takes
any chances. Surely everyone involved has better performances in them than this, but it just
doesn't happen.
For whatever reasons, Telarc and the Empire
have not named the ensembles of which their
"Friends" are members, although their names
are listed; professional insiders will recognize
Stereophile, September 1989

anumber of key BSO personnel, including
principal trombonist Ronald Barron, the only
player to participate in both recordings.
Recorded while Tanglewood was in season,
the site is identified as Studio 'X' in Lenox, MA.
Telarc has revealed that this location is nothing more exotic than aschool gymnasium, on
the site of afailed religious institution which
has recently been acquired by the Berkshire
Performing Arts Center. This is some Studio
"e! If you have qualms about the uneven quality of Telarc product, set them aside in this case.
The gym was alucky find, agreat choice, and
the production by Woods and Rentier is ideal.
The miking is close enough to catch detail,
nuance, and the sound of some healthy fullcapacity inhalations. The antiphonal placement, resonance, and decay are splendidly
convincing. Iwould have been even more
impressed if room sound had been continuous
between selections, as it was in Michael Murray's organ-recital disc at St. John the Divine
Next time.
The formatting of the program is nothing if
not propitious. If you don't have it in you for
afull hour at asingle sitting, you may start with
the opening set of seven Gabrieli Canzoni, continue with the center set of six pieces by the
others, and conclude with the closing set of six
Gabrieli Canzoni. But there is scarcely adull
moment. If anything, it's more energy than I
can absorb in one continuous listening.
There is, of course, more to this than good
production. The playing by all concerned has
degrees of adrenalin quite rare in music today,
live or recorded. 'Palk about taking chances—
these people play like it's their last day on earth.
Their performances embody incisive rhythmic
articulation, powerful spirit, and that one
essential ingredient of great brass playing: balls.
Regretfully, the CBS recording can be recommended only to loyal Canadian fans and to
pupils of William Vacchiano, whose performance is compelling. The Telarc can be recommended to anyone who enjoys brass playing
and who seeks an audiophile CD with performances worth hearing. Finally, it is time for
CBS to reissue the "original cast version" from
1968, just to put things in perspective.
—Richard Schneider

GRIEG: Piano Concerto
SCHUMANN: Piano Concerto
Murray Perahia, piano; Sir Colin Davis, Bavarian Radio
Symphony Orchestra
CBS Masterworks MK 44899 (CD only). Martin Wühr,
ens.; Steven Epstein, Wilhelm Meister, prods. DOD. TE
6016

These performances derive from live concerts
in Munich last year, and both serve admirably
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as testimonials to Perahia's artistry. Pianists of
the immediate and more distant past who have
especially appealed to me in these works have
been Lipatti, Grainger (in the Grieg), Solomon,
Cortot, Hess (in the Schumann), and BishopKovacevich. Ican think of no higher praise
than to state that Perahia's playing, so sensitive
and filled with such awealth of detail, is in that
same category. Regarding the orchestral contribution, there is rather less to admire: it seems
to take almost two movements of the Schumann for Sir Colin Davis to get the BFtS0 to
respond with the same degree of involvement
as the soloist. At the Schumann's start, in particular, one notices alack of romantic sweep
and fire. Some tonal qualities—particularly that
of the whiney first oboe and avibrato-laden
flutist (the solo clarinet, however, is very
good)—are not ingratiating, and, though the
last movement of the Schumann is far better,
the orchestra simply does not match the subtleties of what one hears from the piano. The
Grieg accompaniment, mirroring the powerful
thrust of Perahia's conception, is superior to
that heard in the Schumann, but, interestingly,
and conversely to the Schumann, there are
moments (the slow movement and the lyrical
section of the finale) when the pacing seems
really too deliberate, almost as though the primary intent was to convey every last expressive
nuance. As far as the pickup is concerned, for
alive recording the quiet audience shows great
restraint (applause has been excised); the imaging of the solo instrument is very satisfactory,
but in milting the orchestra detail and presence
have been minimized.
—Igor 1Uptils
KHATCHATURIAN: Gayane (Ballet in Three Acts)
Djansug Kakhidze, USSR Radio & TV Large Symphony
Orchestra
Mobile Fidelity/Melodiya MFCD 2-901 (2 CDs only).
MD. IT 22218

Once available on CBS in this performance as
a3-LP album, Aram Khatchaturian's complete
ballet of 1942 has had its greatest successes in
the Soviet Union, although suites derived from
this colorful tale of Armenian love, friendship,
and jealousy have been immensely popular
throughout the entire world. One need only
recall the "Saber Dance," not to mention the
haunting "Gayane's Adagio," so familiar from
the film 2001, or my own favorite, the heady
"Lezghinka," to realize just how skillful Khatchaturian was in producing this effective, if
populist-oriented score. Most impressive in this
sole CD version of the complete ballet is the
invigorating conducting of Djansug Kalchidze,
now almost in his mid-50s. The quality of the
generally precise orchestral playing, however,
cannot be characterized as being particularly
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polished tonally—for that, one must listen to
the various recordings of the suites, including
those of Arthur Fiedler on RCA and the composer himself on London. Nonetheless, the
occasional moments of rawness give an almost
folk-like atmosphere to ascore that depends
to agreat degree on folk elements. The present performance, in other words, has the advantage of atmosphere over orchestral refinement, and many listeners will, as Idid, enjoy
both the enthusiastic playing and the forward
momentum provided at all times by the conductor. They will also undoubtedly quail abit
at the sometimes fierce sonics, for the strident
brass and string passages at climaxes, topped
by an almost juke-box-boomy response, can
only be described as not altogether pleasant
and certainly not state-of-the-art.—Igor Kiprils
MAHLER: Symphony 3
Christi Ludwig, contralto; New York Choral Artists,
(Joseph Flummerfelt, Director); Brooklyn Boys Chorus (James McCarthy, Director), Philip Smith, Posthorn;
Joseph Alessi, lkombone; Glenn Dicterow, Violin;
NYPO, Leonard Bernstein
DG 427 328-2 (2 CDs only). Karl-August Naegler, Helmut Burk, engs.: Hans Weber, prod. DOD. TT: 10552

Good-sounding recordings from DG no longer
make headlines, now that they seem to have
become the norm. Mahler 3was taped by a
different crew from Mahler 2, the one common
factor being producer Hans Weber, listed as a
recording supervisor in No.2. The sound of 2
was big, spacious, and holographic in away
that made its Avery Fisher location seem incredible. Symphony 3sounds more like the
real Avery Fisher, but at least from an ideal location, and it can be played loud without distress.
Bernstein's earlier Mahler symphony cycle
for CBS was viewed as amusical and sonic
mixed bag, although 2and 3were generally
agreed to be among the more successful in
both terms. In relistening to the CBS third, I
was struck by how well it stood up to the new
one on both counts, but Bernstein and the
NYPO have each come along way since 1960.
Bernstein has become aconsistent precisionist
in his senior period, with no apparent loss of
either the ICoussevitzky fervor, or the penetrating imagination of Mitropoulos, which comprise such vital components of his background.
The continuing development of the NYPO
has paid off too. If there's one thing Mahler 3
needs, it's agreat principal trombonist for the
first movement, and Joseph Alessi is just the
ticket. Although the trombone has been in continuous use since the Middle Ages, Mahler's use
of it in this symphony was not only unprecedented, but, short of actual concertos, has
never been repeated. lb do justice to these pas173

sages, the player must have total conviction,
nerves of steel, and the musical intelligence to
formulate great concepts in arange of styles
from terrifying to tender, with extremely wide
dynamics, all of these things taking place during extended periods of highly exposed playing. Somewhere, I'm sure, there exists atrombonist or two who can give Mr. Alessi arun for
his money, but Idoubt that you're likely to hear
these passages improved upon in any substantial way.
Throughout the recording, one is struck by
the reconciliation of solo and ensemble playing
in the orchestra, so much in the spirit of chamber music, despite the massive orchestral tuttis.
Christi Ludwig is impeccable and eloquent in
her passages. The Brooklyn Boys Choir is abit
less than accurate in pitch, and just alittle raucous in the fifth movement. But after so many
Mahler 3s with their unctuously polite little
boys, it's worth abit of roughness just to hear
these inner-city kids give aball-park shout to
the line "Die himmlische Freude war Petro
bereit't!"
Recognition must also be paid to principal
trumpeter Philip Smith, who plays the off-stage
posthom solo part in the third movement. His
rendition of these passages is the most secure,
serene, and atmospheric of any Ihave heard on
recordings. His only rival is Chicago's Adolph
Herseth in the Levine/RCA. Mr. Smith was a
member of the CSO trumpet section in 1971
when that recording was taped. Small world.
The lengthy, sustained Finale has always
been atest in terms of architectural sense, sustained attention, and spiritual communication.
Bernstein did this movement beautifully in his
earlier recording, and has done so consistently
over the years whenever he has revived the
work. This new recording is no exception. He
has aunique concept of agogics; he can linger
for an instant, then proceed, then linger again,
without losing momentum. It's aunique signature of his, and serves Mahler to aT.
Alternative recordings, if you're having more
than one, would include Bernstein's earlier
Third on CBS, if you're keen on studying his
development. If your interest in Mahler is esoteric, you could try Charles Adler's performance with the Vienna Concert Society on
Harmonia Mundi's Musique d'Abord series.
Taped in the '50s, the mono sound is primitive
by period standards, as is the orchestral playing,
but Adler was a Mahler pioneer with valid
insights, and the recording gives us an idea, not
so far short of "original instruments," of the
sounds Mahler was familiar with in his own
professional milieu. Horenstein's 1970 Unicorn
recording with the ISO has been afavorite with
collectors, and has been Bernstein's most sed174

ous rival. The recent Unicorn CD reissue is a
flat, two-dimensional disappointment which
cannot be played loud. If you must have it,
search for aused Unicorn—LP, that is. Abbado/Vienna on DG is honest, heartfelt, and
well recorded, but lacks the full dose of
LB/NYPO, early or late The recent Michael Tilson Thomas/ISO on CBS is beautifully played
and well recorded, but Thomas leads it with
asense of dullardry surpassed only by Gilbert
Kaplan's Mahler 2. Chicago fans should have
the Levine/RCA recording, if only for the
superb performances of the first and third
movements, as well as the sound, which
imparts the weight and timbre of the CSO as
have few recordings of the '70s or '80s.
Bernstein and his performers leave virtually
no stone unturned. They're clean, accurate,
and highly communicative The sound, though
less glamorous than their No.2, supports the
performance, and is essentially more honest.
If you're having only one, it might as well be
this one.
—Richard Schneider
MOZART: The Mozart Tenor
"Misero! O sogna, oson desto;" Mttririatc Re di Ronk,:
"Vado incontro," "Se di lauri;•• Don Giovanni: "Dalla
sua pace," "Il mio tesoro;" La Clemenza di Tito: "Se
all'impero;" Momeneo, "Fuor del nur;"Cosijan tune:
"Un aura amoroso," Die Eneübrung ans item Serail:
"Ich baue gana"
Rockwell Blake, tenor; Nicholas McGegan, LSO
Arabesque Z6598 (CD only). Ward Botsford, prod.; Mike
Shrady, eng. DDD? TT 4644

Iwas thrilled by Rockwell Blake's debut album
(Arabesque Z6582) of Rossini arias—at last I
could hear the composer's music with all the
notes intact. Iwas therefore looking forward
with great anticipation to the present release,
and it's too bad that it disappoints, if only a
little.
The basic timbre of Blalces voice remains the
same, and it is still amatter of taste, with its fast
beat and bright colors. His artistry, involvement, musicality, and intelligence are not to be
doubted, and his technique continues to
astound. He sings "Fuor del mar" as Ihave
always imagined it—listening to him articulate
each note is just like reading the score. And
that's part of the problem.
Unlike his Rossini recital, there seems to be
alack of legato in the fast singing here; Blake
is behaving like asinging computer, sounding
each note individually, rather than creating a
line. It's all breathtaking, but it sounds inelegant—just about the worst adjective one can
apply with regard to Mozart. "Inelegant," incidentally, only refers to the very fast singing;
elsewhere, such as in"Un aura amoroso" (complete with trill), and particularly "Dalla sua
pace," the tenor is graceful, sensitive, loving.
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And throughout he pays attention to the text,
invariably creating the character Mozart was
looking for. Could his detached-note singing
have been done purposefully, to show off his
technical prowess? If so, conductor Nicholas
McGegan, who should know better, would
have been wise to offer his input.
Imay be carping. This is nothing if not
impressive The first Mitridate aria has so many
high Cs in it that Ilost count, and Blake makes
them sound easy. Tito's aria is similarly tossed
off, and Idoubt whether I've ever heard the
long breath in "Ilmio tesoro" sound so matterof-fact. Blake even embellishes at times, making the line longer and more involved. Iwish
that McGegan had chosen a more suitable
tempo for "Ich baue ganz," however; it's far too
fast as sung.
The LSO and McGegan contribute fine
assistance (except as noted), and the sound is
excellent. With notes and translations, anice
package Ilook forward to Donizetti and Bellini
recitals—in the music of the Italian bel canto,
Blake is peerless. With Mozart, he has the likes
of John McCormack and Stuart Burrows to
compete with.
—Robert Levine
STEVE REICH: Different »wins, Electric Counterpoint
Kronos Quartet, Pat Metheny
Nonesuch 979176-1 (LP), -2 (CD). Rob Eaton. eng.Judith
Sherman, prod. DDA/DDD. TT: 41:45

Steve Reich has made some fascinating, even
moving music over the last 20 years—Drumming, Musicfor 18 Musicians, Octet, even the
somewhat bloated Desert Music. I've always
found him the most accessible of the so-called
minimalists—certainly his music is consistently
the best played of that tedious crew. But Different »ains seems to me adry exercise of studio
mechanics and the minimalist clichés that
Reich has mostly avoided up until now.
The seed materials for the title piece are samplings of train sounds, fragments of the spoken
memoirs of Reich's governess (who accompanied him on the childhood transcontinental rail
trips that inspired the composition), aformer
Pullman porter now in his 80s, and holocaust
survivors (who, as Reich notes, took very different train rides). The composer then notated,
as best he could, the pitches of these sound and
speech fragments, arranging them for the Kronos Quartet. The result? According to Reich,
"The piece thus presents both adocumentary
and amusical reality, and begins anew musical direction."
Well, hardly. Besides exhibiting the fatuities
of grantsmanship, the statement says little: the
first clause is agiven, the second alie. I'm
reminded of Tom Wolfe's descriptions, in The
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Painted Word, of the New York abstract-expressionist art scene during the '50s and '60s:
the reams of prose explaining, describing, and
analyzing the paintings seemed much more
important—certainly more interesting and
accessible—than the paintings themselves.
Composers, both popular and "serious," have
been experimenting with this form for at least
three decades.
%ins evinces no real interior development,
as did Octet and /8 Musicians—Kronos, playing well enough, is reduced to parrotting the
words and the various whistles, sirens, and
locomotive chug-chuffs; once in awhile the
key changes, but for what reason or to what
effect Ican't fathom. Listening to the music, I
felt shouted at by the labored, dogmatic obviousness of the structure, as if some bug-eyed
idiot had grabbed me by the lapels, shouting
into my face "Did you know that the string
quartet and the old porter are playing the same
notes?!?!?" Give me abreak.
Electric Counterpoint, on the other hand,
for multiple overdubbed electric guitars played
by Pat Metheny, is considerably more successful. After apulsing introduction reminiscent
of much of 18, there is awealth of fascinating,
ah, counterpoint, of the plucked, overlapping
patterns. Metheny plays an eleventh guitar part
live against tapes of himself playing 10 other
guitars and 2electric basses. The third and last
movement is downright funky; its chiming
strums of nearly adozen Methenys dancing all
over the soundstage are adelight. Much of
Counterpoint sounds as if composed with
Metheny specifically in mind, so redolent is it
of Metheny's own As Falls Wichita, So Falls
Wichita Falls. Ienjoyed listening for the metamelodies built up of the differently stressed and
layered guitar tracks, which reminded me of
atrack on Moondog's eponymous 1968 CBS
LP, in which he built up arollicking ragtime
tune out of 17 different instruments endlessly
repeating 17 different bar-long parts.
The CD's high end has more air, but that's the
only difference in formats. Definitely amixed
bag, recommended for Electric Counterpoint
alone.
—Richard Lehnert
SCHUBERT: Songs
The Hyperion Schubert Edition, Ibt 2
Stephen Varcoe, baritone; Graham Johnson, piano
Hyperion CDJ 333002 (CD only). Anthony Howell, eng.;
Mark Brown, prod. DDD. IT: 59:15

This is the second of what are to be many
volumes, comprising all of Schubert's songs.
(I reviewed the first, sung by Dame Janet Baker,
in March.) Each disc is to have atheme: all of
the 13 songs sung here, for instance, are about
bodies of water, fishing, rowing, etc. They hold
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together remarkably well as arecital.
The earliest song recorded here is the nearly
half-hour-long Der Taucber, comprised of 27
six-line verses penned by Schiller and set to
music in 1813. It is practically amini-opera. As
pianist-annotator Graham Johnson points out
in his always enlightening and entertaining
notes, the song would not be out of place as a
plot for an Indiana Jones movie.
A king hurls agoblet over acliff into the
swirling sea and challenges any man to retrieve
it, offering the goblet itself as reward. (Strikes
me as not quite enough, but who am Ito get in
the way of lyricism?) A young knight dives in
(Taucber= diver), is sucked into the abyss, and
disappears among howling and weeping.
Plenty of description—in both words and
piano—of the boiling sea. The youth reappears, victorious, and begins to detail what he
has seen and experienced under the sea. The
princess is entranced, but no more so than her
father, who dares the youth to dive in again and
return to describe even further the bottom of
the ocean. This time he'll get aring, too. The
princess begs her father to stop this creepy
game, but he sweetens the pot: the knight will
also get the princess's hand in marriage. In the
26th verse, he dives back in, and thereafter
there's along piano interlude filled with the
movement of the ocean and the pity of the
princess. In the final verse we learn that the
waves continue to crash and return—but "not
one will bring back the youth." (For Spielberg
it would need ahappy ending.)
The song is aknockout. I'd only heard it
once before, sung on a record by FischerDieskau, but was not quite as taken with it as
Iam here. Varcoe's soft-grained baritone (he's
afavorite among the early-music, authenticsound crowd) manages all the characters,
descriptions, and moods. Johnson's playing is
overwhelming. I've given this piece so much
space because it's reason enough to own this
disc—everything else is practically abonus.
Ihave nothing negative to say about this
undertaking. Varcoe sings the gorgeous, lilting
"Fischerweise" (Fisherman's Ditty) with great
energy and camaraderie and masters the two
versions of the Fisherman's Song recorded
here, making them contrast nicely with one
another, pointing out the genius of the stillteenaged Schubert. Imight have liked adarker
sound in the "Fahrt Zum Hades" (Journey to
Hades), and abit more fluidity in the popular
"Der Schiffer" (The Boatman), but interpretively there are no arguments, and the tone is
always ingratiating. And alisten to the minutelong "Blessed World" makes any other arguments fly out the window — Varcoe presents
the perfect upbeat apostrophe of the trusting
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traveler.
Throughout, as hinted at above, Graham
Johnson doesn't miss atrick, and never intrudes. When virtuosity is called for, he shines;
when it isn't, he's content to comment and support. The sound is perfect—clear, excellently
balanced, and without that terrible hollowness
which often inflicts lieder recitals. How can a
lover of Schubert's songs do without this
release?
—Robert Levine

Classical Collections
VARIOUS: Armada
Music from the courts of Philip II and Elizabeth I
Fretwork: Michael Chance, countertenor; Christopher
Wilson, lute and vihuela; Paul Nicholson, harpsichord
Virgin Classics VC 790722- I(LP), -2 (CD). Nicholas Parker, prod. Tim Handley, eng. DDD. TL 66:32

The defeat of the Spanish Armada is one of the
central myths of the English-speaking world;
one of those tales that has worked its way
deeply into the cultural unconscious. You
know the story: the plucky little English ships
miraculously defeating the monstrous Spanish galleons, Drake refusing to sail before finishing his game of bowls, etc. It is all utter nonsense, of course; the Spanish hadn't aprayer.
The English ships were smaller, but that is the
only kernel of fact in the whole mythology;
although not as large as the Spaniards, the Brits
had better guns which threw agreater weight
of metal at amuch faster rate of fire, not to mention that the entire Armada plan was based on
anumber of assumptions, none of which happened to be true. What is emphatically not nonsense, however, is the enormous effect the
Armada battle had on the British consciousness, an effect as evident in the arts as anywhere else. It was as though the victory (which
by no means ended the Spanish threat) had
lifted some veil of darkness and allowed the
Elizabethan Age to blossom.
Iwould like to be unqualified in my praise
of this quadricentenary tribute to the days of
the Armada: Fretwork plays magnificently, with
luxurious tone, vigorous bowing in rapid passage-work, and excellent precision of ensemble; Michael Chance has avoice perfectly
suited to Renaissance music, and the engineers
have done well in reproducing all of this. What,
then, is the problem? Ithought the English
won this thing big: why, then, are that nation's
composers represented by aselection of works
that would be difficult to match for sheer
lugubriousness? "Come to me grief forever"?
"No grief is like to mine"? What's going on
here? Was this recording secretly funded by the
Society for Crypto-Catholicism? Iknow that
there were English Catholics who were not
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pleased by the fate of the Armada; William Byrd
may well have been among them, but the
choice of works here is hardly representative
of the general British reaction to the Spanish
defeat.
Now Ido know that many of the titles given
to recitals of Renaissance music are not
intended to accurately describe the performance; they are, often as not, merely there for
marketing purposes—Let's call this lovely rendition of 16th-century English and Spanish
pieces "Armada"; the Armada being in at
moment, we will sell more CDs—but there
could have been abit more judicious selection
nonetheless. If, however, you ignore the whole
business about the Armada, you are unlikely
to find abetter performance of this music, nor
will you find here any of the warhorses of the
repertoire that seem to grace every other
recording of this period.
Sonically, there is almost nothing to fault.
Recorded in that loveliest of venues, Forde
Abbey, the sound is rich in ambience, warm
and glowing. It sounds much like Emma Kirkby's recordings in the same hall, which is to say
very fine indeed. Iam not yet sure about digital
string tone, but there is no doubt that it is getting alot better. Ihave an intuitive feeling that
there is still something wrong in the encoding
process, something which is definitely being
worked on, to judge by some recent recordings. Watch this space for further developments; in the meanwhile, ignore my quibbles
and buy this record.
—Les Berkley
PRE VIN ON TELARC
BARTÓK: Concerto for Orchestra
JANÁCEK: Sinfonietta
André Previn, LAPO
iblarc CD-80174. TT: 62:10
DYORÁK: Symphony 7, My Home
André Previn, LAPO
Iblarc CD-80173. TT: 4707
BRAHMS: Piano Concerto 2, Variations on aTheme
by Haydn
Horacio Gutiérrez, piano; RPO, André Previn
Iarc CD-80I97.
68:06
All above: CD only. Jack Renner, eng.; Robert Woods,
prod. ODD.

It is tough to shake the feeling that André Previn
dwells in ano-man's land of conductors. Aside
from Bernstein, he probably enjoys wider
recognition among the general public than any
other major conductor. Yet unlike Bernstein,
he inspires neither outrage nor adulation
among the cognoscenti. He has achieved star
status without appearing to have worked at it.
When you listen past the image, though, you
realize how impressive he can be when at his
best.
These three Telarc releases by Previn, two
with the LAPO and one with the RPO, present
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amusician of intriguing individuality with the
ability to get superb performances from his
players. His Bartók Concerto for Orchestra, for
example, is aprobing foray into the work's
sharp contrasts of light and dark. Few other
interpretations are so reflective of Bartók's
longing for his homeland combined with his
exuberance at composing again after ahiatus
of several years. It's all there in the music, and
Previn finds it.
He reveals an unusually profound solemnity
in the second movement, and elicits abladesharp sarcasm from the parody of the Shostakovich melody in the fourth. Even if some
other parts seem too well-mannered at times,
the whole piece fits together with intelligence,
sympathy, and depth. It certainly stands up
favorably to other outstanding interpretations,
like Reiner's more affirmative, even-tempered
effort with the CSO, Ansermet's mysteriously
foreboding reading with L'Orchestre de la
Suisse Romande, or Dorati's more amiable and
lyrical performance with the Concertgebouw.
Paired with the Bartók is Janácek's Sinfonietta, an exciting work penned, according
to the composer, to celebrate "the contemporary free man, his spiritual beauty and joy,
his strength, his courage, and his determination
to fight for victory." Previn captures this spirit
and also discovers afriendly humor in the second movement and an idyllic, pastoral calm in
the third. The famous 12-trumpet fanfares of
the first and last movements are strong, but
stronger still is the sense of finality at the end,
which sounds abit less secure in performances
by Ozawa with the CSO or Mackerras with the
VPO. Though those two recordings have much
to recommend them (especially the fittingly
rough-hewn feel of Ozawa), Previn's idea of the
work is a bit more cogent in nearly every
section.
Almost as convincing as the Sinfonietta is
Dvorák's 7. Almost. Every recording of this work
that Ihave heard follows several paces behind
the heroic stride set by Christoph von Dohnányi with the Cleveland Orchestra. Iwould
recommend the Dohnányi version over any
other, especially the comparatively passionless
effort by Neeme Járvi with the Scottish National Orchestra. But Previn illuminates the
score in many ways. His reading, again with the
LAPO, is lyrical, with afull, rich sweep that
produces an unusual melancholy. At times
grave, as in movement two, or lilting, in movement one, this performance takes adecided
point of view that may or may not find favor
with everyone. It certainly doesn't challenge
Dohnányi's bravado, though, and is intrinsically less satisfying. Dvorák's overture, My
Home, is very much in the character of the
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symphony, but seems more diffuse in conception.
Of these three Previn discs, the only one that
is really downright disappointing is the one
with Brahms's Piano Concerto 2and Variations
on aTheme by Haydn, with pianist Horacio
Gutiérrez and the RPO. Despite Gutiérrez's
strength of playing, agile technique, and outstanding articulation, the piece just sits there
for the first three movements. It's pretty, sure,
but not much else. The real letdown is the final
movement—so sweet it almost makes your
teeth ache. The walk-in-the-park, easy-swinging tempo and the saccharine, contrived tameness of phrasing are almost too much to bear.
For me, no one can touch the nobility of the
Serkin/Szell collaboration on this concerto,
though Rubinstein and Ormandy are very
seductive in their surprisingly chamber-like,
classical approach. Unfortunately, Previn's Variations follow pretty much the same form
All three recordings feature the by-now routine Telarc bottom-end bloom. The bassheaviness is at times distracting, but for the
most part does not interfere with the gorgeously smooth and detailed midrange. Violas,
celli, and woodwinds are simply in your room.
Trumpets, especially in the Janácek fanfares,
are just down the hall, with atop end that lacks
brightness and bite. Imaging and air are always
very good but, except perhaps on the Brahms
disc, not great. The dynamic range is absolutely
engrossing. Jack Renner engineered all the
recordings, and while they may not be the state
of the art, they are all very, very good. Most
important, they get you involved with the
music.
The Previn revealed in these recordings—
perhaps his last with the LAPO, in light of his
recent resignation—is an Apollonian conductor: measured, orderly, and exhibiting moderation, not excess. With the exception of the
Brahms, there is much to admire here, much
that will surprise you if you approach it on its
own terms.

—Robert Hesson

Show Music
AMERICAN MUSICAL THEATER: 81 selectionsfrom
78 shows (1898-1964)
Various composers, lyricists, and performers
Smithsonian R036 P6 20483 (6 LPs). RD036 A4 20483
(4 CDs). Jack Towers, mastering mg.; Curt Wittig, digital transfer; Dwight Blocker Bowers, Margaret Robinson, prods. AAA /AAD. TT 439:47
Availablefrom Smithsonian Reconlings, PO Box 23345,
Washington, DC 20026, for 154.96 plus .14.99p&b.

For more than adecade now, the Smithsonian
Institution has been quietly documenting the
history of American musical theater on record.
Their previous releases have included such
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items as acollection of Victor Herbert's works
(R017 DPM 30366), Funny Face (DPM 1-0418),
The Band Wagon (DPM 1-0417), and Duke
Ellington's JumpforJoy (R037 DMM 1-0722),
all transcriptions of old 78s, and amore recent
"authentic" recreation of Naughty Marietta (N
026). The present release is by far their most
ambitious undertaking. Subtitled "Shows,
Songs, and Stars," it is an attempt to provide a
sort of auditory history of the American musical theater, with highlights from the most
important shows and featuring the most notable performers. All the major composers and
lyricists are represented: Herbert, Romberg,
Kern, Gershwin, Youmans, Porter, Weill, Arlen,
Berlin, Lane, Harburg, Styne, Loesser, Rodgers
& Hart, Rodgers & Hammerstein, Lerner &
Loewe, Bernstein, Bock & Harnick, Herman,
and early Sondheim. Performers include Al Jolson, Gertrude Lawrence, Fred Astaire, Ethel
Merman, Mary Martin, John Raitt, Alfred Drake,
Ezio Pinza, Barbara Cook, et al.
As Dwight Blocker Bowers explains in the
highly informative 132-page book that accompanies the set, the recordings selected
were, whenever possible, of the original productions rather than revivals, so as to preserve
the style of what theatergoers heard when each
show was first presented. This means that the
sound—at least in the early recordings, which
go back to 1906—is probably not ideal for
showing off the WAMMs. The digital transfers
are very smooth sounding, but, on the later
recordings, Ihad the suspicion of some veiling compared to the originals. This was confirmed by comparisons with some of the original LPs and with CD remasterings on the
parent labels. The most striking example of a
sonic difference is "Some Enchanted Evening,"
where the CD re-release on CBS (whose Special Products division was actually responsible for the Smithsonian release) sounds as if it
could be adifferent (more modern) recording.
My guess is that the tapes used were ageneration removed from the master; also, apossibly relevant observation is that the Smithsonian
CDs were cut at alevel about 6dB below their
complete original-cast CD reissue counterparts. (Of course, CDs are not really "cut," but
you know what Imean.) The LP set sounds
noisier, brighter, and rougher; on balance, I'll
take the CDs.
The riches of this collection are so great, and
require accommodation to so many varying
styles, that listening to the recording in one sitting is too exhausting, even for a musicaltheater fanatic like me. One thing is certain: if
you have even apassing interest in the musical as agenre, listening to any of the 4CDs/6
LPs should leave you with renewed respect for
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what is undoubtedly America's signal contribution to the world of musical theater. The
selection of specific shows and songs is, to a
large extent, amatter of personal taste, but I
found little to quarrel with. Numbers Iwas particularly delighted to find include Ethel Merman's "I Got Rhythm" (recorded before her
singing style became acaricature of itself), John
Raitt's beautifully sung and deeply felt "Soliloquy," Barbara Cook singing "Ice Cream" (from
She Loves Me, possibly the most perfect of the
"small" musicals), and Anna Maria Alberghetti's
"Mira," from Carnival (what she does with the
line "Can you imagine that?" near the end of
the song is sure to melt even aheart of pure
granite). Great songs, great performers.
If there is anegative aspect to acollection
such as this, it's that one is left with asense of
frustration after listening to each selection,
wanting to hear more from that score For those
who have been indifferent to the attractions of
show music, buying this set could lead to alot
of heretofore-unanticipated record purchases.
And the beginning of abeautiful friendship.
—Robert Deutsch
WEILL: Threepenny Opera Suite
VARÈSE: Octandre
BOWLES: Music For A Farce
MARTINO: La Revue de Cuisine
Chicago Pro Musics
Reference Recordings Rit -29 (LP), RR-29CD (CD). Keith
O. Johnson, eng.; J. ibmblyn Henderson, Jr., prod.
AAA/DDD. rr: 55:œ

Reference Recordings has sure come along
way since Professor Johnson's Astounding
Sound Show. The LPs are no longer 45rpm
(thereby earning the gratitude of Linn owners),
but the audiophile commitment to recording
quality has been retained, and the label has
developed artists and repertoire to the extent
that one no longer has to feel that the medium
is more important than message. The present
release is acase in point. "Music from the interwar years" is the theme, with three of the four
pieces deriving from stage works. The Threepenny Opera Suite (aka Little Threepenny
Music) leads off, and provides an interesting
contrast to the recent CBS version (MK 44529).
The LSO under Michael Tilson Thomas presents amore varied, more dramatic rendition,
one that Ilike very much but which may strike
some as idiosyncratic The Chicago Pro Musica
version seems more measured, less prone to
variations of tempo and emphasis, an approach
that is effective on its own terms, although Idid
wonder whether the strictness of the tempi is
related to the fact that the ensemble is conductorless. (I did not have this feeling listening to
the other pieces, which use amuch smaller
complement of musicians, thus allowing
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greater rhythmic flexibility.)
The Varèse is one of those "Look Ma, no
tunes!" compositions, but sort of fun for all
that. My tolerance for atonal music is rather
limited; fortunately, the Varèse piece lasts only
about seven minutes. More to my taste is Paul
Bowles's "Music For A Farce," amelodically
inventive, highly accessible piece that one
could imagine accompanying aCharlie Chaplin
silent movie Schwann lists no other recordings
of this work; even if other recordings were
available, Ithink I'd end up saying that this is
the definitive one Martinu's La Revue de Cuisine rounds out the collection; like the Threepenny Suite, it uses popular dance forms—in
this case, tango and Charleston—within amodern "serious music" context, and with considerable success.
The recording, like other recent Reference
Recordings releases, pits Pure Analog LP vs
Pure Digital CD, and the results are state-of-theart for each medium. The soundstage is wide
and deep in both (slightly deeper in analog, but
Ican't say which one is more true to the recording venue); timbres/transients are quite natural,
with the LP sounding abit more, well, analog.
Take your pick; Idon't think you'll be disappointed with the sound quality of either.
—Robert Deutsch

Jazz
MILES DAVIS: Amandia
Warner Bros. 925873- I(LP), -2 (CD). Al Schmitt, eng.;
lbmmy LiPuma, Marcus Miller, prods. AAA/AAD.
43,27

Amandla, Miles Davis's best, least gimmicky
album since my own favorite Davis comeback
set, 1982's We Want Miles, is not so much a
return to any kind of "basics "as a honing
down and beefing up of the rather limited bag
of electric ideas to which Miles has restricted
himself ever since Bitches Brew of—could it
be?-20 years ago. For aman who has made as
many statements as he has about "new directions" and constant evolution in music, Miles
sure has ploughed the same fusion furrow for
along time—now almost half of his entire
career.
That said, this is agood record. Much of it,
like "Catémbe," will take you back to the better
tracks ("Ursula," "Back Seat Betty") on The
Man With the Horn, and hints at the primordial funk of Irk Want Miles. 'Dines like George
Duke's "Cobra" might remind you of middleperiod Weather Report. And Marcus Miller's
well-crafted, pop-style production, ersatz
though the final result may be in terms of
"realistic" soundstaging, is far superior to that
of any Miles album to date, and supports some
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remarkable playing. The sound, for what it is,
is quite good, and, hard as Itried to find differences, identical on CD and LP.
Like most Miles gigs these days, all the tunes
are minor-keyed, heavy on rhythm, light on
melody and lyricism, and always supported by
afoundation of what never actually is African
drumming, but always suggests it. The arrangements are consistently dramatic, although for
the most part Miles keeps to witty asides and
rhythmic cracks, an old curmudgeon muttering to himself in the corner. But Davis approaches balladry on "Amandla," on which he,
Kenny Garrett, and Joe Sample each take actual
solos, rather than rhythmically punching in.
And he reaches balladry proper (and then
some) in"Mr. Pastorius," Marcus Miller's tribute
to his fellow bassist. On this final tune, Miles
removes his Harmon mute for the first time, to
croon for afull six minutes alonely lament as
good as anything he's ever done—unpredictable, heartfelt, not awasted note—while Miller
puts aside his trademarked slap-funk bass to
respectfully impersonate Jaco's fluid lead/
accompaniment style. Even the hoariest of
moldy figs would like this one.
Miller composed, arranged, produced, and
plays half adozen instruments throughout; for
most of Amandla's eight tunes, Miles seems
reduced to asession-man on his own record. 2
It still sounds like Miles, but somehow the issue
never even occurs to me when listening to his
collaborations with Gil Evans (to whom this
album, like Siesta before it, is dedicated).
Kenny Garrett, Miles's best horn man since
Dave Liebman, mines the sinuous soprano sax
vein first discovered in Davis bands by Liebman, later carried on by Sonny Fortune and Bill
Evans. The rest of the sidemen are also impressive: George Duke, Al Foster, and awho's who
of contemporary percussionists—Paulinho
Da Costa, Omar Hakim, Don Alias, and Mino
Cinelu.
This is the first Miles Davis album since We
Want Miles that Ihaven't had to talk myself into
liking. It's good, serious fusion, and Idon't
even like fusion. Recommended.
—Richard Lehnert

TRIBUTE TOJOHN COLTRANE
Wayne Shorter, Dave Liebman, soprano saxes; Richie
Beirach, piano; Eddie Gomez, bass:Jack DeJohnette,
drums
Columbia FC 45136 (LP), CK 45136 (CD). Jay Messina,
eng.; lbshinari Koinuma, Kazunori Oki, prods.
DDA/DDD. TT: 4853

Recorded in 1987 as part of aJapanese obser2And whose idca was it to start the Miles Davis Fan Club advertised on the album jacket? Has it come to that?
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vance of the twentieth anniversary ofJohn Coltrane's death, this genuinely all-star tribute is
packed with fierce, furious music, fully in the
spirit of its dedicatee. The two hornmen play
soprano sax, an instrument Coltrane virtually
invented as amodern jazz voice, and aptly
embody the two sides of Coltrane's own playing: the earlier, smoother work he did with
Miles (Liebman), and the more desperate, frantic, ideas-interrupting-ideas blowing he did
later, on his own (Shorter). The liner notes compare Richie Beirach with McCoy Tyner, Coltrane's own piano player for many years, but
Ifound the comparison strained. Beirach,
accomplished player that he is, finds himself
outgunned here, sounding like alone landscape artist at aconvention of action painters.
Not so Eddie Gomez and Jack DeJohnette—if
Gomez anchors the quintet, DeJohnette is the
seabed itself, playing with all the sexy unpredictability of Elvin Jones, but always totally occupying the beat in away I've never quite trusted
Jones to do. This guy drums with such forceful,
perfect leanness that he almost disappears, so
essential is his playing, and so without ego.
Gomez plays fast, taut, and bulbous, as always.
But ya gotta talk horns in aColtrane tribute:
"Mr. P.C.," Trane's tribute to Paul Chambers,
starts out at full speed and then accelerates, all
players working as hard as I've ever heard
them. Shorter is almost breathless, Liebman a
picture of fluid tension. Then the tension drops
for Liebman's and Beirach's duet medley of
"After the Rain" and the obligatory "Naima."
For the former, Beirach lays down apastoral
bed over which Liebman floats, and, after asurprisingly gospelly piano bridge, asomewhat
loud, uptempo "Naima" takes over. Gomez
begins the 24-minute "India" /Impressions"
medley with asolo first wistful, then fast,
funky, and percussive, before "India"'s heroic
piano chords and the floating saxes roll in.
Shorter never quite gets in the groove here—
his sound is thin, reedy, hesitant, his ideas brief
and self-contradictory. He also works consistently at the top of the soprano's range, which
grates after awhile. Beirach seems to be humping it just to catch up, but Liebman at least
impersonates Trane's craggy genius. In fact,
only when Liebman solos does Beirach seem
to wake up and take notice, his comping moving up acouple notches in tension and creativity. Not surprising—he and Liebman have
played together alot lately. After afew minutes
of ensemble milling about, DeJohnette's exciting solo, aflurry of notes, sets us up for "Impressions." Shorter cooks at boiling point here,
with adancing, birdlike solo. Beirach, too, is
strongly melodic. By this point—as at many
others throughout the album—there's just so
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much going on, Irealize that I'll be able to hear
this album many, many times before Ieven
catch sight of the bottom. Before the final choruses, Liebman, more insinuatingly sinuous
than ever, near 'bout lifted the top of my head
off—his playing sounds as if he's meditating in
cut time while sitting atop acharging bull.
Recommended? Damn straight. Even when
these guys stumble, they do it with the heart,
grace, and humor of gods. A serious jazz album — ya gotta hear it. And buy the LP—
sounds just as good as the CD, which ain't had.
—Richard Lehnert
ANDY LAVERNE:Jazz Piano Lineage
Andy LaVerne, piano
DMP CD-463 (CD only). 'Rim Jung, ens.; Andy 1...0erne,
Tom Jung, prods. DDD. TT: 64:51

In the liner notes, pianist Andy Laverne writes,
"My goal for this program was to present a
documentation of music which has distinctively contributed to the development of the
modem jazz piano vocabulary" The focus, he
adds, would be on pianists from the 1950s to
the present who are his personal favorites.
Fair enough. And rather enticing as well,
since those favorites include such important
innovators as Thelonious Monk, McCoy Tyner,
Herbie Hancock, Keith Jarrett, Chick Corea,
Bill Evans, and Dave Brubeck. Although some
omissions were probably unavoidable given
the time constraint of asingle CD, Ifind the
absence of Art Tatum—one of the towering
keyboard forces in jazz's still-brief history, who
did some of his best work in the early '50s—a
bit puzzling. But Tatum composed little, while
each of the artists represented here has been
prolific in that regard. And compositions as
well as playing styles are at the core of this collection, among them Monk's "Pannonica,"
lyner's "Passion Dance," Hancock's "The Sorcerer," Evans's "Waltz for Debby," and Bru beck's "In Your Own Sweet Way."
It doesn't take long to realize that LaVerne
(once asideman with Stan Getz and one-third
of atrio with Dave Brubeck's sons Chris and
Dan) has convincingly assimilated the post-bop
terrain (the influences of Corea, Hancock, and
Richie Beirach are particularly strong). It also
soon becomes apparent that this album is no
stylistic sampler. Rather, it forms ashowcase
for LaVerne's own adventuresome and frequently eloquent tonal explorations.
The straight-ahead swinging that was part
and parcel of some of the originals is frequently
replaced by large dollops of rubato and
rhapsodizing—qualities that, for me, increasingly cloyed. Indeed, Evans's "ltvelve Tone
Mine" becomes virtually anew composition
in LaVerne's hands, as does, to alesser extent,
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Brubeck's "In Your Own Sweet Way." Such
musical metamorphosis, of course, is jazz's very
heart and soul, but whether you are moved by
the results here will, as always, be amatter of
taste. Personally, Ifound myself admiring
LaVeme's virtuosity more than being caught up
with the ideas behind it or feeling the presence
of astrongly original voice. Nonetheless, this
is music that deserves aserious listen.
Debussy's "La Terrasse des audiences du clair
de lune," from his second book of preludes, is
the album's sole classical inclusion (unless you
so classify Corea's through-composed "Children's Songs," Nos.11, 13, 16, 17, and 20 of
which are performed here). It provides an
illuminating juxtaposition that vividly demonstrates the debt all modern jazz pianists owe to
Debussy's advanced harmonic and melodic
thinking. Nowhere is that debt more evident
than in LaVerne's own "Men of Moses Who
Wear Glasses."
Those who would like to familiarize themselves with the work of the artists LaVeme pays
homage to here are well advised to start with
some of the numerous recordings made by
each. But for aficionados, this CD should provide an interesting and sometimes absorbing
view of important keyboard trends that have
evolved since the bop revolution of the 1940s.
Piano sound has been captured with clarity
and immediacy. While the instrument's uppermost octave and ahalf emerge as rather jangly,
Ihave asuspicion this quality has less to do
with DMP's squeaky-clean digital technology
than with the sonic personality of this particular instrument.
—Gordon Emerson

Popular
NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND: Will tile Circle Be
Unbroken, VoLll
NGDB, Roy Acuff, Chet Atkins, Paulette Carlson, Johnny
Cash, June Carter Cash, Roseanne Cash, Vassar Clements, John Denver, Emmylou Harris, Levon Helm,
John Hiatt, Chris Hillman, Bruce Hornsby, Bernie
Leadon, Jimmy Martin, Roger McGuinn, Michael Martin
Murphey, New Grass Revival, Mark O'Connor, John
Prime, Earl Scruggs, Randy Scruggs, Ricky Skaggs, Buck
White, and many others
Universal UVL2- 12500 (2 LPs), UVLD- 12500 (CD). Ron
"Snake" Reynolds, cng.; NGDB, Randy Scruggs, prods.
DDA/DDD. TT: 72:27

In the liner notes and poop sheets accompanying this unexpected sequel to Vol.' of 18 years
ago, everyone bends over backward explaining
that Vol.11 is not aremake. They're right—it
isn't. Will the Circle Be Unbroken, aunique,
miraculous meeting of rock musicians and the
absolute best of country music, was probably
the most important country album ever made.
Such breakthroughs can never be repeated,
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something that most music critics, creaming
their jeans over "the new Dylan" or "the next
Beatles," never seem to learn.
Missing from Vol.11 are Doc Watson, Pete
Oswald, Norman Blake, Bill Monroe, Junior
Huskey Sr., Mother MaybeIle Carter, and Merle
Travis. All are missed, the last three are dead,
and Bill Monroe was conspicuously absent on
Vol.1 as well, not wanting to associate with godless long-hairs. Too bad for him.
More than half the guests on WCBU li are
newcomers, and of atype of country music
that barely existed when Vol.I was recorded.
Aside from the Dirt Band itself, WCBU!showcased country musicians who had all been
established stars for decades, had grown up
playing acoustic instruments, and for whom,
in 1971, Country Music was adevout, hermetically sealed world all its own, seemingly
diametrically opposed to sex, drugs, and rock'n'roll. Likewise, to the rock audience, country, with few exceptions (Gram Parsons, of
course), was abarely explored backwater of
cretinous hillbillies wailing "Oltie from Muskogee" and shotgunning Peter Fonda and Dennis
Hopper off the road.
We've all learned alot since then. WCBU
is aprogress report on folk-rock, country rock,
and other hyphenations since 1971. It does this
job admirably, with alot of very fine music, but
having just relistened to its predecessor, the ol'
magic just ain't there—the gap to be bridged
is so much narrower now, the accomplishment
necessarily so much smaller. There's none of
the sense of sitting at the elders' feet that
suffused Vol.', none of the self-conscious nervousness of hoary pickers against their better
judgment shaking the hands of filthy hippies.
Or of giants like Doc Watson and Merle Travis
(for whom the late Merle Watson was named)
meeting for the first time, then sitting down to
make great music together. Appropriately, the
studio 'tween-takes chatter that so enlivened
Vol.1 is barely present, and not very interesting when it is.
But, all that said, this is agreat contemporary
country album: Johnny Cash (who started this
whole thing back in '69 by crooning with Bob
Dylan on Nashville Skyline), trembling through
"Life's Railway to Heaven," backed by Earl &
Randy Scruggs, Mark O'Connor, young dobro
whiz Jerry Douglas, and his entire family singing harmony, is just fine. "When IGet My
Rewards," anew/old hymn by Paul ICennerly,
Emmylou Harris's husband, is sung sober and
serious by the always-sincere Levon Helm, late
of the Band. John Denver reminds us how he
started out, with just aguitar, on "And So It
Goes," and does it well enough to make you
forget adozen country roads and Rocky MounStereophile, September 1989

tain consciousness-altering,s. Emmylou herself
sings aharrowing "Mary Danced With Soldiers," again by husband Kennerly, in avoice
that's almost too dry these days, but Highway
101's Paulette Carlson embarrasses herself with
"Lovin' On the Side," in which we learn, yet
again, that some country-rock bands left the
country 'way too long ago. Jimmy Martin,
whose energy on WCBU Ijust about popped
the needle out of the groove, is almost as good
as ever on "I'm Sittin' On Top of the World,"
backed by Vassar Clements (whose career was
made by Vol.1), and Michael Martin Murphey's
version of his own hit, "Lost River," is the best
I've heard. Roger McGuinn records Dylan's
"You Ain't Going Nowhere" for the umpteenth
time, backed by fellow ex-Byrd Chris Hillman,
and Bruce Hornsby's "The Valley Road" is by
far the freshest tune on the disc. "Will the Circle" itself is sung, again, with alarge chorus of
next of kin: Tracy Nelson, Vince Gill, Wendy
Waldman, The White Girls, and Bashful
Brother Oswald; verses are traded by Johnny
Cash, Roy Acuff, Ricky Skaggs, Levon Helm,
and Emmylou.
The Dirt Band, which almost got lost on
Vol.1 through sheer self-effacement, asserts
itself much more here. Banjoist John McEuen,
whose father produced and masterminded
Vol.1, is gone but for one cut, and so is Les
Thompson, replaced by Bob Carpenter, who
sings acouple of songs but shouldn't have. As
in Vol.1, the sessions are tied together by Jimmie Fadden's virtuosic down-home harmonica. But there were 15 instrumentals on that first
set; here there are only two.
Vol.' ended with Randy Scrug,gs's poignant
solo-guitar arrangement of Joni Mitchell's
"Both Sides Now": it was the only non-country, non-traditional tune on the album, and
served as aremarkably apt linking of the two
camps of American musics. Producer Scruggs
plays "Amazing Grace" here, and the statement
is quite different: Vol.II is much more selfcontained, simultaneously more contemporary
and more religious in tone than its predecessor. There really is no gap in American music
any more—the circle is unbroken. Unfortunately, the lack of tension, of the apprehensiveness of different worlds meeting, keeps
this very good album from being great or important.
Recommended anyway. Recorded live in the
studio, mixed directly to two-track digital,
what was there is what you hear: no mixing,
no overdubs, no sweetening. Considering that
there are seldom less than eight musicians on
any track, musicians quite unused to recording in this way, the sound is quite good. After
adjusting the VTA on my turntable, Icould hear
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absolutely no difference between CD and LP.
And there's not an electric guitar in the bunch.
—Richard Lchnert
BONNIE RAMS Nick of Time
Capitol CIIG-92168 (LP), C21Z-92168 (CD). Don Was,
prod. MD. Tr 42:58

Everyone gets there at some point in their lives:
Not everything goes your way, past successes
don't seem to matter that much, and the future
starts to look mighty bleak. You have to gather
your thoughts and look ahead toward what's
in store for you in the future.
Just a few short years ago, Bonnie Raitt,
daughter of actor John, showed the world she
wasn't someone who just wanted to cash in on
her family name; she had lots of talent of her
own. Listen to her classy and wonderful
albums. But styles change. (Remember disco?)
So, Warner Brothers drops her from the
label. Low unit sales, you know. Plus, our heroine starts pushing 40. Time to re-evaluate
things. Her songs begin to take on meaning for
her life now: getting older, wiser, maybe even
alittle hardened. She lets some people hear the
new material, and Capitol Records execs decide
to take achance and let her record a new
album. Don Was, of Was (Not Was) fame, was
called on to produce it.
My faith in the music business has been
restored. Thank you, Capitol.
Bonnie's voice is still as clear and wonderful as ever. The 11 songs range from her own
look at getting older ("Nick of Time"), John
Hiatt's "Thing Called Love" (great video.
unbelievable slide guitar work), Michael Ruff's
"Cry on My Shoulder," the bluesey "Real Man,"
and my personal favorite, "Have a Heart,"
which starts off with Bonnie telling the guy in
no uncertain terms to "Hey, sbut up ...
don't
lie to me. ..!" Back-up musicians were well chosen, too: Hutch Hutchinson on bass, Ricky
Fataar on drums and percussion, Johnny Le
Schell on second guitar, and an appearance by
the "Heart Attack Horns": Bill Bergman,
Dennis Fanas, Greg Smith, and John Berry, Jr.
Plus guest appearances by David Crosby, Graham Nash, and Herbie Hancock.
The album is enjoyable all the way through,
and is probably one that you'll enjoy more than
the average 15-year-old will. Bonnie's guitar
work is worth the price of the album alone!
Classify this one under what my wife calls
'adult" music, along with groups like Little Feat
and The Neville Brothers.
Production is terrific Mr. Was didn't fall into
the trap of over-producing some of the slow
ballads, as seems to be the trend recently
(strings, horns, synth, ad nauseam), but let
superior musicianship shine on its own
Stereophile, September 1989

Recording quality is very good. LP and CD
have the same number of songs, so the choice
is yours.
It would have been ashame if this music had
not been allowed to be shared with the recordbuying and radio-listening public. Let's hope
music-biz execs continue the trend and bring
us intelligent "adult" acts as well as the very
profitable heavy-metal/latest-trend acts.
The only thing better than hearing Ms. Raitt
on record is seeing her in person. Buy the record and catch her live Idid. and I'm going to
again!
—Gary S. Krakow
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
Errata
On p.93 of the Ju4 issu

of the impulse, coloring the signal and allowing
the Mir.ge M Iw.is erro-

no intertransient silence. The reviewer refer-

neously listed as displayed in the Ultimate Sound

ences brickwall filtering but Wadia seldom uses

room. Actually, it was displayed by Stereo+Plus,

it.

along with products by Krell, The Mod Squad,

Frenchcurve & DigiMaster: Wadia's
Frenchcurve algorithm is derived from the

and Well-Tempered Lab.
In the same issue, re. p.122 of Larry Greenhill's report on the Revox B-260-S FM tuner,

LaGrangian theorem, which is the only decoding polynomial constrained to give first-order

under "Conclusion": Larry assures us that he

accuracy at the sample points. The DigiMaster

does "miss the Revox tuner's lack of on-board
multipath indicators and its insistence on the

software goes astep beyond the Frenchcurve

less-satisfactory DIN connector."
In last month's CES report, the Wadia 1000

in that it mixes in aSpline component that is
the only polynomial that presents secondorder accuracy at the sample points— ie, it re-

was reported to be atwo-box unit. It is actu-

generates the slope of the signal as it moves

ally aone-box device. In addition, the Wadia

through the sample points.

Digital 2000 uses four AT&T DSP 16-35ns digital
signal-processing chips, not Motorola DSP

These algorithms are optimized in the time
domain, not in the frequency domain, and are

56001s as reported.
In the same issue, on p.183, Chesky's LP-only
reissue of Charles Munch's 1955 performance

fine-tuned to reproduce transients and non-

of Ravel's Daphnis et Chloe is listed as AAD. The

periodic impulses without ringing. As one can
see in the photo of the impulse response (fig.4),
it has only one cycle of ripple on either side of

recording is, of course, AAA.

the impulse.

Wadia 1000 Decoding Computer

They are anatural-function rolloff at 20kHz
(the response is not "kicked up" by afilter) and

Editor:

The tradeoffs were noted by the reviewer.

Wadia Digital Corp. wishes to thank Martin Col-

less rejection of images of 22kHz, which is a

loms for taking the time to audition the Wadia

lower priority when used as part of ahighquality system. In other words, it is not abrick-

1000 Decoding Computer. Your readers' interests are well served by the fact that the reviewer
has raised for discussion the most critical ele-

wall-shaped filter.

ment of high-end digital design—the decoding

The reviewer mentioned that the Wadia was
"fabricated from heavy-gauge machined alu-

algorithm. As acomputer, the performance
parameters of the '1000 are primarily functions
of the software.
Conventional Brickwall Digital Filtering (truncated and windowed sine X over X):
This method of filtering is called "brickwall"

The "Mil"-Grade Battleship Housing:

minum-alloy plates." The Wadia designers
believe this is critical to the performance. The
reason? Homogeneity.
Any cross-section of an electronic enclosure
is acomplex maze of eddy current, ground

filtering because of its filtering shape in the frequency domain. Brickwall filters provide flat
response to 20kHz, and nearly absolute rejec-

current, and thermodynamicflows. The integ-

tion above about 22kHz. They are termed
"taut" filters. As the reviewer notes, they have

formance. It may seem esoteric, but this design
philosophy has been adapted, for very good

rity and homogeneity of the electronic enclosure is asubtle, but important, factor in per-

excellent frequency-response specifications

reasons, by those who design space-vehicle

and ultrasonic filtering. They test very well in

hardware. As opposed to consumer gear which

the frequency domain when tested with sinewaves or other steady-state signals (such as

makes use of bent sheet-metal, our level of performance depends upon fractions of microvolts.

wideband white noise).
The tradeoff is that they do not test or per-

Low-Level Linearity: If the low-level
linearity of the stock D/A converters used in

form well with the transients and impulses of

the '1000 is aconcern, we recommend that the

real music. For example, the impulse response
will have dozens of cycles of ripple on each side

user does what 90% of '1000 users have done—
upgrade to the 18-bit, 64x, transversal, summed-
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multiport D/A converters and DigiMaster software that are standard in our '2000 product.
The '1000 is fully upgradeable—hardware and
software.

gested retail of the Alpha 2! The target here is
adecent-sounding system for close to $1000.
No mention is made of the Alpha 2's optional

Don Moses

plug-in, moving-coil phono board ($65), or the

CEO, Wadia Digital Corp.

extruded aluminum girder that hangs the transformer up, off the circuit board to minimize

Martin -Logan Sequel II
Editor:

vibration, and thus distortion. These are but two
of the Alpha 2's overlooked positive attributes.

Most professionals within the audio industry
today understand that the Martin-Logan Sequel's
extensive resolving capabilities are so revealing
that everything within the audio chain, both
good and bad, will be exposed.

The reviewer's advice that Arcam eliminate
tone controls also runs contrary to consumer
wants and needs. Lack of tone controls is one
reason British amplifiers have never had real

The care you put into the set-up is directly

success in the US marketplace; funky looks,
weird DIN connections, odd chassis sizes, and

proportional to the performance you experience

questionable reliability are others. Tone con-

It is unfortunate that Sam Tellig never con-

trols are important to price-conscious users

sidered using his own environment to evalu-

because they need to adjust for bright CDs

ate the Sequel, let alone exercise the care in set-

(software and hardware) and tweak out room

up required. Neither was there, at any time, any

flaws and speaker shortfalls. A thorough review

communication from anyone at Stereopbile

would compare the Alpha 2's subtle, usable

that performance was not up to expectation.

tone controls to the more drastic slopes that
render typical Asian tone controls virtually
useless.

This unfortunate event has established an
environment within which we must issue:
A CHALLENGE FOR
ALL STEREOPHILE READERS
Go to your nearest dealer and evaluate for yourselves. Listen carefully to the Sequel II in his
environment and write to us, or our friends at
Stereopbile, the results of your experience.
Best regards and happy journey,
Gayle Martin Sanders
President, Martin-Logan, Ltd.

Arcana Alpha 2

Our Delta 60 (50Wpc) at $599, the amplifier
that competes with the Creek 4140 S2, has no
tone controls and sells for less than either the
Alpha 2or the Delta 90 (both of which have
tone controls). Our Delta 90 (70Wpc) for $749,
afull-function integrated, is fair competition
for the Audiolab 8000A. We make three integrated amplifiers because there are three distinct price ranges that consumers buy in.
Lumping these price ranges into one group
misses the point. Moreover—although Idon't

Editor:

think this is your intent—it seems as if Stereo-

We have mixed feelings about Robert Harley's

pbile doesn't have the time, space, or inclination to give the distinct price ranges full cover-

review of four British integrated amplifiers,
including the Alpha 2. We have also listened to

age and fair comparison.

and examined all the units he reviewed, and

On the front lines of retail, the Arcam Alpha

find many of his observations about their

2's competitors come from Asia, not England.

sound correct. However, his understanding of

lb Robert Harley's credit, he does do acrucial

the consumer, his or her needs, the purpose of
"budget" equipment, and sensitive entry-level

comparison of the Alpha 2with atypical massmarket product, and notes "relief' with the

price ranges, is disappointing.

Alpha 2. Similarly priced integratecis from Asia

His suggestion that the consumer spend an
extra $200 for aCreek 4140 S2 is cavalier, at

abound, and their sonic and build qualities
generally fall short of the Alpha 2's. None, for

best. The budget buyer either doesn't have or

example, use the beefy, toroidal power trans-

want to spend "the extra $200," be's on a

former the Alpha 2uses. Nor do they have Arcam's

budget. That $200 buys part or all of an inex-

extensive quality-control procedures, like a24-

pensive tuner (ex: the Rotel RT 830 at $199 or

hour burn-in period on every unit.
Stereophile's critique provides across-sec-

the Arcam Alpha 2tuner at $329), or perhaps
part of the turntable, CD, or loudspeakers. To
the customer on abudget, Robert Harley's casual $200 is a57% increase over the $350 sug190

tional overview of asmattering of integrated
amp brands from England, but falls short by
comparing apples with oranges and cantaStereophile, September 1989

loupes. Apples to apples would be the Alpha

was just being kind.

2, Creek 4040, Onix 0A-20, NAD 3240, etc.

They say it isn't nice to imply bad things

The relationships that you create between $350
and $800 integrateds simply don't mean much
to real-world music lovers with specific price

about the competition. They're wrong!
By the way, if there are people out there who

ranges. Unbalanced comparisons do no justice
to Stereopbile, its readership, or the products
tested.
Michael Zeugin

want apowerful, multi-functioned, integrated
amp that's even more musical than the 4140 S2,
tell them that the Creek 5050, 4140 S2's big
brother, is now available.

President, Audio Influx Corporation

Audiolab 8000A

Roy Hall
Music Hall

Yamaha DSP-3000

Editor:

Editor

Thank you for Robert Harley's review of the

Ihave just completed reading adraft of Bill
Sommerwerck's review of our DSP-3000. It

Audiolab 8000A. His comments about the
Audiolab's quality of construction and power
output were much appreciated. You will under-

appears that Mr. Sommerwerck misunderstands Yamaha's basic DSP approach. From the

stand, Ihope, if Ido not agree with his characterization of the Audiolab's sound.

ate the ambience of various listening venues.

Audiolab amplifiers do not have the built-in
euphonic colorations on which some British
amplifiers have built their reputations. Sometimes neutrality can be less appealing than a
romanticized sound, but we have found that
many people do not want romance from their
amplifiers.

beginning, our aim with DSP has been to recreIn our opinion, and that of many esteemed
scholarly researchers, the most accurate way
to achieve this is by measuring actual environments, storing them digitally, and recalling
them through DSP technology. Further, it is our
opinion that, in most cases, captured earlyreflection data will provide the most realistic

The amplifiers tested are all good products;
Ibelieve this whole category of amplifiers
deserves more attention. It is easy to say that
for $300 more aperson could buy separates,

and natural-sounding field, as this technique
avoids adding reverberation to recordings,
most of which already contain added or natural reverberation.

but that is half again as much as most of these

A major issue with Mr. Sommerwerck ap-

amplifiers. The person who buys separates also
least another $50. That $350 would be better

pears to be the validity of early-reflection (ER)
programs vs reverberation programs. The
Yamaha DSP units utilize several types of pro-

spent on the source or, as RH points out,

grams, the most plentiful being ER, the next

records.

most plentiful (Church, for example) being a
combination of ER and reverberation. Mr. Som-

has to buy agood interconnect, which is at

Jim Griffin

Sales Manager, Artech Electronics Ltd.

merwerck states ".. Yamaha appears to be say-

Creek 4140 S2

ing ...
that the character of ahall is determined

Editor:

only by the initial reflections.. .; the reverberant decay doesn't count!"
We never said that. Mr. Sommerwerck said

weU, ¡
must say I'm pleased that Robert Harley
thought so highly of the Creek 4140 S2 integrated amp. This kid will go far.

that. On the contrary, we devote considerable

As virtually everything he said was so posi-

space in Sound Field Creation to the impor-

tive, I'm faced with the awkward prospect of

tance of reverberation in the composition of
asoundfield, which also includes loudness and

not being able to rip him asunder for not
appreciating my products. (This is one of the
few sports left to distributors.)
What Idid find surprising was his dislike of

extension.
Loudness refers not only to acoustic pressure
of the direct sound, but also the contributing

the Arcam Alpha 2. This amp, though not in the

SPL of reflected sound. Obviously the reflec-

same class as the Creek, surely deserves abetter

tive or absorptive nature of avenue has abear-

mention than the one given. His evaluation of

ing on how loud agiven soundfield is per-

the Naim NAIT is fair—a lovely product, cer-

ceived to be.

tainly aworthy competitor to the Creek 4140

There are two fundamental factors which

S2. As for the Audiolab 8000A ...
?Surely he

influence the perception of reverberation. One
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is reverberation time, which is the time it takes

the reflections. The delay time between the

for sound to attenuate by 60dB. The other is an
acoustical characteristic known as "liveness,"

arrival of the direct sound and the early reflec-

which is closely related to the average absorption
ratio of agiven room. In agiven venue, the level
of reverberation perceived is not in proportion

tions is referred to as the "initial delay gap"
(IDG). Perception of extension will be heightened by higher lateral-reflection loudness
levels and larger IDGs. However, perception

to the reverberation time. Rather, the reverberation time of aroom is in proportion to the vol-

of extension bears almost no relation to reverberations or their length. The greatest physi-

ume of that room, and inversely proportional
to the average absorption ratio, which is aparameter which gives apercentage of absorption

shape of the acoustical environment.

in relation to the internal surface area of the room.

combined auditory impressions of three ele-

Liveness, or the perception of reverberation,

ments: loudness, reverberation, and extension.
Perception of loudness depends on the strength

is closely related to the average absorption

cal factor in perception of extension is the
In summary, asoundfield consists of the

ratio. If this ratio remains constant, the same
degree of liveness will be obtained, even though

of the direct and reflected sound.

the size of the room may change. Reverbera-

volume of the room and the average absorption ratio. Perception of extension depends on

tion times in the sorts of listening environments
normally used by consumers range from 0.2
seconds in residential listening rooms to 2.5
seconds in auditoriums. The average absorption
ratio ranges from 18% to 40%. Aroom with an
average absorption ratio of 18 will feel very
"live," while aroom with aratio of 40, like a
typical television studio, will sound quite dead.

Perception of reverberation depends on the

the loudness of lateral reflections, which is
directly associated with the shape of the room.,
The essential point is that reverberation is
acritical component of an original soundfield.
Mr. Sommerwerck goes on to state that "Most
commercial recordings are closely miked to
prevent the hall reverb from becoming exces-

Perception of extension is related to the time

sive. .." He is, for the most part, correct. How-

base of sound reflections. When an impulse is

ever, virtually all modern recordings have

emitted from asound source in aroom, it will

reverberation, some picked up by separate

be received at any point. Direct sound arrives

"ambience" mics in the hall and mixed in on
separate channels artificially put there in post-

shortly after it is emitted, and is followed by primary reflections returned from asingle bounce

production. In the case of creating alarge

off ceiling and walls. A reflection arriving for
the nth time is said to be the nreflection, therefore primary (first bounce) reflections always

soundfield during an original performance in
an acoustically dead room (a process Yamaha

precede secondary (second bounce) reflections.
In general, primary and secondary reflections that arrive at the listener within 50 mil-

reverberation should be added. Also, in the
case of the "dry" recording—that is, one with

liseconds of the direct sound are referred to as

001 disc)—reverberation should be added.

"early reflections," while later reflections are
called "subsequent reverberations." Primary
reflections enhance the direct sound and act

has developed called "assisted acoustics"),

no reverb added or captured (such as our DSPWhen one listens to amodern recording
(that is, one with areverberation component)
with asystem which adds yet more reverber-

to strengthen the perception of loudness and

ation, the result is an unreal echo effect which

clarity, while subsequent reverberations, also
called "dispersed," "diffused," or "indirect"

adds afeeling of distance, but not dimension.
By combining early-reflection effects with the

sounds, add to the feeling of volume of the

reverberation component captured in the re-

environment and, therefore, to the perception
of extension.

cording, the feeling of distance is enhanced by
afeeling of dimension, without the confusion

Reflections which arrive at the listener hori-

of duplicated reverberation effects.
Avery important point in understanding the

zontally from the walls of the room are known
as "lateral reflections," while those from ceiling
or floor are called "non-lateral reflections." Perception of extension is related to the loudness
of lateral reflections and the added effect of
these reflections, as well as the time delay of
Stereophile, September 1989

I These comments are from "Reproducing architectural
acoustical effects using digital sound field puce:sing:* by Irwin
Zucker, Yamaha Electronics, USA, apaper pre-sensed to the
Audio Engineering Society's 7th International Conference in
Toronto, Canada, March 1989. A copy of the complete paper
is enclosed for your reference.
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application of soundfield processing is the
difference between reproducing recorded

nels, not the front channels. The front channels and the rear channels use two 16-bit lin-

music and acoustical venues in home listening
rooms, and the acoustical nature of live music
in aconcert venue The nature of the processes

ear DACs each. (There are six DACs in aDSP3000; four for the four effects channels, two
for the main channels.) Second, the master vol-

are different, and those differences must be

ume control will adjust everything whether
you use the digital input or not, since it is asix-

considered when evaluating and using DSP.
Reverberation programs are very useful, but
tend to be more enjoyable with drier recordings. Our DSP-001 CD is useful for showing the
long delays without the confusion resulting

gang analog control which is located after the
DACs. Consequently, the master volume control does not know if the original signal was
digital or analog.

from recorded reverberation. However, the

There is apair of A/D converters in the DSP-

DSP-001 is unique: commercial recordings are

3000 to convert analog signals to digital for

not made anechoically. [But seeJGH's review
of the Denon anec.boic orchestral recording in

effects processing. Amajor benefit of the digital

(bis issue—Ed.]

therefore maintain the integrity of the off-disc
digital signal as much as possible Mr. Sommerwerck seems to have overlooked this benefit,

It is important to underscore the fact that
Yamaha digital soundfield processors are capable of delivering both early-reflection venues
and reflection-plus-ER venues, as well as surround, presence, and ER-plus-surround modes.

input is to eliminate the A/D converters, and

preferring to simply compare the performance
of the Hi-bit DAC to that of his Denon CD
player as asimple alternative DAC. The fact is,

We feel that, with most modem recordings, the

by using the DAC in the CD player, the signal

most realistic and natural experience will be

must then be routed through the A/D converter, then in to the DACs in the effects chan-

had with ER modes, but we let the consumer
choose and provide the flexibility of making
the unit. Others have not followed this approach,

nels for DSP operation. The direct digital input
avoids the A/D step.
Irwin Zucker
Product Manager,

preferring to edit the consumer's choice and

Yamaha Electronics Corp. USA

that choice even after he or she has purchased

flexibility options.
There is at least one other area where Mr.
Sommerwerck's comments need clarification.
In discussion of the D/A converters, he states
that the "front" channels use "pseudo-18-bit
D/A converters." Actually, we prefer our term

TUBETRAPS"
... for the audio system
that's nearly perfect.

"Hi-bit" for our bit-shifting DAC arrangement,
but that is not our point here We wish to clarify
some inaccuracies in his observations about
the unit. In the DSP-3000's operation manual,
we refer to the "front" channels as the front
effects channels. The "rear" channels are the

ACOUSTIC UPGRADES FOR THE
FINAL LINK IN THE AUDIO
CHAIN
YOUR LISTENING ROOM

rear effects channels, and the original stereo
program channels are referred to as "main" channels. In the review, Mr. Somrnerwerck says:
"Before discussing the sound quality of the

CALL 1-800-ASC-TUBE
for the Dealer nearest you

DSP-3000's soundfield, Ishould say a few
words about the pseudo-18-bit D/A converters
used for the front channels. (The rear channels
use 16-bit linear conversion.) If CD is your primary program source, it is tempting to run
your player's bitstream through the DSP-3000;
the master volume control will then adjust
everything."
There are two inaccuracies in the above paragraph. HMI, the Hi-bit IDACs are for the main chanStereophile, September 1989

ACOUSTIC
'
SCIENCES I
Y.
CORPORATION

MANUFACTURER OF
TUBETRAPS .'

PO. BOX 1189, EUGENE, OR 97440 USA 503/343-9727
PO BOX 1179. KASLO. BC. VOS IMO. GANADA 604/353-2626
SOUND 8MUSIC, VIA MAllAROS4 125, 55100 LUCCA.
ITALY 583-581327
Patented tn the USA. UK. Canada. Hong Kong and SeNapore
Patents pendIng voceldwde

*tumid
Aubto
11fiber'
The Most In Musical Enjoyment
For The Novice & Connoisseur
Apogee •Arcici •Alma-Sphere
Audio Prism •Audioque.s1 •Basis
Benz •Cardas • Cello • Chesky
Chicago Speaker Stand •Classe'
Clearaudio •Cogan Hall •Creek
Distech •Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technology •Garrott
Lantana •Last •Magnan •Merrill
Mod Squad •March •Nestorovic
Rega •Reference Recordings
Sequerra •Sheffield Lab •Souther
Superphon • Tara Labs • Tice Audio
Vendetta Research • VMPS • VP I
Wadia • Yankee •& More

287 Clarksville Road
Princeton Jct., N.J. 08550
(609) 799-9664

LISTEN UP!
We have developed amodification
that dramatically improves the
sound of all compact disc players
at aprice that is atrue bargain ...
only

$105. (4 u.s.

San Diego, Southern
California...and Beyond

ARE

YOU

•Designing an audio/video
system?
•Upgrading your components or
cables?
•Pursuing the finest audio
accessories?
•Searching for superb recordings?

Music

S6à

Please visit us or call
(619) 436-7692 to find out
how we can help you.
542 North Hwy. 101, Leucodla, CA 92024

If You Purchased
Any High End
Audio Component
Without Calling Us
We Have aCap
For You.

Money Back Guarantee
For information and review about
this procedure, please send aselfaddressed stamped envelope to the
address below or feel free to call us.

Executive Stereo
896 Queen Street West
Toronto Ontario M6J 106 Canada

1416) 538-4000
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AUDIO OUTLET
The High End Mail Order Store
PO Box 673
Bedford Hills, NY 10507

(914) 666-0550
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WHERE TO BUY STEREOPHILE
Dealers interested in selling Stereophile call (505) 982-2366.

Encino
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd
Fair Oaks
Pinkerton Audio
6716 Madison Ave. Ste 8
Fairfield
UM Stereo Unlimited
ALASKA
2020 N Texas
Anchorage
Gardena
Shimeks
Reference Audio Systems
405 E. Northern Lights Blvd
18214 Dalton Ave
ARIZONA
Grass Valley
Alta Buena Stereo
Mesa
214 E Main St
Mesa Audio
456 W Main St, Ste M
Hollywood
Phoenix
World Book &News
1652 Cahuenga Blvd
Tower Records
3949 E Thomas Rd
Huntington Beach
Havens and Hardesty
Scottsdale
15102-A Bolsa Chica
Esotenc Audio
4120 N. Marshall Way. Ste 1 Irvine
Tucson
Soundquest
4255 Campus Dr #116
Wilson Audio Ltd
2900 E Broadway
Lancaster
Soundworks
ARKANSAS
737 W Lancaster Blvd
Little Rock
Leucadia
Creative Sight &Sound
Music by the Sea
400 N Bowman Ste B-3
542 N Hwy 101
CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles
Benicia
Christopher Hansen Ltd
Benicia Audio/Video
646 N Robertson
810 Southampton Rd
Paris Audio
12401 Wilshire Blvd
Berkeley
DB Audio
Western &Olympic
2573 Shattuck
Audio Video
Honkers
998 S Western Ave
2440 Shattuck Ave
Mission Viejo
Home Technology Systems
Tower Records
Classical Annex
28251 Marguerite Pkwy SC
2585 Telegraph Ave
Videolaser
28451 Marguente Pkwy
Burlingame
Future Sound
Mountain View
1118 Burlingame Ave
Sound Goods
391 San Antonio Rd
Campbell
Sound Goods
Newport Beach
2627 S Bascom Ave
Audio by Design
1000 Bristol St N
Canoga Part
the Laser's Edge
Oakland
22021 Sherman Way
Pro Audio
383 40th St
Shelley's Stereo
6836 De Soto Ave
Orange
Absolute Audio
Upscale Audio
1232 N Tustin
8381 Canoga Ave
Palm Springs
Capitola
David
Rutledge Audio
Cymbaline Records
675 N Palm Canyon Dr
1475 41st Ave
Palo Alto
Carmichael
Western Audio Imports
Deetes Sound Room
4191 El Camino Real
5825 Manzanita Ave 04
Pasadena
Claremont
GNP Showcase
Audio Basics
1244 E Colorado Blvd
976 W Foothill #139
Riverside
Colma
SpeakerCrart
Serra Stereo
3627 Mernll Ave
4947 Juniper° Serra
Sacramento
Concord
Keith Yates Audio
C&M Stereo Unlimited
3019 DSt
2151G Salim
Neal 's Speakers &Stereo
Cupertino
1728 Fulton Ave
Elite Electronics
20149A Stevens Creek Blvd Paradyme Audio/Video
1729 Fulton Ave
El Toro
Tower Records
San Diego
23811 El Toro Rd
Stereo Design
9353 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
Encinitas
North County Stereo Vision Stereo Unlimited
131 N El Camino
3191 Sports Arena Blvd

ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
110 E Samford Ave
Huntsville
Campbell Stereo
1216 N Memorial Pkwy
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San Francisco
Harmony Audio Video
2238 Fillmore
Pertormance Audio
816 Mission St
Sounds Alive
731 Florida SI
Tosser Records
2525 Jones St
Ultimate Sound
141 Kearny St
San Jose
Paradise Sound
860 S Winchester
Presto Audio
2667 Cropley Ave #128
San Luis Obispo
Audio Ecstasy
786 Higuera
San Mateo
Mateo Hi Fidelity Inc
2199 S El Camino Real
Santa Barbara
Audio Vision
612 N Milpas
Santa Maria
Jell Lynn Audio
5455 Esplanada Ave

COLORADO
Boulder
ADSystems Ltd
2525 Arapahoe Ave
Listen Up
2034 E Arapahoe
Cherry Creek
US Tech
248 Detroit St
Colorado Springs
The Sound Shop
528 S Tepon
Denver
Sound Hounds
1575 S Pearl
Listen Up
999 S Logan
Fort Collins
Sound Hounds
646 S College
Westminster
Westminster Newsstand
5088 W 92nd Ave

CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
169 Church St
Fairfield
Santa Monica
Audio Design
Audio by John Dudley
195 Trunxis Hill Rd
1431 Ocean Ave. #400
New Haven
Audio Shoppe
Take 5Audio
1322 2nd St. Ste 228
105 Whitney Ave
Jonas Miller Sound
New London
2828 Wilshire Blvd
Roberts
Optimal Enchantment
90 Bank St
522 Santa Monica (by appt I
Stereo Lab
Shelley 's Stereo
140 Bank St
2212 Wilshire Blvd
Sausalito
DELAWARE
Music by Design
Wilmington
107 Caledonia St
Laser Sight &Sound
Sherman Oaks
4723 Concord Pike
T
ONV Records
Classical Annex
01 ST.OF COLUMBIA
14623 Ventura Blvd
Needle in aHaystack
Simi Valley
1990 KSt
House of Audio/Video
Serenade Records
1970-4 Sequoia
1800 M St NW
Stockton
Private Line
FLORIDA
Home Entertainment
Boca Raton
88 W Castle St
Vern's Electronics
3259 N Federal Hwy
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
Clearwater
23232 Hawthorne Blvd
Rising Sounds
3135 US 19 N
Upland
Audio Haven
Fort Lauderdale
1937 W. 11th St
Audio Center
4134 N Federal Hwy
Van Nuys
Audio Den
Select Audio Design
15600 Roscoe Blvd
2740 E Oakland Park
Blvd. Ste 100
Walnut
Audio Best
Fort Pierce
2411 S Joel Dr
Sound Shack
2302 S US 1
West Hollywood
Fort Walton Beach
Tower Records
Stereo Images
Classical Annex
11 Eglin Pkwy SE #6
8840 W. Sunset Blvd
Jacksonville
Westminster
House of Stereo
Audio Today
3505 Southside Blvd #10
14306 Beach Blvd
Lake Worth
Woodland Hills
Audio Advisor
Paris Audio
928 N Dixie Hwy
20037 Ventura Blvd
Largo
Wilson Audio Video
Sound Creations
Entertainment
3690 E Bay Dr, Ste E
20044 Ventura Blvd

Melbourne
Sound Gallery
912 BE New Haven
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S Dixie Hwy
Audio Plus
6214 S Dixie Hwy
Sound Components
1536 S Dixie Hwy
Orlando
Alltron
2612 E Colonial Dr
Tampa
Audio Visions
14733 N Dale Maybry
Audio Visions
3953 W Kennedy Blvd
GEORGIA
Atlanta
MUSIC Audio
2100 Roswell Rd NE
Music. Music. Music
Buckhead and
N Lake Tower Festival
Sounds of Distinction
3231 Paces Ferry PI
Stereo Shop
2774 Hargrove Rd
Stereo Video Designs
6300 Powers Ferry
Landing
1.11burn
Musical Designs Inc
4462 Burns Rd
Martinez
The Stereo Shop
104 Chamilla Dr
Tucker
MG Audio
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy
HAWAII
Honolulu
The Audio Shoppe
300 S Beretania #207
Sounds
502 Kaaahi St
Tower Records
611 Keeaumoku St
20/20 Stereo
660 Ala Moana Blvd
ILLINOIS
Barrington
Take One Audio Video
203-D W NW Hwy
Champaign
August Systems
901 N Prospect Ave
Glenn Poor sAudio Video
114 W Church
Chicago
Absolute Audio
5211 S Harper
Chicago Speakerworks
5700 N Western Ave
Clark St Midwest Stereo
2806 Clark Street
Superior Audio Systems
833 N Milwaukee
Victor's Stereo
8E Erie St
Chicago Heights
Audio Enterprises
202 Halsted
Deltalb
Audio Plus
866 W Lincoln Hwy

19-

Lefl

Come and Relax at
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA'S
Newest High-End Audio Store

Acoustat• Apogee •Aragon
•Boston/Acoustics •B&VV •
Celestion •CVVD• Audio Quest
•Energy •Fried• Hafler•Precise
Infinity•JSE• JVC Video- Dual
•Koetsu • Krell • Magnum
•Meitner • Lexicon •MIT •
Mod Squad •Monster •NAD
•Onkyo •Ortofon •Rotel •
Shure' SME •Snell -Sony ES
•SOTA •Stax •Sumiko •
Velodyne • Well Tempered

Sound (1 Music

Sales & Service •351 Pleasant Street
Northampton. MA 01060 •(413)584-9547

Alucioftª

Fine Audio Components

.
1

TWO LIVING ROOMS DEDICATED
TO THE DISCERNING LISTENER:
• State of the Art room
• State of the Wallet room
THRESHOLD

MIRAGE

FORTE

APOGEE

VTL

SYSTEMDEK

ROTEL

BRASFIELD

PARADOX

CARDAS

GRADO

WTT

EUPHONIC TECH NOLOGY

VORTEX

VERSA DYNAMICS

1937 W. 11th Street, Suite G
Upland. California 91786
(714) 982-8110
Ott the lo Frey where Los Angeles
and San Bernardino counties meet

CHICAGO
SPEAKERWORKS
designs 8z builds
LIMITED PRODUCTION
LOUDSPEAKERS
World Class Performance
• Factory to You Pricing
• Save 30% to 40%
•

Counterpoint
VTL
B& K
Musical Concepts
Acoustat • Convergent Audio
Rogers • Fostex • VPI
PS Audio • Proton
& much more

J4h eJJ/1 7
Our lowest priced record system
only $1429!
• Magnavox CD Player
• Superphon CD Max
• B&K ST-140 Amplifier
• Celestion Model 3
• MIT ZAPchord Cables

5700 N. Western, Chgo 60659

312 -769-5640

731 FLORIDA SAN FRANCISCO 94110 559-1699
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Lansing
Audio Clinic
2River PI
Lisle
Sound Choice
5328 At 53
Murphysboro
Sabin Audio
1313 South St
Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd
20 W Jefferson St
Normal
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
106 E. Beaufort
Peoria
Sound of Peoria
105 E Arcadia
Rockford
Absolute Audio
4227 Maray Dr
Skokie
Rosine Audio
4525 Oakton SI
Springfield
The King's Stereo
1275 W Wabash. Ste S
INDIANA
Indianapolis
Audio Workshop
5357 N Keystone
Tone Studio
820 E. 64th St
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E 64th St
IOWA
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E Kimberly Rd
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S Gilbert
Marion
The Audio Room Ltd.
1426 Twixt Town Rd
KANSAS
Lawrence
University Audio
2319 Louisiana St
Wichita
Music, Inc.
3203 E. Douglas
Golden Stereo
5337 W 94th Terrace
KENTUCKY
Louisville
Musical Images
of Kentucky
6700 Sycamore Woods Dr
Sound Gallery
9916 Linn Station Rd
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys
Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
Metairie
Audio Resource
3133 Edenborn Ave
New Orleans
Oliver's
112 University PI
Tower Records
408 N Peters St
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscape
406 W. Cold Spring Ln

Ellicott City
Gramaphone Ltd.
9005 Chevrolet
Frederick
Audio Ceo
180 Stoneybrook Cr
Laurel
Needle in aHaystack
14270 Baltimore Ave
Lutherville
Gramaphone Ltd
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Pike
Absolutely Sound ,
833 E Rockville Pike
Silver Spring
OEM Audio
9330 Georgia Ave
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision
1060 Massachusens Ave
Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury St
Looney Tunes Records
1106 Boylston St
Tower Records
360 Newbury St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
0Audio
95 Vassar St
Dartmouth
Sound II
576 State Rd
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Northampton
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
Peabody
Clearly Audible
255 Andover St
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St
MICHIGAN
Bad Axe
Grewe Systems, Ltd.
112 S Port Crescent
Birmingham
Almas HiFi Stereo
395 E. Maple
Dearborn
Almas HiFi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
East Lansing
Jemstone
325 Grove Street
Farmington Hills
Almas HiFi Stereo
29401 Orchard Lake Rd
Ferndale
JAM Hi -Fi Specialists
22346 Woodward Ave
Grand Rapids
Spectrum Electronics
2019 Eastern Ave SE
Lansing
Great Lakes Audio
502 N. Harrison
Mount Pleasant
Dr Goodyear's
Audio Parlor
100 Hiawatha Dr
Muskegon
Stereo Showcase
3100 Hensy
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Rochester
Audio Video System
3250 Rochester Rd
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N. Woodward Ave
Saginaw
The Listening Room
1305 Court St
MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E. Excelsior Blvd
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S
Hi End Audio
4959 Penn Ave S
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
St. Paul
House of High Fidelity
157 N Snelling Ave
MISSOURI
St, Louis
Best Sound Inc.
1131 S Brentwood Blvd
Flip's Stereo Place
9556 Watson Rd
Great St. Louis Sound Co.
1341 S. Lindbergh. Ste 1
NEVADA
Las Yelps
Tower Records
4700 S. Maryland Pkwy
Union Premiums
1325 E. Flamingo
Reno
Audio Alternatives
26 Hillcrest Or
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Hanover Audio
47-51 S. Main St
NEW JERSEY
Deptford
Hi Fi Connection
136 Rt 41
East Brunswick
Atlantic Stereo
636 At 18
Englewood
Stuart's Audio
3Grand Ave
Hackettstown
Marcel Associates
57 Wood Duck Ct
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
RD 1. Rt 73
Millburn
Professional Audio
Consultants
182 Essex St
Morristown
Sight and Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
South Street Stereo
20 South St
Northfield
Sound Inc.
900 Tilton Rd
N. Plainfield
Stereo City
950 Highway 22E
Paramus
Leonard Radio
160 Fit 17 N.
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave

Sea Girt
Monmouth Stereo
2133 Hwy 35
Shrewsbury
Monmouth Stereo
450 Hwy 35
Tom's River
Rands Camera and Hi Fi
1841 Hooper Ave
Trenton
Hal's Stereo
Lake Lawrence Plaza
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
Westfield
Stuart's Audio
544 North Ave E
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery NE
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
130W Palace
Galiotes News
201 Galisteo St
Santa Fe Sight &Sound
500 Montezuma, Ste 109
West Coast Sound
2412 Cerrillos Rd.
NEW YORK
Albany
Altair Audio
1980 Central Ave
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
206 E Main St
Binghamton
JSG Audio
1437 Front St
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main St
Stereo Emporium
3407 Delaware Ave
Colonie
Mom's Music Systems
1593 Central Ave
Canandaigua
Audio Nouveaux
71-73 South Main St
East Northport
Total Media Systems
192 Laurel Road
Huntington Station
Audio Breakthrough
129 Rt 110
Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd.
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Latham
Auto-Sound Plus
947-949 Troy-Schenectady
Clark Music in Albany
1075 Troy-Schenectady
Liverpool
Audio Excellence
4974 Alexis Dr
Lynbrook
American Audiophile
373 Sunrise Hwy
Mamaroneck
Definitive Hi Fi
154 E Boston Post Rd
Manhasset
Audio Breakthrough
1534 Northern Blvd

Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunnse Hwy
Mount Kisco
Fox and Sutherland
15 S Moger Ave
Nanuet
Eardrum Audio Video
148 E Rt 59
New York City
Audio Breakthroughs
199 Amsterdam Ave
Electronic Workshop
10 E 8th St
Leonard Radio
55 W 44th St
Lyric
Inc
1221 Lexington Ave
2005 Broadway
Stereo Exchange
687 Broadway
Sound by Singer
165 E 33rd St
Tower Records
692 Broadway
Tower Records
1961 Broadway
Patchogue
Square Deal Radio
and Television
456 Waverly Ave
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Rochester
Interior Images
317 S Broadway
Paul Heath Audio
217 Alexander
Rowe Audio
1737 Mt Hope
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Scarsdale
The Listening Room Inc
590 Central Park Ave
Smithtown
Audio Enjoyment
11 Caroline Ave
Stonybrook
Esotenc Sound Systems
Coventry Commons, Rt 347
Syracuse
Gordon Electronics
2739 Erie Blvd E
Superior Sight and Sound
2780 Erie Blvd E
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy
White Plains
Harvey Electronics
236 E. Post Rd
Lyric Hi Fi
146 E Post Rd
Woodbury
Audio Breakthroughs
Turnberry Commons
NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
Charlotte
Higher Fidelity
1620 South Blvd
Sound Systems
3748 E Independence Blvd
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Rd
Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave
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Wilmington
Atlantic Audio
4127 Oleander Dr
OHIO
Centerville
Stereo Showcase
1516 State Rt 725
Cincinnati
Pete's News Shop
308 Ludlow Ave
Stereo Lab
11419 Princeton Rd
4582 Montgomery
Columbus
Custom Stereo Electronics
1391 S Hamilton Rd
Needle in aHaystack
2384 Wellesley Ln
Progressive Audio
1764 N High St
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W Dublin
Granville Rd
Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
2626 Col Glen Hwy
Findlay
House of Hindenach
229 N Main St
Heath
Threshold Audio
605 Hebron Rd
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Miamisburg
Stereo Showcase
Prestige Plaza 5
North Olmsted
Maximum Compact
28883 Lorain Rd
Sandusky
Audio Force
521 E Perkins Ave
Toledo
Audio Center
1546 Alexis Rd
Jamiesons Stereo
5431 Monroe
University Heights
Atlantis Home
Entertainment Systems
2220 Warrensville Rd
OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City
Audio Dimensions
10407 N May Ave
Tulsa
K- Labs Audio
2806 S Harvard
OREGON
Portland
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 36th St
PENNSYLVANIA
Berwyn
Soundex
747 Berwyn Ave
Camp Hill
Hi -Fi House
3300 Simpson Ferry Rd
Erie
Custom Audio
1550 W 26th Street
Harrisburg
HI-FI House
3352 Paxton St
Hermitage
Sounds Good To Me
2481 E State St
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Hershey
Stereo Barn
251 W Chocolate Ave
Philadelphia
All That Jazz
617 S 24th SI
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 N 3rd
Discovery Discs
3417 Spruce St
Tower Records
Classical Annex
537 South St
Pittsburgh
mooks Audio
2883 W Liberty Ave
Selinsgrove
Stereo Shoppe
19 N Market St
South Hampton
Classic Car-Tunes
1029 Street Rd
Willow Grove
Soundex
1100 Easton Rd
PUERTO RICO
Rio Piedras
On Top Audio
332- BAve Jesus TPinero

El Paso
Soundquest Inc
6800 Gateway E 10
Garland
MJM Audio
4125 Broadway
Houston
Audio Concepts
2200 Southwest Fwy
Esoteric Ear
4230 Glenchase Lane
Odessa
Harold's Electronics
2809 Andrews Hwy
San Antonio
Bill Case Sound
4319 Medical Dr #106
Concert Sound
7103A Blanco Rd
UTAH
Ogden
The Hi Fi Shop
2236 Washington Blvd
Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr
Le Drogue
2146 S Highland Or

RHODE ISLAND
Middletown
Soundings
700 Aguidneck Ave
Providence
Ocean State Audio
304 Thayer St

VERMONT
Burlington
City Stereo
207 College St
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St

SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Sound Advice
2821 Ashland Rd
Greenville
American Audio
597 Haywood Rd
Sound Source
2516 E North St
West Columbia
Upstairs Audio
746 Harden St

VIRGINIA
Alexandria
Excalibur
323 S Washington
Bailey's Crosuoads
Audio Buys
5177 Leesburg Pike
Skyline Mall
Centerville
Gilled Listener
5866 Old Centerville Rd
Charlottesville
Preferred Sound
309 E Water St
Danville
Aeolian Products 6Svcs
215 Main St
Fredericksburg
Contemporary Sounds
1236 Jefferson Davis Hwy
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 Broad St
Roanoke
Audiotronics
4235 Electric Rd
Springfield
Needle in aHaystack
Springfield Mall
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound. Inc
6519 College Park Sq

TENNESSEE
Knoxville
Hi Fi House
8373 Kingston Park Ste 900
Memphis
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave
Nashville
Cumberland Audio
4013 Hillsboro Rd
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S
Tower Books
2400 West End Ave
TEXAS
Amarillo
Sound Systems Ltd
2502 Paramount
Austin
Audio Systems
3800 N. Lamar
Cochran Corp
2830 Real St
Beaumont
John Goodyear Audio
229 Dowlen
Dallas
Krystal Clear Audio
5330 Longview
Omni Sound
4833 Keller Springs
Preston Trail Audio
17390 Preston Rd #320

WASHINGTON
Bellingham
Bellevue
Hawthorne Stereo
13107 Northup Way
Seattle
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
Spokane
Hais Stereo
313 W Sprague Ave
Tacoma
Stereo Shoppe #2
11007 Bridgeport Way SW

WEST VIRGINIA
Beckley
Hi Fi Farm
Rt 3 Box 20-A
Morgantown
Sound Investments Inc
467 High S1
WISCONSIN
Eau Claire
Elite Audio
1498 S Hastings Way
Glendale
Sound Investments Ltd
2500 W Silver Spring Dr
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon I
Audio
2551 8th St S

CANADA
National Distributor
DeWinton. Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24. Site One. RR1
ALBERTA
Calgary
KW Audio
344 171h Ave SW
Loyalty Sound
1107 8th St SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10746A 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd St
Harold's Stereo
16612 109th Ave
9024 51st Ave
Medicine Hat
Sounds Fantastic
3192 Dunmore Rd SE
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Kelowna
MA Audio
1561 Pandosy St
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W Broadway
Music Works
4740 Main St
The Sound Room
2803 W Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S
Timothy Molyneux
1853 Grant St
ONTARIO
Brampton
Audio Concepts
8Strathearn Ave
Chatham
Absolute Sound
425 Clair St
Hamilton
Globe Audio
552 1
/ Upper James St
2
McMaster University
Bookstore
280 Main St W
Same Day TV-Audioland
217 King St E
Thompsons Select Audio
610 Upper James St

Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Pnncess St
Vern Napier Camera
333 Princess St
London
Multimag
150 Dundas St #3
Milton
Sound Man
629 Main St E
Oakville
Oakville Audio
2347 Lakeshore Rd W #3
Oshawa
Mike's Place
17 King St W
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Euphonies
687 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242", Bank Sr
Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St N
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1011 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
Linear Sound
10176 Yonge SI
Thornhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
American Sound
315 Spadina Ave
Classic Audio
1894 Lawrence Ave E
Executive Stereo
896 Queen St W
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W
High End Audio
22168 Queen St E
Ring Audio
553 Queen St W
Straight Gain Electronics
354A Yonge St
Toronto Home of
Audiophile
150 Dundas SIW
Waterloo
Sound Stage
56 Regina St N
Whitby
Whitby Audio
223 Brock St S
Windsor
Audio Two
324 Pelissier
Better Audio
106 Eugenie St W
OUEBEC
Anjou
Son-Or
7339 St Zohgue
Quebec
CO RA
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
Rotac Electronics
2873 Ch Ste-Foy

AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Thombury, Victoria
Audio 0Imports
649 Burwood Rd
Hawthorn 3122
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Northern Indiana's Oldest
High-end Audio Dealer
Sota •VMPS •STAX
Counterpoint •Kyocera
Bang & Olufsen •Carver
Nakamichi •Onkyo
•DBX •Spica •Fried
Last •AKG •Monster
Denon Professional
Warranted Pre-owned
Equipment Available!
the electronics store!
401 N. Michigan • South Bend, IN 46601
(219) 234-S001

Audio Unlimited
FOR SPECIALS LIST ONLY
CALL 1-800-233-8375
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR:

•AR

•Hafler

•Altec

•JVC

•Audio Control

•Monster Cable

•Audio Dynamics

•Pioneer Elite

•Audioquest

•Proton

•B& K

•Sony-Car

•dbx

•Stax

•Fried

•Superphon

•Grado

•Thorens
AND MORE'

503-963-5731

10 .00-5:30 NI-Thurs.

1203 Adams Ave.

10:00-3:00 Fri.

La Grande, OR 97850

Pacific Time
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DENMARK
National Distributor
Graestad
Matrix
Bylyngen 4, Blistrup
Copenhagen
Fona
Ostergade 47
Entusiasten
Tagensvej 162
KT Radio
Vesterbrogade 179-181
Viborg
Frydendahl Hi -Fi
Sot Mathiasgade 72
KT Radio
Norregade 19-21
Aarhus
Cilia Hi -Fi
Ny Munkegade 65
KT Radio
M P Bruunsgade 36
HONG KONG
Aeroplax Limited
Rm 201 Canton House
54-56 Queen's Rd Central
The Sound Chamber
Suite 1001, Dina House
11 Duddell St
ICELAND
National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Stein' HF, S Danielsson
Skulagata 61
ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca, 55100
Sound and Music
Via Marrarosa 125
MEXICO
Mexico D. F., 05600
Audiorama SA
Marsella 71
NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
2611 RV Delft
Tannoy Netherlands
Ezelweldlaan 52
Amsterdam
RAF KR Stereo
Riinstraat 142-150
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
DR Britton Ltd
3Sydney St
SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Audio Suite-Flair System
06-02 Da Jin Factory Bldg
362 Upper Paya Lebar Rd
Complex
112 E Coast Rd
SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sane Audio Elite
Padre Jofre 22
SWEDEN
National Distributor
Oslo 1, Norway
Audio Import
Box 9193 Vaterland

SWITZERLAND
National Distributor
Basel
Ensemble AG SA Ltd.
H Annoni Strasse 23
CH-4132 Munenz
Aarau
Shmmgabel— H Ineichen
im "City Mart"
Bern
Kegler Hi -Fi
3072 Ostermundigen
Hi -Fi Technik K Buhler
Effingerstrasse 29
Lugano
ABAudio Byte
6942 Savosa
Musicdoor
Ouartiere Magheth
Thun
Auchotechnik Luthi
Frutigenshasse 61b
Zürich
HiFi- Forum
Stamptenbachstrasse 153

TAIWAN
Taipei
Teti Electronics
6F M57-1 Sec 2 Chun Chin S Rd
THAILAND
Bangkok
Focal (Thailand)
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Rajdamri Rd
Future Land
Amann Plaza, 3rd Floor
Pleonchit Rd
Pathurnwan. Rumpinee

UNITED KINGDOM
National Distributor
Wilstead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Lane
Glasgow G2
Music Room
221 S1 Vincent St
London
Audio T
190 West End Ln
Douglas Brady Hi Fr
18 Monmouth St
Covent Garden
KJ Leisuresound Ltd.
26 New Cavendish St
Sound Information
13 St John's Hill
Manchester
Music Room
50 Bridge St
Reading Berks
Reading Hi Fi
Hams Arcade, Friar St

WEST GERMANY
National Distributor
6FranMurt/M. 56
Audio International
Gonzenheimer Strasse 2b

WEST INDIES
Jamaica
Kingston
Dataline Equipment
8Systems
25 Waterworks Circuit
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in Central Indiana, it's. ..

Achieving sonic realism.
Audio by Design

HIGH PERFORMANCE
AUDIO NEW & USED
Adcom •California Audio Labs
•Counterpoint •Dual
•Eminent Technology •Energy
•Janis •Monster •NHT
•Proton •Onkyo •Proton
•Sennheiser •Sumiko •VPI •

We have the best selection of
audiophile recordings.
5357 N. Keystone Ave.
Indianapolis, Indiana 46220
(317) 253-5260

Fumphwerks' is adedicated, premium
quality service. You can expect peerless
service in your pursuit of music. For busy
discriminating people, this is not only arequirement but also ajoy! Call or pen for a
free portfolio of services/fees and be on your
way to your highest expectations in music
service.
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systems from less than
$800 to state-of-the-art
audiophile and roomto-room remote
systems.
Specialists in
design and installation
of all your audio/video
needs.

Aunp

Z

Angstrom •Apogee
Ariston •BK
California Audio Labs
Conrad-Johnson
Lexicon
Magnum Dynalab
MB/Quart
Meridian •Mirage
Monitor Audio
NAO. PS Audio
Rotel •SOTA
STAX •Threshold
Van den Hut
Well-Tempered Labs

1000 Bristol Street North
Newport Beach, CA 92660

Fumphwerks'' is afull-spectrum audio
service (CD, cassette, LP) for the
music aficionado. Based on your
wishes, we establish your file
(Fumph'ile) automatically dispatching your favorite artists' releases when they occur, OR immediately notifying you of the release and standing by to complete
the order given your approval. We
will also take any order from your Schwann
(supplied as needed).

FumphwerksTM
P.O. Box 606
Excelsior, MN 55331
Toll free: 1(800) 55 FumphTM

was
created by music lovers
and musicians with the
simple goal of offering
the highest level of
musical accuracy
possible.
We offer complete

7141851-11l2

MUSIC AND
TECHNOLOGY
IN HARMONY
ADS • ALCHEMIST • BANG & OLUFSEN
B&K • BOSTON ACOUSTICS • DENON
CANNON VIDEO • CONRAD JOHNSON
CWD •EPOS •KEF •KLIPSCH •LEXICON
MADRIGAL • MARK LEVINSON • METIER
MONSTER CABLE/SIGMA • MERIDIAN
MARTIN LOGAN • MOTIF • NAKAMICHI
PHASE TECH •PHILIPS •PROTON •SOTA
ROTEL •SONOGRAPHE •STAX •SUMIKO
SYSTEMDEK • TERK • TARGET • THIEL
TRIAD •VELODYNE •YAMAHA

HAL'S
STEREO ià VIDEO
609 883-6338
Alt US Route Iand Texas Avenue
Lawrenceville, New Jersey 06638
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AUDIO MART
RATES: Private, $60 per word, $10 minimum on phone-in ads; Commercial, $1.75 per word. $70 minimum
on all commercial ads. PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid.with order. Phone-in ads are credit card
only: Master Charge, VISA, American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, RO. Box
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502, or CALL: (505)982-2366. DEADLINE: Ms are due on the first working day of the
month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear.

For Sale
AFFORDABLE HIGH-END AUDIO—Acoustic Energy
AE- I(Stereopbile V61.11 No.9), new AE-2 & AE-4, ASC
lhbe Traps, Audible Illusions (new S-I20 power amp,
incredible!), AudioQuest-LiveWire, B&K Sonata, Celesdon SL-700 (Stereopbile Vail No.9), Celestion's new
SL-Si Bi -Wire series, Chicago & Target Stands, new
TARA Labs Phase II TFA -Return cable, Dynavector,
Epos ES-14, Entec Subwoofers, Gold Acto Thbes, KEF
Custom Series, Kimber Kable, Lexicon CP- I, CP-2,
Magnum Dynalab new FT-101A Elite, Mission/Cyrus,
Mod Squad, Merlin Loudspeakers, Niles Audio, PSE,
Philips Audio/Video-Philips CD-960, CD-880, Regs,
Planar, Sonus Faber Electa loudspeakers, Stax, Tera
Video, Soruise handcrafted cabinet systems, Velodyne.
Custom installation available; for more information
or free brochure and free literature, please call (301)
890-3232, FAX (301)890-3819. J.S. Auto, One Cbildress Court, Burtonsville, MD 20866. Audition by
appointment. Monday through Friday, 102m to 7pm;
Saturday, Ilam to 5pm. M/C, Visa, Amex.
VTL 30/30 STEREO AMPLIFIER, $800. Thorens TD160 turntable, $150. (401)272-1608, evenings.
ABSOLUTE POLARITY/LEVEL/BALANCE infiniteresolution remote controller for virtual direct-wire
auditioning by the serious Audiophile. Change polarity
instantly, select alternate inputs, make precision
level/balance adjustments from your favorite listening
position. The Thornton Controller Model 100, $985
from TBG Productions, PO. Box 347010, San Fran
cisco, CA 94134. FAX (415)468-5481. Phone (415)
467-5697.
BERN1NG TF-10HA, $700; ENTEC SW-1/pr, $2250;
Kindel PLS-A/pg $1250; MM Systems M-20ClB/pr and
Luminescence, $5035. (312)771-4660.
CONRAD-JOHNSON PREMIER 3B, with RAM tubes,
$1850. Mirror Image 1.1S, high power, high current,
$1950. Ray (314)631 -9004.
MINNESOTA—SUMO's ARIA AND ANDROMEDA II
are at Audition Audio. So are Rega, Well-Tempered,
Royd, Goldring, Target, Audio Prism antennae and
cables, CD players from Precision Audio, Kalglo power
conditioners, and more. lb listen, call (612) 331- 3861,
Minneapolis, MN.
AUDIO BEST: LA, ORANGE, SAN BERNARDINO
California. Hot components: Celestion SL700, TARA
Lab, Counterpoint SA3000, PS 4.6, Audible Illusions
Modulus 3, Conrad-Johnson PV8, Mod Squad,
Acoustat Spectra, Spica Angelus, Beyer, Well-Tempered, Velodyne, Magnum, Fosgate, MIT, Adcom,
B&K, Superphon, Music Reference, Palantir, Spectrum,
Ratina, Sound-Lab, VPI, Maplenoll, Systemdek, Grado,
Alphason, Garrott, vdHul, Monster, Straight Wire, (714)
861-5413, appointment.
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ADCOM GFA-555 POWER AMP (200W), '87 vintage,
$500; VPI power-line conditioner, $200; Sony D-7
portable CD player, $100. Call Fred (615)481 -0586.
AUDIOPHILE WAREHOUSE LIQUIDATION! Direct to-disc, halfspeed, Quiex II recordings. 2000 available. Great prices—example: Donald Fagen Nighey
(sealed), $30, now $14! Elusive Disc, 4216 Beverly
Blvd., Suite 230, Los Angeles, CA 90004. (213)
388- 7176.
VTL CD PLAYER, $800; 75/75 power amp, $1500.
Both 3mo. old with warranty. Call (612)378-1164,
Philip.
CASH PAID for all types used audio equipment. We
buy and sell by phone, top dollar paid. Best prices on
B&K, Ariston, AR, Celestion, Parasound, etc. The Stereo Tkading Outlet, 32001d York Rd. ,Jenkintown,
PA 19046. (215)886- 1650.
SP9, 6MO. OLD, flawless, $1100 obo. Also, Magneplanar SMGa, 12 mo. old, flawless, $300/pr. Call Tim
(915)856-4425.
ANALOG CLASSICAL LPs: ATR, BIS, Chesky, Hyperion, Klavier, Open Window, Opus III, Proprius, RR,
Titanic, Water Lily, Wilson, and more. Member discount, Alternative audio 801 W El Camino Ste 183,
Mountain View, CA 94040. Free catalog, (800)
873-4434.
AUDIOPHILE RECORDS—RCA LSC Shaded Dogs,
Mercury SR 90,000. Send SASE to pjp 160 Walnut St.,
Nutley, NJ 07110.
COUNTERPOINT SA-I000 PREAMP, $600; Sumiko
record mat, $25. (415)321-3534.
PAUL HEATH AUDIO: Audible Illusions, B&K, Classé
Audio, Cardas, Dynalab, Gryphon, Theta, Iverson 400,
Quicksilver, PS Audio, Epos, MFA, Melos, Merlin, Precise, TDL, MIT, Mod Squad, Philips audio/video,
Maplenoll, Well-lkmpered, Kinergetics. 217 Alexander, Rochester; NY 14607, (716)262-4310.
SIDEREALKAP. The SiderealKap was designed to be
the finest-sounding capacitor available for highquality audio reproduction systems. Find out what
the music lover's capacitor doesn't sound like. Free
literature and price information upon request. Dealer
inquiries invited. Sidereal Akustic, 9974 Scripps
Ranch Blvd. #120, San Diego, CA 92131. (619) 5874226, Fax: (619)578-4059.
CONRAD-JOHNSON MV-50 AMP, 3mo. old, price
starts at $900. Call in your bid this month only. (617)
277-0255.
COUNTERPOINT SA-2, SA-3, and SA-Pi, excellent
condition, new tubes, $500 all three. Kirk, (504)2937883, 8-11pm.
MIT PC-18, 15' PAIR. Terminated with Bananas, $95.
Jeffrey (914)472-6035.
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SPICA TC-50i W/HERCULES STANDS, 2months old,
list $700, $495; Fuselier 3.3, list $1200, $395; Thiel
CS-2, $1200. (615)483-8070.
60 YEARS IN BUSINESS—WE MUST be doing something right. If it's amuch-in-demand audiophile product, we're likely to have it for immediate shipment.
Consult with one of our quiet experts or just order
US-warranteed components directly. Visa/MC. Ask
for Steve K. or Dan W, Square Deal, 456 Waverly
Ave., Patchogue, NY 11772. (516)475-1857.
SAIT LAKE CITY'S PREMIER AUDIO SALON, Le Disque, in 6500 sq. ft. on two levels and with seven spacious listening areas, features equipment by: Airtangent, Apogee, Cello, Chateau Reference Monitors,
Classé Audio, Duntech, FMS, Krell, Ortofon, Philips,
Sota, Sound Anchors, Sound-Lab ESL, Symo, Target,
Wadia Digital, and Zeta. Professional custom installations anywhere. Audio furniture in wood, metal,
granite, or marble. Best service by appointment to
enjoy two hours of relaxed listening to the world's
most sophisticated audio systems demonstrated by
karma A. Welter, Conducto Le Disque 21465 Highland Drive, Salt Lake City, UT 84106. Tel. (801)
484-6634.
ALBUM TRAK: Provides the album enthusiast with
the complete software package to track group: title;
label; style; substyle; recording mode and date; purchase price, source and date; and comments Handles
1billion albums—disk space providing. Also tracks
wanted albums. Runs on any IBM PC compatible. Send
check/money order for $39.99 to BLH Systems
Group, 920 N. 4th Street, Second Flom; Philadelphia.
P4 19123, or call (215)829-9213.

No. 1 U.S. Designer

o

HOUSTON, TX AUDIOPHILES ARE LISTENING to
important audio components by Alchemist, Aural
Symphonies, Celestion, Eminent Technology speakers,
Euphonic Technology, Forte, Kiseki, MIT, Talisman,
TARA Labs, Threshold, van den Hul, VMPS, WellTempered Lab, Chesky, Sheffield, MFSL, and more at
Stereo:mats, Houston's finest high-end audio alternative. By appointment only. (713)497-1114.
FREE HIGH-END KIT CATALOG. Power amplifiers,
preamps (tubefic/JFET), active crossovers (tube/ic).
Resista ±1% MF Resistors, Gold RCA connectors,
Mogami cables. Old Colony Sound, Box 243S, Peterborough, NH 03458.
FORT WAYNE, IN—QUALITY HI-FI: B&K Components, Ariston, Rotel, B&W loudspeakers, Spectrum,
Onyko, Mod Squad Line Drive and Prism, Chicago
Speaker Stands, Kimber /Cable, and custom, hand-built
equipment racks. Fair prices and consultation. Three
Rivers Audio, (219)422-5460.
FOR SALE: Revox B77 Mk.II reel-to-reel, $2000 (D);
itchnics SPL- 1200 Pro CD player, originally $1800,
$750 (U); Crown Suaightlinepreamp, $225 (U); McIntosh MC30 tube amps, 8750/pc (U); Massive Sartsui
receiver w/pre-out, $228 (U); Haller OHIO° preamp,
$208 (D); Hafler DH110 preamp, $415 (D); Hailer
XL280 power amp, $560 (D); C-J Sonographe SDI CD
player, $400 (U); Conrad-Johnson PV7MC preamp,
$525 (U); Rotel 820113X2 CD player, $552 (N+D); Angstrom References (U), $500/pr. including matching
stands; Oracle Alexandria htk.II, $495 armless, $795
with Oracle Beta tonearm. Scientific Stereo, 128 Main
St., Brattleboro, VT 05301, (800) 456-4434. Free
shipping.

Bring the Symphony Home
...with astate of the art
audio system from
Th e
.14C(
end audio dealer

HoUSIO

13194 VETERANS MEMORIAL DRIVE
Authorized Dealer For:
SimplyPhysics * VPI * SOTA * ET2
Premier * Audioqucst * Talisman
Magnum Dynalab* Counterpoint * Lazarus
M FA * Distech * Mclos * Rotel

Adcom
B&K
McIntosh
conradlohnson
Motif
Philips
P S Audio
Threshold

Sumo
Dahlguist
Fried
Martin-Logan
Mirage
Rogers
Spica
Synthesis

M&K
Sota
VPI
Well Tempered
Michell
Thorens
SME
Carnegie II

audio resource
3133 Edenborn A& •504-885-6988 •Metene LA 70002

2111

Convergent* Focus * Rauna

a

Vandersteen

Martin Logan * Chesky * Sheffield Lab
Reference Recordings * Audiophile
* Accessories. ...& more!
Free Newsletters* Expert Advice
Mon rues Wed

rhur Fri

Sat Sun

bY aPPL

12 -8

10-6

537-8108
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LEVINSON LNC-2 ACTIVE CROSSOVER, $1849; Apogee full-range ribbon speakers, $3950; Randy (303)
320-3921 weekends and 6- lOpm MDT weekdays.
IONOVAC PLASMA TWEETER SUPPLIES—quartz
cells and electrodes. Will pay top dollar for used
lonovacs. (616)372-2770.
STEREO CONSULTANTS proudly represents the best
values in Audio! B&K, Superphon, Distech, Magnum
Dynalab, Audible Illusions, Lazarus, Melos, VPI, Thotens, ProAc, JSE, Fanfare, Ryan Acoustics, Musical Concepts, Precision Audio, AudioQuest, more. Competitively priced in Lafayette, IN. Pbone: 3- lOpm EST,
Mon. -Sat. (317)474-9004 or (317)447-0782.
AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS AT WHOLESALE! Mobile
Fidelity, Nautilus, Sweet Thunder, Century, Japanese;
also Reference, Sheffield, Chesky, Proprius, M&K,
Crystal Clear, Umbrella, Super Disk, Wilson, Lyrita,
EMI, Decca, Opus Ill, RCA Living Stereo, Mercury Living Presence, Casino Royale, Linn, Odin, North Star,
Super Analog, Concord Jazz, Three Blind Mice CD,
Ultradisc 24K Gold CD. Dealer inquiries invited. Onestop distributor prices for audio stores. Accessories
by AudioQuest, record-cleaning machine by Nitty
Gritty, and Last record-care products. Chad Kassem, PO. Box 2043, Salina, KS 67402-2043. (913)
825-8609.
LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Enhance fidelity, reduce wear and static, improve
tracking, excellent cleaning. See Stereopbile review,
December, 1986, p.41. $21.95 per kit. Check/MO to
Rozoil Lubricant Co., Box 19003, Las Vegas, NV
89132.

COUNTERPOINT SA-3.I PREAMP, 14 mo. new, 8800;
Alphason Xenon tonearm, 8325; Straight Wire LSI
tonearm cable, new, 1.5 rtiCtela, $80. (312)983-8496.
Please leave message.
GENESIS PHYSICS may be gone, but LRS Electronics
can provide exact replacement and upgrade parts.
Aluminum 1" inverted-dome tweeters available now.
EPI owners: Upgrade tweeters, original paper cone
woofers—your only source! Kits available: flat-response, wide-dispersion, low-distortion 30-250Ci0Hz
two-way system. (603)749- 1904, MC/Visa.
CJ WALKER CJ55, Linn arm board, 8125; CJ55, Magnepan arm board, 8125; modified Thorens TD- 125
arm, $25, free with above 'table; Mission 775, bad
paint, Linn LVV, $225; Grace G-707-1I black arm in
box, never mounted, $125. Shipping included. Murray, (616) 396- 5194.
B&K, KIMBER, KINERGET1CS, Syneretic,11disman,
Magnum/Dynalab, Merlin, Tweek, Technics stylus
gauge, FluxbustcT ProAc, Cramolin, CD Saver CD/LPs:
Basbo's Pond, Chesky, Delos, Dorian, Harmonia,
Hyperion, Mobile, Opus 3, Proprius, Reference,
Sheffield, 'Marc, %%ter Lily, Wilson. lixtorElertrunk
Box 82404, Portland, OR 97282-0404. (503) 2332603. Visa/MC/Amex/COD.
ANNOUNCING MODIFICATIONS ID B&K AMPS and
preamps: most sonic improvement for Si invested!
Improved detailing, depth of soundstage, increased
transparency, deeper, tighter bass! State-of-the-art
technology!! Sound Unlimited, 169 Church St.,
Bristol, CT 06010. Est. 1959. We pay shipping and
accept credit cards. (203)584-0131.

All the best.
Krell

Audio Research

B&W
Cello
SOTA

ProAc

CAL

Thiel

Koetsu

Meitner

Versa-Dynamics

Well-Tempered
Aragon
Dahlquist

TDL

Duntech

PS Audio

VPI

Wadia Digital

...
and many more!

CM ADO
193 Bellevue Ave.
Upper Montclair, NJ
201 744 0600
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HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA
"Central PA's high end audio shop
for the discriminating listener."

VANDERSTEEN baunu. MARTI() Locpn ET
COUNTERPOINT Well Tempered Lab
Threshold

F.s.ad_àDio
MIT

contad iohnson

Infinity IRS

audle mare

srEett
SHOPPE

II N. Market St.. Sclonstirote. PA •717..174.0150
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CONRAD-JOHNSON PV8, $1349; Sony ES650, $599;
Fosgate 360211, $749; Counterpoint SA2, $699; SA3.1,
$729; Grado 8MX, $99; Celestion SL600, $1199; MIT
Shotgun, 2meters, $399; 15', $875; Thie104A, $599.
(714)861-4830.
RECORD COLLECTION: 635 records, 530 classical;
Y, recently purchased, fÇ purchased used; 100 rock and
country; all cleaned with VPI, $2000 obo. (301)

UPGRADE

THE WELL TEMPERED ARM
Significant improvement in the areas of detail,
transient impact, deep bass, imaging,
midrange and HF transparency, inter-note
silence, and more. Too good to be for real?
Your satisfaction unconditionally guaranteed or
100°I, refund including shipping.
The Well Damped Clamp is easily installed.
Tools are included, and if desired, arm is
quickly refittable to stock condition.
Send $255 Check or Money Order,
for prompt shipment, to:
Manilla Audio Design
1720 North Marshfield Street Suite 5E
Chicago, Illinois 60622
Literature Available
312-235-6450

595-2724.
SPECIALISTS IN AFFORDABLE HIGH-END AUDIO
& CUSTOMER SERVICE: B&K, Musical Concepts,
Angstrom, Merlin, Kinergetics, AR turntable, Straight
Wire, Chicago Stands, Echo Muffs, Sumo. ARIEL.
Carmel, IN 46032. Visa/MC. (317)846-9766 or (317)
841-7154, 5-10pm.
SAN DIEGO AREA: Merlin Signature speakers (Caniaswired), Cardas cables, Convergent Audio all-tube preamp (the SL-1 Reference), Wingate class-A amps,
Sound Anchor equipment racks. High-end items for
outstanding musical excitement. Audio Archives, (619)
455-6326.
MICHIGAN RESIDENTS TAKE NOTE! We carry:
Threshold, Conrad-Johnson, ProAc, SOTA, TDL
Speakers, KEF, Polk, Energy, Monster, Straight Wire,
Sax, Nalcamichl, NAD, Niles, Ortufon, Sumiko, Grace,
VPI, CWD, and more. Professional consultation and
installation. The Listening Room, 1305 Court Street,
Saginaw, M148602. (517)792-3816. No mail orders,
please.
ONKYO P308 PREAMP, Soundcraftsmen Pro-power
Iamp, Onkyo A8150 Integrated amp, ESB 7/06
speakers. PA (215)567-4626.

GLANDES

c

lUDIO

Viike

AND NOW
FOR SOMETHING
DIFFERENT. ..
THE ROCK TURNTABLE: Anew, low cost version
of the acclaimed Rock available at $650! Orders
are now being taken.
VACUUM TUBE LOGIC: The new tube disc player
is now available at $1190. Also the new mini-man
preamp at $775!
TARA LABS: The new Blue -$2.95/foot -now
available! Incredible value.
TERPSICHORE OT SPEAKERS: The choice of
Keith Jarrett, recent Grammy nominee for "Keith
Jarrett Trio Still Live" &J.S. Bach, Das Wohltemperierte Klavier Buch
ACOUSTIC ENERGY: AEI: The most remarkable
small speaker we've heard.
CELESTION SL6: Bookshelf at $900/pair and
friends, et. al.
Route 24, Chester Mall
Chester, NJ 07930
(201) 879-6889
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SOUND THAT
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF
INFINITY-IRS • BETA& GAMMA • MIT
SPECTRAL
THIEL

• SOTA

•

SME

•

• MAGNEPAN
B&W

GRADO • NAKAMICHI

• TERA

• ADCOM

MONSTER • SUMO • NITTY GRITTY
SUMIKO • CWO • LUXMAN • PIERRE
LURNE • SHURE ULTRA • BOSTON
ONKYO GRAND
STAX

•

INTEGRA • M & K

VELODYNE

YAMAHA

•

•

LEXICON

WILSON

WATT

SINCE 1968

fogillEllIS1111111111
1E1111111011111ES
(402) 397-4434
7511 Pacific • Omaha, NE 68114
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AUDIO RESEARCH INTERCONNECTS, 1.0m, $120,
and 1.5m, $130. Also, 10' terminated pair Monster MI,
8125. All new Jan. '89. Call Tim before wpm csT,
(915)856-4425.
CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, ADS,
Crown, Revox, Tandberg, Hafler, Adcom, Mission,
NAD, Harman/Kardon, Kyocera, Yamaha, Luxman,
Denon, Klipsch, B&W, KEF, DCM, E-V, JBL, Infinity,
dbx, AKG, and other quality components. Best prices
—professional consultation. All products covered by
manufacturers' USA warranty. Ameri.soundSale4 Inc,
Jacksonville FL 32241. East: (904)262-4000. West:
(818) 243- 1168.
B8cW 801 MATRIX SERIES 2LOUDSPEAKERS, walnut,
1year old. Mint, $3500 or hest offer. (51')'93-4160.

ICAN SAVE YOU MONEY on awide variety of high.
end audio products: Aragon, LiveWire, Spectrum,
Sumo, Classé, and more. Call for just about any product. Free UPS shipping. All items with full manufacturer's warranty. Audio by Gil Morrison. (313)
342-2475.
MIT 330, $95 per meter pair. MIT 750, 14' pair, $300.
MIT balanced XLR, $285. Call Stanley(201)763-4091,
after 5pm.
COST-EFFECTIVE MODIFICATIONS to Magnavox
CDB-series players: dramatic sonic improvement for
$139 installed (return shipping included). For information call (617)723-8157 or (617)863-5500, ext.
885-5925. Expert Modifications, 14 Starlight Ave,
Chelmsford, MA 01824.
VTL SUPER DELUXE/MC. Switchable gain for
MC/MM. Perfect condition, less than 100 hrs. Itan.sferable manufacturer's lifetime warranty. Superb
sound. $2250 list, $1500. (206)542-6166.

(-WI/
Upstate New York's Exclusive
MARK LEVINSON DEALER
Aragon /Arcam /Denon

AUDIO MART
44.444,44: »sivtliattAce.

Linn /Madrigal /Magnepan
Mirage M1 /Mission /NAD
Nakamichi /Soundstream
Thiel /Velodyne
Home trial program
for Monster Sigma
Nakamichl 1000 DAT/Processor
on display.

THE SOUND CONCEPT

"Lit 't Mi

The Perforfrhaece"

2314 Monroe Ave., Rochester, NY
(716) 442-6050

Phone in your ad
STEREOPHILE
CLASSIFIED

Mon-Fri Noon-9
Sat. 10-5

IT
GETS
RESULTS

MC/VISA/AMEX/DIS

Audioquest
B&K
JSE
Counterpoint
Eminent

(505) 982-2366

"Established Since 1959"
"We listen to Music with our ears;
We hear it with our minds."

Technology
A. Angers, Founder
Lexicon
SOUND UNLIMITED
Sony ES
Spica
169 Church St., Bristol, CT
(203) 584-0131
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B&W 801 MATRIX SERIES II, $3500; ARC Classic 60,
$2650. (407)777-8403.
UPGRADE YOUR SYSTEM! Musically outstanding
solid-core SOU shielded interconnects by Solid Core
technology; Cormorant cable SCT-04, 8119/1m pair,
and SCT-03, 889/1m pair. Air shipping, $3. No-risk
45-day audition; one-year guarantee. Information
sheet available. 3808 lkstview Ave, Kést Palm Beacb,
FL 33407. (407)842-7316.
BELLES POWER TYPE 200, 8350; Grace F9E, $95.
Call Harijanto, (216)888-6302.
CROFT MICRO II Tt HE PREAMP, four imputa, excellent, $450 obo; Forté Model li preamp, $675 obo; also
looking for used Quads. Dave, (813)932-6968.
SYNTHESIS LM300 SPEAKERS by Conrad-Johnson,
one yr. old, excellent condition, boxes and papers,
$1300. Brad, (714)240-3235.

'cue
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l
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WANTED: CLASSICAL LPs. Cash paid for RCA Living
Stereo LSC 1800/2600. Mercury living Presence stereo
SR 90,000/90,500, years 1958-1965. Also London
blueback, Mercury Golden imports, English Deccas
& EMIs. Call or send list to Chad Kassem, PO. Box
2043, Salina, KS 67402-2043. (913)825-8609.
WANTED; CANTON PLUS-C SUBWOOFER. Will pay
up to $275 plus shipping to NYC for mint walnut only.
Contact Jon after 7pm at (212)666-8525.
WANTED; McINTOSH MPI 4, Maximum Performance
Indicator in working/good condition. Call (818)
355-0181.
CASH FOR USED POWER/PREAMP—ARC, Levinson,
Krell, Threshold, & Conrad-Johnson, in good condition. Pick up amps from your home or just ship
UPS/COD. Call CA (213) 257-6726 Sennie or FAX
(213)258-7525.

For records, tapes and CDs.

The RACKITTm System

4111111.>

Wanted
WANTED: COUNTERPOINT SA 3.1 PREAMP, Accuphase G-18 Equalizer, dbx 14/10 Analyzer/Equalizer.
Tom, (312)631-0719 evenings/weekends.

CASH & TOP PRICE for used high-class equipment.
Luk, (212)219-3352.
LUXMAN T-110 TUNER wanted in absolutely mint
condition. Call Bob, day or evening (703)560-0964.

The best record rack in America
Free mailorder brochure
(please mention Stereophile)
Per Madsen Design

(415) 928-4509

MODI

ICATIO
IPÇ

Dept S. 1925 Massachusetts Avenue,

P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133

Carnbnege. MA (617) 354-8933

2525 Arapahoe Ave. E4/284

tfysterns,

Boulder, CO 80302
303/443-4443
by

SA,c. 980

•

appt.

Bulletin! ... attention to details ...
'everything matters &makes adifference'
•Room acoustics &
•Connectors &connections •CD stabilizer rings
•Equipment racks &
acoustical treatment
•Speaker cable
•Isolation bases. spikes, etc.
speaker stands
•A/C power line conditioning
&interconnects
•Future fully balanced system'
&power cords
...will Improve the sound of your system.
'watch for our continuing Informative bulletins!

r
eePete

Hafler

remote
ak4s,forrakie
IRIS pre amp
control
Legacy
1
Legacy 2Plus
IRIS tuner
System
'Sae«
XL 280 — mono's'
ZSE
it powerful'
ISE
01600
zero stored Ws*

208

Casse" 211,9io
o
re
incredible &powerful
DR-9 amp
Class ADR-38 amp
DR-3-VHC amp
DR-7 pre amp

•
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading is never knowingly accepted.
If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards please write: Nelson 8.
Associates. 62 Wendover Rd.. Yonkers, NY 10705.
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THE FINAL WORD
A Profound Realization

reproduced flute and piano to adegree very

One of the blessings of youth is that Profound

rarely found on recordings, which tend to offer

Realizations happen as amatter of course. I've

much more conveniently packaged versions

been reminded of this recently by the visit of

of the real thing. It didn't sound much like sit-

my 16-year-old daughter Rachel, who is just

ting in the third row. Neither, for that matter,

entering that time of life. Though it obviously

did the live mie feed!

wasn't just yesterday when Iattained that age
the memories of that time—so heavily imbued

importantly, no one would have wanted to put

with hormonal imbalance and the discoveries
of one's own intelligence—are crystal clear, as

up with, at alive concert, the hall conditions
Iheard while we made the recording. With no

are the memories of some Profound Realizations.

audience (and perhaps even with one, accord-

Where is the problem? There isn't one Most

How surprising, then, to come across one at

ing to pianist Brooks Smith), that hall was over-

the age of 43! Helping me to bring this into

reverberant, boomy, and, well, kind of clangy.
The immediate sounds of the instruments

focus was the letter from Mark Block that
opens this month's "Letters" section. More succinctly than Iever had been able to in the ongoing series of discussions /had with JGH —all
on the same theme pursued by JA these last
three years—Mr. Block accurately points out
that we truly have no absolute references with
which to compare the accuracy of our compo-

were, of course, glorious, and our recording has
been quite faithful, though not perfect, at capturing them. What the mie placement, and the
basic physical fact of microphoning, did for us
was mostly eliminate the aurally unpleasant
nature of the empty hall. If you got on our rec-

nents. The only one to come close is the bypass

ord what Iheard in the hall, you'd play the record no more than twice! (This reality was borne

test, but it fails on the grounds of dissimilarity

home even more strongly with atest tape we

to real life (To be awholly valid test, any exper-

made of alocal guitarist. In the second row, the
guitar sound was thin and unpleasant; you'd

iment must duplicate the conditions under
which products are actually used.)
Icould go on to expose my audio epistemology—that we make judgments based on accretion of knowledge about thousands of
individual audio events, both live and reproduced, in much the same cognitive fashion we
learn to speak, distinguish couches from floors,
and all the other more mundane aspects of
knowledge—but the point Iwant to make here
concerns absolute references. Now, Iknow
we've spent alot of space in this issue telling
you about the record we made (Poem; see
p.71)—you may know more about that record
than any other you'll ever buy—and you can

leave in aminute. Over the microphone, the
sound was warm and rich—much better.)
That's where the Profound Realization came
in. Although high fidelity as apursuit involves
accurate rendition of the input at every stage,
recording itself is aheavily creative act—not
just by the musicians, but, to an enormous extent, by the producers and recording engineers.
You essentially never listen on records to what
it sounded like in the hall or studio—and in
many cases you probably wouldn't want to.
I'd therefore like to dedicate Poem to the
community of record producers and engineers,
particularly to those who have kept the field

see that we've been scrupulous in our choice

of analog audiophile recording alive long

of microphones, recording devices, cables, mic

enough for us to join it: Doug Sax and Lincoln

preamps, mastering facilities, and pressing facilities. As much as any record you own, you'll be

Mayorga, J. llimblyn Henderson, Marcia Martin
and Keith Johnson, David and Sheryl Lee Wil-

hearing the sound Iheard live sitting in the

son, David and Norman Chesky, Peter McGrath

third row, right?

and Robina Young. There are many others, of

Wrong! Although when Iplayed back even

course, both present and past, but space limi-

the cassette copies of the master tape in my liv-

tations and my own ignorance preclude their

ing room (over the Mirage M- Is and Levinson

mentions; I'd still like to make this avote of

electronics), Iwas caught up by the realism of

appreciation for their creative efforts. —LA
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"A runaway bargain
and astellar perfoi
rmer"
H FI HERETIC, FALL '86

"B&K products are among the finest values on the market today."
"...one of the most musical power amps on the market...sounds better
t
many other amps selling for twice the price."
STEREOPHILE
VOL 8, NO 8, JAN 86

tI4
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PRE-AMPLIFIERS AND
POWER AMPLIFIERS
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COMPONENTS, LTD.
POWER AMPLIFIER STiet

Available from selected dealers.
Write or call for complete specifications:
8t KComponents, Ltd., 1971Abbott Road, Lackawanna, NY 14218 .1-800-543-5252 (NY: 1-716-822-84881

"A stunning realization of digital theory.

THE GRAND INTEGRA DX-G10
Compact Disc Player
•Linear 18 bit, 8x oversampling digital processing •Epoxy-damped DIA
converters with calibrated accuracy to the 4th significant bit •Optical power
supply stage •Dual transformers •Cast graphite and steel alloy anti-vibration
chassis •Separate optical data paths for audio and control signals •Variable
speed bidirectional disc scan •Absolute Phase control
Since the introduction of the M-510 amplifier, the name Grand Integra has been acknowledged
by the high end community as the benchmark of Japanese audio technology. We are pleased to
continue this tradition with the DX-G 10 and other limited-production components for your
pursuit of the elusive musical ideal.

Grand Integra
by ONKYO® 200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446

